
BAYONNE, France/MADRID: Basque mili-
tant group ETA effectively ended an
armed separatist campaign after almost
half a century yesterday, leading French
authorities to the sites where it says its
caches of weapons, explosives and
ammunition are hidden. ETA, which
killed more than 850 people in its
attempt to carve out an independent
state in northern Spain and southwest
France, declared a ceasefire in 2011 but
did not disarm.

Founded in 1959 out of anger among
Basques at political and cultural repres-
sion under General Francisco Franco, ETA
(Euskadi Ta Askatasuna - Basque Country
and Freedom) gained notoriety as one of
Europe’s most intractable separatist
groups. The Spanish government said
ETA’s handover of weapons in the French
city of Bayonne was positive but insuffi-
cient and called on the group to formally
dissolve and apologize to its victims.

Continued on Page 13
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PALM BEACH, Florida/TEHRAN: The United States is vowing
to keep up the pressure on Syria after the intense nighttime
wave of missile strikes from US ships, despite the prospect of
escalating Russian ill will that could further inflame one of the
world’s most vexing conflicts. Standing firm, the Trump
administration on Friday signaled new sanctions would soon
follow the missile attack, and the Pentagon was even probing
whether Russia itself was involved in the chemical weapons
assault that compelled President Donald Trump to action. The
attack against a Syrian air base was the first US assault against
the government of President Bashar Al-Assad.

Much of the international community rallied behind
Trump’s decision to fire the cruise missiles in reaction to this
week’s chemical weapons attack that killed dozens of men,
women and children in Syria. But a spokesman for Russian
President Vladimir Putin warned that the strikes dealt “a signif-
icant blow” to relations between Moscow and Washington. A
key test of whether the relationship can be salvaged comes
this week when Secretary of State Rex Tillerson becomes the
first Trump Cabinet member to visit Russia.

British Foreign Minister Boris Johnson also had planned to
visit Russia this coming week, but decided yesterday to cancel
the trip because of the fast moving events in Syria. Johnson,
who condemned Moscow’s continued defense of Assad, said
Tillerson will be able to give a “clear and coordinated message
to the Russians”.

At the United Nations on Friday, Russia’s deputy ambassa-
dor, Vladimir Safronkov, strongly criticized what he called the
US “flagrant violation of international law and an act of
aggression” whose “consequences for regional and interna-
tional security could be extremely serious.” 

Continued on Page 13

Iloved a report that came out from the ministry of
health last week. First of all I want to thank them
for their efforts, for the first time, in bringing out

such a scientific document about the mental health
of people living in Kuwait. According to the statistics
released by the ministry on Thursday, around 5-9
percent of the nation suffers from varying degrees of
depression. 

Are you kidding guys - who’s depressed?! How
could you be depressed with all the trees and foun-
tains and lakes surrounding you? No traffic, lots of
comforts and plenty of justice and freedoms and
money for us all. Social equality and no prejudices
and no hatred and no MPs shouting over trivial mat-
ters and calling for injustices among the nations.
Enough guys of the beautiful things!  

But on a serious note - the study says that some
of the main reasons triggering depression are family,
social and financial issues. They didn’t elaborate, but
what I understood was that the study also includes
expats as well as Kuwaitis. They did not state what
the percentage amongst Kuwaitis alone was. 

If we Kuwaitis are suffering financial problems to
the point that it causes depression, then I feel even
more sympathy for the poor expats, because their
financial situation is typically 180 degrees worse
than ours, as they pay their rent, with no subsidy for
housing, healthcare and schools. These are the major
issues in the life of all nations. Unfortunately, expats
do not get any subsidies to help with these expens-
es. So you can imagine their financial situation. Plus,
they also have to pay, like us, for their food, cars, oth-
er demands of life, blah, blah, blah. 

If we come to discuss some of the other reasons
for depression, like family and social matters, I agree
that there are many factors under this terminology
that can shake the psychological situation of any
person. But also expats are lesser fortunate in this
because they don’t travel as much as we do to take a
break. It’s nice to take a break, even if it’s a small holi-
day to Dubai for the weekend. 

Also, they don’t have the facilities and comforts in
their homes and don’t have gardens or balconies or
even spacious rooms to accommodate their children
and furniture. Instead, they live in pokey flats with
high rents and not enough space under the building
for their children to run around, because we made
sure that every building is fully occupied, even the
ground floor - for profit - and there is no space for
children to breathe and play. As for the third, family, I
don’t know what they meant by that, because family
pressures could exist everywhere. 

As for me, the weather is one of the most depress-
ing issues in Kuwait. Unfortunately, it cannot be
helped - only escaped - and that too only temporari-
ly. And we are all depressed on that level. Please
don’t get me wrong guys. I think that the percentage
is probably smaller than reality and that someone
who is really depressed should get help, whether
Kuwaiti or expat. 

DARAA, Syria: Members of the Syrian civil defense volunteers, also known as the White Helmets, help a man
after removing him from the rubble of his house following an air strike by government forces on a rebel-held
area in this southern city yesterday. — AFP 

ETA surrenders arms to end conflict

BAYONNE, France: A man holds a placard reading “April 8th the courage of peace”
during a rally in support of the “Artisans de la Paix” yesterday following the
announcement of disarmament by Basque separatist group ETA. — AFP 

WASHINGTON: Somewhere between
the Republican caricature of the next
justice of the US Supreme Court as a
folksy family guy and the Democrats’
demonization of him as a cold-hearted
automaton, stands Neil Gorsuch.
Largely unknown six months ago,
Gorsuch has seen his life story, person-
ality and professional career explored in
excruciating detail since he was nomi-
nated by US President Donald Trump 10
weeks ago. The portrait that emerges is
more nuanced than the extremes
drawn by his supporters and critics.

Gorsuch is widely regarded as a
warm and collegial family man, boss
and jurist, loyal to his employees and
kind to those of differing viewpoints. He
also has been shown to be a judge who
takes such a “rigidly neutral” approach
to the law that it can lead to dispassion-
ate rulings with sometimes brutal
results. Four times during his confirma-
tion hearings, Gorsuch invoked a “break-
fast table” analogy, telling senators that
good judges set aside what they have to
eat - and their personal views - before
they leave the house in the morning to
apply the law and nothing else to the
facts of the cases at hand. 

It was all part of Gorsuch’s artful
effort to reveal as little as possible of
his own opinions. “We’re all human
beings,” Gorsuch told senators, “but the
judge’s job is to put that stuff aside
and approach the law as you find it.”
That ability to compartmentalize, com-
bined with Gorsuch’s studious refusal
to signal his thinking on contentious
issues, left Democrats frustrated. For all
his many visits with senators and his
hours in the witness seat, Gorsuch had
not revealed his core beliefs and may
have, according to Democrats, a bias
favoring powerful interests over ordi-
nary people.

The question for Sen Dick Durbin
was “whether there’s a beating heart
and an independent streak” behind
Gorsuch’s silver hair and smooth deliv-
ery. Republicans saw Gorsuch’s disci-
plined and detached approach as evi-
dence of the fair and independent
mindset that the US needs on its high-
est court. Preparing to take the oath of
office Monday after a rancorous 54-45
vote in the Senate, Gorsuch soon will
largely recede into the cloistered halls
of the Supreme Court. 

Continued on Page 13

Joining top US court, real 

Gorsuch set to stand up

WASHINGTON: In this March 21, 2017 photo, Supreme Court justice nominee
Judge Neil Gorsuch explains mutton busting, an event held at rodeos similar to
bull riding or bronc riding, in which children ride or race sheep, as he testifies
on Capitol Hill during his confirmation hearing before the Senate Judiciary
Committee. — AP 

WASHINGTON: A sci-fi staple for decades, laser
weapons are finally becoming reality in the US
military, albeit with capabilities a little less dra-
matic than at the movies. Lightsabers - the
favored weapon of the Jedi in “Star Wars” films
- will remain in the fictional realm for now, but
after decades of development, laser weapons
are now here and are being deployed on mili-
tary vehicles and planes. Boeing, Lockheed
Martin, Northrop Grumman, Raytheon - all the
big defense players - are developing proto-
types for the Pentagon.

The Navy has since 2014 been testing a 30-
kilowatt laser on one of its warships, the USS
Ponce. Lockheed Martin has just announced a
60-kilowatt laser weapon that soon will be
installed on an Army truck for operational test-
ing against mortars and small drones. The
weapon can take out a drone from a distance of
about 500 meters by keeping its beam locked

onto the target for a few seconds, Jim Murdoch,
an international business development director
at Lockheed, told reporters this week.

But unlike in the movies, the laser beam is
invisible to the naked eye. By focusing the
beam onto a target, the technology rapidly
heats the inside of an incoming mortar round,
causing it to explode mid-air. An impressive
feat considering the round is moving at hun-
dreds of miles per hour. The laser weapon can
also pierce the outer skin of a drone, taking
out key circuits and making it crash. For the
moment, the lasers being tested are all of
about this same power.

Mark Gunzinger, a senior fellow at the
Center for Strategic and Budgetary
Assessments, sees that relatively small output
increasing rapidly. Within just a few years, he
expects far more powerful prototypes of more
than 150 kilowatts. Such a laser could knock

out a missile sideways on, where it is most
vulnerable. He said special operations forces
want to test such a system by 2020 on an AC-
130 gunship that specializes in ground sup-
port for troops. And within six to eight years,
US forces could begin using laser systems of
more than 300 kilowatts, he added. That
degree of power could knock out an incom-
ing missile head-on. 

Eventually, reality will increasingly catch up
with fiction. The US military is also weighing
the possibility of mounting lasers on drones
flying at very high altitudes, making them
capable of shooting down ballistic missiles
shortly after launch. Another bonus for the
military from lasers is the promise of seeming-
ly unending and cheap firepower. Unlike con-
ventional cannons that need shells, laser can-
nons are limited only by the amount of elec-
tricity that can be generated. — AFP

Laser weapons edge toward use in US military
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GCC expats without pension

GCC expats are miles behind when it comes to
retirement planning, according to a significant
finding. A recent study by Guardian Wealth

Management found that 64.21 percent of GCC expats
get no pension at all, compared to 14.49 percent in
North America, 43.85 percent in Europe and 61.11 per-
cent in Asia.

The large presence of expatriates in Kuwait and the
GCC is often mentioned, but few of us are talking about
the future of the expatriates we brought from their
home countries. Many of them have spent many years
in service here, and therefore feel alienated in their
home countries. So, why don’t they get financial pen-
sion in case of disability, disease, dementia, or old age?!

Some expatriates who work in large companies in
higher positions do not fear about not getting adequate
financial compensation on retirement, but let us think of
many of the professions here in which expatriates work,
such as domestic helpers, representatives, drivers and
carpenters, as well as construction workers on projects
and bridges. If we get rid of all these workers, we will
remain without bridges or houses, and we still dare to
say that we don’t want foreign labor! 

All these jobs are necessary in consumer societies
such as ours, because many citizens find such occupa-
tions despicable, especially that of domestic workers. I
believe we must look at them humanely and consider
how to secure them financially. Hamzah Shalchi, region-
al manager in the Middle East of Guardian Wealth
Management, said of the outcomes of the survey: “I
believe GCC expats are quite far behind other expat
regions such as Asia and Europe because the high
salaries and tax-free incomes make it much easier to
spend earnings rather than save them. As with most
cases, people come to work here and before they know
it, it’s been five years and they haven’t saved a penny.”

Shalchi gave a tip to expats who may be in such a
condition - to start saving earlier to allow the pension
pot to grow naturally or transfer their pensions offshore.
I believe this issue has two sides, and we need to take
into consideration that not all expats are alike in status
and some of them have no home to go to for retire-
ment, such as the Palestinians living in the GCC region
for a long time, who should be given citizenship and
should be covered by a retirement program.

A regional conference was held in Doha in 2014 titled
‘The GCC Countries: Politics and Economics in Light of
the Regional and International Shifts and Changes’
organized by the Doha Arab Centre for Research and
Policy Studies, that shed light on some issues of foreign
workers in the GCC and the future, with about 70
researchers presenting papers related to this topic.

On the issue of foreign workers, Ali Fakhro, a former
Bahraini minister, said the situation is alarming, as in
1975, their ratio to the local populations was just 29 per-
cent, but 33 years later, by 2008, the ratio had more than
doubled to 70 percent. He added that expatriate work-
ers in the region will become a problem in the future as
they would threaten the local cultures and identity,
amid mounting international pressure to give them
nationality. 

Unfortunately, some poor expat workers do not even
receive their salaries on a monthly basis, so there is a big
problem facing those who do not have the strength to
make their voices heard for their urgent rights. The right
of expatriates to be covered by a retirement program is
very important and must be considered by action.

Local spotlight

By A Saleh 

KUWAIT:  Head of  the Kuwait
Structural Plan at the Municipal
Council Ali Al-Moussa said that
housing is a top priority issue for
all the council members. Moussa
added the council members had
held several meetings with the
municipality’s executive body and
other relevant authorities to find
enough land to be used in build-
ing new cities and end the waiting
l ists  at  the housing welfare
authority. Moussa added that the total
number of housing units needed until
2030 would be 311,000, which calls for
providing more land.

Kuwait Airways
The parliament’s financial affairs com-

mittee is scheduled to meet this morning

to discuss the Kuwait
Airways issue after the
resignation of chairper-
son Rasha Al-Roumi and
the appointment of a
new board of directors.
The committee will also
discuss what has been
said about administrative
and financial violations.
The meeting, which will
be attended by Minister
of Social Affairs and Labor
Hind Al-Sabeeh, will also

discuss the government’s opinion on turn-
ing Kuwait Airways into a shareholding
company. Notably, much has been said
about privatizing Kuwait Airways, since
many MPs insist on keeping Kuwait Airways
public or mandating the government to
purchase the majority of its shares if it has
to be privatized. 

Pardon
Meanwhile, the parliament’s legislation

committee is scheduled to discuss a bill
suggesting a full pardon for crimes of
expression committed for political rea-
sons concerning domestic matters. The
committee is also scheduled to discuss
decree number 297/2015 on referring a
bill to amend article 11 of law number
40/1972 pertaining contests and cassa-
tions. In addition, the committee will dis-
cuss proposed bills on amending law
number 2/2016 pertaining the anti-cor-
ruption authority, adding a new article to
law number 16/1960 pertaining penal
laws and many others. 

Summer vacation
The Ministry of Education (MoE) is cur-

rently studying a proposal by Kuwait
Teachers Association to reschedule the
summer vacation for secondary school

staff. Accordingly, Minister Mohammed Al-
Fares asked MoE’s relevant bodies to study
the proposal, which suggested starting
the summer vacation on June 22 instead
of on July 3 for teaching staff members
and instead of July 6 for school directors.
The proposal also includes sitting for sec-
ondary stage final exams in the period of
May 10-22, to declare the school leaving
exam results on May 24 instead of May 29
and to start the second session exams on
June 7 instead of June 12. 

In a different concern, and after a roof
col lapsed there,  MoE plans  to  c lose
down the religious institute building in
Fahaheel and distribute its students and
staff members to nearby schools. In this
regard, MoE assistant undersecretary for
fac i l i t ies  and planning K haled Al-
R asheed said MoE is  wait ing for  the
Ministry of Public Works’ f inal report
about the building. 

Meetings to find enough

land for housing projects
Panel to discuss Kuwait Airways issue

KUWAIT: Kuwait ranks last amongst Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) states and
11th amongst Arab countries in a report
made about travel and tourism competi-
tiveness for 2017. The biennial report,
issued by the World Economic Forum
(WEF) last Thursday, ranks Kuwait at the
125 place amongst 136 countries, and
indicates that the Gulf  state has not
shown any improvement since the last
report. The travel and tourism competi-
tiveness report titled ‘Paving the Way for
Further Sustainability and Comprehensive
Future,’ ranks countries according to 14
separate indexes. 

Commenting on the report, Nabila Al-Anjeri, General
Manager of Leaders Group Company for Consultancy
and Development (UNWTO representative in Kuwait),
said that Kuwait’s tourism and travel sector faces vari-
ous challenges, the most difficult of which is the lack of
a government vision to develop the sector and make it
a supporter of national economy. 

“According to the report, all GCC states
and most Arab countries outranked Kuwait
which only got 3.3 points,” Anjeri
explained, noting that this reflects the
problems that the tourism sector in Kuwait
faces in light of the absence of a compre-
hensive and integrated instructional body
to set visions, coordinate amongst various
relevant bodies as well as accelerate the
execution of tourism-related development
projects.   

According to the report, the tourism and
travel industry formed only 2.1 percent of
Kuwait’s GDP of over $2.5 billion, at a time
when Kuwait received 182,000 tourists and

made $499 million from tourism with an average of
$2,739 per tourist. The report also showed that the
tourism and travel sector provided 54,375 job oppor-
tunities. Anjeri added that the gap was widening
between Kuwait and other GCC states such as the UAE
because it has not utilized its resources, though they
are very similar to those in other GCC states. 

Ali Al-Moussa

Nabila Al-Anjeri

Kuwait trails GCC states in Travel,

Tourism Competitiveness Index
KPC dismisses

reports on extra 

oil supply for 

spot market
KUWAIT: The Kuwait Petroleum Corporation (KPC)
yesterday quashed reports that Kuwait provided
extra supply on the oil spot market. The corpora-
tion has reiterated Kuwait’s commitment to cut oil
production in line with an OPEC and non-OPEC
deal concluded late last year.  OPEC and non-
OPEC producers agreed in December 2016 to cut
their combined output by almost 1.8 million bar-
rels per day (bpd) during the first half of 2017,
with the possibility of a six-month extension. The
recent closure of the Shuaiba Refinery does not at
all imply any decrease in Kuwait’s crude output, or
products, KPC said.

KPC noted that it had earlier announced
through the media that Shuaiba, whose daily pro-
duction hit 200,000 barrels of oil products, would
be closed as part of the strategic plan of KPC and
the affiliate companies.  It is part of KPC strategy
to develop the refining capabilities and modern-
ize Kuwait’s refineries, the statement said, noting
that the decision  to close down Shuaiba followed
detailed studies that it would be vain to modern-
ize the refinery or pump more investments in it.

The decision does oppose Kuwait’s commit-
ment to the OPEC-non-OPEC deal to restrict pro-
duction, KPC said. As a result of closing the
Shuaiba Refinary, KPC will have to reschedule its
commitment to some clients, still in line with the
deal.  It stressed that Kuwait has been a pioneer
in committing itself  to the agreement to
decrease production aiming to restore balance to
the oil market. Shuaiba used to offer 30 types of
oil products, mostly for export purposes, KPC
concluded. —KUNA

EPA tours Jahra

Pools Reserve

By Meshaal Al-Enezi

KUWAIT: The Environment Public Authority (EPA) paid a field
visit to Jahra Pools Reserve yesterday in the presence of EPA
Chairman Sheikh Abdullah Ahmad Al-Humoud Al-Sabah. Sheikh
Abdullah expressed joy to launch the reserve’s unique bird sanc-
tuaries, noting that a team of specialists had worked on studying
various ecological systems over the past two years. “Jahra Pools
Reserve is a wetland and includes pools surrounded by reed
beds and sabkhas supporting the life for plants, marine life, birds
and fish,” he explained. Sheikh Abdullah noted that EPA is cur-
rently considering opening the reserve for public visits and
building a special scientific center for studies and research on
the wildlife in it. He added that blue tilapia fish was discovered in
the reserve, although it is known to live in freshwater. 

Adolescent medicine
Head of the pediatrics department at Adan Hospital Dr

Fawwaz Al-Refae said a special clinic for adolescent medicine or
hebiatrics would be opened by the end of the year at Adan
Hospital. Speaking on the sidelines of holding the Pediatrics
Department’s 3rd Scientific Day under the auspices of Adan
Hospital Director Dr Abdul Rahman Al-Enezi, Refae said adoles-
cent medicine is a new science and that Adan Hospital would be
the first to open such a clinic after recruiting specialists to deal
with this age category (10-19). Refae added that more clinics
would be established in the future in other hospitals. He also not-
ed that the pediatric clinic examines 800 children daily. Speaking
on the scientific day, Refae said it included lectures and special-
ized workshops presented by cardiologists and gland and diabet-
ics experts, in addition to a lecture delivered by the head of the
liver, digestive system and nutrition department at Sheikh Khalifa
Medical City in Abu Dhabi Dr Mohammed Al-Maqdadi. 

Farmers 
Deputy Chairman of Kuwait Farmers Union Abdullah

Mohammed Al-Dammak stressed that since its last meeting on
Feb 5, 2017, the union’s board of directors had been planning to
solve various problems faced by Kuwaiti farmers. Speaking to
reporters following a meeting with the fertilizers marketing
manager at Kuwait Petrochemical Industries Company Fahd Al-
Kandari, Dammak said that an agreement was made to provide
the union’s outlets in Abdali and Wafra with all fertilizers farmers
constantly need at reasonable prices. 

Remarks
Minister of Awqaf and Islamic Affairs and Minister of State for

Municipal Affairs Mohammed Nasser Al-Jabri stressed his keen-
ness on taking the State Audit Bureau’s remarks into full consid-
eration, and that he would form special committee to scrutinize
the remarks made about the Awqaf secretariat general, Zakat
House and the Quran and hadith printing and publishing
authority. 

Govt to proceed with nationality law

in line with state sovereignty: Minister

KUWAIT: In keeping with its UN recogni-
tion as International ‘Humanitarian
Center,’ Kuwait continued offering assis-
tance to needy people in the Middle East
and beyond throughout the just-ended
week. On Friday, March 31, Kuwait Zakat
House distributed relief supplies to
Syrian refugees in Turkey’s southern bor-
der regions.

Field team of the House has contin-
ued executing a broad relief programs to
aid the Syrian refugees, handing over
food and financial allotments to the vil-
lage of Al-Rihaniah, near Hatay city. They
visited headquarters of a local philan-
thropic society and met with domestic
coordinator for Syria’ relief Erhan
Yemelek, on boosting coordination in
the ongoing process. They examined the
local foundation’s efforts, namely prepar-
ing food supplies for delivery to the
refugees and a bakery that produces
140,000 loaves of bread, dispatched dai-
ly to Syrian regions.

The team delivered aid to refugees
in Turkish city of Kilis, also located close
to northern Syria that had been scene
of rounds of deadly and destructive
internal fighting.  On Saturday, April 1, a
medical delegation from the medical
committee of the Kuwaiti Society for
Relief (KSR) and the Patients Helping
Fund Society (PHF) inspected the
health facilities in Aden governorate,
south Yemen, damaged by the ongoing
conflict.  The delegation, led by PHF
head Dr Mohammad Ahmad Al-
Sharhan, was made-up of PHF Director
General  Jamal Al-Fawzan and Dr
Abdulrahman Al-Kandari, according to
a statement by the PHF.

They toured the emergency center in
Al-Mansoura Health Directorate, Kuwait
pediatric hospital, the artificial limb

center, the mental hospital, Al-Hosini
clinic, Makkah ophthalmologic hospital
and ‘Al-Sadaqa’ (friendship) hospital.  In
late Friday in Rome, the World Food
Programme ( WFP) honored Kuwaiti
Ambassador to Italy Sheikh Ali Khaled
Al-Jaber Al-Sabah in appreciation of his
efforts in representing Kuwait in the
program and his role in the humanitari-
an field.  The WFP’s Executive Director
Ertharin Cousin handed the honoring
certificate to Sheikh Ali at a ceremony
attended by senior UN officials and
Kuwait’s permanent delegate to UN
organizations Yousif Juhail.

On Sunday, April 2, Kuwait’s Patients
Helping Fund Society discussed with the
United Nations Office for the Coordination
of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) the efforts
to coordinate humanitarian aid delivered in
Yemen through “Kuwait is by your side”
campaign.  During his meeting in Aden
with the Head of Office for OCHA Yemen
George Khoury, the society’s President Dr
Mohammad Al-Sharhan said he is looking
forward to seeing the outcome of this
coordination.

In Kuwait, Kelly Clements, UNHCR’s
deputy High Commissioner expressed
gratitude for His Highness the Amir
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah for supporting humanitarian
actions worldwide. Kuwait is a strategic
partner for the UN Commission for
Refugees, she told a news conference
on Sunday. She said the UNHCR was
looking forward for a “deeper coopera-
tion ahead of the donors’ conference in
Brussels,” which Kuwait is co-chairing.

Clements thanked Kuwait Fund for
Arab Economic Development (KFAED)
for donating $10 million to improve
conditions of Syrian refugees in Iraq.
She said UNHCR needed $eight billion

to help the Syrian, either internally dis-
placed or refugees in other countries.
Another $200 million needed for Iraq,
added Clements.  The KFAED donation
wil l  help UNHCR improve ser vices
offered to refugees in five camps host-
ing up to 97,000 Syrians.

On Monday, April  2,  the Kuwait-
based Mercy International, an affiliate
of the Social Reform Society (Islah),
announcing the launching of an urgent
relief  campaign for the victims of
drought in Somalia.  The campaign
includes medical programs, food pack-
ages and mobile water tanks, to be car-
ried out in cooperation with Kuwait’s
Zakat House, the Kuwait Relief Society,
the International Islamic Charitable
Organization ( I ICO) and Al-Najat
Charity, besides Qatar ’s Eid Charity
Foundation, head of the African section
at the Mercy International Saad Al-
Otaibi said.

The University of Aden on Monday
highly appreciated Kuwait’s support to
the Yemeni people who are experienc-
ing terrible conditions. The university
honored the Chairman of the Patients
Helping Fund Society and the head of
the Health Committee of the Kuwait
Society for Relief Dr Mohammad Al-
Sharhan, offering him its golden shield.

The honoring came in recognition of
Al-Sharhan’s efforts in support of the
health education sector in Yemen within
the framework of the “Kuwait beside you”
relief campaign, according to a statement
by the health committee.  On Tuesday,
April 4, Kuwait Red Crescent Society
(KRCS) distributed 1,500 food parcels to
displaced people in several liberated parts
of Mosul.  The KRCS operation was carried
out in cooperation with local humanitari-
an organizations, Director of the KRCS

Disasters and Emergency Department
Yousef Fahad Al-Me’raj said. Me’raj added
that this was part of “Kuwait is by your
side” campaign, adding that the food aid
covered the needs of newly displaced
Iraqis escaping from the military opera-
tions in their area. The humanitarian aid
that Kuwait provides to the Iraqi people
will continue to cover many aspects of
their daily needs, he affirmed.

On Thursday, April 6, “Kuwait is by
your side” campaign has launched the
third phase of humanitarian aid to inter-
nally displaced persons (IDPs) in Mosul,
north of Iraq.  The Kuwaiti Society for
Relief (KSR) is funding the campaign.
The Iraqi Unified Medical Association for
Relief and Development said that the
new aid includes the distribution of
20,759 food baskets to IDPs in some
camps in Mosul.  Head of the association
Ahmad Meshref said the aid was deliv-
ered under the supervision of Iraqi bod-
ies and the Kuwait Embassy.

On Friday, April 7, KRCS has launched
a fresh phase of its dialysis treatment
campaign for Syrian refugees in north-
ern Lebanon. This is the eighth phase of
the KRCS’s campaign aiming at provid-
ing necessary dialysis treatment to
Syrian refugees in Lebanon, Relief
Coordination Chief at Lebanese Red
Cross Yusuf Boutros said.

The dialysis campaign is a major part
of the KRCS’s humanitarian and relief
efforts aiming at the alleviation of Syrian
refugees living at camps in Lebanon.
Meanwhile, KRCS launched a new phase
of its “bread glove campaign” aimed at
aiding Syrian refugees in northern
Lebanon. Boutrus affirmed that the cam-
paign has proven quite effective in help-
ing the refugees cope with the extraordi-
nary living conditions.  —KUNA

Weekly roundup of Kuwait’s 

humanitarian efforts

KUWAIT: The Kuwaiti Government will
move on with nationality laws according
to state sovereignty and the constitution,
said Minister of Justice and the Minister of
State for National Assembly Affairs Dr.
Faleh Abdullah Al-Azeb. There’s no ban on
lawmakers’ views on the tabled amend-
ments on referring nationality disputes to
the judiciary, Azeb told the National
Assembly’s Al-Dostoor News Network.  He
reiterated the necessity of respecting the
principle of sovereignty and the provisions
of the constitution.

Azeb voiced optimism over the rela-
tions between the Legislative and the
Executive Powers. The tools of parlia-

mentary monitoring are not those of
straining; they eventually lead to coop-
eration for interests of the national, the
minister said. He welcomed any poten-
tial grilling requests by the legislators, as
a political inquiries are guaranteed by
the constitutions.

Referring to the DNA testing law, Azeb
said it would be amended according to the
views of the members of the two powers,
expressing the government’s sincere desire
to cement cooperation with the legislative
authority. Meanwhile, the minister said he
formed a committee and tasked it with
handling the remarks of the State Audit
Bureau on the Ministry of Justice. —KUNA

Justice Minister Faleh
Abdullah Al-Azeb
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Exclusive Interview:

By Ben Garcia 

KUWAIT: Landfills should be banned in Kuwait if the
process cannot be managed the right way, says Dr Fatima
Al-Shatti, Environment Advisor to the Kuwait Petroleum
Company (KPC). In an exclusive interview with the Kuwait
Times, Shatti said the right way to maintaining landfills is
to use energy, i.e. methane gas, which can be produced
from recycling trash. According to Shatti, Kuwait manages
more than 15 landfills all over the country. However,
some of them are poorly maintained. “I suggest that
instead of maintaining the landfills, we should establish a
central insulator,” she said. “We should also put up a recy-
cling center so that we can turn the waste productively. If
we are to maintain landfills, I suggest that we produce
methane gas out of waste so that we can help reduce the
use of fossil fuel.”

Dangerous
Landfills currently being used in Kuwait are dangerous

to the environment and people, according to Shatti. “We
have landfills, but they are not being managed properly,”
she said. “They are poorly maintained. Landfills have vari-
ous layers, and they can be used to produce methane as a
source of clean energy. But the landfills in Kuwait have
had a long-term bad effect on the local environment,
because they produce poisonous liquids that contaminate
fresh water.”

By setting up a recycling center, not only are job oppor-
tunities created, but Shatti believes that this project would
also benefit the environment. “All buildings in Kuwait must
maintain a proper waste disposal system,” she suggested.

Kuwaitis and expats carry a certain responsibility
towards the country, according to Shatti. “We need to take
care of Kuwait no matter where we come from,” she said.
“There are some shortcomings on the government’s part
when it comes to implementing laws, but that does not
give anyone the right to disregard the law.” She criticized
Kuwait Municipality for failure to strictly implementing
laws detrimental to the environment, safety and order of
the community. 

“If you visit the residential areas in Kuwait, you will see
how badly the garbage bins are maintained,” she pro-
claimed. “They are just littered, stinking on the road. Based
on the law, a garbage bin must be kept in a suitable place
and must be secured in front of the building and covered.
But they are not taken care of. We have laws but they are
not being followed because the laws have no teeth to bite
violators. The problem is there is no space, as the space
available outside buildings is often used for parking cars.
The law states that a residential building must have at least
three floors for parking.” 

“So my appeal to the government is to be able to really
implement the law, like making sure that the garbage bin
is not be littered on the road; it must be inside the building
and properly maintained,” she said. “Some people throw
food outside of their buildings for the birds, but that is not
the right way to show respect to animals, there must be a
proper place for that.”

Education
Shatti believes that the municipality should spend more

money on educating people, especially on how to main-
tain their surroundings and the environment. “I think that
building owners must employ quality harrises (janitors)”
she stated. “Most of them do not pay rent, and their only
work is to collect rent and clean the building once in a
while. It should be their responsibility to maintain the
cleanliness in and around the building.”

“The municipality does their job by deploying as many
cleaners on the streets, but those are not doing their jobs
properly, so they should employ quality people to get posi-

tive results,” she said. “The environmental issue is every-
one’s business and individually we all have the right to
voice our opinion on what to do with the environment.
Each of us should do their part. We need to spread aware-
ness among the people to really follow the rules. We need
to educate people in houses and schools, and spread
awareness through TV, radio and social media,” she said. 

A highly competent and skillful conservationist, Dr
Shatti’s love for the environment is certainly undeniable.
In fact, she has received numerous awards and recogni-
tions for her love and passion towards the environment.
A graduate of Bachelor of Environmental Science from
the University of Evansville, the United States, Shatti has
been tirelessly working while helping the government
achieve their environment goals both in long and short
terms. “My love for the country is like my love towards
my mother. Whatever I do, I do it wholeheartedly with
passion,” she said. 

Before working at KPC, Dr Shatti previously worked with
the Environment Public Authority (EPA). During her stint as
environment waste manager at the EPA, she worked with
the American Army. “They did not know our prevailing
rules and regulations on environment at that time, so I was
assigned to help them understand our laws. I started work-
ing with them as waste management manager from 1992
to 1996. I have the right to visit them anytime; I taught
them how to deal with chemicals,” she said.  

Always learning
She never stopped learning. In 2003, Dr Shatti acquired

a PhD in dissertation in environment from Salford
University, Manchester, the UK. She also attended the
United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification’s
meeting in Ankara, Turkey, in addition to the Middle East
Process Engineering Conference and Exhibition MEPEC in
Bahrain and the United Nation meeting as member of the
Kuwait National Ozone Committee and member of the
CTOC committee in Cambodia (SIEM REAP).

She also established the Environment Protection
Committee Team Charter with Plant Managers and other
Units Managers to review the guidelines, policies on envi-
ronment performance and foreseeing the implementa-
tion of environmental procedures. Dr Shatti was the rep-

resentative of Kuwait in the Basel Convention on the
Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous
Wastes and Their Disposal. 

“The Basel Convention is an international treaty that
was designed to reduce the movements of hazardous
waste between nations, specifically to prevent transfer of
hazardous waste from developed to developing nations,”
she said. “We do not have the technology to dispose our
hazardous materials or chemicals. Any country that signed
the Basel convention must help each other.”

“During the Gulf War, Iraqi forces hit our Doha desalina-
tion plant,” she noted. “I was a team leader at the time. The
transformers used in that desalination at that time con-
tained Poly Vinyl Chloride (PVC), which is a hazardous
chemical that is contagious and could trigger cancer. It was
later banned all over the world as it could be very danger-
ous if it ever started to leak. The transformers were sent to
the UK for proper treatment,” she said. 

She was also in charge of conducting surveys all over
Kuwait to make sure that the country was free from all
deadly chemicals. “I also represent Kuwait in the Montreal
Protocol which is an international treaty designed to pro-
tect the ozone layer by phasing out the production of
numerous substances that are responsible for ozone
depletion,” she said. “I am the only Arab woman in this pro-
tocol team and we are trying to discover the technology
that can destroy hazardous chemicals.” 

Shatti also proclaimed that Kuwait is free from Asbestos,
which is very dangerous. Asbestos is a naturally occurring
mineral that once was lauded for its versatility, recognized

for its heat resistance, tensile strength and insulating prop-
erties, and used for everything from fire-proof vests to
home and commercial construction. It was woven into fab-
ric, and mixed with cement. 

“We developed after the regulation and Amiri decree
was issued for this matter,” she said. “Asbestos is still
being used in many countries like Canada and United
States. After the Gulf War, the amount of hazardous
chemicals has increased, including radiation, and we
need to get rid of it. Many chemically contaminated army
tanks were also removed.”

KUWAIT: An aerial view of the Kuwait Petroleum Company (KPC) head office building in Shuwaikh. -—KUNA photo
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Landfills in Kuwait not managed properly: Shatti
KPC Environment Advisor suggests recycling waste to produce methane

Awards and accolades received

•  Awarded appreciation certificate from Kuwait University (College of Life
Science), for presentation given about clean technology and zero emis-
sion, Dec 2016.

•  Awarded certification from Spatial in recognition for participating in the
conference organizing committee (Process Safety Management Conference)
Oct 2013.

•  Received thank you certification from Kuwait University Environment
Department, by being one of the Panelist, in the celebration of the Earth
Day on April 22, 2013

•  Received recognizing and appreciating Certificate for the valuable contri-
butions and efforts in the Technology and Economic Assessment Panel.
The Ozone  Secretariat United Nations Environment Program, (September
16, 2012)

•  Selected as one of “WISE - 100 Women Making a Difference.” At Safety 2011
in Chicago. Selected for the contributions to protecting people, property
and the environment. 

•  Received certificate of appreciation awarded by the CEO of Kuwait
Petroleum Cooperation ( KPC), for working with Strategy 2030

•  Received certificate of appreciation awarded by Business and Professional
Women (BPW -Kuwait)  

•  Received certificate of appreciation awarded by the US Department of Army
- US Army Training and Security - for exceptionally meritorious services in
the Environmental Department.

•  Received “Safety Award Certificate” by “DynCorp International Services Ltd.”
as the Outstanding Safety performance, as well as a letter of appreciation by
the same corp. for the perseverance and determination to help Camp Doha
a safer and healthier environment. 

•  Fellowship  Award from the UNEP, University of Dresden to battened the
International Short Course on Environmental Management for Developing
and Emerging countries  

•  Second woman in Kuwait awarded by the British Council, Kuwait as a
Scholar for the Proficiency of Hazardous Waste, University Loughborugh,
(1992-1993).

KUWAIT: Dr Fatima Al-Shatti,  Environment Advisor to the Kuwait
Petroleum Company (KPC), speaks to Kuwait Times at her office in KPC
building. — Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat
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KUWAIT: Fountain and lightshow at Al-Kout Mall in Fahaheel. — KUNA photo 

KUWAIT: Ambassador of the Republic of Senegal to Kuwait and Dean of the Diplomatic Corps Abdul Ahad Mbacke host-
ed a reception recently to celebrate his country’s national day. Government officials, diplomats and other dignitaries
attended the event. — Photos by Joseph Shagra
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DUBAI: A new poll by Bayt.com, the Middle
East ’s leading job website, entitled
‘Communication at Work in the Middle East,’
revealed that almost all respondents (91.4 per-
cent) from the Middle East prefer having a job
where they can communicate “freely and fre-
quently.” For respondents who are currently look-
ing for a new job opportunity, the vast majority
(79.7 percent) believe that online job sites make
it “easier to communicate” with employers. 

Communication with Job Seekers
When it comes to communication with job

seekers, three quarters (73.4 percent) of respon-
dents claim that the emails they receive from
employers or managers are “clear and easy to
understand,” while only 10.1 percent believe the
opposite to be true. When applying for new jobs,
32.2 percent of respondents state that companies
“always” communicate with them and more than
a quarter (26.7 percent) claim that they “some-
times” do.  Still, four in 10 respondents claim that
companies they apply to “never” communicate
with them. Bayt.com asked job seekers about the
ideal communication practices.  According to the
poll, 59.6 percent of respondents in the Middle
East believe that the HR department should
always communicate with job seekers, even if
they are rejected. 20.2 percent of respondents
believe that HR departments should communi-
cate with prospective job seekers only if they are
qualified. Another 20.2 percent believe that com-
panies should only communicate with the short-
listed candidates.  “It is very rewarding to find out
that the far majority of job seekers (79.7 percent)
find it easier and simpler to communicate with
their prospective employers through Bayt.com
and online job sites,” said Suhail Masri, Vice
President of Employer Solutions, Bayt.com.
“Communication is key, which is why our platform
is intended to facilitate communication through-
out the hiring process. Employers and job seek-
ers on Bayt.com are empowered with an array of
tools and technologies that allow them to con-
tact each other, share documents and vital infor-
mation, and connect in a way that would not
have been possible in the past.”  

Communication with employees
In terms of communicating at the workplace,

and among employees, email is the main
method of communication at work, according to
67.5 percent of respondents. 14.8 percent of
respondents communicate in-person, 13.5 per-
cent on social media, 3.3 percent through
instant messaging, and 0.9 percent through
audio or video conferences as other primary
methods.  When it comes to the most effective
methods for workplace communication, 48.4
percent of respondents voted for email, 37.1 per-
cent for in-person, 6.3 percent for instant mes-
saging, 6.0 percent for social media, and 3.2 per-

cent for audio and video conferences. 
The far majority of respondents claim to com-

municate often and effectively within their team
or department (92 percent) and with their direct
managers (92.5 percent) at work. Even with oth-
er teams and departments, 87.1 percent agree
that they communicate often and effectively
with them.  Masri adds: “Communication is the
essence of employee satisfaction, successful
team dynamics, and higher work productivity. It
is critical that employers and managers fre-
quently review their communication practices
and regulations in order to guide their workforce
towards success. At Bayt.com, we endeavor to
provide the most accurate and relevant informa-
tion regarding communication practices to
ensure that both employers and job seekers
have an overview of the communication land-
scape in the region.” 

Discussing the rules in the workplace that
pertain to communication, 71.1 percent of
employees state that their workplace has com-
munication guidelines that everyone is required
to follow, while 13.5 percent state that they
don’t have any rules. 15.4 percent are unsure. 

41.7 percent of employees can use their
mobile devices all the time at work, while 52.6
percent report using their mobile devices for
work purposes or in the case of emergencies
only. 5.7 percent of respondents are unsure
about this rule. Data for the 2017 Bayt.com
‘Communication at Work in the Middle East’ poll
was collected online from February 20, 2017 and
March 20, 2017. Results are based on a sample of
6,961 respondents. Countries that participated
are the UAE, Bahrain, Algeria, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan,
Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Oman, Tunisia,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Yemen, and others. 

80% Mideast professionals find it easier

to communicate with employers online 

According to latest Bayt.com poll

CAIRO: Kuwait is keen on supporting and
empowering youth in the media scene,
encouraging them to enter the field provided
with ethics of the profession, to offer creative
and innovative ideas, Director General of the
Public Authority for Youth (PAY) Abdulrahman
Al-Mutairi said. Mutairi made the statement at
the 6th Arab Media Forum for Youth held in
Cairo yesterday under the theme ‘Youth vision
for future of media,’ patronized by the Arab
League Secretary General Ahmad Abul-Gheit.

The Arab world is experiencing a quantum
shift and a state of a stunning and swift
progress in media and communication,
Mutairi said.  This has given media undeniable
power and influence, he stressed.  Youth are
the pioneers, and the “pillars and take-off
point” of this stage for achieving sustainable
development, through overall rational poli-
cies that focus on enhancing their efficiencies
to occupy leading posts, Mutairi said.  He
urged for “investing in the youth” who form
about 70 percent of the Arab population,
offering them the chance to unleash their
capabilities and powers of creativity.
Achieving a development boom and securing
sustainable stability is possible if the govern-
ments set empowering youth a priority,
Mutiair said.  They can offer youth the chance
to express themselves, as well as boosting
their sense of belonging so that they can take
part in building the future of their nations
and their own. Young media figures are the
future of the profession. They are “the basis,
and we are their partners,” he concluded.

Stereotype
Meanwhile, a Kuwaiti official on Saturday

underscored pivotal role of young Arab media
personnel to portray a positive image about
the nation at the global scene. Saleh Zaid Al-
Otaibi, the director of guidance at the State of
Kuwait’s Ministry of Information, indicated
that empowering the young Arab media per-
sonnel is necessary for rapid action aimed at

altering the stereotypical image about the
Arab nation on the international media arena.

Addressing the forum, Otaibi indicated
that the new generation of Arab media per-
sonnel and journalists mastermind the mod-
ern language for effectively addressing
nations of other civilizations and cultures.  The
official noted that Kuwait had hosted “the first
social media conference” in December 2015,
during which a large number of junior Arab
journalists took part.  As to the “Arab Media
Forum,” launched in Kuwait in 2003, “it has
turned into a bright Kuwaiti stamp in the field
of joint Arab media action,” Otaibi said.  He
urged decision makers in the Arab media
institutions to revise their strategies and make
them more flexible and capable of absorbing
modern-day innovations and concepts.

Elaborating, he underscored key role of the
Kuwaiti media in boosting basic principles,
such as loyalty to the homeland, tolerance,
peace and moderation, in addition to
renouncing hatred, extremism and terrorism
in thought and action.

Preparations
In the meantime, a Kuwaiti official briefed

participants in the forum about Kuwait’s
preparations for organizing the festival
‘Kuwait Capital for Arab Youth’ due on May 15.
Nasser Al-Erfej, Director of Public Relations
and Information at the State of Kuwait
Ministry of State for Youth Affairs, said that he
informed his fellow conferees about the
arrangements for the event, in which all Arab
states would take part.

Idea of holding the event had been raised
by the former Kuwaiti minister of information,
Sheikh Salman Sabah Salem Al-Humoud Al-
Sabah, during an Arab meeting. The event, in
its first edition, was hosted by Manama in
2015 and was later held in Rabat in 2016. The
planned festival will be under the title,
“toward creative youth who advocate pio-
neering.” — KUNA

CAIRO: Director General of the Public Authority for Youth (PAY) Abdulrahman Al-
Mutairi speaks during the 6th Arab Media Forum for Youth in Cairo. — KUNA

Kuwait keen on empowering

youth in media: PAY chief

‘Youth help alter stereotype about Arabs’ 

KUWAIT: Kuwait Environment Protection
Society (KEPS) has kicked off a new awareness
campaign aiming to educate the public about
climatic changes.  A statement by KEPS’s
Treasurer Yousuf Al-Kous, yesterday, said the
campaign comes in line with a cooperation
agreement that had been signed between the
society and the Environment Public Authority
(EPA). The inked accord is related to the sec-
ond national project on the climate change
and the quarterly report stipulating Kuwait’s
adherence to the UN Framework Convention

on Climatic Change.
Kous added that the society has worked

out its two-year program plan, including distri-
bution of publications on the subject and
holding workshops designed to enhance the
public environmental awareness. Up to 3,000
male and female students will be engaged as
part of the green schools’ program in addition
to 5,000 participants in a polling campaign to
study the public environmental awareness.
Moreover, 100 teachers and environmental
guides were enrolled in the plan. —KUNA

Kuwaiti society launches campaign

on environmental awareness

KUWAIT: Kuwait National Assembly
Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem sent a
cable of condolences to his Swedish
counterpart Urban Ahlin on Friday
following the deadly truck attack in
Stockholm. In his message, Ghanem
denounced the attack and expressed
full solidarity with the people and
government of friendly Sweden in
whatever measures they might take
to protect the security and stability of
their country.

Meanwhile. Kuwait’s Embassy to
Sweden confirmed that no Kuwaiti
was harmed in an attack against a
department store in central
Stockholm that killed and injured sev-
eral people. The embassy released a
statement in which they urged the
Kuwaiti citizens in Stockholm to be
vigilant after the official authorities
heightened security measures follow-

ing the attack. I t  also called on
Kuwaiti patients in Sweden to avoid
public and crowded areas, refrain
from using public transportation and
abide by instructions issued by the
Swedish security authorities. The
embassy is communicating with the
relevant authorities to follow up any
development over the issue, it noted.
It urged citizens to call the embassy
in case of emergency on following
numbers: (+46) 709-997-277, (+46)
845-099-80.

In the meantime, the Gulf
Cooperation Council  (GCC) con-
demned yesterday the deadly truck
attack, which occurred in Stockholm.
GCC Secretary General Abdullatif bin
Rashid Al-Zayani said in a press
release that the council condemned
the heinous attack, adding that it was
against universal human values. He

expressed his deepest condolences to
the Swedish leadership and people
on the attack. —KUNA

Speaker denounces

Stockholm attack

Marzouq Al-Ghanem

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: The Interior Ministry announced yesterday that
residency detectives arrested 34 illegal residents, a majori-
ty of them domestic helpers with article 20 residencies,
who had absconded from their sponsors and worked on
daily wages for others in violation of the labor law.

Residency detectives also arrested eight people work-
ing in a fake domestic help office in Abu Halifa against
which several fraud cases had been filed by citizens, who
all reported paying the fees for getting domestic helpers
without actually receiving any through the office.  Security
sources added that all expat suspects arrested would be
referred to relevant authorities and would be immediately
deported, while their sponsors would also be held respon-
sible and blacklisted over future sponsorships.  

Kuwaiti oil barrel

up $1.21 at $52.01 pb

KUWAIT: The price of Kuwaiti oil barrel was up by
$1.21 to reach $52.01 per barrel on Friday, compared
to $50.80 pb on Thursday,  Kuwait Petroleum
Corporation (KPC) said yesterday. Meanwhile in inter-
national markets, oil prices were affected by the US
airstrike on an airbase in Syria, which increased fears of
growing conflict in the Middle East region. Brent crude
oil went up 35 cents to reach $55.24 pb upon settle-
ment, while West Texas intermediate rose 54 cents to
reach $52.24 pb. — KUNA

34 absconding

maids arrested

Kuwaiti Ambassador to

Denmark submits credentials 

KUWAIT: Ambassador to Sweden Nabil Rashed Al-Dakheel sub-
mitted his credentials Friday as a non-resident envoy of Kuwait
to Queen Margrethe II of Denmark.  The ambassador conveyed
the greetings of His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad
Al-Jaber Al-Sabah to the Queen Margrethe II, the Kuwait
Embassy to Sweden said in a statement. Dakheel also conveyed
the greetings of His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and His Highness the Premier
Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah to the Queen
Margrethe II, it added. Queen Margrethe II asked the ambassa-
dor to convey her greetings to His Highness the Amir. The cre-
dentials were submitted at Amalienborg Palace in Copenhagen.
During the ceremony, the relations between Kuwait and
Denmark were lauded and means of promoting these relations
were discussed, the statement concluded. — KUNA
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Crime
R e p o r t

Delivery man
attacked, robbed

Drunk
Getting fed up with the many practical jokes he

played on them when he got drunk, an Asian drunk-
ard’s roommates reported him to the police. He was
arrested while heavily intoxicated. 

Drugs
Ahmadi detectives arrested a citizen wanted for a KD

17,000 financial claim. Police found meth and a bar of
hashish with the man.

Threats
A citizen in her fifties reported that her son threat-

ened to harm her over some family problems with his
wife. A case was filed and the son is being summoned for
further investigations.  —Translated from the Arabic press

Scam 
A female citizen in her forties reported that her ex-

husband - a citizen - had swindled her out of KD 11,000
he took to supposedly import used vehicles and trade
in them. The woman also said that as soon as he
received the money, he started picking up fights with
her only three months into their marriage, until they
got divorced. A case was filed and the suspect is being
summoned for further investigations. 

According to many novels and movies, the future
has formed the greater part of science-fiction
stories and some movies have even tackled

man’s future relation with scientific products that he
had been creating and developing. Some stories even
predicted machines mutiny and revolt against their
makers, turning them into slaves to serve robots. Well,
it seems that this particular part of the future has
already started. We all notice how smart phones are
taking over our lives. It is enough to refer to how hys-
teric we would be if we lose that tiny machine we all
carry in our pockets. 

For years now, people have been talking about the
domination of social media networks on people’s
minds and behavior, saying that most of them have
become addicted to accessing those sites through var-
ious devices connected to them. A small phone, which
is a complicated device, includes other integrated
devices and machines such as cameras, recorders,
typewriters, TV transmission, calculators, GPS etc.
those man-made machines have been affecting our
ideas and beliefs and making us do things we have
never done before. Mobile phone cameras have man-
aged to violate the privacy of people who are getting
keen on uploading photos of their excursions, food,
tours and purchases. 

Speaking about people’s passion with photogra-
phy, cameras control them and are forming their
awareness, feelings and behavior. A caricature
appeared a few years ago showing someone drowning
and shouting for help while the people on the beach
are busy recording what is happening on their mobile
phones. A few days ago, this imaginative caricature
turned into a bitter reality revealing our subjection to
this machine. 

Before falling to the ground from the edge of the
balcony, a maid kept asking another woman, who was
busy recording the incident all the way till she landed
to her fate, for help. I will conclude with this joke about
a young man who decides to get married and tells his
mother about his intention to propose to a certain girl.
“Forget about her,” the mother replied. “Her mother is
so evil. She has never liked me on Instagram. You bet-
ter propose to (X) because her mother is so nice and
always re-tweets my tweets!” 

— Translated by Kuwait Times 

Machines and the
age of tyranny

Al-Anbaa

By Salah Al-Sayer 

Kuwait University officially admitted that it
does not allow more than 10 percent of its
students to get an A grade. It even warned

heads of departments, in a letter dated on April 2,
that all professors had to respect that ratio set by
the student’s affairs department. 

Well, by this, Kuwait University (KU), or more pre-
cisely, the KU students affairs department, is creat-
ing a scientific method that is unrivalled in any uni-
versity worldwide, which includes decent and non-
decent students. None of them has ever set a rule
that the number of students who should receive an
‘A’  should not exceed 10 percent of the total num-
ber of students.    

Scientifically speaking, this is known as ‘grades
quota’ when a preset number of students are enti-
tled to get highest grades. I presume that such a
quota is a pure Kuwaiti invention as the directive
number 730/19 clearly called for respecting the per-
centage set by KU’s scientific affairs committee. Well,
to those who do not know about the committee and
have never heard about it, it comprises of the deans
of KU colleges themselves, which means that the
decision was jointly phrased and approved by the
college deans and, naturally enough, approved by
KU rector and his assistant for scientific affairs. 

What is the scientific basis that the committee
used in setting the 10 percent ratio? If the aim was
to stop the marks generously given by some profes-
sors, this is not how you do it. They are acting like
security officials who are trying to stop grocery bur-
glaries in a certain city by passing a law that bans
licensing more grocery stores or even orders the
closure of half of those that already exist. This is not
how you solve a problem. It will not be enough to
cancel this decision; the whole committee that
made it should be cancelled.

—Translated by Kuwait Times

KU and the 10
percent disaster

Al-Anbaa

By Thaar Al-Rasheedi 

KUWAIT: An Asian deliveryman reported that on arriving
to deliver a meal in Khaitan, four unidentified young men
gathered around him to receive the order. He added that
one of them snatched the meal while another picked up a
stone and hit him in the face. He added that when he
reached for his phone to record what was happening, they
also took his phone and KD 53 he had on him. A case was
filed and further investigations are in progress to identify
the robbers and arrest them.

Al-Jarida

Fatal accident
A senior Iraqi woman was instantly killed while her son

and four of her grandchildren sustained various injuries in
an accident along Salmi highway. 

Grilling

KUWAIT: An Indian man reported that five people, includ-
ing one dressed in a police uniform, took him to a police
station where they assaulted him, then dumped him in an
open yard in Mubarak Al-Kabeer. According to the man,
the five called asking for help in locating an absconding
domestic helper, and after picking him up, they put a knife

to his neck and forced him into their vehicle. They took him
to a police station in Ahmadi where they beat him up. The
man added that the man dressed in police uniform took his
two SIM cards before dumping him. A case was filed and
further investigations are in progress. — Translated from
the Arabic press

Man in police uniform
involved in mugging

KUWAIT: Burgan Bank announced its spon-
sorship of the two-day sporting festival
‘Burgan Bank TRI Festival’, which will take
place at Al-Corniche Club on April 21 and
22. The ‘Big Weekend’ encourages the par-
ticipation of all communities and is part of
the Bank’s ongoing commitment to
encourage sports, a healthier lifestyle and
support athletes’ passion for running,
swimming, and cycling. 

Divided into four categories, the festival,
which is the first of its kind, is aimed at
encouraging children and adults alike to
train and participate in sports competi-
tions. The competitions categories are
Junior Aquathlons for kids aged 6-12, a full
Triathlon for pro and amateur athletes, a
Sprint Triathlon which is a shorter version
for enthusiasts, and Team Relay for groups. 

The event is aimed at providing sports
and fitness outlets for both adults and chil-
dren to explore. The festival also contains
entertaining program filled with many

activities and draws. The bank’s efforts in
supporting sports activities is part of its
corporate social responsibility towards its
communities to help spread health aware-
ness amid rising rates of obesity and relat-
ed illnesses. 

Burgan Bank aims to position the coun-
try as a leading destination for sports activ-
ities while supporting healthier lifestyles
among all age groups. Burgan Bank is
proud to engage in community-driven
interactions, which further reinforces its
leadership and social dedication to the
wellbeing of the society. 

It is worth mentioning that Burgan
Bank’s support to this initiative falls under
its recently launched full-fledged commu-
nity program entitled ‘ENGAGE’ - Together
to be the change. This program sheds light
on important aspects affecting every seg-
ment of the society by promoting social
welfare through educational, cultural,
social and health. 

Burgan Bank announces its
2-day triathlon festival

In collaboration with Al-Corniche Club 

Loulwa Al-Ayoubi from Burgan Bank poses with Najla Al-Jeraiwi and Noura Al-Hajeri.

Property damage
A citizen was arrested for damaging a female citizen’s

vehicle, said security sources. Case papers indicate that the
woman went to a beauty salon and parked her vehicle out-
side the building, only to come out and find all four tires
flattened by an angry citizen living in the same building
and in whose parking place she had parked. 

Theft
A search is on for two unidentified robbers who broke

into an Adan Co-op society’s branch with masks and a
shovel, with which they threatened the cashier and took in
the entire cash box with all the money in it. Security
sources said detectives confiscated tapes of the surveil-
lance cameras and examined fingerprints at the scene. 

people have been talking 

about the domination of 

social media networks on 

people’s minds and behavior 

KUWAIT: Ahmadi Governor Sheikh Fawaz Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah honored spon-
sors and participants of the governorate’s national celebrations during a special cer-
emony hosted recently at Ahmadi Oasis KOC.



STOCKHOLM: Swedish police arrested a 39-year-old
Uzbek man on suspicion of ramming a hijacked beer deliv-
ery truck into crowds in central Stockholm, killing four
people and wounding 15 in what they called a terror
crime. Police were increasingly confident they had
detained the driver of the truck that ploughed down a
busy shopping street and smashed through a store front
in the heart of the capital on Friday, but did not name him.
“Nothing points to that we have the wrong person, on the
contrary, suspicions have strengthened as the investiga-
tion has progressed,” Dan Eliasson, head of Sweden’s
national police, told a news conference.

“ We stil l  cannot rule out that more people are
involved.” The man had previously figured marginally in
intelligence material, but had not been linked to extrem-
ists. “We received intelligence last year, but we did not see
any links to extremist circles,” Sapo security police chief
Anders Thornberg said. Eliasson said there were “clear sim-
ilarities” to an attack last month in London in which six
people died, including the assailant who drove a hired car
into pedestrians on a bridge. Vehicles have also been used
as weapons in Nice and Berlin in the past year in attacks
claimed by Islamic State. 

There was no immediate claim of responsibility for the
attack in Sweden, which has so far been largely immune
from any major incidents of this kind, and police said they
tightened security around the nation. “I think it was just a
matter of time, but still one doesn’t think it will happen,”
Cecilia Hansson, a 25 year-old nurse, said. “It’s still unreal
when it happens this close.” Police said they had found a
suspicious device in the vehicle but said they did not yet
know if it was a homemade bomb, as reported by public
broadcaster SVT. 

SVT said the bomb may have partly exploded, burning
the driver, who escaped in the ensuing chaos after mow-
ing through crowds and ramming into the Ahlens depart-
ment store. Local authorities in the capital, where flags
flew at half mast on buildings including the parliament
and royal palace, said that 10 people including a child
were still being treated in hospital, with two adults in
intensive care. A gaping hole in the wall of the store
showed the force of the impact from the truck, which was
removed overnight for examination by forensics experts,
and dozens of people gathered to pay their respects and
leave flowers, stunned by the attack.

Crown Princess Victoria was among them, laying a bou-
quet of red roses. “I feel an enormous sadness, I feel empty,”
she told Aftonbladet TV, urging Swedes to unite in their
grief. Prime Minister Stefan Lofven also visited the site and
struck a defiant tone. “All of us feel anger over what has
happened, I also feel the same anger, but we also need to
use that anger for something constructive and go forward,”
he said. “We want - and I am convinced the Swedish people
also want - to live a normal life. We are an open, democratic
society and that is what we will remain.”

Open society
The attack was the latest to hit the Nordic region after

shootings in the Danish capital Copenhagen killed three
people in 2015 and put the country on high alert and the

bombing and shooting in 2011 by far-right extremist
Anders Behring Breivik that killed 77 people in Norway.
Although Sweden has not seen a large-scale attack, a failed
suicide bombing in December 2010 killed an attacker only
a few hundred yards from the site of Friday’s incident.
Swedish police said it was especially difficult to identify
“lone wolf” attackers in an open, Nordic society. 

“It is very hard if it is a single individual who is not part
of a wider conspiracy or a more organized planning,”
Thornberg, head of the Sapo security police, told Swedish
radio. “But we have to find these individuals as well.”
Police in Norway’s largest cities and at Oslo airport will
carry weapons until further notice following the attack.
Al-Qaeda urged its followers to use trucks as a weapon in
2010 and Islamic State claimed responsibility for an
attack in Nice, France, in July 2016, when a truck killed 86
people celebrating Bastille Day, and one in Berlin in
December, when a truck smashed through a Christmas
market, killing 12 people.

In last month’s attack in London, a man drove into
pedestrians on Westminster Bridge near Britain’s parlia-
ment and then stabbed a policeman to death before being
killed himself. Six people died in total. In February US
President Donald Trump falsely suggested there had been

an immigration-related security incident in Sweden, to the
bafflement of Swedes. Neutral Sweden has not fought a
war in more than 200 years, but its military has taken part
in UN peacekeeping missions in several conflict zones,
including Iraq, Mali and Afghanistan. — Reuters
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STOCKHOLM: Photo shows the truck that crashed into the Ahlens department store at Drottninggatan in central Stockholm. — AFP (See page 10)

BOGOTA: More than 102 children were among 314
people killed in the giant mudslide that slammed into
the southern Colombian town of Mocoa last week,
the government said yesterday. The mudslide hit a
week ago after heavy rains caused three rivers to
flood, sending a sea of mud, boulders and debris
crashing into the town. In the latest toll report on
Friday, the National Disasters Risk Management Unit
said 332 people were injured and at least 4,506 had
been made homeless. The disasters unit said it had
received information on 127 people still missing,
among them three foreigners: a Spaniard, a German
and an Ecuadoran.

Mocoa, the capital of the department of Putumayo,
was home to 70,000 people, about 45,000 of whom
were affected by the disaster, according to the Red
Cross. In an effort to speed up reconstruction, the
government formally declared a 30-day state of eco-

nomic, social and ecological emergency in Mocoa.
The measure will allow direct contracting of services
without the need for formal, more time-consuming
procedures. The hardest-hit areas were impoverished
neighborhoods populated by residents uprooted dur-
ing Colombia’s five-decade civil war.

Authorities are investigating whether local and
regional officials correctly enforced building codes
and planned adequately for natural disasters. The
mayor, the governor and their predecessors are also
being probed to see whether they bear any responsi-
bility, according to Colombian media reports. The
mudslide turned Mocoa into a wasteland of earth,
boulders and debris. Many survivors have had to take
the disaster response effort into their own hands,
clawing through the mud for their loved ones, dig-
ging their graves themselves and defending what
belongings they have left from looters. — AFP 

102 kids among 314 

killed in Colombia 

MOCOA: Boulders and debris surround homes after rivers surrounding Mocoa, Colombia overflowed and
sent a wall of water and debris surging through the city over the weekend. Authorities said hundreds
were killed. — AP 

Uzbek man arrested over Swedish terror attack 
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GOLAN HEIGHTS: An Israeli military medic talks to a badly wounded Syrian woman. Wounded Syrians crossed into Israeli controlled
Heights for treatment. — AP 

GOLAN HEIGHTS: Seven wounded Syrians - two
children, four women and a man - waited in pain
for darkness to fall to cross into enemy territory.
Under the faint moonlight, Israeli military med-
ical corps quickly whisked the patients across
the hostile frontier into armored ambulances
headed to hospitals for intensive care. It was a
scene that has recurred since 2013, when the
Israeli military began treating Syrian civilians
wounded in fighting just a few kilometers away. 

Israel says it has quietly treated 3,000 patients
- a number that it expects to quickly grow as
fighting heats up in neighboring Syria in the
wake of a chemical attack and, in response, an
unprecedented US missile strike. While the num-
bers are a tiny fraction of the hundreds of thou-
sands of dead and wounded in the six-year
Syrian war, both doctors and patients say the
program has changed perceptions and helped
ease tensions across the hostile border.

Dr Salman Zarka, director of the Ziv medical
center in the northern Israeli town of Safed, is a
former colonel in the medical corps who served
on the Syrian border. He said he “couldn’t then
have imagined setting up a humanitarian pro-
gram for Syrians.” Now his hospital has delivered
19 Syrian babies and sends prescriptions with

patients back into Syria. “All this makes it more
human, more complicated,” Zarka said, adding
that he worries about patients he knows on a
first name-basis who have returned to Syria.  

In Thursday night’s rescue, medical officers
decided that two of the seven patients had
wounds that were too urgent to wait and so
radioed in a helicopter. Soldiers carried the two
on stretchers beneath the whirring blades as the
helicopter lifted off into the inky night sky. “We
check their breathing, their pulse, their blood
pressure - all their vital signs,” said Lt Omri Caspi,
a medical officer. “We take a look at their injuries,
we saw the cuts, we checked the chest, the
heads, everything, and then we decide which
treatment they need.”  Just a few years ago, such
scenes would have been unthinkable. Israel and
the government of Syrian President Bashar
Assad were bitter enemies, and contact across
the hostile lines of the divided Golan Heights
was virtually nonexistent. Israel captured part of
the Golan, a strategic plateau overlooking north-
ern Israel, from Syria in the 1967 Mideast war.
The outbreak of Syria’s civil war in 2011 has radi-
cally altered the area, though. The Syrian side of
the Golan is now divided between government
troops and a host of rebel groups. 

Bitter enemy
Russian, Iranian and Lebanese Hezbollah

forces have all entered the fighting to offer
support to Assad’s beleaguered forces. Israel
has largely stayed out of the fighting in Syria,
which has claimed over 400,000 lives. But it
has carried out a number of airstrikes on sus-
pected weapons shipments to Hezbollah, a bit-
ter enemy that is fighting alongside Syrian
government forces. Tensions skyrocketed this
week after an al leged chemical  weapons
attack by the Syrian government killed dozens
of people. 

The US responded early Friday by launching
59 Tomahawk missiles at a Syrian air base- a
dramatic escalation lauded by Sunni states,
rebels and Israel but condemned by Assad,
Russia and China. Israel’s newest patients start-
ed their treatment just as the American missiles
struck, a little before dawn, less than 200 kilo-
meters away inside Syria. Two Syrian patients
shared their experiences in Syria and Israel with
The Associated Press as soldiers from the Israeli
military supervised. The two spoke on condi-
tion of anonymity out of fear they or their fami-
lies would be targeted in Syria if their stay in
Israel is made public.  — AP 

Israel treating thousands 

of war-wounded Syrians
Syrians crossing into enemy territory - for help

ANKARA: Protesters shout slogans against US strike on an airbase of the Syrian
regime as they hold Turkish flags and placards reading ‘Turkey cannot be an instru-
ment of US’ in front of the US Embassy in Ankara yesterday. — AFP 

WASHINGTON: Friday’s strike on a Syrian
airbase marks the first direct US attack on
the Damascus regime, raising questions
about the potential impact on American
forces working to defeat the Islamic State
group. An immediate sign of potential fall-
out from the strike came from Moscow,
which said it would strengthen Syrian air
defenses to protect the country ’s key
infrastructure.

Russia already has batteries of sophisti-
cated S-300 and S-400 surface-to-air mis-
siles in place. These were not deployed in
the US strike, but if used, such air defenses
would radically alter Syria’s aerial battle-
space, where US planes have largely flown
with little fear of getting shot down. The
United States has since late 2014 led a coali-
tion against IS in Iraq and Syria, and flies
dozens of sorties daily to bomb jihadist tar-
gets. The vast military operation is notional-
ly separate from Syria’s brutal six-year war
that has left more than 320,000 dead.

Syria’s conflict began in March 2011 with
anti-government protests, but has since
spiraled into a bitter and complex civil war
that has drawn in international players and
jihadist fighters. About 900 US ground
troops, the bulk of them special operations
forces, are in northern Syria, where they
train and advise an Arab-Kurdish alliance
fighting IS. Further raising the stakes,
Moscow also said it would cease talking to
the United States on a military hotline the
two powers use to keep each other
apprised of where they are flying. The chan-
nel was established in late 2015 after Russia
entered Syria’s conflict to prop up President
Bashar Al-Assad.

Moscow’s move to abandon the hotline
could dramatically raise the risk to pilots
and ground forces on all sides, with near
misses and misunderstandings far more
likely in Syria’s crowded skies. The
Pentagon has urged Russia to recommit to
the line, and US officials say they will con-
tinue to try to use it. “It is to the benefit of
all parties operating in the air over Syria to
avoid accidents and miscalculation, and we
hope the Russian Ministry of Defense
comes to this conclusion as well,” said
Major Adrian Rankine-Galloway, a
Pentagon spokesman.

Interloper
Technically, the United States is the

interloper in sovereign Syria, whereas the
Russians are the invited guests. But for the
most part, the Russia-backed Syria regime
has left the US coalition to conduct opera-
tions as the two sides focus on different
foes in the tangled conflict. The US-led
coalition fighting IS has gone to great
lengths to distance itself from the Syrian
civil war and left the Russians to their own
devices as they pounded rebel areas includ-
ing east Aleppo. 

Experts say that posture is unlikely to
change for now, absent a broader and bet-
ter articulated Syria policy. In the space of
just one week, the Trump administration
has gone from floating tolerance to Assad
staying in power to striking the airbase.
“The strikes are a reaction, but not a change
of US strategy in Syria, to the extent that
one exists,” said Sarhang Hamasaeed, direc-
tor of Middle East programs at the US
Institute of Peace. —AFP 

Syria grows increasingly

volatile for US forces

PALM BEACH: President Donald Trump
first saw the photos Tuesday morning.
The images were ghastly. Men and
women gasping for breath. Small chil-
dren foaming at the mouth and in
agony. The lifeless bodies of babies
sprawled on the ground. This was the
aftermath of a chemical attack ordered
by Syrian President Bashar Assad, who
the US would soon conclude had
unleashed sarin gas, a brutal nerve tox-
in, on his own people. The president
peppered his advisers with questions,
according to national security adviser
HR McMaster, who later said Trump was
immediately focused on getting to the
bottom of “who was responsible.”

‘America First’
By the end of the briefing, the pres-

ident had dispatched his team to draw
up options for a response. The leap to
considering intervention was remark-
able. In 2013, Trump had argued
against military intervention in Syria
when it was President Barack Obama’s
decision to make. He had hardly por-
trayed himself as a humanitarian cru-
sader on the campaign, when he
adopted the slogan “America First.”
Just last week, the White House
declared itself resigned to the status
quo of a Syria led by Assad. It was “a
political reality that we have to accept,”
White House spokesman Sean Spicer
had said.

But as Trump spent Tuesday in
meetings about the nation’s business
climate and his infrastructure plan, the
images from Syria weighed on him, his
aides said. He was disturbed by images
of “babies,” some the ages of his grand-
children. Tuesday evening the National
Security Council’s Deputies Committee
briefed Trump with options, a meet-
ing that set in motion a new presi-
dent’s startling transformation from
resigned to resolved to act. Under the
spring sunshine in the Rose Garden,
24 hours after his first briefing on the
chemical attack, Trump was asked
what he thought.

Killed by poison gas
Standing next to King Abdullah II of

Jordan, the typically blustering presi-
dent was unusually grave. He revealed
his horror, saying the images “of inno-
cent children, innocent babies” killed by
poison gas were causing him to rethink
his approach on Syria. “It’s very, very
possible, and I will tell you it has already
happened, that my attitude toward
Syria and Assad has changed very
much,” Trump said. The attack “crossed a
lot of lines for me.” “I now have responsi-
bility,” Trump said, “and I will have that
responsibility and carry it very proudly.”

Later that afternoon, Trump con-
vened a meeting his top national secu-
rity advisers to review three options
ranging in levels of risk and scope. The
details on each are not clear. But a US
official with knowledge of the propos-
als said one plan would have targeted a
number of chemical weapons sites, a
move that would have directly dimin-
ished Assad’s ability to carry out future
attacks. But the military was concerned
that if an attack resulted in chemical
agents being dispersed, the US could
be blamed for any sickness or death,
said the official, who was not author-
ized to discuss secret military plans. 

Another option was the firing of
Tomahawk missiles at an air field, an
attack viewed as sending a signal to
Assad. It was recommended by the
Pentagon, the official said, and the one
Trump would ultimately choose. But
not yet. Trump agreed to meet with the

team again Thursday. The turbulence
was so bad on Air Force One from
Washington to Palm Beach, Florida, on
Thursday afternoon that Spicer’s cup of
coffee went flying against a cabin wall.
Trump and a number of aides were fly-
ing to the president’s Mar-a-Lago
resort for a summit with Chinese
President Xi Jinping. The much-antici-
pated meeting, unbeknownst to the
reporters onboard, would soon be
overshadowed.

Scene from ‘Star Wars’
Elsewhere on that same aircraft,

Trump convened his national security
team and consulted with others, includ-
ing Vice President Mike Pence, over
secure video conference to discuss the
options again. The president was close
to a decision. After the meeting he

stopped by the press cabin to talk to
reporters. As a scene from the “Star
Wars” movie “Rogue One” played on the
TV over his shoulder, he called the
chemical attack “a disgrace to humani-
ty” and hinted that “something should
happen,” but offered no further details.

Shortly after landing in Florida,
Trump and the team huddled again,
this time in a freshly constructed secure
room at Trump’s palatial oceanside
estate. Trump then gave approval to
launch nearly 60 Tomahawk cruise mis-
siles at the airfield believed to be the
source of the chemical attacks. An hour
later Trump’s party was dining on pan-
seared Dover sole with champagne
sauce and dry-aged prime New York
strip steak. Though Trump had just giv-
en the order, he delighted in playing
the gracious host for Xi, escorting the
Chinese president and his wife around
his lush estate. The group drew

applause and stares as they passed the
patio filled with club members before
all sat down to dinner at the 32-seat
table in the private dining room, with
light flowing in from the windows fac-
ing the water. 

Trump, who made talking tough
about the need to improve trade deals
with China a centerpiece of his cam-
paign, was generous with Xi, declaring
that the two men “are going to have a
very, very great relationship and I look
very much forward to it.” Even as
American missiles streaked across the
Syrian sky, Trump gave no outward
indication of what he had ordered,
making good on his campaign promise
never to publicly telegraph his military
strategy. Around 8:30 pm on the East
Coast, the first missiles slammed into
the Syrian air base.  —AP 

After chemical attack, US’ Trump 

turns from resigned to resolved

Photo shows warplanes inside the Kweiras air base, east of Aleppo, Syria. A
US missile attack has caused heavy damage to one of Syria’s biggest and
most strategic air bases, used to launch warplanes to strike opposition-
held areas in central, northern and southern Syria. — AP 
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WASHINGTON: File photo shows Trump advisor Steve Bannon (left) and Counselor to US President Donald Trump, Kellyanne Conway talking before
a meeting in Washington, DC. — AFP 

WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump’s White
House, one perpetually plagued by infighting
among aides jockeying for the president’s ear, has
been sharply divided by a new rivalry, one pitting his
powerful son-in-law with unfettered access to the
president against the sharp-elbowed ideologue who
fueled Trump’s populist campaign rhetoric. Senior
adviser Jared Kushner and White House chief strate-
gist Steve Bannon, arguably the two most influential
voices in the West Wing, have clashed repeatedly in
recent weeks over strategy to pass health care legis-
lation, the fallout of the bogged-down immigration
bans and, most recently, whether to intervene in the
Syrian civil war.

Although the White House is rife with rumors of a
staff shakeup, Trump’s young administration is push-
ing back against reports of a pending West Wing
overhaul fueled by squabbling among top aides.
Spokeswoman Lindsay Walters said in a statement
Friday that the narrative of a dysfunctional adminis-
tration on the verge of a makeover “is a completely

false story driven by people who want to distract
from the success taking place in this administration.” 

As evidence of the success, Walters noted the
confirmation of Judge Neil Gorsuch to the Senate,
recent meetings with foreign leaders and the mis-
sile strikes in Syria. “The only thing we are shaking
up is the way Washington operates as we push the
president’s aggressive agenda forward,” she said.
Despite that dose of the president’s trademark
bravado, the administration has been plagued by
the public airing of infighting, with high-profile
aides visibly jockeying for position. 

And the president himself is increasingly frus-
trated by the leaks that keep flowing out of the
West Wing.  In recent weeks, tensions have mount-
ed between Bannon and Kushner. Bannon, the for-
mer head of the conservative news outlet Breitbart,
is a right wing bomb-thrower who powered
Trump’s populist campaign message. But some see
his role as declining. 

This week, Trump removed him from the National

Security Council, reversing an earlier, controversial
decision to give Bannon access to the group’s high-
level meetings.  Kushner, who played a major role in
the campaign, has taken on an increasingly visible
role, heading an effort to overhaul the federal gov-
ernment and traveling to Iraq with the Joint Chiefs of
Staff chairman. He is allied with a group of aides who
view themselves as more moderate forces, including
economic adviser Gary Cohn, the former president of
the Goldman Sachs investment bank.  

Cohn’s ascendance - his wealth, including a $285
million severance package from Goldman, has
earned Trump’s respect - has been a flashpoint for
West Wing tensions. Cohn, Kushner and Deputy
National Security Adviser Dina Powell have been
labeled the White House’s “Democrats” by Bannon’s
allies and the two sides have taken turns slinging
anonymous arrows at each other in the press.
Bannon’s side blames Kushner and his allies for trying
to moderate Trump and move him away from some
of his populist campaign promises. —  AP 

White House’s infighting 

rages, no shakeup looms

High-profile aides visibly jockeying for position

DETROIT: Tysen Benz was at home when
he saw social media posts indicating that
his 13-year-old girlfriend had committed
suicide. The posts were a prank, but the 11-
year-old boy apparently believed them.
Moments later, his mother found him
hanging by the neck in his room in
Marquette, Michigan.  Now a prosecutor is
pursuing criminal charges against a juve-
nile accused of being involved in the
scheme, which Katrina Goss described as “a
twisted, sick joke.” Goss described her son
as appearing “fine” just 40 minutes before
she found him.  

“I  just want it be exposed and be
addressed,” Goss said of school bullying in
general and cyberbullying in particular. “I
don’t want it be ignored.” Using a cellphone
he bought without his mother’s knowl-
edge, Tysen on March 14 was reading texts
and other messages about the faked sui-
cide and decided he would end his life too,
his mother said. After seeing the posts
about his girlfriend, Tysen replied over
social media that he was going to kill him-
self, and no one involved in the prank told
an adult, Goss said. The boy died Tuesday at
a Detroit-area hospital.

Authorities would not release the age of
the juvenile charged or comment on what

relationship the person had with Tysen. The
juvenile is being charged with malicious
use of telecommunication services and
using a computer to commit a crime. The
girl whose death was faked and friends
who were in on the prank attended the
same school as Tysen, Goss said. Even
though the prank occurred outside of
school, she said, the school should have
done more to protect her son. “The princi-
pal, the assistant principal - that’s their job,
especially for little kids,” she said. “Kids take
things to heart.”

In a statement released Thursday,
Marquette Area Public Schools
Superintendent William Saunders agreed
with Goss’s concerns about the dangers of
social media. He said the district has been
educating students and parents through
its health curriculum, health fairs, commu-
nity forums and other efforts. “After the
gut-wrenching loss of a student, we ask
ourselves,  ‘How can we do more?’”
Saunders wrote. 

Most states, including Michigan, have
enacted legislation designed to protect
children from bullies. Michigan’s anti-bully-
ing act, signed in 2011 by Gov Rick Snyder,
requires school districts to have anti-bully-
ing policies on the books. It was known as
“Matt’s Safe School Law” after Matt Epling,
a 14-year-old who killed himself after a
2002 hazing incident.

The law was updated two years ago to
direct school districts to add language to
those policies that address cyberbullying.
Former Republican state Rep. Phil Potvin,
who sponsored the original bill,  said
schools have a responsibility to do more
than include anti-cyberbullying rules in
their written policies.  “They have to have a
person - spelled out - to make sure that
policy is followed,” said Potvin, of Cadillac in
northern Michigan. “Some schools have
failed to do that. They may have put some-
thing in, but there is no follow-up. There is
no checking up on these things.” 

In 2006, Megan Meier committed sui-
cide after a woman who lived in her fami-
ly’s neighborhood in St Charles County,
Missouri, encouraged the 13-year-old to kill
herself. The woman had created a fake
MySpace admirer named “Josh,” who
befriended Megan. The woman was con-
victed in a California federal court of three
misdemeanors, but a judge overturned the
conviction. Pranks “definitely happen,” said
Tina Meier, who runs a national bullying
and cyberbullying prevention foundation
named after her daughter. “The problem is
when they are pranking somebody ... to
them it’s just been a joke,” Meier said. “To
the other person, it’s been real.” — AP 

11-year-old hangs himself 

after a social media prank

This undated family photo shows her son
Tysen Benz. Benz, an 11-year-old Michigan
boy hanged himself in his room after see-
ing social media posts indicating that his
girlfriend had committed suicide. — AP 
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PARIS: What if Marine Le Pen wins in
May? Two weeks before the French cast
their first presidential ballots, the spectre
of victory for the far-right leader who
promises to crack down on immigration
and outlaw gay marriage sends shivers
down many a spine. Pollsters say the anti-
EU firebrand can count on the unwaver-
ing support of about one in four voters to
get her past the first round of voting on
April 23.  Although they also say the
National Front (FN) leader cannot win in
the decisive May 7 runoff whoever she
faces, a great many pundits were wrong
about Brexit and Donald Trump after fail-
ing to feel the populist pulse.  

And with one in three voters still
undecided at this late stage, pollsters
would be wise to hedge their bets.
Predictions of a “nightmare” Le Pen presi-
dency abound in bookstores and the
media. The 48-year-old candidate poses a
“genuine peril”, according to Matthieu
Croissandeau, editor-in-chief of the left-
leaning newsweekly L’Obs, which ran a
special report last month titled “Black
Scenario of the First 100 Days”.  Dozens of
actors, singers and other artists put their
names to an op-ed in the Liberation daily
last Sunday warning: “The National Front is
on the threshold of power. We call for a bul-
wark against Marine Le Pen... in the name
of freedom of thought and creativity.”

Exile in Canada? 
Reminiscent of the runup to Trump’s

election last year, many artists have said
they would prefer exile to living under Le
Pen. Like Americans virulently opposed
to Trump, they say they are looking to
Canada as a refuge.  “Just in case, I’m mak-

ing plans to move to Quebec,” leftwing
comedian Guy Bedos wrote in a book
published in March. “I have an absolute
aversion for the Le Pen family,” the 82-
year-old said.

In 2002, Le Pen’s father Jean-Marie Le
Pen, now sidelined from the FN because

of views even farther to the right than his
daughter’s, caused a political earthquake
in France by winning through to the
runoff.But in that second round, voters of
various political stripes reluctantly joined
conservatives to elect Jacques Chirac and
block the far right. 

Jean-Marie Gustave Le Clezio, the
French-Mauritian author who won the
Nobel prize for literature in 2008, said as
far back as 2015 that he would hand in
his French passport if Le Pen becomes
president. Others, including public fig-
ures, are promising active resistance to a
government led by the far right.  France’s
ambassador to Japan, Thierry Dana,
wrote in an op-ed last month that he
would “shelve all diplomatic duties” if Le
Pen is elected.

‘Judges are fighting Trump’ -
The foreign ministry had to remind

Dana of his obligation to remain neutral
over the election. Also throwing neutrali-
ty to the wind was Francois Durpaire, an
educator and historian who co-authored
a comic book titled “La Presidente” (using
the feminine form of the noun) depicting
France under Le Pen.”For me as a profes-
sor of education sciences the question I
would ask the next day (after a Le Pen
victory) is: ‘How do you teach in French
schools under Le Pen?’” he said.

“I know what to do. I’ll stay in France,
I’ll respect the outcome of the democrat-
ic vote, but I will resist with all my might
any measure that goes against French
law,” he said, citing Le Pen’s pledge to
give French nationals priority access to
public services including schools.
Keeping non-citizens out of French
schools would be a “red line” for Durpaire.
“We will be able to mount not just moral
resistance, but also legal resistance,” he
said, noting: “Judges are fighting Trump,
not just far-left activists.”

Trump’s efforts to bar entry to nation-
als of a string of mainly Muslim countries
have been blocked by federal courts in
several US states.The head of the
International Human Rights Federation,
Dimitri Christopoulos, also said he would
join the battle against a President Le Pen.
Her victory “would be a political defeat for
human rights, but we would continue to
fight,” he said.  “The ideological battle will
be an existential priority for our societies,”
said Christopoulos, a staunch defender of
migrants’ rights who divides his time
between France and Greece. Laurent
Joffrin, editor-in-chief of the leftwing daily
Liberation, said resistance should begin
with the legislative elections in June that
will determine the shape of the future
government. “We won’t have fascism on
day one,” he said. — AFP

France bracing for possible Le Pen ‘nightmare’

CARACAS: Venezuelan authorities on Friday
banned a top opposition leader from public
office for 15 years, the latest move in an increas-
ingly tense power struggle in the crisis-hit coun-
try. Henrique Capriles was one of the leaders of
mass demonstrations this week against socialist
President Nicolas Maduro that led to clashes
with police. One protester died. State comptrol-
ler Manuel Galindo imposed a “sanction of dis-
qualification from exercising public office for a
period of 15 years,” his institution said in a ruling
made public by Capriles himself.

The ruling said the sanction was due to
“administrative irregularities” by Capriles in his
post as governor of the northern state of
Miranda. Capriles rejected the move and insisted
he would retain his post as governor, branding
Maduro a dictator. 

“The only one who is disqualified in this
country is Nicolas Maduro. They can stick their
disqualification where the sun don’t shine,” he
told a news conference.  “If the dictatorship is

squealing, it is a sign that we are making
progress.”  The state authority’s move effectively
bans Capriles, a lawyer of 44, from running
against Maduro in a general election due next
year. If effective, it will remove from the political
ring one of the most prominent contenders in
the center-right opposition MUD coalition,
which is pushing to remove Maduro from office.
Capriles’s allies vowed to push ahead with fur-
ther planned protests. “The dictatorship wants
to choose its opposition. Shall we let it? No.
Tomorrow we continue,” wrote leading lawmaker
Freddy Guevara on Twitter.

‘Coup’ claim
Capriles branded Friday’s ban part of what

the opposition alleges is a “coup” by allies of
Maduro, who is resisting opposition calls for a
vote on removing him from power. “This is all
part and package of the internal coup,” Capriles
said on Twitter, branding the government a “cor-
rupt drug-trafficking leadership.”Capriles lost

narrowly in the 2013 election that brought
Maduro to the presidency after the death of his
mentor Hugo Chavez-father of Venezuela’s
“socialist revolution.” After this week’s demon-
strations, Maduro dismissed Capriles as “politi-
cally finished.” Another pro-government leader,
Freddy Bernal, alleged Capriles was inciting
protests “looking for a few deaths to set the
country alight.”

Tear gas
Venezuela’s political crisis intensified last

week when the Supreme Court issued rulings
curbing the powers of the opposition-controlled
legislature. The court has consistently ruled in
Maduro’s favor since the opposition majority
took its seats in the National Assembly legisla-
ture in January 2016. It drew international criti-
cism for last week’s rulings, which seized the
assembly’s powers and revoked lawmakers’
immunity from prosecution. The court reversed
the rulings days later, but the opposition intensi-
fied its protests, prompting police to fire tear
gas. Capriles can appeal against his sanction
within two weeks to the comptroller and within
six months to the Supreme Court.

Violence
The collapse in prices for Venezuela’s crucial

oil exports has sapped the country’s revenues.
Ordinary Venezuelans are suffering from short-
ages of food, medicine and basic goods along
with a surge in violent crime. The opposition
blames Maduro for the economic crisis. He says
it is due to a capitalist conspiracy backed by the
United States. He retains the public support of
the military-a pillar that analysts say could make
him topple if removed. A 19-year-old protester
was shot dead during protests on Thursday, the
third consecutive day of violence. 

Public prosecutors said they would charge a
policeman over the killing. The wave of protests
has revived fears of broader unrest in Venezuela,
where 43 people were killed during riots in 2014.
The country has undergone three attempted
military coups since 1992. “Maduro is scared that
I will be the new commander in chief. But don’t
worry, sooner or later, there will be one,” Capriles
told supporters, claiming some military mem-
bers reject his punishment. — AFP 

STOCKHOLM: Stockholm’s usually vibrant
city centre was eerily silent on Friday
evening with restaurants, bars and cinemas
shuttered and streets emptied hours after a
truck ploughed into a crowd outside a
department store, killing four people and
injuring 15. Stockholmers appeared to be
following police advice to stay indoors and
avoid crowded areas, with a number of nor-
mally-bustling city streets deserted. The
attack occurred just before 3:00 pm when a
beer truck slammed into the corner of the
bustling Ahlens store and the popular
pedestrian street Drottninggatan, above
ground from Stockholm’s central subway
station.  The initial scene was chaotic.

After emergency responders rushed to
the scene, several bodies could be seen
lying on the ground covered with orange
blankets. Shattered glass was scattered on
the ground near a large blood stain on the
asphalt.  Shaken passersby described their
horror at witnessing what police and Prime
Minister Stefan Lofven described as a “ter-
ror attack”. “A massive truck starts driving ...
and mangles everything and just drives
over exactly everything,” eyewitness Rikard
Gauffin said. “It was so terrible and there
were bodies lying everywhere... it was real-
ly terrifying,” he added. 

Trapped 
Police cars and ambulances rapidly

flooded the scene, as central streets and
squares were blocked off amid fears that
another attack could be imminent.
Helicopters hovered overhead across the
city, sirens wailed, and police vans criss-
crossed the streets using loudspeakers to
urge people to head straight home and
avoid crowded places. But with the metro
system and commuter trains shut down for
several hours after the attack, other streets
heading out of the city were packed with
thousands of pedestrians trying to find a
way home.

Central Stockholm would on any other
Friday be abuzz with locals queuing up
outside glitzy bars and restaurants and
upscale nightclubs.  Haval, a 30-year-old
sales clerk who didn’t want to reveal his last
name, was in the metro at the time of the
attack. His train stopped immediately and
he had to get out, along with all the other
passengers. They walked along the street
before being ushered inside a nearby hotel

for safety. “We were suddenly trapped
inside a hotel and there was the worst kind
of horror in there,” he said. “We were scared,
we were scared something else would hap-
pen, he added. 

‘Suddenly it happens’ 
The attack was the latest in a string of

similar assaults with vehicles in Europe that
include the southern French city of Nice,
Berlin and London.  “I never thought that
something would happen in Sweden, but
then suddenly it happens,” Haval said.  One
witness identified only as Dimitris told the
Aftonbladet daily the truck came “out of
nowhere.” “I couldn’t see if anyone was driv-
ing but it was out of control. I saw at least
two people get run down. I ran as fast as I
could away from there,” he said.

‘You won’t break us’ 
Marko was in coffee shop near the scene

with his girlfriend when he saw the truck
ram into the store.  “He hit a woman first,
then he drove over a bunch of other peo-
ple ... We took care of everyone lying on the
ground,” he told Swedish daily newspaper
Aftonbladet.  Hasan Sidi, another passerby,
told Aftonbladet he saw two elderly
women lying on the ground. He said peo-
ple at the scene urged him to help one of
the women who was “bleeding to death”.
“One of them died...I don’t know if the oth-
er one made it,” Sidi said. 

“The police were shocked. Everyone
was shocked.” Despite that shock, Sweden
was determined to not let the attackers
create fear. “Terrorists want us to be afraid,
want us to change our behavior, want us
to not live our lives normally, but that is
what we’re going to do. So terrorists can
never defeat Sweden, never,” Prime
Minister Lofven said. 

Shortly afterwards, he placed a bouquet
of flowers near the scene, visibly shaken
and wiping away a tear. In an editorial,
Sweden’s biggest broadsheet Dagens
Nyheter wrote: “What we feared for a long
time finally happened.” “The fear and panic
right after the incident was inevitable. The
images from the attack were terrible,” the
paper said. But Stockholm managed to stay
“cool-headed” even though the attacker
struck “Sweden and Stockholm’s heart”, it
added. “Stockholm stands strong. You
won’t break Stockholm.” — AFP 

MONSWILLER: Supporters cheer candidate for the presidential election, Marine
Le Pen, during a campaign meeting in Monswiller near Strasbourg, eastern
France. — AP 

Venezuelan govt bans 
key opposition leader 

Capriles banned from public office for 15 years

STOCKHOLM: Flowers and candles are left at a makeshift memorial near the site
where a truck slammed into a crowd yesterday outside a busy department store, in
central Stockholm. — AFP 

Shocked Stockholm eerily 
silent after truck attack

CARACAS: Venezuelan opposition leader Henrique Capriles speaks to supporters and
reporters during a meeting in Caracas, Venezuela. — AP 

STOCKHOLM: Four people were
killed and at least 15 injured when a
stolen truck slammed into a crowd
of people outside a busy depart-
ment store in central Stockholm, in
what the prime minister described
as a “terror attack.” Here is what we
know about the truck attack in
Sweden’s capital:

What happened? 
The incident occurred just before

1300 GMT on Friday at the corner of
the Ahlens department store and
Drottninggatan, Stockholm’s
biggest pedestrian street. “Police
received a call from SOS Alarm that
a person in a vehicle has injured
other people on Drottninggatan,”
police wrote on Twitter. Pictures
showed a large blue truck with a
mangled undercarriage smashed
into the store. Witnesses described
scenes of panic and horror and
authorities quickly sealed off the
area. Swedish authorities said four
people had been killed and children
were among the 15 others injured,
nine of them seriously hurt.

Who was the attacker?
Prosecutors said police arrested a

man “for a terrorist crime” early yes-
terday. Police later said they
believed he was the driver. Police
had earlier said they had detained a
man who “matched the description”
of a suspect captured on video sur-
veillance cameras near the scene of

Sweden truck attack
the attack.  The image showed a
man wearing a white sweater and
dark hoodie under a military green
jacket, with dark stubble on his face.
Another man was arrested in Hjulsta,
a working-class neighborhood of
Stockholm, but police refused to
confirm a link with the attack.

Was it terrorism? 
Swedish Prime Minister Stefan

Lofven described the incident as a
“terror attack”. “Sweden has been
attacked. Everything points to a ter-
ror attack,” he said.  In 2010, another
section of Drottninggatan was the
scene of Sweden’s only other terror
attack, when a suicide bomber blew
himself up, slightly injuring several
others.  Friday’s attack in Stockholm
followed a string of similar assaults in

Europe by people using vehicles as
weapons. The deadliest came last
year in France on the Bastille Day
national holiday when a man
rammed a truck into a crowd in the
Mediterranean resort of Nice, killing
86 people.  

Last month, Khalid Masood, a 52-
year-old convert to Islam known to
British security services, drove a car at
high speed into pedestrians on
London’s Westminster Bridge before
launching a frenzied knife attack on a
policeman guarding the parliament
building. The incident killed five peo-
ple, while Masood himself was shot
dead by police.

How authorities react
Helicopters could be heard hov-

ering in the sky over central

Stockholm and a large number of
police cars and ambulances were
dispatched to the scene. The centre
of the usually buzzing city was on
lockdown, with the central train sta-
tion evacuated and other stores
quickly emptied of shoppers. Police
vans circulating in the city using
loudspeakers urged people to go
straight home and avoid large
crowds. The Stockholm metro was
also completely shut down for sev-
eral hours before resuming in the
early evening, with the attack taking
place close to the city’s T-Centralen
station, through which all the city’s
lines pass. Large public buildings
were evacuated and closed down,
such as shopping malls and cine-
mas, while parliament was on lock-
down for several hours. — AFP

Seattle mayor accused of sexually abusing a minor

Ed Murray

LOS ANGELES: The mayor of Seattle in the US state of
Washington is accused of sexually abusing a minor in a
case that dates back three decades, allegations he
vehemently denied Friday. The lawsuit was filed in King
County Superior Court under the man’s initials “DH” The
plaintiff, who is now 46, alleges that Seattle Mayor Ed
Murray paid him for sex when the man was a 15-year-
old drug-addicted, homeless teenager.

According to the lawsuit, Murray met and befriend-
ed DH on a bus, invited the teenager to his home and
propositioned him for sex in exchange for money.
Because the adolescent was addicted to drugs, the
complaint said, he was “willing to do whatever Mr

Murray asked for as little as $10-20.” Court documents
say that encounters between the two “continued for an
extended period of time.” 

Murray, a progressive and openly homosexual
Democrat who is running for re-election this year, told
journalists that the accusations were “simply not true,”
saying that they were “painful for me, for my husband.” “I
understand the individual making these allegations is
troubled,” said the mayor, who is 61 years old. “To be on
the receiving end of such untrue allegations is very
painful for me.” He vowed to continue his bid to stay the
city’s mayor: “I will continue to run this city; I will contin-
ue to run for re-election,” he said. “Things have never

come easy to me in life, but I have never backed down
and I will not back down.”

Jeffrey Simpson, 49, also accused the mayor of hav-
ing sexually assaulted him as a minor. The resident of
Portland, in the neighboring state of Oregon, spoke on
local television without revealing his face. The mayor’s
lawyer Robert Sulkin dismissed the accusations and
noted the timing of the lawsuit: “I don’t think it’s a coin-
cidence that these allegations have occurred in the
midst of a mayoral campaign.” In a letter to Sulkin dated
Friday, the lawyer of DH, Lincoln Beauregard, said his
client was ready to make a filmed statement as soon as
possible, potentially next week. — AFP 



WASHINGTON: Two male Marines have been
demoted and about two dozen other military
members are being investigated in connection
with nude photographs that were shared
online, the Marine Corps said. The administra-
tive punishments are the first from the photo
scandal that included violent and disparaging
comments about women in the pictures. The
two enlisted Marines made negative comments
on a social media site under a photo of a
woman, but their remarks were about a male
senior leader, not her. In an interview with The
Associated Press on Friday, Marine Gen. Glenn
Walters, the assistant commandant, said that
commanders can punish Marines for such
behavior because it violates the military code of
good order and discipline.

“Good order and discipline is a requirement
for all Marines and if you do something that
does not promote good order and discipline in a
unit then you can be held accountable,” he said.
“All of these activities on social media that dis-
parage a female Marine or any Marine for that
matter is not good order and discipline and we
have an adjudication process in place to assure
that.” The other service members being investi-
gated are either active duty or reserve Marines.

A number of former and current female Marines
have come forward to say that their photo-
graphs and those of other female service mem-
bers were posted online without their consent. 

The postings triggered investigations by the
Naval Criminal Investigative Service, the Air
Force Office of Special Investigations and the
Army Criminal Investigation Command. So far,
only female Marines have come forward as vic-
tims. According to Marine Lt Col Warren Cook,
commander of 2nd Battalion, 4th Marines, the
two demoted Marines posted derogatory com-
ments on the social media page “United States
Grunt Corps.” He said the two unit members
pleaded guilty and were demoted by one pay
grade, and put on 45 days of restriction and 45
days of extra duties.

Regarding the civilians identified by investi-
gators, two cases have been referred to state
authorities, Walters said. In both cases the states
decided not to pursue the matter any further, he
said. Andrew Traver, NCIS director, said that the
investigative team of about 100 people has
already reviewed more than 75,000 images and
150 different websites. He said that about half of
the photos are of women and half are of men,
and the overwhelming majority of the photos

are so-called selfies - taken voluntarily by the
subject. In addition, he said, most of the photo
and comment postings were done by civilians.
And in the bulk of the cases, they don’t rise to
the level of criminal activity, he said. NCIS is also
using facial recognition software to help women
determine whether or not their photos may
have been circulated on the websites. So far, he
said, there have been “a handful” of matches.
Walters said that NCIS will build criminal cases
when possible, but if there are no criminal
charges the case will be referred to the service to
determine if there were code violations and if
administrative action is appropriate.

“Everything we teach in combat is about
teamwork,” said Walters. “If we have some mem-
bers of the team that we’re not getting the best
out of because we’re treating them bad, then
we’re not going to be successful on the battle-
field.” In the month since the scandal broke, the
Marine Corps has issued a longer and more
detailed social media policy that lays out the
legal ramifications for service members who
commit misconduct online. Incoming Marine
recruits will  now have to sign a contract
acknowledging that they have read and under-
stand the new guidelines. — AP 
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LAHORE: Pakistani police said yesterday 10 mil-
itants from Jamaat-ur-Ahrar, a faction of the
Pakistani Taleban, died in a gun battle in the
eastern city of Lahore, including a key suspect
behind a February blast that killed 13 people.
The clash came just days after a suicide attack
claimed by the Pakistani Taleban on an army
census team that killed at least six people and
wounded 18 in Lahore, Pakistan’s second-
largest city.

Scores of people have been killed since the
beginning of the year in a series of attacks that
have dashed hopes of an end to the violence of
recent years and stepped up pressure on Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif’s government to improve
security. Police said that they were taking five
militants to recover weapons and explosives on
Lahore’s outskirts early on Saturday morning
when they were attacked by a group of about
nine militants who freed the captives.

Police called for reinforcements and encir-
cled the area, challenging the militants to sur-
render. “A gun battle ensued. When firing
stopped 10 militants were found dead by the
firing of their fleeing accomplices,” a spokesman
for the Counter Terrorism Department in Punjab
said in a statement. Among those killed was a
collaborator in a suicide bombing attack in
February in Lahore, the statement said. The man
had been arrested soon after the blast after he
was spotted on security footage walking with
the bomber. Jamaat-ur-Ahrar claimed responsi-
bility for February’s attack in Lahore that left 13
dead, as well as an Easter Day bombing last year
that killed more than 70 people in a public park
in Lahore.

Separately yesterday, another banned
Islamist group, Lashkar-e-Jhangvi, claimed
responsibility for kill ing a member of the
Ahmadi sect in Lahore, the second member of
the minority community to be murdered in just
over a week. Ashfaq Ahmad, a retired veterinary

doctor, was shot by a gunman on a motorcycle
as he was travelling by car on Friday, less than
two weeks after a prominent member of the sect
was killed in Nankana, near Lahore.

Ahmadis are members of a sect which
regards itself as Islamic but who are not allowed
to call themselves Muslim under Pakistan’s blas-
phemy laws. They have been frequent targets of
militant attacks. Pakistani security forces in

February killed around 100 militants after a Sufi
Shrine bombing in February that killed more
than 80 in the southern province of Sindh. The
spate of attacks has ratcheted up tensions with
neighboring Afghanistan, which some Pakistani
officials accuse of sheltering Pakistani Taleban
militants. Afghanistan’s government, in its turn,
accuses Islamabad of aiding the Afghan Taleban,
a charge Pakistan denies. — Reuters

Pakistan’s police kill 10 

militants in gun battle 

SACRAMENTO: How much is one vote worth in the
California state Senate? A half-billion dollars, if it’s
linked to a big tax hike to pay for overdue road
repairs.  The key vote to raise gas taxes and vehicle
fees came late Thursday from Sen Anthony
Cannella, a little-known Republican and the only
GOP member of the heavily Democratic Legislature
to vote for the bill. In return he won a promise of
$400 million for a railroad extension into his Central
Valley district in California’s agricultural heartland
and a $100 million parkway project for the
University of California, Merced.

Another $427 million will go to the overlapping
districts represented by Sen. Richard Roth of
Riverside and Assemblywoman Sabrina Cervantes
of Corona, both Democrats. In a joint statement
they claimed credit for delivering “Riverside
County’s fair share” to their constituents.  The deal
negotiated by Gov. Jerry Brown and legislative lead-
ers passed without a vote to spare and will raise gas
taxes by 43 percent, or 12 cents a gallon, while also

increasing diesel taxes. The hikes take effect Nov 1.
The plan aims to raise $54.2 billion for road and

bridge repairs, mass transit and other projects over
10 years. Assembly Minority Leader Chad Mayes, R-
Yucca Valley, called it “a deal so bad they needed $1
billion in pork to buy the votes to pass it.”
Republicans argued it puts an unneeded burden on
overtaxed Californians. Cannella, 48, has a history of
working with the Democratic majority, a rarity
among legislative Republicans.

He does so out of political necessity - he repre-
sents a sprawling agricultural district where
Republicans are outnumbered 46 percent to 29
percent by Democrats. Nearly two-thirds of his
constituents are Latinos. The son of Sal Cannella,
a former Democratic state assemblyman in the
1990s, he will be term-limited out of office after
next year. Although he’s brought ire from fellow
Republicans, he may have broadened his appeal
if he chooses to run for another office, said Mark
Keppler, a public affairs professor and director of

the Maddy Institute at California State University,
Fresno. “He’s positioned himself as a moderate
Republican, frankly similar to that group of mod-
erate Democrats that are substantial both in the
Legis lature and the populat ion general ly,”
Keppler said. “He could potentially attract those
independent voters, moderate Democrats and
moderate Republicans.” Cannella narrowly won
his open Senate seat in 2010 with help from
about $1.4 million in spending by an independ-
ent expenditure committee funded by the
California Chamber of Commerce, which support-
ed the gas tax and vehicle fee hikes.

He was one of the few Republican candidates
endorsed by the California Labor Federation, made
up of 1,200 affiliated unions, when he won re-elec-
tion four years ago.  His vote was key Thursday after
Democratic state Sen. Steve Glazer of Orinda
remained opposed despite public lobbying by Gov
Jerry Brown. That meant Senate Democrats needed
one Republican to reach the 27-vote supermajority

required to enact tax increases. Cannella said he
expects Republicans to be angry, but defended his
vote as necessary for his constituents. “Look, I’m
sure there’s going to be some blowback, but for me
it was important,” he said outside the Senate cham-
ber after the vote. “We have to maintain our roads.
And these other projects are important as well.”

Cannella is vice president of NorthStar
Engineering Group, which does engineering, design
and survey work for public and private projects
including a high school, police station and medical
facility. Brown, a Democrat, praised Cannella late
Thursday as “a civil engineer who knows what it
means to build roads.” “You’ll get a train going to the
Central Valley ... projects and parks in some of the
poorest neighborhoods in California. Hallelujah,”
Brown said. “Relative to 52 billion, it’s all pretty mod-
est.” Democratic Assemblyman Adam Gray of
Merced, whose district overlaps Cannella’s, also vot-
ed for the plan. “For our community ... we’ve got
some really good stuff here,” Gray said. — AP

California math: 1 vote = $500 million in road, rail work

NE W DELHI:  Indian Pr ime M inister
Narendra Modi yesterday offered $4.5 bil-
lion in concessional loans to Bangladesh,
underlining surging ties between the
neighbors, but a contentious water-shar-
ing deal remained elusive. Modi also
announced $500 million for defense pro-
curement after bilateral talks in New
Delhi with Bangladesh Prime Minister
Sheikh Hasina who is on a four-day visit
to the country. 

China has been the biggest source of
defense purchases for Bangladesh for
many years. Wary of China’s growing inter-
est in India’s backyard, Modi has been keen
to play a greater leadership role in South
Asia since coming to power in 2014. In
2015, Modi signed a historic land border
pact with Dhaka, removing a major irritant
and infusing a new warmth between the
two countries that share a 4,097 kilometre-
long porous border.

“India has always stood for the prosper-
ity of Bangladesh and its people. We are a
long-standing and trusted development
partner of Bangladesh,” Modi said at a
press briefing after the sides signed as
many as 22 agreements in key sectors
including civil nuclear energy. “In this con-
text I am happy to announce a new con-
cessional line of credit of $4.5 billion for
the implementation of projects in priority
sectors for Bangladesh. “This brings our

resource allocation for Bangladesh to more
than $8 billion over the past six years.” 

There was no breakthrough however in
a long-standing dispute about the sharing
of water from the Teesta river which flows
through both nations although Modi
vowed to find a solution to the issue seen
as vital for Bangladesh farmers. The deal
was aborted at the very last minute dur-
ing former Indian prime minister
Manmohan Singh’s visit to Bangladesh in
2011 and has been in the doldrums since.
Hasina, whose Awami League is historical-
ly seen as more sympathetic to India than
the arch-rival Bangladesh Nationalist
Party, said the two countries will jointly
produce a documentary on the 1971 War
of Liberation of Bangladesh, a move that
is likely to irk Pakistan. 

Hasina is  the daughter of Sheikh
Mujibur Rahman, who led Bangladesh to
independence from Pakistan in 1971. The
government says that up to three million
people died in the independence war,
many killed by Bangladeshis who collabo-
rated with Pakistani forces. India’s inter-
vention on behalf of Bangladesh’s inde-
pendence fighters proved decisive in that
conflict.  “We are committed to expand
our relationship with India,” said Hasina.
“The entire South Asia region will be a
beneficiary of our friendly relations and
cooperation.” — AFP 

India PM woos Bangladesh 

with defense loan, credit

YANGON: At least 20 people were killed
when a boat carrying scores of wedding
guests collided with a river barge in
Western Myanmar, authorities said yester-
day, with more feared drowned as rescuers
searched for the missing. The boat, called
“Silver Star” in Burmese, sank Friday evening
in a river near Pathein, a port city west of
commercial capital Yangon.  It was believed
to be carrying around 60 passengers on
their way home from a wedding ceremony,
according to a local police officer. Of the
dead, officials said 16 were women and four
were men. “They were crossing to the other
side of the river after attending a wedding
in Pathein. Most of them were relatives
from the same village,” said the policeman,
who requested anonymity.

Both ships were unlit when they collided
in the middle of the river, he added. “We esti-
mate nine people are still missing,” regional
MP Aung Thu Htwe said, adding that some
30 people had been rescued alive the night

before.  Local media photos showed frenzied
scenes as rescuers worked in the dark Friday
night to wheel stretchers away from the river
and lay bodies onshore.  Authorities
resumed the search operation yesterday
morning, the police officer said, though no
bodies had been found by midday. 

“We will do search and rescue for the
whole day,” he said. Fatal boat accidents are
common in Myanmar, a poor country with
rudimentary transport and weakly-enforced
safety regulations. Vessels ferrying people
along the country’s coastline and rivers are
often dangerously overcrowded, and acci-
dents can have staggering death tolls. It can
also take several days for all bodies to be
retrieved. Last October 73 people, including
many teachers and students, drowned
when their overloaded vessel capsized in
central Myanmar on the Chindwin River.
Around 60 people also died in March 2015
when their ferry sank in rough waters off of
Myanmar’s western Rakhine state. — AFP 

20 killed in Myanmar 

wedding boat crash

NEW DELHI: Bangladeshi Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina (left) and her Indian counterpart
Narendra Modi pose for the media as Hasina is greeted by Modi upon her arrival in New
Delhi, India on Friday, April 7, 2017. Hasina is on a four-day state visit to India. — AP 

LAHORE: Pakistani investigators examine damage vehicles at the site of suicide bombing in Lahore, Pakistan.  — AP 

PATHEIN: Myanmar soldiers and members of a rescue team carry the body of a ferry pas-
senger after the ship sank in the Nga Wun River in Pathein, a port city west of the com-
mercial capital Yangon. — AFP 

SEOUL: North Korea said yesterday US missile
strikes against a Syrian airfield on Friday were
“an unforgivable act of aggression” that
showed its decision to develop nuclear
weapons was “the right choice a million times
over”. The response by North Korea’s foreign
ministry, carried by the official KCNA news
agency, was the first since US warships in the
Mediterranean Sea launched dozens of mis-
siles at a Syrian air base which the Pentagon
says was involved in a chemical weapons
attack earlier in the week. “The US missile
attack against Syria is a clear and unforgivable
act of aggression against a sovereign state
and we strongly condemn this,” KCNA quoted
an unnamed spokesman for the North Korean
foreign ministry as saying.

“The reality of today proves our decision to
strengthen our military power to stand
against force with force was the right choice a
million times over,” KCNA said. Diplomatically
isolated North Korea considers Syria a key ally.
KCNA said its leader Kim Jong Un and Syrian
leader Bashar Al-Assad exchanged messages

of warm wishes and pledges of friendship and
cooperation between the two countries. Al-
Assad thanked Kim for recognizing the Syrian
struggle to “meet such challenges as sinister
actions of the world’s terrorists and encour-
aged Syria to successfully weather the crisis
without fail,” KCNA said. 

The exchange of messages came before
the US airstrikes, which were US President
Donald Trump’s biggest foreign policy move
since taking office in January in reaction to
what Washington says was a gas attack by al-
Assad’s government that killed at least 70 peo-
ple in a rebel-held territory. Syria denies it car-
ried out the attack. The US strikes came as
Trump hosted Chinese President Xi Jinping in
Florida to press the leader of North Korea’s
sole diplomatic ally to do more to curb
Pyongyang’s nuclear ambitions. North Korea is
believed to be developing missiles capable of
hitting the United States and a nuclear arsenal
in defiance of UN sanctions. It has conducted
five nuclear tests-two since the beginning of
last year-and scores of missile tests. —Reuters

N Korea calls US strikes 

on Syria ‘unforgivable’ 
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Quakes hit Philippines

MANILA: Three strong earthquakes rocked a coastal region
near the Philippine capital within half an hour of each oth-
er yesterday, sending people running out of buildings.
There were no immediate reports of damage or casualties
from the quakes, the strongest of which hit the coast close
to the town of Mabini, south of Manila. The first 5.7 magni-
tude temblor struck inland at 3:08 pm followed by the 5.9
quake just a minute later-their epicenters within a few kilo-
meters of each other, according to US geologists. The 5.0
quake hit in the same region after another 20 minutes. AFP
reporters saw people running out of office buildings in
Manila’s financial district, while local television network
ABS-CBN broadcast live footage of frightened commuters
fleeing the passenger terminal at the port of Batangas,
near the epicenters. ABS-CBN quoted local officials as say-
ing the quakes broke the windows of some houses in the
region, but there were no reports of casualties. 

Police storm school 

TERRE HAUTE: Dozens of police officers stormed a western
Indiana high school Friday after a caller claimed he was
inside with explosives and a rifle and would start shooting
students if he didn’t receive a ransom, police said. A male
called the Terre Haute Police Department about 10:30 a.m.
and said he was in a bathroom at Terre Haute North High
School armed with a rifle and a bag of explosives, Police
Chief John Plasse said hours after authorities determined
the threats were a hoax. The caller said he would begin
shooting students if he didn’t receive a ransom within 10
minutes, or if students left the building. Plasse said the caller
made other threats after he was transferred to police dis-
patch. The school’s 1,800 students and their teachers were
told to shelter in classrooms while about 50 officers entered
the school, some holding their rifles to their shoulders, ready
to fire if needed, the (Terre Haute) Tribune-Star reported.

Gay men face caning 

BANDA ACEH: Two men in Indonesia’s conservative
Aceh province each face up to 100 strokes of the cane
after neighbors reported them to Shariah police for
having gay sex.  Marzuki, the Shariah police’s chief
investigator, said yesterday that residents in a neigh-
borhood of the provincial capital, Banda Aceh, report-
ed the men, aged 23 and 20, to police on March 29. He
said the two men had “confessed” to being a gay cou-
ple and that this was supported by video footage tak-
en by a resident. Aceh is the only province in Muslim-
majority Indonesia to practice Shariah law, which was
a concession made by the national government to end
a years-long war with separatists. A Shariah code
implemented two years ago allows up to 100 lashes for
morality offenses including gay sex.

Protest rocks Senegal

DAKAR: Thousands of people took to the streets of the
Senegalese capital Dakar on Friday to protest against
President Macky Sall and call for the release of political
opponents. The protesters, many dressed in black,
demanded the release of Dakar Mayor Khalifa Sall, who
had been seen as a presidential candidate for the Socialist
Party. He has been held in preventive detention since
March 7, facing charges of fraud, misappropriation of pub-
lic funds, criminal conspiracy and money laundering. As
police stood by to maintain order, the crowd chanted slo-
gans calling for those charges to be dropped. “We do not
accept that Senegal can be turned into a plaything. Macky
Sall must return to reason,” Fadel Barro, co-founder of the
“Fed Up” youth movement which organized the rally, told
the crowd. He denounced the “numerous imprisonments”
of the president’s opponents and urged young people to
register ahead of legislative elections to be held July 30. 

News
i n  b r i e f

TAWANG TOWN: The Dalai Lama yester-
day accused China of spreading false
information about his trip to a monastery
near India’s border that drew protests
from Beijing which claims the Himalayan
area as its territory. “People have the
wrong information,” the 81-year-old
monk told reporters in Arunachal
Pradesh’s Tawang where he took shelter

on his flight from Tibet decades ago. “I
wish one Chinese official would accom-
pany me while I’m visiting here, what I’m
doing, what I’m saying. They should know
the reality.” Beijing this week lodged an
official protest with the Indian ambassa-
dor, accusing New Delhi of arranging a
platform for the Dalai Lama to “hold anti-
China and separatist activities”.

After addressing devotees at the
monastery, considered one of the holiest
sites in Tibetan Buddhism, the Dalai
Lama fired back at Beijing, accusing the
country’s communist officials of mislead-
ing its people over the nature of his visit.
“The 1.3-4 billion Chinese people have
every right to know the reality....  They
only have one-sided information and
wrong information is morally wrong,
they’re fooling their own people.” The
Indian government has insisted the trip
is purely religious and pointed out that
the Dalai Lama has been to Tawang
before, accusing China of creating an
“artificial controversy”.

But some analysts say New Delhi has
adopted a firmer approach to China since
Prime Minister Narendra Modi took pow-
er in 2014 and invited the head of the
India-based Tibetan government-in-exile
to attend his swearing-in ceremony. “The
Dalai Lama has always been welcome to
travel wherever he wants in India. But this
government has been a bit firmer on
issues of sovereignty,” said Jayadeva
Ranade, head of the Delhi-based Centre
for China Analysis and Strategy. Huge
crowds, at least 20,000 by some esti-
mates, turned out to hear the monk’s
nearly three-hour religious discourse.

Reincarnation concerns
New Delhi is currently pushing to

expand its infrastructure in Arunachal
Pradesh, building new roads and con-
ducting a feasibility study for a railway.
India and China fought a border war in
1962 over the region, which has a large
ethnic Tibetan population. En route to
Arunachal, the Dalai Lama was reunited
with the Indian border guard who escort-
ed him into the country after he fled his
native Tibet following a failed uprising
nearly 60 years ago. Speaking to
reporters a few days later, the Dalai Lama
said the meeting had been “very emo-
tional”, bringing back memories of his
dramatic flight across the Himalayas dis-
guised as a soldier.

Ranade said the visit to Tawang-birth-
place of an earlier incarnation of the Dalai
Lama-had also raised Chinese concerns
over the ageing monk’s succession. The
Dalai Lama has stated that his reincarna-
tion may be found outside Chinese Tibet,
and Arunachal, with its rich Tibetan cul-
ture, is an obvious contender. Under
Tibetan Buddhist tradition, senior monks
identify a young boy who shows signs he
is a reincarnation of a late leader. But
China’s officially atheist Communist rulers
maintain that they have the sole authority
to decide reincarnation. “The Chinese
reaction has been very elevated, they’ve
been using tough language,” Ranade said.
“This indicates Chinese anxiety about the
reincarnation.” — AFP 

Dalai Lama accuses China of fooling its people

TAWANG TOWN: Exiled Tibetan spiritual leader the Dalai Lama adjusts his shawl
as he came to deliver his religious teaching at Yiga Choezin ground at in Tawang
District near India-china border in India’s north-eastern state of Arunachal
Pradesh state yesterday. — AFP 

MANILA: Office workers stand on the grounds of an office
building in the financial district of Makati in Manila yes-
terday, after a 5.7 magnitude earthquake. —AFP 

2 Russian police killed 

MOSCOW: Two traffic policemen were killed yesterday
after their vehicle came under fire in Russia’s volatile
North Caucasus region, investigators said. The local
branch of Russia’s Investigative Committee said
“unidentified people ... fired multiple shots from an
automatic weapon” at two traffic policemen riding in
their patrol vehicle in the town of Malgobek at around
1:30 am. The policemen died in hospital from their
injuries, it said in a statement. Attacks against police
are not uncommon in southern Russia’s North
Caucasus, which faces a simmering Islamist insur-
gency. The latest incident came days after the Islamic
State jihadist group claimed the killing of two other
traffic policemen in the southern Russian city of
Astrakhan this week. IS also claimed a separate attack
that wounded three National Guard officers on
Thursday in an incident Russian authorities said saw
one assailant suspected of involvement in the death of
the Astrakhan traffic policemen shot dead.  

Sadr urges Assad to quit

NAJAF: Influential Iraqi cleric Moqtada Sadr yesterday
called on Syrian President Bashar Al-Assad to step
down, also calling on Washington and Moscow to stop
intervening in the conflict. The young Najaf-based
Shiite cleric condemned the killing of 87 people,
including 31 children, in a suspected chemical attack
last week in a rebel-held Syrian town that has been
widely blamed on Damascus. “I would consider it fair
for President Bashar al-Assad to resign and leave pow-
er, allowing the dear people of Syria to avoid the
scourge of war and terrorist oppression,” he said in a
statement. The United States fired a barrage of 59
cruise missiles at Shayrat airbase in Syria early on
Friday to push Damascus, despite its denials of respon-
sibility.  Sadr, who led a militia that fought the US occu-
pation of Iraq, also condemned the American missile
strike, urging all foreign parties involved in the Syria
conflict to pull out. 

PALM BEACH: US President Donald Trump ditched his
trademark anti-China bombast, hailing an “outstanding”
relationship with counterpart Xi Jinping at the end of a
superpower summit Friday overshadowed by events in
Syria. “We have made tremendous progress in our relation-
ship with China,” Trump said effusively at the close of a
high-stakes but studiously familiar first meeting between
the pair at his Mar-a-Lago resort in Florida. “I think truly
progress has been made,” Trump said, declaring his rela-
tionship with Xi as “outstanding.”

The friendly tone was a far cry from Trump’s acerbic
campaign denouncements about China’s “rape” of the US
economy and his vow to punish Beijing with punitive tar-
iffs. Xi reciprocated Trump’s warm words, saying the sum-
mit had “uniquely important significance” and thanking
Trump for a warm reception. Beijing’s most powerful
leader in decades also invited the neophyte US president
on a coveted state visit to China later in the year. Trump
accepted, with a date yet to be determined. We “arrived
at many common understandings,” Xi added, “the most
important being deepening our friendship and building
a kind of trust.”

The bonhomie extended behind closed doors, where
the US president’s grandson and granddaughter sang a tra-
ditional Chinese ballad-”Jasmine Flower”-and recited poet-
ry for their honored guests, earning praise from their “very
proud” mother Ivanka in a tweet. “Both the atmosphere
and the chemistry between the two leaders was positive,
the posture between the two really set the tone,” said
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson. “All of us are feeling very
good about the results of this summit.”

Winter White House  
The start of the meeting came on a night of high drama

as Trump not only met his nearest peer in economic world
power for the first time but also launched his first military
strike on a state target. Trump informed the Chinese leader
personally of the strike as the 59 Tomahawk missiles were
winding their way to the Shayrat airbase. Although China is
not implicated in the Syrian war, Trump’s actions resonate
widely, not least in the debate over how to tackle North
Korea’s nuclear and ballistic missile programs. China and
the United States agree Pyongyang’s programs are a seri-
ous problem, but have not seen eye-to-eye on how to
respond. “There is a real commitment to work together to
see if this cannot be resolved in a peaceful way,” said
Tillerson. Trump asked Xi for ideas on how to proceed, but
held out the possibility of unilateral action. “(We) are pre-
pared to chart our own course if this is something China is
just unable to coordinate with us,” said Tillerson.

Deliverables  
There appeared to be little in the way of concrete

achievements during 24 hours in the sun, but officials said
that a rapport had been built that will carry on the next
four years. The US leader appeared confident when Xi
arrived at the Florida venue, even hazarding a joke about
his own reputation as a dealmaker. “We had a long discus-
sion already. So far, I have gotten nothing.  Absolutely
nothing,” he said to laughs from the delegation. “But I can
see that, I think long-term, we are going to have a very,
very great relationship and I look very much forward to it.”

The two leaders were joined Thursday evening by US
First Lady Melania Trump, a former model, and Peng
Liyuan-a celebrated folk singer Trump hailed as a “great,
great celebrity.” There was little evidence of Xi’s promised
“tweetable deliverables” designed to smooth ties, but they
may be rolled out during a 100-day plan on trade. Sources
briefed on Xi’s plans promised a package of Chinese invest-

ments aimed at creating more than 700,000 American
jobs-the same number China’s regional rival Japan pledged
to Trump during Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s Mar-a-Lago
visit in February.

In return, Xi hoped to obtain assurances from Trump on
punitive tariffs and the delay of an American arms sale to
Taiwan, at least until after a major Communist Party meet-
ing later this year. Trump’s position on democratically
ruled Taiwan-which China considers part of its territory
awaiting reunification-has been a major irritant since he
accepted a protocol-breaking phone call  from the
Taiwanese president after his election victory. The US
leader apparently did speak to Xi about another thorny
issue, telling him of “the importance of protecting human
rights and other values deeply held by Americans,” the
White House reported. —AFP 

Trump ditches his trademark 

anti-China bombast, bashing  
At US-China summit, Trump presses Xi on N Korea 

FLORIDA: President Donald Trump and Chinese President Xi Jinping reach to shake hands at Mar-a-Lago in Palm
Beach, Florida. — AP 

SEOUL: The US missile strike on Syria con-
tained a clear message for North Korea and
its main ally China, but not one strong
enough to push Pyongyang off its nuclear
weapons path, analysts said yesterday.
While the timing was largely coincidental,
the fact that US President Donald Trump
ordered the strike while hosting a summit
with Chinese leader Xi Jinping carried par-
ticular resonance given that the North’s
nuclear ambitions - and how best to thwart
them - was among the top agenda items of
their meeting.  

And exercising the military option
added some extra weight to Trump’s recent
threat of unilateral action against
Pyongyang if Beijing fails to help curb its
neighbor’s nuclear weapons program. Kim
Yong-Hyun, a professor at Dongguk
University said the strike against Syria was
a statement of intent that was meant for a
wide readership. “It signals to Pyongyang
that the US has a new sheriff in town who
isn’t hesitant about pulling his gun from
the holster,” Kim said. But while the move
might give the North pause, it is unlikely to
deter a leadership that views nuclear
weapons as the sole guarantee of its future
survival.  “In the long term, US military
actions overseas won’t help curb the
North’s nuclear pursuit”, Kim said.

Nuclear determination
The North has carried out five nuclear

tests-two of them last year-and expert

satellite imagery analysis suggests it could
well be preparing for a sixth. And
Pyongyang has shown no sign of reining in
a missile testing program ultimately aimed
at securing the capability to deliver a
nuclear warhead to the continental United
States. If Thursday’s strike was a warning to
other countries, it was one that Pyongyang,
which regularly cites US hostility as the
driving force behind its nuclear weapons
development, is quite familiar with.

“Trump’s attack on Syria is unlikely to

have any significant effect on a North Korea
that is already well versed in the threat
posed by the United States,” said Joel Wit, a
senior fellow at the US-Korea Institute at
Johns Hopkins University. At the time of
the US-led invasion of Iraq in 2003, the
then North Korean leader Kim Jong-Il dis-
appeared from public view for around six
weeks-and was widely believed to have
gone into hiding for fear of a US attack.  

Chang Yong-Seok, a senior researcher at
the Institute for Peace and Unification at

Seoul National University, said Kim’s son,
current leader Kim Jong-Un, had no reason
to take such precautions. “Armed with
nuclear weapons, he would hardly flinch at
the attack in Syria,” Chang said.  As if to
underline the point, North Korean state
media released photos of a smiling Kim
inspecting a mushroom farm. 

Warning to China? 
The question then arises as to what

impact the US president’s willingness to
exercise his military muscle may have on
China’s thinking.  China is North Korea’s
economic lifeline and as such enjoys more
leverage over its maverick neighbor than
any other country. Like his predecessors in
the White House, Trump wants China to do
more to  influence the North’s behavior, but
has gone further than others in threatening
to go it alone if Beijing fails to step up to
the plate. In that context, the strike against
Syria may resonate more firmly in Beijing
than Pyongyang. “It’s a signal that Trump’s
administration will not only talk, they will
act”, said Wang Dong, Associate Professor
and Director of the School of International
Studies at Peking University. While China
has clearly lost patience with Pyongyang’s
nuclear provocations, it is extremely wary
of any response that might bring about
North Korea’s collapse and chaos on its
doorstep. “From the Chinese point of view,
there is still room to explore a path for a
diplomatic solution”, Wang said. — AFP 

US sends message to N Korea and its ally with Syria strike

PYONGYANG: North Korean leader Kim Jong-Un (center) visits the Pyongyang
Mushroom Farm in Pyongyang. — AFP 
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He called the Assad government a main
force against terrorism and said it deserved
the presumption of innocence in the chemi-
cal weapons attack.

The US ambassador to the UN, Nikki
Haley, said the world is waiting for the
Russian government “to act responsibly in
Syria” and “to reconsider its misplaced
alliance with Bashar Assad”. Speaking during
an emergency Security Council session,
Haley said the US was prepared to take fur-
ther action in Syria but hoped it wouldn’t be
necessary.

The official Saudi Press Agency reported
that King Salman complimented Trump in a
telephone conversation for his “courageous
decision”. Saudi Arabia, one of the most vehe-
ment opponents of Assad, said the missile
barrage was the right response to “the crimes
of this regime to its people in light of the fail-
ure of the international community to stop it”.

The Turkish foreign minister, whose coun-
try is a strong backer of the Syrian opposition,
said the US missile strikes were not enough.
Mevlut Cavusoglu said yesterday that the US
intervention was only “cosmetic” unless it
removes Assad from power. He said the most
ideal process would be a political solution
that leads to a transitional government.

In Florida with the president, Treasury
Secretary Steven Mnuchin said additional
economic sanctions on Syria were being pre-
pared. Thursday night’s strikes - some 60
cruise missiles fired from two ships in the
Mediterranean - were the culmination of a
rapid, three-day transformation for Trump,
who has long opposed deeper US involve-
ment in Syria’s civil war. Advisers said he was
outraged by heartbreaking images of young
children who were among the dozens killed
in the chemical attack.

The decision undercut another campaign
promise for Trump: His pledge to try to warm
relations with Moscow. After months of alle-
gations of ties between his election cam-
paign and the Kremlin - the subject of cur-
rent congressional and FBI investigations -
Trump has found himself clashing with Putin.

On Friday, senior US military officials were
looking more closely at possible Russian
involvement in the poison attack. Officials
said a drone belonging to either Russia or
Syria was seen hovering over the site after
the assault earlier this week. The drone
returned late in the day as citizens were
going to a nearby hospital for treatment.
Shortly afterward, officials say the hospital

was targeted. The officials, who insisted on
anonymity in order to discuss the sensitive
matter, said they believe the hospital attack
may have been an effort to cover up evi-
dence of the earlier assault.

White House officials caution that Trump
is not preparing to plunge the US deeper
into Syria. Spokesman Sean Spicer said the
missile attack sent a clear message to Assad,
but he avoided explicitly calling for the
Syrian to leave office. The impact of the
strikes was also unclear. Despite intense
international pressure, Assad has clung to
power since a civil war broke out in his coun-
try six years ago, helped by financial and mil-
itary support from both Russia and Iran.
Russian military personnel and aircraft are
embedded with Syria’s, and Iranian troops
and paramilitary forces are also on the
ground helping Assad fight the array of
opposition groups hoping to topple him.

Iranian President Hassan Rouhani said
yesterday that “terrorists” were applauding
Trump for launching the missile strike. But he
backed calls for an independent inquiry into
the suspected chemical weapons attack.
“This man who is now in office in America
claimed that he wanted to fight terrorism
but today all terrorists in Syria are celebrat-
ing the US attack,” Rouhani said in a speech
aired by state television. “Why have you
attacked the Syrian army which is at war with
terrorists? Under what law or authority did
you launch your missiles at this independent
country?” Rouhani called for “an independ-
ent commission” by “impartial countries” into
the claims. “According to the United Nations,
the Syrian government does not possess
chemical weapons,” he said.

Meanwhile, the army chiefs of Russia and
Iran discussed the US strikes in Syria by
phone yesterday, and vowed to continue
the fight against “terrorists” and their sup-
porters, Iranian media reported. The two
chiefs of staff, Major General Mohammad
Bagheri and General Valery Gerasimov, “con-
demned the American operation against a
Syrian air base which is an aggression
against an independent country”, state news
agency IRNA said. The American strikes “aim
at slowing the victories of the Syrian army
and its allies, and reinforcing terrorist
groups”, they said in a statement. The two
army leaders vowed to continue their mili-
tary cooperation in support of Assad “until
the total defeat of the terrorists and those
that support them”, according to the Mehr
news agency. — Agencies 

US to keep up pressure on Syria...
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ETA’s disarmament ends an era of political
violence in Western Europe, but comes as
nationalism is stirring across the continent,
with Scotland and the Spanish region of
Catalonia seeking independence referen-
dums, while Sinn Fein has urged a vote on
taking Northern Ireland out of Britain. ETA
said in a letter to the BBC earlier this week it
had handed over its weapons and explosives
to civilian go-betweens who would deliver
them to authorities.

The mediators - known as “The Artisans of
Peace” - passed authorities a list with the coor-
dinates for eight sites where ETA had stored its
weapons arsenal, their representative, Michel
Tubiana, told reporters in Bayonne. The caches
contain 120 firearms, about 3 tonnes of explo-
sives and several thousand rounds of ammuni-
tion, he said. Security forces were now search-
ing the sites to neutralize the explosives and
secure the weapons, French Interior Minister
Matthias Fekl said at a news conference in
Paris. Police were photographed carrying out
bags from sites around Bayonne.

A Spanish government source said Madrid
did not believe the group would hand over all
its arms, while Spain’s state prosecutor has
asked the High Court to examine those surren-

dered as possible murder weapons used in
hundreds of unresolved cases. ETA’s disarma-
ment entailed no impunity for their crimes and
they should not expect any favorable treat-
ment, the government said in a statement.
“The actions carried out today by the terrorist
group are nothing more than the result of their
definitive defeat,” Interior Minister Juan Ignacio
Zoido told reporters in Madrid.

Arnaldo Otegi, leader of Basque pro-inde-
pendence party EH Bildu who has served time
in jail for his links with ETA, said in Bayonne
that it was a day that would be welcomed by
the great majority of Basques, although work
was not finished. “From today we will put on
the table all the problems we still have as a
society and a nation,” he said, adding that the
biggest issues were the around 300 ETA mem-
bers still in Spanish and French prisons and
the group’s victims.

ETA’s first known victim was a secret police
chief in San Sebastian in 1968 and its last a
French policemen shot in 2010. It chose not
to disarm when it called its truce, but has
been weakened in the past decade after hun-
dreds of its members were arrested and
weapons seized in joint Spanish and French
operations. Popular revulsion at the scale of
violent attacks carried out by Islamist mili-
tants had also played a part,  Paddy

Woodworth, who has written in depth about
ETA, said. “It had ceased to be an attractive
organization to join.”

The group’s first revolutionary gesture was
to fly the banned ‘ikurrina’, the red and green
Basque flag, before the campaign escalated in
the 1960s into violence that was brutally recip-
rocated by the Franco regime. In 1973, ETA tar-
geted Franco’s heir apparent Luis Carrero
Blanco by digging a tunnel under the road
that he drove down daily to attend Mass. They
packed the tunnel with explosives and blasted
Blanco’s car over a five-storey building.

The assassination changed the course of
Spanish history, as the removal of Franco’s suc-
cessor led to the exiled king reclaiming the
throne and a shift to a constitutional monar-
chy. Attacks including a 1987 car bomb at a
Barcelona supermarket, which killed 21 includ-
ing a pregnant woman and two children, hor-
rified Spaniards and drew international out-
rage. Gorka Landaburu, who lost his thumb
and was left blind in one eye after an ETA let-
ter bomb detonated in his home in 2001, wel-
comed the disarmament and said lessons had
been learned. “This must never happen again
in our country,” he said, standing by the sea in
the Basque resort of San Sebastian. “I hope no
one ever picks up pistols and bombs to defend
an ideology ever again.” — Reuters 

ETA surrenders arms to end conflict
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He won’t vanish entirely; other justices have
written books, done speaking tours and inter-
views. But Gorsuch won’t again face this kind
of grilling, into everything from his views on
abortion to the avid outdoorsman’s favorite
fishing holes. (He largely pleaded the Fifth on
both.) The 49-year-old judge was happy to
reminisce about his years as a student and
lawyer before becoming a federal appellate
judge in Denver 10 years ago. He relied on self-
deprecating humor and a goodness-gosh-golly
demeanor in outsize doses as he deflected the
questions he didn’t want to answer. “I might be
a little corny,” he said at one point to the
Senate Judiciary Committee. “Oh, now we’re
talk ing,” Gorsuch enthused when the talk
turned to fly fishing. “You can’t focus on the
worries of the world when you’re only worried
about a trout.”

Gorsuch’s impressive scholarly and legal cre-
dentials were on full display: Columbia, Harvard
and Oxford, the latter with scenes that Gorsuch
recalled were straight out of a Harry Potter
movie. But Gorsuch, known for the clarity of his

legal writings, traced the roots of his success
back to an even earlier source, Sister Mary Rose
Margaret,  the nun of whom he says:  “She
taught me how to read and she taught me how
to diagram a sentence.”

Gorsuch, whose mother was a state legislator
and then director of the Environmental
Protection Agency under President Ronald
Reagan, tried to play down the political elements
in his background.  Gorsuch stressed that when
issues such as torture arose during his time in
President George W. Bush’s Justice Department,
he acted not as a policymaker but as a “speech-
writer” or “a lawyer for a client”. He did acknowl-
edge, though, that an email he sent criticizing
lawyers at big firms for representing detainees
being held by the US  military at Guantanamo
Bay in Cuba was “not my finest hour”.

Perhaps no ruling got more attention over
the past 10 weeks than a case in which Gorsuch
came down against a truck driver who was fired
for leaving his trailer of meat on the side of an
Illinois road after breaking down on a frigid
night in 2009 and fearing he would freeze to
death. Asked whether the man’s firing wasn’t
absurd, Gorsuch said simply: “My heart goes

out to him. It’s just not my job.”
For all that he shared, Gorsuch did his best

not to telegraph where he might land on a
range of topics that he could confront early in
his time as a justice, even though both sides
think they have a pretty good idea how he
would rule. Cases about voting rights, gun con-
trol, religious rights, housing discrimination
and immigration are pending before the court.
The dispute over Trump’s proposed ban on visi-
tors from six majority Muslim countries could
be on the way as well.

Gorsuch was careful not to offer any hints
on these issues in his exchanges with com-
mittee  Democrats  and Republ icans.
Questioned about his views on the Roe vs
Wade decision that established a woman’s
right to have an abortion, Gorsuch would go
no further than to voice his respect for legal
precedent and say “no one is  look ing to
return  us  to  horse  and buggy days.”
Democratic Sen Mazie Hirono spoke for many
in her party when, nearing the end of two
days  of  test imony,  she  to ld  Gorsuch:  “ I t
remains to be seen whether you will be a jus-
tice for all or a justice for some.” — AP 

Joining top US court, real Gorsuch set to stand up
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Focus

Syria strike sends 
message, has risks

The cruise missiles that crashed down before
dawn on a Syrian air base sent a clear message to
President Bashar Assad: The use of chemical

weapons will be met with US force. The outcome is less
clear: Assad’s grip on power is as firm as ever and he
has lost little of his ability to carry out more chemical
attacks. President Donald Trump said the goal of the
military action was deterrence. Officials said strikes tar-
geted the Shayrat air base to prevent it from being
used to launch attacks like the one this week that killed
more than 80 people and provided sickening images
of individuals suffering from exposure to a sarin-like
nerve gas. The base’s airstrips, hangars, control tower
and ammunition areas were struck.

The United States is not at war with Syria - at least not
yet. The intervention was extremely limited, giving
Assad’s military the ability to end it there by changing its
behavior and allowing for Washington to incrementally
expand its military action if required. But the surprise
barrage of missiles raises questions about where US
Syria policy is headed after Trump’s rapid reversal of
positions in recent days. Just last week, his administra-
tion stressed that removing Assad from power was no
longer a priority and that America’s focus was entirely on
defeating an Islamic State insurgency in the north of the
country. But on Thursday night Trump appeared to
endorse a new, open-ended commitment to respond to
any use by Assad of weapons of mass destruction.

“It is in this vital national security interest of the
United States to prevent and deter the spread and use
of deadly chemical weapons,” Trump said. Such decla-
rations carry risks. No US officials declared the threat of
more chemical weapons eliminated. If Assad isn’t
deterred, more attacks would mean more scenes of
people foaming at the mouth in agony and bodies
lying in heaps. The United States may have little option
but to up the ante militarily.

Navy Capt. Jeff Davis, a Pentagon spokesman, said
the US was st i l l  assessing the result  of  the 59
Tomahawks it fired, expressing hope that Assad’s gov-
ernment learned a lesson. He said it was ultimately
“the regime’s choice” if more US military action would
be needed. That raises the potential for Assad to suck
the US deeper into the Arab country’s brutal, six-year
civil war. The conflict has killed hundreds of thou-
sands of people, contributed to the worst refugee cri-
sis since World War II, and shows no end in sight.
Assad’s forces are locked in battle with a bitter, if
weakening, opposition camp. Under President Barack
Obama, the United States spent most of the war try-
ing to stay out of the fray.

Danger
Engaging the Syrian government as an enemy

means Damascus can respond in kind. That creates
added danger for US forces on the ground in northern
Syria waging a separate war against the Islamic State
group, and American aircraft targeting extremist
groups from Syria’s skies. Up to now, despite public
complaints, Syria’s government and its allies - Russia
and Iran - have essentially given the United States and
its coalition partners a free pass to conduct their coun-
terterrorism mission.

And if Trump is now willing to protect Syrians from
chemical attacks, will he feel compelled to shield oth-
ers from what has been Assad’s more pervasive
slaughter? Perversely, the US strikes also risk embold-
ening Assad to use even greater brutality if he senses
Washington’s intrusion as a threat to his rule. “One
strike against one air base may be enough to deter
him from using sarin gas again, but it will not deter his
effort to target civilians, target hospitals,” said Jennifer
Cafarella, a Mideast expert at the Institute for the
Study of War. The United States is also in a murky situa-
tion now with Assad’s two key international backers.
Keen to avoid any accident that would create a con-
frontation with Moscow, Trump administration officials
told their Russian counterparts of the impending
attack and warned them to stay away. US officials,
meanwhile, said little about Iran, a country that could
retaliate against the United States and its allies in a
variety of ways, from interfering with Persian Gulf ship-
ping to provoking Israel.

But Edward Djerejian, a former US ambassador to
Syria and professor at Rice University, said Trump’s
message to the region’s potential foes was clear.
“Assad thought he had a green light to do what he
needed to do in Syria to counter the opposition to his
regime,” Djerejian said. “By proceeding with this
attack, it’s a signal to Assad, to the Russians, it’s a sig-
nal to the Iranians, to Hezbollah and all those sup-
porting Assad’s regime that this is not a free playing
field. There are limits.” — AP 

While Western powers have blamed Syria’s regime
for this week’s suspected chemical attack, ques-
tions remain over why it would make such a

move following a string of victories and a diplomatic
comeback. The alleged toxic gas strike in Syria’s northwest
prompted the United States to launch 59 Tomahawk
cruise missiles at the Shayrat airbase in the early hours of
Friday morning. US President Donald Trump said
Damascus was “directly linked to the horrific chemical
weapons attack” on Tuesday which killed at least 86 peo-
ple including 27 children.

But it remains unclear why President Bashar Al-Assad’s
government would have ordered the strike - and to what
extent his inner circle was involved. “It’s not an isolated
thing. They have been doing this for quite some time,”
said Salman Shaikh, founder and CEO of regional consul-
tancy the Shaikh Group. The government had carried out
previous chemical attacks as a “test to see if there is push-
back” from the West, he said. This time around, Shaikh
said, there were indications senior regime officials, includ-
ing Assad’s powerful brother Maher, were “in a panic,” per-
haps revealing the operation may have been carried out
without their approval.

The West has pressed sanctions against Syria’s regime
since the early days of the conflict, which erupted in 2011
with anti-Assad protests. But efforts for stronger action at
the UN have been repeatedly blocked by Assad’s main ally
Russia - even after a chemical attack in a Damascus suburb
killed hundreds in 2013. Backed by Russia, the regime has

been gaining the upper hand in the war, recapturing sec-
ond city Aleppo in December and continuing to position
itself as a potential partner against extremist groups.

Reed Foster, an analyst at IHS Jane’s, a London-based
think-tank, said it remained unclear why the regime would
carry out such an operation - particularly in light of
Trump’s reaction. “The attack itself opened the way for fur-
ther US or Western military intervention to degrade Syrian
military capabilities,” he said. Malcome Chalmers, research
director at the Royal United Service Institute (RUSI), said
the strikes were part of a “pattern we’ve seen again and
again”. “This is part of a very established pattern of seeking
to demoralize civilian populations in areas not under gov-
ernment control. These were not military strikes, these
were very clearly intended to demoralize civilian popula-
tions,” he said. “The regime still believes it can establish
control over much larger areas of Syria.”

Hardliners responsible? 
Some analysts believe Syrian forces may have carried

out the attack without the go-ahead of President Assad. “I
think there are hardliners in Damascus who ordered the
strike to get back at the Russians who are negotiating at
the expense of the Syrians,” said Fabrice Balanche, an ana-
lyst at the Washington Institute. “If the Russians and the
regime stay calm, there will be no further escalation after
Friday’s strike. The aim is to punish the regime for its
excesses, not to get into a confrontation,” Balanche said.

He suspected that Russian President Vladimir Putin was

likely furious with Assad over the strike but felt “obliged to
support him”. Some suspicion has also fallen on Iran carry-
ing out the suspected toxic air raid, envious of the clout
Russia has gained in Syria. A Lebanese researcher who did
not wish to give his name as he works inside Syria said “Iran
should not be ruled out because it does not want to see a
rapprochement between the United States and Syria.”

‘No interest’ in confrontation 
Observers had expected Assad to be keen to preserve

his return to the international fold, particularly after US
ambassador to the UN Nikki Haley said Washington no
longer prioritized his ouster. US Secretary of State Rex
Tillerson also said during a late March visit to Turkey that
the once-embattled leader’s fate “will be decided by the
Syrian people”. Waddah Abed Rabbo, editor-in-chief of
Syria’s pro-regime Al-Watan daily, said the regime had “no
interest in launching a chemical attack especially just after
Assad obtained got what he’s wanted for six years - recog-
nition and legitimacy from the United States”. “Why would
he ruin this opportunity by launching a chemical attack in
a town of no strategic or military importance?” he asked.

It was “likely the Turks who carried out the operation
because the rapprochement between the Syrian gov-
ernment and Washington is unacceptable for them,” he
said. “This whole operation put them back on the main
stage and brings them closer to the Americans, with the
hope that Washington will change its mind about Assad,”
he said. — AFP 

Why would Syria mount ‘chemical attack’?

US President Donald Trump’s sudden
decision to order airstrikes against
the Syrian government was an

overnight evolution for a president who
long warned against deeper American
involvement in one of the world’s most
stubbornly violent conflicts. As he soberly
announced the assault Thursday night,
Trump argued that the move was still with-
in the framework of his “America First” for-
eign policy agenda. The United States, he
said, has a “vital national security interest”
in stopping the proliferation of the kinds of
chemical weapons the Syrian government
used against its citizens earlier this week.

Yet Trump’s actions left no doubt that -
at least in this instance - his view of
America’s role in the world has been
altered. Trump is hardly the first president
to reconsider his views after assuming the
responsibility of controlling the world’s
most powerful military. But with a major
shift coming just 77 days into his presiden-
cy, his may be one of the fastest transfor-
mations in recent memory. After spending
years warning US leaders that Syria was a
dangerous quagmire, Trump is said to have
been moved by the gripping images of
young Syrian children’s listless bodies that
were beamed across the world following
the chemical attack. He mourned the
“beautiful babies” were among the dozens
killed by the deadly gases and accused
Syrian President Bashar Assad of having
“choked” his own citizens.

His sentiment - the United States’
“responsibility to protect” - echoed those
often used by some Trump’s ardent detrac-
tors. That doctrine, espoused most notably
by President Barack Obama’s former
ambassador to the United Nations
Samantha Power, holds that world powers
have an obligation to defend civilians from
conflict, particularly from their own gov-
ernments. Trump campaigned on a wholly
different vision for the nation’s foreign poli-
cy, one that bordered on isolationism and
centered on recalibrating trade deals with
international partners. He has specifically
said the Middle East is one region of the
world he hoped to avoid.

Plaudits 
Yet in the short term, Trump’s decision

to plunge the US deeper into the Syria con-
flict won him plaudits from his own party.
Even some Democrats were muted in their
response, a signal of how frustration with

US inaction in Syria has permeated both
parties. “The question now is what the
consequences and reactions will be, and
what are the president’s strategic and
long-range goals and plans with respect
to US involvement in Syria,” said Sen Jack
Reed, the top Democrat on the Armed
Services Committee.

Trump’s decision was al l  the more
remarkable for his strident public opposi-
tion to launching a strike on Syria when
the decision weighed on his predecessor.
In September 2013, Trump repeatedly
took to Twitter to urge Obama to not to
attack Syria after another chemical
weapons attack. “AGAIN, TO OUR VERY
FOOLISH LEADER, DO NOT ATTACK  SYRIA
- IF YOU DO MANY VERY BAD THINGS WILL
HAPPEN & FROM THAT FIGHT THE US GETS
NOTHING!,” he wrote. He followed two
days later with another tweet declaring,
“ There is  no upside and tremendous

downside” to an attack. Obama nearly
ordered strikes, but ultimately pulled
back. He called for a vote in Congress that
never came, then rallied behind a Russian-
backed plan to remove Syria’s chemical
weapons stockpiles - an agreement that
appeared to have failed, given this most
recent attack. Though Trump castigated
Obama for appearing weak and indecisive,
he maintained as a candidate that Syria
was a morass the US should avoid. As
recently as a week ago, Trump’s top diplo-
mats, Secretary of State Rex Tillerson and
U.N. Ambassador Nikki Haley, both indi-
cated the US might take a hands-off
approach to a civil war that has killed hun-
dreds of thousands of people and forced
millions more from their homes.

The long-term implications of Trump’s
sudden policy shift are deeply uncertain.
But his supporters seemed willing to
accept his decision. “President Trump has

tonight more than earned a second or third
look from a lot of doubters - both at home
and abroad,” said Kevin Kellems, a
Republican strategist who briefly worked
on Trump’s campaign and also advised for-
mer Vice President Dick Cheney. Kellems
singled out in particular “the speed and
precision of the decision to strike.”

In addition to the blunt message sent to
Assad, the strikes are also a signal to Russia
and Iran, Syria’s main benefactors, as well
as China, which the US believes isn’t doing
enough to stop North Korea’s nuclear pur-
suits. Trump ordered the attack while host-
ing Chinese President Xi Jinping at his Mar-
a-Lago resort in Florida amid an ongoing
struggle between Washington and Beijing
over how to rein in Pyongyang’s nuclear
weapons and ballistic missile programs.
“This clearly indicates the president is will-
ing to take decisive action when called for,”
Tillerson said. — AP 

Trump evolved on Syria after attack

US President Donald Trump receives a briefing on the Syria military strike from his National Security team, including a video tele-
conference with Secretary of Defense Gen James Mattis, and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen Joseph Dunford, on April
6, 2017, in a secured location at Mar-a-Lago in Palm Beach, Florida. — AP 
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MADRID: Veteran Spanish rider Alejandro Valverde
won the Tour of the Basque Country for the first

time after coming in second in today’s final
sixth stage, a time trial in Eibar.  The 36-year-
old Movistar rider, who finished second
behind Slovenia’s Primoz Roglic on the day,

adds the title to his victory in the Tour of
Catalonia last month. Alberto Contador was
Valverde’s main rival but the former Tour de

France winner could not make up the time dif-
ference in the day’s 27km time trial and finished

second overall, 14 seconds adrift. Roglic won the
stage in 35mins 58sec, nine seconds ahead of

Valverde, who had seized the overall leader’s
yellow jersey by winning the fifth stage

on Friday. — AFP

Valverde secures overall 

victory in Basque Tour

BASTIA: Kris Meeke was agonisingly forced to give up his lead of the Tour
of Corsica yesterday when his Citroen began belching out smoke, with
Thierry Neuville taking full advantage. The Northern
Irishman went into the weekend more than 10 seconds in
front of France’s reigning four-time world champion
Sebastien Ogier of Ford with the Belgian Neuville in his
Hyundai in third. But Meeke’s hopes of a successive victo-
ry-he triumphed in Mexico in the previous leg of the
World Rally Championship-quickly unravelled at the end
of the sixth stage when he suffered engine trouble and
could only coast to the line with smoke billowing out of his
Citroen. That propelled Neuville into the lead and he
refused to let it go for the rest of the day, even streak-
ing clear of Ogier in the last stage of Saturday
when the Frenchman suffered a hydraulic
problem to find himself 38.9sec down
going into the final action today. —AFP

BUFFALO: Pearl Gonzalez’s fight at UFC 210 almost didn’t happen.
Gonzalez’s bout was temporarily in limbo Friday because of a New York
state fight rule that bans fighters from competing with breast implants.
The rule states, “Due to the concern over rupture, boxers who have
breast implants are not eligible to box in New York. Boxers who have had
breast reduction surgeries are eligible to box.” “They just said that breast
implants were not allowed in this state. I was a little appalled,” Gonzalez
said. “I put it in my paperwork. I’ve never lied about it.” The UFC was kept
informed of the situation and never canceled the fight. “I looked at my
team and I said there was no way this fight is off. We’re fighting,”
Gonzalez said. “It’s out. There’s nothing I can do. I’m not going to dwell
on this.” But the breast ban was temporarily lifted and Gonzalez was
scheduled to go ahead and make her UFC debut against Cynthia Calvillo
on Saturday at the KeyBank Center. UFC President Dana White tweeted ,
“THIS FIGHT IS ON!!!!” The state athletic commission cleared Gonzalez to
fight after talking to her physician and giving the issue “careful consider-
ation and review.” —AP

UFC fight put in limbo 

by breast implant rule

S P O RT S

Kris Meeke’s Corsica 

dream goes up in smoke

GOLF

AUGUSTA: Sergio Garcia of Spain plays a shot on the 12th hole during the second round of the 2017 Masters Tournament at Augusta National
Golf Club on Friday in Augusta, Georgia. — AFP

AUGUSTA: Spain’s Sergio Garcia, winless in 73
major starts, joined Rickie Fowler, Charley
Hoffman and Thomas Pieters in the biggest 36-
hole Masters leader logjam since 1973 at blus-
tery Augusta National on Friday.

A second day of high winds left the top pack-
all seeking a first major win-level on four-under
par 140 through two rounds.  “It was going to be
try and hang on and make sure you didn’t play
yourself out of the tournament with scoring con-
ditions coming this weekend,” Fowler said.  A
host of big names-including second-ranked Rory
McIlroy, reigning Olympic champion Justin Rose
and past Masters winners Adam Scott, Phil
Mickelson and Jordan Spieth-lurk within five
strokes, setting up a mouth-watering weekend
showdown in calmer conditions.  “I’m excited
about the challenges that this weekend is going
to bring, and hopefully I’ll step up to them and
I’ll be able to be up there on Sunday with a solid
chance at winning,” Garcia said.

Not since a storm-struck Masters 44 years ago
ended in a Monday finish had so many people
shared the midway lead.

Garcia, who hopes to end his major drought
Sunday on what would have been the 60th
birthday of the late icon Seve Ballesteros,
opened with three birdies and played even from
there to stake his claim to the top.  “These first
two rounds are probably the best I’ve ever
played at Augusta,” Garcia said. “I feel like I
played great. I  made a lot of great putts.”
America’s eighth-ranked Fowler eagled the par-5
second, sinking a bunker shot, and added four
birdies against a lone bogey to fire the day’s low
round of five-under par 67.

Belgium’s Pieters, trying to become the first
Masters debutante since 1979 to win the green
jacket, eagled the par-5 13th and opened with
his lone bogey, shot 68. “People talk about
Augusta so much. It is special but it’s also just
another course,” Pieters said. “You have to play
the wind gusts and be careful where you hit it.”

Hoffman, who opened with a 65 to claim the
biggest 18-hole Masters edge since 1955, made
five bogeys in six holes but the American birdied
13 and parred in from there to cling to a share of
first. “I made a few errors,” Hoffman said. “All in all
it’s not that bad. I like where I’m at, which is all
you can ask for.”

American William McGirt stood two adrift in
fifth on 142 with Spain’s Jon Rahm, England’s
Rose and Americans Fred Couples and Ryan
Moore on 143.  “Gusts bounced all over the
place,” McGirt said. “There were a couple times
when it literally flipped 180 degrees.”

MCILROY ‘RIGHT IN THIS’ 
Americans Mickelson and Spieth and

Australia’s Scott were on level par 144.  Five-time
major champion Phil Mickelson would become
the oldest winner in Masters history two months
before his 47th birthday by taking his fourth
green jacket.

“I’m in a good spot heading into the week-
end. I’m playing well,” Mickelson said. “And I’m
very optimistic I’m going to make a good run.”
Northern Irishman McIlroy, a four-time major
champion trying to complete a career grand

slam by winning the Masters, close with a bogey
to shoot 73 Friday.  “Disappointed to finish like
that, but I’m still within five of the lead with bet-
ter conditions on the way,” McIlroy said. “I still
feel like I’m right in this tournament.”

Couples, the 1992 Masters winner, could
become the oldest major winner in history at
age 57 if his balky back can last 72 holes.  “If I’m
healthy enough to swing hard at it, I can play
this course well,” Couples said. “I have to play

incredibly well. If I do that, I think I have a shot.”
Rahm, 22, won at Torrey Pines to reach

Augusta and could become the first Masters
debutante winner since 1979. “First timers don’t
usually have a great history at Torrey Pines either
and I was able to win that,” Rahm said. In all, 53
players made the cut at 150, the ousted includ-
ing England’s Danny Willett, the first defending
champion to miss the Masters weekend since
Canada’s Mike Weir in 2004. — AFP

Garcia, Fowler among leaders 

in four-way Masters gridlock

AUGUSTA: Former Masters champions
Fred Couples and Phil Mickelson are con-
tenders for historic age-mark triumphs this
weekend at Augusta National if they turn
back the clock to their green jacket prime.

Couples, the 1992 Masters winner, fired
a two-under par 70 Friday in a windy sec-
ond round of the 81st Masters to share
sixth on one-under par 143 after 36 holes,
three shots off the midway lead.

“I’m not going to be thinking about win-
ning the tournament until the back nine on
Sunday, but I’ve got a long way to go
before I worry about that,” Couples said.
“Someone’s going to win Sunday and if I
play well enough maybe I’ll have a shot.”

Couples, 57, could become the oldest
major winner in history, eclipsing the age
mark set by compatriot Julius Boros, who
was 48 when he won the 1968 PGA
Championship.

Mickelson, a five-time major champion
vying for a fourth Augusta victory, strug-
gled late to shoot 73 and was another
stroke adrift sharing 10th on 144 but confi-
dent he could claim his first victory since
winning the British Open.  “I’m very opti-
mistic I’m going to make a good run,”
Mickelson said. “I’m in a good spot heading
into the weekend, just feel I should be a
few more ahead.” Mickelson, two months
shy of his 47th birthday, would break the
Masters age record set by 18-time major
winner Jack Nicklaus, who won the 1986
Masters at age 46 for his sixth green jacket
and last major crown.  “I struggled a little
bit with the putter,” said Mickelson, who
complained wind blew putts off course in
the first two days before moving out late
Friday.  “Hopefully with calm conditions I’ll
get that thing dialed in because I’ve been

putting really well. And if I can have a good
putting weekend I’m going to have a good
chance.”

Couples will be paired Saturday with 22-
year-old Spaniard Jon Rahm in the fourth-
to-last group. Rahm was born two years
and seven months after Couples captured
his green jacket.

“I feel like my age is still OK because I
can drive it far enough,” Couples said. “I’m
not long like I used to be on this kind of
course, but it still plays where I can reach a
lot of these greens with shorter clubs to
make the ball stop around the hole. I’ve
been hitting the ball very solid.”

‘GOAL IS TO KEEP FIGHTING’ 
Couples missed last year and struggled

in 2015 due to back problems, but before
that had been in the top 10 five years in a
row after 36 holes, leading in 2012. But his
best finish in any of those outings was sixth
in 2010.  “I’m a competitor, so I like to
believe in myself. I’ve had a lot of good fin-
ishes here and my goal is to keep fighting
with these guys,” Couples said.  “Tomorrow
is a tough day. I’m not thinking winning
this tournament, but I’m thinking continu-
ing to play well and see what happens.”
Couples birdied three of the first five holes
Friday and answered bogeys at 16 and 17
with a closing birdie.

Mickelson closed with three bogeys in
the final five holes Friday after flirting with
the lead earlier on the back nine. “I fought
hard. It was a hard, difficult day,” Mickelson
said. “I look at every hole as a tough par.
When we have some good birdie opportu-
nities, I try to take advantage. I had some
easy pars that I made bogeys on. And you
just can’t do that.” —AFP

Mickelson confident while 

Couples turns back clock

AUGUSTA: Two newcomers with nerves of
steel,  Thomas Pieters of Belgium and
Spain’s Jon Rahm, are both handily placed
to create an upset as the Masters third
round begins.  Pieters, 25, ranked 35 in the
world, is in a four-way share of the lead
with Rickie Fowler and Charley Hoffman of
the United States and Spain’s Sergio Garcia
while Rahm, 22, is just three shots further
back and ready to pounce after two
rounds. Outsider Pieters, who had never
played Augusta National until this week,
nevertheless says he knows exactly what to
do on the final hole if he is in with a chance
come Sunday. “Oh, I’ve holed the winning
putt about a million times,” said the
Belgian, who started playing the game at
age five and grew up watching the Masters
every year on TV in his native Belgium.

“Yeah, I’ve watched it my whole life, as
do all those guys. We’ve all had that in prac-
tice, that winning putt.  Hopefully one day.”
Pieters, who won three European tour
events and finished tied 30th in the British
Open, hit a four-under-par 68 in the second
round on Friday to jump to the top of the
leaderboard on four-under 140 on a day
when more experience campaigners suf-
fered in the brutal winds that made every
approach shot a gamble at Augusta
National. “Well, I’ve been hitting really good
shots. Even the ones where I made double
yesterday, I felt like I hit good shots,” said
the man who finished fourth at the
Olympics last year.

Top players like Australia’s Jason Day,
who just made the cut, and Northern

Ireland’s Rory McIlroy, on one over 145,
were made to suffer in the blustery condi-
tions in which Pieters said even poor scores
were respectable.

MORE BIRDIES 
He said the par-five 15th hole, a poten-

tial birdie hole among the easiest on the
course, was a case in point.

“Yesterday on 15, I hit six good shots
and I made a six, and that hurts really bad,”
said Pieters, from Antwerp.

“But when you walk off and you tell
yourself you hit six good shots, then what
else can you do?  That’s just golf and that’s
Augusta, I guess.” The sun was shining
Saturday from cloudlesss blue Georgia
skies as the players prepared to tee-off for
the third round and the forecast for the
weekend is for calmer weather, a prospect
that pleases Pieters.  “I feel like it’s going to
play a bit easier and make a bit more
birdies,” he said Pieters or Rahm, the
Spaniard who is rated as one of the most
exciting new talents in golf, could become
the first newcomers to Augusta to win the
Masters since Fuzzy Zoeller in 1979. But
that is nothing but a statistic to Pieters.  “It’s
just a stat,” he said. “It’s just like, you know,
as the best rookie on the Ryder Cup team.
You know we lost.  So I don’t really care
about that stat.”

Neither pressure nor the mystique of
Augusta weighs on the Belgian and he
won’t be losing any sleep about being at
the top of the leaderboard.  “In my mind,
it’s just golf,” he said. —AFP

Man of steel Pieters, Rahm 

ready for Masters showdown

AUGUSTA: Thomas Pieters of Belgium waves on the 18th green during the second
round of the 2017 Masters Tournament at Augusta National Golf Club on Friday in
Augusta, Georgia. — AFP

KUCHING: Malaysia’s Lee Chong Wei and two-
time Olympic champion Lin Dan of China, the
two greatest badminton stars of this era, on
Friday stormed into the finals of the Malaysia
Open for an epic showdown.

Lee, the world No. 1, inflicted a crushing 21-
12, 21-9 defeat on helpless Hong Kong’s Wong
Wing Ki in 39 minutes of play in his drive to win
the tournament for the 12th time.

Despite a bandaged left knee, the 34-year-old
Lee deployed a combination of drop shots, killer
smashes and accurate baseline hits to win the
semi-finals game. After making a phenomenal
start this year by winning last month’s All
England Open, the ageing Lee on Monday said
he still has plenty of firepower as he aims for the
elusive World Championship title in August. 

“Eleven years on, I’m back in the same stadi-
um where I triumphed against Lin,” he told the
reporters. “The whole world has been waiting for
another match between us after the (Rio)
Olympics. I will give it my best, especially playing
here in my home ground.”  The Malaysia Open
began Tuesday in Kuching, the capital of

Sarawak state on Borneo island. Earlier, Lin, over-
came stiff resistance from South Korea’s Son Wan
Ho to triumph 27-25, 19-21, 21-16 in 84 minutes.
As the crowd cheered the 33-year-old Olympic
champion’s magical court craft, Lin in return
removed his t-shirt to reveal his muscular torso,
delighting spectators.  “The crowd support has
been so warm here,” Lin, who will play Lee for the
36th time, told reporters. “I am really happy to
have a player like Lee to compete (against). I am
sure we will both put on a good show.”  Lin has a
24-11 head-to-head advantage over Lee, but the
Malaysian triumphed in their last encounter at
the Rio Olympics semifinals. 

Lin is regarded as the greatest badminton
player in history owing to his five World champi-
onships and two Olympic gold medals.

But the Chinese star has never been able to
win in Malaysia. Lin reached the final three times
but was defeated by Lee in 2005 and 2006 and
by Chen Long in 2015. In 2006, Lin was one point
away from the title as he led 20-13 in the decid-
ing game, but Lee staged a phenomenal come-
back to win 23-21 in Kuching. — AFP

BADMINTON

Lee, Lin to battle in 

Malaysia Open finals

KUCHING: Lee Chong Wei of Malaysia hits a return to Wong Wing Ki Vincent of Hong Kong
during their men’s singles semi-final match at the Malaysia Open Badminton Superseries
in Kuching yesterday. —AFP
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MILWAUKEE: Javier Baez #9 of the Chicago Cubs collides with Jason Heyward #22 while chasing a fly ball during the sixth inning of a game against the Milwaukee Brewers at Miller Park on Friday in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. —AFP

MILWAUKEE: Ryan Braun scored from third base
on a wild pitch in the 11th inning to give the
Milwaukee Brewers a 2-1 win over the Chicago
Cubs in Major League Baseball on Friday night.
Reliever Mike Montgomery (0-2) worked an 0-2
count on Manny Pina with one out before throw-
ing a changeup that bounced past catcher
Willson Contreras to the backstop. Contreras’
throw home to Montgomery was late, and the
Brewers celebrated by mobbing Braun at the
plate. Braun led off the inning with a single
before moving to third after Jesus Aguilar walked
and Jett Bandy was hit by a pitch. Jared Hughes
(1-0) pitched 1 2/3 innings of scoreless relief. The
right-hander got a 4-6-3 double play to end a
threat in the 10th after the Cubs put runners at
first and second with one out.

TIGERS 6, RED SOX 5
JaCoby Jones capped a wild eighth inning with

a bases-loaded walk as the Detroit Tigers outlasted
the flu-bitten Boston Red Sox 6-5 on Friday to win
their ninth straight home opener. Red Sox stars
Hanley Ramirez and Mookie Betts were ill and out
of the lineup. Boston also was without shortstop
Xander Bogaerts and reliever Matt Barnes, who are
on the bereavement list. The Tigers blew a 4-0 lead
in the eighth, when Pablo Sandoval gave the Red
Sox the lead with a three-run homer off Francisco
Rodriguez (1-0). But what the Detroit bullpen had
squandered, the Boston relievers quickly gave
back. Heath Hembree (0-1) walked two batters,
and Mikie Mahtook followed with a tying double
off Robby Scott. Joe Kelly then allowed walks to
James McCann and Jones, forcing in the final run.
The Red Sox put runners on second and third in
the ninth against Rodriguez, but Chris Young
popped out to end it.

PIRATES 5, BRAVES 4
David Freese and Francisco Cervelli hit back-

to-back home runs as Pittsburgh won its home
opener in snow flurries, beating Atlanta. Freese
and Cervelli  went deep off reliever Josh
Collmenter leading off the fifth inning. That gave
Ivan Nova the cushion he would need at PNC
Park, where the game time temperature was 37
degrees Fahrenheit (3 degrees Celsius). Nova (1-
0) allowed just an unearned run over six innings
in his first start since signing a three year deal in
the offseason to stay with the Pirates, who
acquired him from the New York Yankees last
summer. Tony Watson worked the ninth for his
first save. Mike Foltynewicz (0-1) walked three in
3 2/3 innings to end a five-game winning streak
dating to last season.

PADRES 7, GIANTS 6
Rookie Manuel Margot hit his first two big

league homers and Yangervis Solarte had a go-
ahead two-run double in the seventh inning,
helping San Diego beat San Francisco in the
Padres’ home opener. Solarte’s double to the gap
in right-center gave the Padres the lead again
after the Giants had gone up 5-4 on Brandon

Belt’s first career grand slam with no outs in the
sixth. Solarte had three hits and four RBIs. San
Francisco’s bullpen troubles continued when
George Kontos (0-1) walked Travis Jankowski
opening the seventh and allowed a single to Wil
Myers before Solarte doubled them in.  Solarte
advanced on a fly out and scored on Austin
Hedges’ sacrifice bunt to make it 7-5. That run
came in handy because Belt homered again, off
Ryan Buchter, to straightaway center with two
outs in the eighth. Jose Torres (1-0) pitched a per-
fect seventh for his first big league win. Brandon
Maurer pitched a perfect ninth for his first save.

ORIOLES 6, YANKEES 5
Manny Machado and Seth Smith homered as

the Baltimore Orioles rallied from a four-run
deficit to beat the New York Yankees. Machado
hit a three-run drive in the fifth inning to make it
5-4, and Smith completed the comeback in the
seventh with a two-run shot off Tyler Clippard (0-
1). Donnie Hart (1-0) earned his first major
league victory by getting the final out in the New
York seventh. Brad Brach struck out the side in
the eighth and Zach Britton got three straight
outs for his second save. After sweeping Toronto
in their opening series, the Orioles are 3-0 and
alone atop the AL East. Matt Holliday homered
and had three RBIs for New York, Gary Sanchez
hit a two-run drive and Brett Gardner had three
hits and scored three runs.

ROCKIES 2, DODGERS 1
Kyle Freeland allowed one run in six solid

innings in his major league debut, leading home-
town Colorado past Los Angeles. The Denver
native became the first starting pitcher since
1966 to make his big league debut in his team’s
home opener in the state in which he was born.
Freeland (1-0) gave up four hits with a pair of
walks and struck out six, including the first batter
he faced, Logan Forsythe. Colorado’s bullpen
again performed well, as Carlos Estevez and Scott
Oberg each threw a scoreless inning before Jake
McGee struck out the side in the ninth for his first
save of the season.  South Korean Hyun-Jin Ryu
(0-1) was the loser.

NATIONALS 7, PHILLIES 6
Bryce Harper, Daniel Murphy and Jayson

Werth hit homers to back Max Scherzer and
Washington held on to spoil Philadelphia’s home
opener. Scherzer (1-0) allowed two runs and four
hits, striking out seven in 6 2/3 innings. The NL
Cy Young winner waited until the fourth game to
pitch after a broken knuckle set him back in
spring training. Aaron Altherr hit a two-run
homer off Sammy Solis in the seventh to get the
Phillies to 7-4 and Freddy Galvis hit a two-run
shot off Blake Treinen in the ninth. Vince
Velasquez (0-1) struck out 10, but allowed four
runs in four innings. 

MARLINS 7, METS 2
Zack Wheeler lasted just four innings in his

return from Tommy John surgery, giving up
Derek Dietrich’s go-ahead, two-run triple and
Christian Yelich’s two-run homer in the New York
Mets’ loss to the Miami Marlins. Making his first
big league appearance in three years, the 26-
year-old right-hander started strongly and was
given a lead when Curtis Granderson singled in a
run in the first against Wei-Yin Chen. Then,
Wheeler’s adrenaline appeared to dissipate on a
raw night with the temperature in the 40s.  The
Marlins took a 3-1 lead in the second, and Yelich
broke open the game in the third when he drove
a pitch off the right-field foul pole, his fourth
straight game at Citi Field with a home run. Chen
(1-0) reached on an infield single in the fourth,
ending an 0-for-51 slump at the start of his
career, the fourth-longest for players who
debuted in 1900 or later, according to the Elias
Sports Bureau. Wheeler (0-1) allowed five runs,
six hits and one walk with four strikeouts, throw-
ing 54 of 80 pitches for strikes.

RAYS 10, BLUE JAYS 8
Evan Longoria homered during a five-run first

inning against wild Francisco Liriano and the
Tampa Bay Rays went on to outscore the Toronto
Blue Jays. Liriano faced only eight batters, walk-
ing four and giving up three hits before getting
pulled.  The Blue Jays rallied for a 7-6 lead, but
Tampa Bay overtook them by scoring three times
in the sixth inning, two on a double by Steven
Souza Jr. Brad Miller and Derek Norris also drove
in two runs each for the Rays. Xavier Cedeno (1-
0) won despite giving up a bases-loaded walk to
Troy Tulowitzki that put the Blue Jays ahead in
the sixth. Alex Colome got four outs to earn his
third save J.P. Howell (0-1) took the loss.

RANGERS 10, ATHLETICS 5
Nomar Mazara hit his first grand slam and had

a career-high six RBIs to lead the Texas Rangers
over the Oakland Athletics for their first victory
of the season. Mazara is hitting .588 through four
games, including 3 for 5 in this one. Rougned
Odor hit his third homer of the season and had
two hits. Texas was swept by Cleveland in its
three-game opening series, also at home. Alex
Claudio (1-0) replaced starter A.J. Griffin in the
fourth inning and held the A’s to one hit over 3
2/3 scoreless innings. Griffin left with scrapes on
his pitching palm and both knees after he slid on
the warning track near the Oakland dugout try-
ing to field an overthrow by Mazara from right
field. Raul Alcantara (0-1) allowed eight runs and
four hits - including both homers - over two
innings. He also hit a batter in his sixth big
league start.

ROYALS 5, ASTROS 1
Jason Vargas got his first win in nearly two

years as the Kansas City Royals beat the Houston
Astros. Kansas City got its first victory of the sea-
son after being swept at Minnesota in its first
three games. Vargas (1-0) returned from Tommy
John surgery last September and earned his first
victory Friday since June 8, 2015. He held
Houston to a run and six hits and struck out six
over six innings. The Royals entered 1 for 14 on
the season with runners in scoring position then
went 3 for 15 Friday, stranding 10 runners. Mike
Fiers (0-1) allowed two runs in six innings.

TWINS 3, WHITE SOX 1
Phil Hughes pitched six strong innings for his

first win in almost a year as the Minnesota Twins
beat the Chicago White Sox for their first 4-0 start
since 1987. Miguel Sano hit a go-ahead RBI dou-
ble in the sixth, and Chris Gimenez added an RBI
double in the seventh for the Twins, who led the
majors with 103 losses last season after opening
0-9. Hughes (1-0) made his first start since June 9,
2016, and allowed one run and five hits. The
right-hander’s season was cut short last year
after he suffered a broken bone above his left
knee and underwent surgery for thoracic outlet
syndrome. Hughes last won in a rain-shortened
game on April 18, 2016, against Milwaukee. Tyler
Duffey pitched two scoreless innings of relief,
and Brandon Kintzler pitched a scoreless ninth
for his second save. Derek Holland (0-1) took the
loss in his White Sox debut.

REDS 2, CARDINALS 0
Amir Garrett pitched two-hit ball for six innings

to win his major league debut, a sharp start for
the former St. John’s basketball player as the
Cincinnati Reds beat the St. Louis Cardinals.
Garrett struck out four, walked two and needed
only 78 pitches to record 18 outs. The 6-foot-5
lefty played two seasons of hoops for St. John’s
while already a Reds minor leaguer. Michael
Lorenzen and Raisel Iglesias combined for three
innings of hitless relief. Iglesias went two innings
to earn his second save. Joey Votto hit an RBI dou-
ble off Mike Leake (0-1), who went eight innings.
Scott Schebler homered in the ninth.

DIAMONDBACKS 7, INDIANS 3
Paul Goldschmidt doubled in two during a

five-run fifth inning as the Arizona
Diamondbacks rallied from three down to beat
the Cleveland Indians. The Diamondbacks have
come from behind in each of their four victories
this season, three of those comebacks from three
runs down. The Indians lost their first game after
a three-game sweep at Texas earlier in the week.

Arizona got four runs in the fifth off Josh Tomlin
(0-1) after a single and hit batter. Tomlin struck
out the next two batters, but Goldschmidt lined
a double into left-center field to give the
Diamondbacks a 4-3 lead over the defending AL
champions. Jake Lamb, who had two hits and
scored twice, delivered an RBI single, ending
Tomlin’s night, and Yasmany Tomas greeted
reliever Dan Otero with a double down the left-
field line. Shelby Miller (1-0) allowed three runs in
5 1/3 innings.

ANGELS 5, MARINERS 1
Cameron Maybin and Kole Calhoun homered,

and Jesse Chavez (1-0) pitched five-hit ball into
the sixth inning of the Los Angeles Angels’ victory
over the Seattle Mariners. Mike Trout drove in the
first run amid numerous “M-V-P!” chants as the
Angels snapped a four-game skid in home open-
ers. Nelson Cruz drove in the only run for the
Mariners, who dropped to 1-4 on their season-
opening road trip. Yovani Gallardo (0-1) yielded
eight hits and three runs over five innings in his
debut for Seattle. —AP

Braun scores on wild pitch as Brewers beat Cubs

American League
Eastern Division

W L PCT GB
Baltimore 3 0 1.000 -
Boston 2 1 .667 1
Tampa Bay 3 2 .600 1
NY Yankees 1 3 .250 2.5
Toronto 1 3 .250 2.5

Central Division
Minnesota 4 0 1.000 -
Cleveland 3 1 .750 1
Detroit 2 1 .667 1.5
Chicago White Sox 1 2 .333 2.5
Kansas City 1 3 .250 3

Western Division
Houston 3 2 .600 -
LA Angels 3 2 .600 -
Oakland 2 3 .400 1
Texas 1 3 .250 1.5
Seattle 1 4 .200 2

National League
Eastern Division

Washington 3 1 .750 -
Miami 2 2 .500 1
NY Mets 2 2 .500 1
Atlanta 1 3 .250 2
Philadelphia 1 3 .250 2

Central Division
Cincinnati 3 1 .750 -
Chicago Cubs 2 2 .500 1
Milwaukee 2 3 .400 1.5
Pittsburgh 1 2 .333 1.5
St. Louis 1 3 .250 2

Western Division
Arizona 4 1 .800 -
Colorado 4 1 .800 -
LA Dodgers 3 2 .600 1
San Diego 2 3 .400 2
San Francisco 1 4 .200 3

Baseball results/standings
Arizona 7, Cleveland 3; Cincinnati 2, St. Louis 0; Milwaukee 2, Chicago Cubs 1 11 innings); Kansas City 5,
Houston 1; Minnesota 3, Chicago White Sox 1; Texas 10, Oakland 5; Miami 7, NY Mets 2; Tampa Bay 10, Toronto
8; Baltimore 6, NY Yankees 5; San Diego 7, San Francisco 6; Colorado 2, LA Dodgers 1; Washington 7,
Philadelphia 6; Detroit 6, Boston 5; Pittsburgh 5, Atlanta 4.

TOKYO: Japan’s Sunwolves notched up
another milestone on their Super Rugby jour-
ney when they edged the three-times champi-
on Bulls 21-20 yesterday to claim their first
South African victim in their second season in
the competition. 

The victory, their first of the season, was
secured by a Takaaki Nakazuru try and a Yu
Tamura penalty while the Bulls were reduced
to 14 players after centre Jan Serfontein had
been sin-binned in the 68th minute. The
Pretoria-based Bulls could still have snatched
the win but replacement back Francois
Brummer missed the target with a late penalty
and the Sunwolves held on to the delight of a
noisy crowd at the Prince Chichibu Memorial
Stadium. “It was awesome to get a win at
home,” Sunwolves captain Tim Lafaele said in a
pitchside interview. “Big crowd, they always
stay to the end, they must be the best fans in
the world I reckon. 

“Big ups to the boys, everyone did their
roles really well, put them under pressure.” The
Sunwolves, who won only once in their first
season in the competition over fellow new
boys the Jaguares, made a great start when
number eight Rahboni Warren-Vosayaco
marked his Super Rugby debut with a sixth
minute try. If the flowing move that led to

Warren-Vosayaco’s score typified the attacking
intent the Sunwolves have shown since they
joined Super Rugby, Burger Odendaal’s first
half reply for the Bulls exposed their defensive
frailties. The centre received the ball on first
phase possession from a lineout on the 10-
metre line and barged through two tacklers
before racing to touch down under the posts.
Two Hayden Cripps penalties gave the home
side an 11-10 halftime edge but Tiaan
Schoeman’s second penalty soon put the Bulls
in front and he added the extras when Travis
Ismaiel broke three tackles to touch down in
the corner in the 63rd minute. Lafaele thought
the bench had proved the difference as
Sunwolves overturned a 20-10 deficit and
hoped the victory might give them a boost
before they head off on a tough four-week
tour of New Zealand and Argentina. “Our
bench came in with heaps of energy, it was
good,” added the Samoan-born centre.  

“That win will give us confidence going into
playing the New Zealand teams, hopefully it’ll
give us a bit of energy.” Having not played a New
Zealand team at all in their debut season, the
Sunwolves opened their second campaign with
a 83-17 defeat at the hands of the Wellington
Hurricanes that had some critics questioning
their place in the competition. — Reuters

Tokyo delight as Sunwolves 

beat first S African side

TOKYO: Pierre Schoeman of South Africa’s Bulls is tackled by Liaki Moli of Japan’s
Sunwolves during their Super Rugby match in Tokyo, yesterday. — AP

BASEBALL

RUGBY
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Western Conference
Central Division
W L OTL GF GA PTS

Chicago 50 23 8 242 210 108
Minnesota 48 25 8 263 207 104
St. Louis 44 29 7 227 212 95
Nashville 41 28 12 239 222 94
Winnipeg 39 35 7 247 255 85
Dallas 33 37 11 219 259 77
Colorado 22 55 3 161 271 47

Pacific Division
Anaheim 45 23 13 219 197 103
Edmonton 45 26 9 239 208 99
San Jose 45 29 7 218 200 97
Calgary 45 32 4 225 218 94
Los Angeles 38 35 7 195 199 83
Arizona 30 41 10 196 257 70
Vancouver 30 41 9 178 235 69

Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division

Montreal 46 26 9 223 198 101

Ottawa 43 27 10 207 209 96
Boston 44 30 7 233 209 95
Toronto 39 26 15 244 236 93
Tampa Bay 41 30 10 230 225 92
Buffalo 33 35 12 199 230 78
Florida 33 36 11 205 237 77
Detroit 32 36 12 201 240 76

Metropolitan Division
Washington 54 18 8 260 179 116
Pittsburgh 50 19 11 277 226 111
Columbus 49 23 8 244 189 106
NY Rangers 47 27 6 252 215 100
NY Islanders 39 29 12 233 238 90
Philadelphia 38 33 9 212 230 85
Carolina 35 31 14 207 228 84
New Jersey 28 38 14 180 236 70
Note: Overtime losses (OTL) are worth one point
in the standings and are not included in the loss
column (L) 

NHL results/standings

Tampa Bay 4, MONTREAL 2.

NHL

COMPIGNE: The curtain will come down on
the career of one of cycling’s greats at the
end of today’s 257km long ‘Hell of the
North’ one-day classic.

Tom Boonen will ride Paris-Roubaix for
the 14th time, aiming for a record-extend-
ing fifth victory at the ‘Queen of the Classics’
in what will be the last race of his glittering
career. One of cycling’s oldest and most
prestigious races, Paris-Roubaix is a gru-
elling trek across rough terrain that includes
55km of cobblestones shared out over 29
bumpy sections.

And it is in this race more than any oth-
ers that 36-year-old Boonen has made his
mark on cycling, sharing the record of four

victories with Belgian compatriot Roger De
Vlaeminck. He was just 21 when he rode the
race for the first time in 2002, ostensibly in
support of his American team leader
George Hincapie in the US Postal squad of
Lance Armstrong.

Hincapie crashed near the end but
Boonen made his mark with a stunning
third-place finish behind countryman Johan
Museeuw and Steffan Wesemann of
Germany. Boonen was actually jeered by
Flemish fans during the race, leading him to
vow: “I’ll never forget that and I’ll remind
them of it when I’m great!” He would do
that in good time. Armstrong had no inter-
est in the classics and Boonen felt US Postal

was not the team for him, so after a year he
moved to his current outfit Quick Step.  And
he never looked back.

His first victory in Roubaix came just a
week after winning the Tour of Flanders for
the first time and nine months after claim-
ing his first two stages at the Tour de
France. He would finish the year as world
champion too. Boonen the star had truly
arrived. But no sooner was that the case
than Boonen discovered a rival in
Switzerland’s Fabian Cancellara that would
propel both to iconic status.  Cancellara
rode away solo to win the 2006 Paris-
Roubaix leaving Boonen-originally fifth
but who was promoted to second when

three cyclists were disqualified for riding
through a closed railway crossing-to
reflect: “I was lacking that little one percent
to be on top and, sometimes, that’s what
makes the difference.”

‘MESSAGE TO CRITICS’ 
He would soon have his day again,

though, claiming victory in 2008 and 2009.
After the first of those he stated: “I know all
about pressure, it’s not the first time I’ve
had that from the start of the race. But this
time I really wanted to send out a clear mes-
sage to the critics.” Cancellara would win
again in 2010 but Boonen was back on top
with a solo success in 2012 after an auda-

cious breakaway 55km from the finish.  His
best days may be behind him now but
Boonen, not least due to his experience,
cannot be discounted. It was only a year
ago that the Belgian took second place at
the finish in the outdoor Roubaix velo-
drome, pipped in a sprint finish by the
unlikely winner Mathew Hayman of
Australia.  A mechanical problem at a crucial
late stage ruined his race at last week’s Tour
of Flanders but Boonen felt he “had the legs
to finish on the podium”.  But he’s steeled to
do battle with the likes of Olympic champi-
on Greg Van Avermaet, world champion
Peter Sagan and 2015 Paris-Roubaix winner
John Degenkolb one last time.—AFP

Boonen aiming for Paris-Roubaix swansong

CYCLING

PLYMOUTH: US forward Meghan Duggan, left, defender Monique Lamoureux, center, and forward Brianna Decker pose with the winner’s trophy
after the team defeated Canada 3-2 in overtime in the women’s world hockey championships, Friday, in Plymouth, Mich. — AP

PLYMOUTH: The US women’s hockey players threw
their sticks and gloves in the air and celebrated, cap-
ping an emotionally charged two-week stretch with
a 3-2 overtime win over Canada in the women’s
world championship final Friday night.

Hilary Knight made the postgame party possible
by scoring 10:17 into the extra period to make the
Americans winners on and off the ice. After threat-
ening to sit out the tournament, they won a con-
tentious fight with USA Hockey for better wages
that will allow the country’s best female hockey
players to make a living playing the sport.

“I’m so proud of this team for performing the way
we did after battling the way we did off the ice,” said
Meghan Duggan, the Americans’ captain. “A lot of
history was made.” The US won its fourth straight
world championship title and eighth in the last 10
tries against their Canadian rivals, who are the
defending Olympic champions. Brianne Jenner tied
it at 2 for Canada midway through the third period
on a power play after Kacey Bellamy’s second goal
early in the period gave the Americans their first
lead in the gold-medal game.

The US had two power plays in the third period
with 7:24 and 2:24 left along with another power
play early in OT, but couldn’t capitalize on the
opportunities to score a go-ahead goal with an
extra skater.

Canada’s Meghan Agosta scored 1:01 into the
game, and Bellamy tied it 3 1/2 minutes later. Nicole
Hensley stopped 28 shots for the US. Canada’s goal-
tender, Shannon Szabados, was tested much more
and made 37 saves. “She was unbelievable,” Agosta
said. “She kept us in the game.” The Americans boldly
said they would boycott the tournament, which
would’ve embarrassed USA Hockey at a tournament
held in an arena named after the organization, if
they didn’t get more money and perks their male
counterparts get such as flying in business class and
staying at nice hotels. The landmark deal allows
them to make more than $70,000 during non-
Olympic years and as much as $129,000 in Olympic
years, including 2018, when combined with contri-
butions from the United States Olympic Committee.

“We knew that was going to be a bond that was
unbreakable,” Knight said. USA Hockey looked like it
tried to break the unified front of American women,
trying to find lower-caliber players to take their
spots in the world championship if Plan B became
necessary. “They didn’t want to forgo this opportuni-
ty, but they were willing to do it,” Dee Spagnuolo,
one of the attorneys who represented the women
without a fee, said during the first intermission at
USA Hockey Arena. “Every time we huddled up to
make tough decisions before and during negotia-
tions, they were united and firm. This team off the
ice is so united and in adverse, tense situations in
games, it helps them win on the ice, too.”

SUDDEN-DEATH PERIOD
The US carried the momentum from the win

against USA Hockey into the eight-nation tourna-
ment by dominating the competition until their
rivals pushed them into OT.

The Americans were the better team in the end,
though, creating lots of scoring chances in the sud-
den-death period that could have lasted up to 20
minutes. They didn’t need that much time to finish
the Canadians off with a second straight OT victory
in a world championship gold-medal game.

Knight, who made a no-look, between-the leg
pass to set up Bellamy’s second goal, was trailing on
a 3-on-2 rush when Coyne dropped a pass to her
and she scored from the inside of the left circle. In
the 2011 world championship final, Knight also
scored the gold-medal winning goal in OT. “She’s
one of the best in the world and she comes up big

when you need her and the moment is huge,”
Bellamy said. “That’s what’s what make her so spe-
cial. When everything is on the line, she comes
through clutch.”

When Knight lit the goal lamp, the jubilant
Americans screamed with joy and hugged in a huge
huddle. “Nothing compares to a gold-medal game
against Canada,” Bellamy said. “The emotions are so
high. The energy in the building was incredible and
it was a really fast-paced game and we had to fight
to the end.” The Canadians, meanwhile, skated in the

other direction. They rested their gloves on their
knees and stared at the ice in silence as a sold-out
crowd at USA Hockey Arena roared.

Canada struggled early in the tournament before
rallying to face off against the Americans as they’ve
done in all 18 world championships. The Canadians
opened with a 2-0 loss to the US and a stunning, 4-3
setback against Finland before bouncing back with
an 8-0 rout of Russia and a 4-0 win over the Finns in
the semifinals. “We were resilient the whole tourna-
ment,” Agosta said. — AP

Hilary Knight scores in OT, US 

tops Canada for worlds title

MONTREAL: Tampa Bay rookie Yanni
Gourde pointed to the two points in the
standings - not his own two goals.

“It’s pretty amazing feeling scoring two
goals against Montreal in this building, but
what we really wanted was two points
tonight and that was my main concern,”
said Gourde, from St. Narcisse, Quebec. “It’s
amazing just being in this situation, a play-
off push. It’s very fun.”

Nikita Kucherov had his 40th goal of the
season and the Lightning kept their playoff
hopes alive with a 4-2 victory over the
Montreal Canadiens on Friday night.

Alex Killorn also scored for the
Lightning. They need to win their final reg-
ular-season game today against Buffalo
and have Toronto and the New York
Islanders lose to take the final spot in the
Eastern Conference.

The Lightning are 19-6-4 since Feb. 4.
“We’ve had a lot of guys hurt, but there’s
definitely been an urgency in these last 20
games where we haven’t been close to a
playoff spot and now we’re a point away,”
Killorn said.

Dwight King and Artturi Lehkonen
scored for the playoff-bound Canadiens.

The desperate Lightning faced a
Canadiens team that had already clinched
first place in the Atlantic Division and rest-
ed three banged up starting defensemen -
Shea Weber, Jordie Benn and Alexei Emelin.

“I thought we struggled in the back
tonight,” Montreal coach Claude Julien said.
“But on Wednesday, we’ll have a lot of play-
ers back.”

Kucherov could have had three goals in
the first period. The 23-year-old Russian
was robbed by Carey Price 3:59 into the
game, then froze the Montreal defense on
a rush and hit a post from the slot at 11:42,
but Gourde fired in the rebound to open
the scoring.

At 19:50, Ondrej Palat flipped a pass into
the neutral zone that the speeding
Kucherov controlled with a quick slap of
the stick before beating Price inside the
near post.

Lehkonen found King coming off the
bench with a stretch pass. He went in alone
to beat Andrei Vasilevskiy between the
pads for his first goal in 16 games as a
Canadien at 9:59 of the second.

Killorn got it back at 14:19 on a rush
after Cory Conacher forced a turnover at
the Tampa Bay blue line.

Lehkonen saw his pass go in off a skate
at 4:36 of the third but, only 21 seconds lat-
er, Gourde was left alone on the left side
and put Conacher’s pass into an open side
for a fifth goal in his last seven games.

Lightning: Host Buffalo today in their
regular-season finale. Canadiens: At Detroit
in their regular-season finale Saturday
night. — AP

Gourde, Kucherov help 

Lightning beat Canadiens 

Lauda loses money after 

betting against own team

SHANGHAI: I t  is hard to imagine
Mercedes chairman Niki Lauda being too
happy about losing money, but there is
one wager he must have been delighted
to lose at the Chinese Grand Prix yester-
day. Lauda, a three-times Formula One
champion in the 1970s and 80s, bet the
German team’s boss Toto Wolff 10 euros
that Mercedes would be beaten to pole
by Ferrari’s Sebastian Vettel.

When Lewis Hamilton pulled out a
sensational lap, the fastest ever clocked
at the Shanghai circuit, to edge out
Vettel and seize pole for Sunday’s race,
Lauda was happy to honour his bet.

“Ten euros! He bet that we would be
losing today and I said, no,” Wolff told
reporters as he pulled out the 10-euro
note from his pocket and held it up for
everyone to see. “I think he thought,
‘either I win money or I am happy about
being on pole’. So it was a win-win situa-
tion for him.

“I’m going to spend it all tonight,”
Wolff joked. Hamilton’s lap handed
Mercedes their 58th pole in 61 races and
sixth in succession in Shanghai. It was
also the 75th time the team had qualified
ahead of the rest of the field, with
Mercedes reaching the milestone in their
150th race.

Mercedes have set the benchmark in
Formula One, sweeping to a hat-trick of
drivers and constructors’ titles over the
last three years.

But the Brackley-based outfit is facing
a challenge from a resurgent Ferrari this
season. Vettel, who won last month’s sea-
son-opening race in Australia, looked
close to securing Ferrari their first pole
position since September 2015 - until
Hamilton pulled out his late stunner.

“I made a bet with Toto, 10 euros on
Vettel because he really looked quick in

the car, everything was right,” Lauda told
TV reporters. “But Lewis, thank God,
pulled out one of his special laps.

“In the qualifying we are still quicker
but let’s wait for the race tomorrow.” Rain
is forecast for today, which could lead to
a chaotic race. Wolff said that for
Mercedes it will be a case of heading into
the unknown because the team have
had no experience of running on this
season’s revised wet weather tyres. “We
haven’t run the full-wet at all,” he said.
“It... hasn’t been tested. It’s completely
fishing in thedark.” — Reuters

SHANGHAI: Lewis Hamilton roared to pole posi-
tion in yesterday’s qualifying for the Chinese Grand
Prix as Mercedes look to avenge a stunning defeat
by Ferrari in the Formula One season opener. The
Briton, stung by Sebastian Vettel in Melbourne two
weeks ago, pipped his German rival by two tenths
of a second in Shanghai with Mercedes team-mate
Valtteri Bottas and Ferrari’s Kimi Raikkonen filling
row two for Sunday’s race.

Hamilton jumped onto the pit wall to soak up
the adulation of the crowd after clocking the
fastest lap of one minute, 31.678 seconds to give
the former world champion his fourth Chinese pole
in five years. “We knew it was going to be close and
we had to pull out all the stops,” said Hamilton,
forced to play second fiddle to Vettel in the third
practice session earlier in the day. 

“The Ferraris have looked so fast but I managed
to just chip away. It’s exciting for me because we
really fight with these guys,” added Hamilton, who
has won the Shanghai race on four previous occa-
sions. “That’s what racing is all about. It really push-
es you to raise the bar each time you go out there.”
Vettel was left shaking his head in disbelief. “I don’t
believe that, it was the perfect lap,” said the four-
time world 

champion, who looked unstoppable in yester-
day’s practice run, continuing in the rich vein that
saw him draw first blood in Australia.

“Maybe I chickened on the brakes slightly on
the last lap. But I think we can still improve, so let’s
see what the race looks like tomorrow. Conditions
will be different.”

FURIOUS BATTLE 
The signs point to another furious battle

between Mercedes and Ferrari but with rain fore-
cast for race day, Red Bull’s Daniel Ricciardo could
fancy his chances after qualifying fifth. Team-mate
Max Verstappen gets an unwanted opportunity to
test the theory that overtaking has become harder
in the new wider Formula One cars after only quali-
fying in 19th. But all eyes will be on the front two
rows after an absorbing tussle which suggested
Vettel’s Melbourne was no fluke and that Ferrari are
ready to end the stranglehold Mercedes have
exerted over the sport for the past three years. “We
will see tomorrow how important being on front
row is,” shrugged Vettel, whose only victory in
China came in heavy rain in 2009. “Our car is strong,
no matter what.” Ricciardo, whose home race end-
ed prematurely, will start alongside Felipe Massa
on the third row after the Brazilian clocked the sixth
fastest time for Williams.

Behind them, Renault’s Nico Hulkenberg edged
out Sergio Perez’s Force India for seventh with
Daniil Kvyat’s Toro Rosso and Lance Stroll’s Williams
rounding out the top 10 places on the grid. Very
much in the shop window for 2018, Fernando
Alonso appeared pleased enough after steering his
underperforming McLaren to 13th as the former
world champion told his team radio: “I pushed like
an animal!” There was a hairy moment at the end of
the first qualifying session when Antonio
Giovinazzi smashed his Sauber into a wall on the
pit straight, although the Italian walked away from
the wreckage unhurt. — AFP

MOTOR RACING

ICE HOCKEY

Hamilton blazes to 

pole position in China

SHANGHAI: Mercedes driver Lewis Hamilton, center, of Britain waves with Ferrari driver
Sebastian Vettel, left, of Germany and teammate Valtteri Bottas of Finland after taking
pole position for the Chinese Formula One Grand Prix at the Shanghai International Circuit
in Shanghai, China, yesterday. — AP

Niki Lauda
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Pakistan Innings
Ahmed Shehzad b Nurse 67
Kamran Akmal c Walton b Holder 47
Mohammad Hafeez c Walton b Nurse 88
Babar Azam c Joseph b Nurse 13
Shoaib Malik c Holder b Nurse 53
Sarfraz Ahmed not out 20
Imad Wasim not out 6
Extras (b-3 lb-3 nb-1 w-7) 14
Total (for 5 wickets, 50 overs) 308
Fall of wickets: 1-85 K. Akmal, 2-149 A. Shehzad,
3-177 B. Azam, 4-266 M. Hafeez, 5-284 S. Malik
Did not bat: S. Khan, M. Amir, H. Ali, W. Riaz
Bowling: A. Joseph 10-1-49-0; S. Gabriel 10-0-69-
0(nb-1 w-1); J. Mohammed 4-1-28-0; J. Holder 10-
0-58-1(w-4); A. Nurse 10-0-62-4(w-1); D. Bishoo 6-
0-36-0(w-1).

West Indies Innings
E. Lewis b Hafeez 47

C. Walton c Riaz b Amir 7
K. Powell c K. Akmal b Riaz 61
S. Hope st S. Ahmed b S. Khan 24
J. Mohammed not out 91
J. Carter c Riaz b Amir 14
J. Holder c B. Azam b S. Khan 11
A. Nurse not out 34
Extras (lb-6 nb-1 w-13) 20
Total (for 6 wickets, 49 overs) 309
Fall of wickets: 1-23 C. Walton, 2-91 E. Lewis, 3-156
K. Powell, 4-158 S. Hope, 5-228 J. Carter, 6-259 J.
Holder.
Did not bat: D. Bishoo, S. Gabriel, A. Joseph
Bowling: Mohammad Amir 9-0-59-2(w-4); Hasan
Ali 5-0-43-0; Mohammad Hafeez 8-0-35-1(w-1);
Shoaib Malik 6-0-24-0(w-1); Wahab Riaz 9-0-69-
1(nb-1 w-3); Shadab Khan 9-0-52-2; Imad Wasim
3-0-21-0.
Result: West Indies won by 4 wickets 

SCOREBOARD

Scoreboard at close of play in the first One Day International between West Indies and Pakistan on Friday
in Georgetown, Guyana.

BASKETBALL

CRICKET

KARACHI: Veteran Pakistan batsman and
former captain Younis Khan announced
yesterday he will retire from international
cricket after the upcoming Test series in
the West Indies.

The 39 year-old has captained
Pakistan in all three formats, and in 2009
led them to their only World Twenty20
title in England. “I will be retiring... with
my head held high,” he told a press con-
ference in Karachi.

“I think this is the right time as every
sportsman has to take this decision in his
career.” Younis hit a hundred in his first
Test against Sri Lanka in Rawalpindi in
2000, which started a glorious career
during which he also scored a double
hundred in Pakistan’s series-levelling win
against India at Bangalore in 2005. 

He needs only 23 runs to reach 10,000
Test runs, a milestone he missed out on
after his team’s disastrous tour of
Australia in January this year, when
Pakistan lost all three Tests. 

He has so far scored 34 Test centuries
in 115 matches-the most by any
Pakistani batsman-and is set to become
the first Pakistani and 13th batsman in
the world to score 10,000 or more. 

India’s Sachin Tendulkar currently tops
the charts with 15,921 runs in 200
matches. “I was planning this for few
months,” he said of his decision to quit,
but added that he “always tried to play
for my team and for my country”.

One of the worst moments of Younis’
career was when Pakistan lost their
coach Bob Woolmer during the 2007

World Cup in West Indies, he said.
Woolmer coached Pakistan from 2004 to
2007 but died in mysterious circum-
stances in Jamaica.  After lengthy investi-
gations that even included the possibili-
ty of murder, Jamaican police on June 12
announced that Woolmer had died of
natural causes. “Those were very sad
days for me,” Younis recalled. 

‘TOUGH TO REPLACE’ 
Younis is the second high-profile play-

er to retire this month after his team
mate Misbah-ul-Haq also announced his
decision to quit on Thursday following
months of speculation.

The pair have formed the nucleus of
Pakistan’s batting in the last seven years
and helped their team square a crucial

Test series 2-2 in England last year. 
On Wednesday the two stalwarts

were named in Wisden’s best cricketers
of the year 2017, following their perform-
ances on the England tour after which
Pakistan briefly rose to number one in
Test rankings for the first time. 

Former Pakistan captain Wasim
Akram paid rich tribute to Younis. “He is
still fit but there is always a time when
you have to decide about leaving,” said
Wasim.  “He has set many records which
prove his greatness. Whenever he played
he played with his heart and commit-
ment. “It will be tough to replace players
like Younis and Misbah, so Pakistan will
have to work hard in Tests without them.”

Younis said he will remain associated
with cricket following his retirement.

“Even though I will be retired from
playing, my services will still be available
for cricket,” he said. The West Indies series
which starts in Jamaica from April 21 fol-
lowed by Tests in Barbados and
Dominica, ending on May 14. — AFP

Pakistan’s Younis Khan to retire after Windies Tests

LOS ANGELES: Los Angeles Lakers forward Thomas Robinson, left, and Sacramento Kings guard Langston Galloway reach for a rebound during
the second half of an NBA basketball game, Friday, in Los Angeles. The Lakers won 98-94. — AP

PHOENIX: Russell Westbrook became the sec-
ond player in NBA history to average a triple-
double for a season, but failed for the second
game in a row to break Oscar Robertson’s single-
season record. Westbrook fell two assists shy of
what would have been his 42nd triple-double in
the Oklahoma City Thunder’s 120-99 loss to the
Phoenix Suns on Friday night. On a rough night
all around, Westbrook had 23 points, 12
rebounds and eight assists, along with eight
turnovers before coach Billy Donovan pulled
him with 2:34 to play. Devin Booker scored 21 of
his 37 points in the fourth quarter to help the
Suns snap a 13-game losing streak. Westbrook
did get the six assists he needed to assure that
he’d join Robertson as the only players to aver-
age a triple-double for a season-meaning he has
averaged double figures in all three categories
this season.

LAKERS 98, KINGS 94
Julius Randle scored 25 points and Corey

Brewer stole an inbounds pass with 5 seconds to
play, was fouled and made both free throws to
lead Los Angeles over Sacramento. Brandon
Ingram had 14 points and D’Angelo Russell
scored 13 for the Lakers. Jordan Clarkson fin-
ished with 12 points and Larry Nance Jr. added
11 rebounds in a victory that hurt Los Angeles in
the lottery. The Lakers remained 1 1/2 games
ahead of the Phoenix Suns for the second-worst
record in the NBA. The Lakers have only three
games remaining. The Suns beat Oklahoma City
earlier Friday. The King got 19 points from Skal
Labissiere, 14 from Willie Cauley-Stein, 17 from
Buddy Hield and 15 from Darren Collison.

HAWKS 114, CAVALIERS 100
Tim Hardaway Jr. scored 15 of his 22 points in

the fourth quarter and the Atlanta Hawks,
despite resting center Dwight Howard and miss-
ing three other key starters, stunned the
Cleveland Cavaliers. The Hawks, who beat
Boston on Thursday night, outworked and out-
gunned the defending NBA champions. The
Cavaliers blew a chance to move closer to secur-
ing the top seed in the Eastern Conference. Mike
Dunleavy added 20 points for Atlanta and got a
little revenge against the Cavs, who tossed him
in as part of a trade for Kyle Korver in February.
The Hawks had 39 assists. It was a shocking let-
down by the Cavs, who were so impressive in a
win over the Celtics on Wednesday night. But
they lacked energy from the outset and the
Hawks took advantage. LeBron James scored 27
points, and Kyrie Irving had 18 for Cleveland.

RAPTORS 96, HEAT 94
DeMar DeRozan scored 38 points as Toronto

beat Miami in the Raptors’ final home game of
the regular season. DeRozan broke Vince Carter’s
franchise record with his 31st 30-point game of
the season, shooting 14 of 32 from the floor.
Carter set the mark in 2000-01. Cory Joseph
added 14 points, and Kyle Lowry had 12 in his
second game back form an injury. James

Johnson had 22 points for Miami against his for-
mer team. The Heat remained ninth in the
Eastern Conference with three games to play.

GRIZZLIES 101, KNICKS 88
Mike Conley scored 31 points to help

Memphis wrap up the No.  7 seed in the Western
Conference with a victory over short-handed
New York. Conley was 12 of 17 from the field,
including 7 of 11 from 3-point range. The
Grizzlies will  face the second-seeded San
Antonio Spurs in the first round of the playoffs.
Wayne Selden scored a career-high 13 points
and Vince Carter added 12, including a trio of 3-
pointers as the Grizzlies pulled away with a 16-2
rally in the fourth quarter. Courtney Lee led the
Knicks with 16 points.

PISTONS 114, ROCKETS 109
Stanley Johnson hit a tiebreaking 3-pointer

with 32.4 seconds left and added two free
throws to lift Detroit past Houston. The Rockets
led by two after a dunk by Montrezl Harrell
before Ish Smith made a basket to tie it. James
Harden missed a 3-pointer on the other end, and
Johnson’s 3-pointer made it 110-107. Harden
missed another 3-point attempt, and Johnson
added the free throws to make it 112-107.
Harden finished one rebound shy of a triple-
double with 33 points, 12 assists and nine
rebounds. Boban Marjanovic, Detroit’s 7-foot-3
backup center, led the Pistons with a career-high
27 points with 12 rebounds off the bench.

NUGGETS 122, PELICANS 106
Rookie Jamal Murray scored a career-high 30

points, including several high soaring dunks,
and Denver beat New Orleans to keep its post-
season hopes alive. Nikola Jokic added 23 points

and 12 rebounds to help the Nuggets pull within
a game of Portland for the eighth and final play-
off spot in the West with three games remaining.
New Orleans’ Anthony Davis scored 25 points in
nearly 24 minutes on a night when fellow big
man DeMarcus Cousins sat out with tendinitis in
his right Achilles. The Pelicans were eliminated
from playoff contention Tuesday in a home loss
to the Nuggets.

SPURS 109, MAVERICKS 89
Bryn Forbes scored a career-high 27 points

with San Antonio resting most of its starters, as
the Spurs ran past Dallas after the Mavericks
pulled most of their key veterans in the second
half. Dewayne Dedmon, the only San Antonio
starter to play, had 10 points and 13 rebounds.
Tony Parker made the trip but didn’t leave the
bench, while Kawhi Leonard, LaMarcus Aldridge,
Pau Gasol and Danny Green stayed home with
the Spurs locked in to the No. 2 seed behind
Golden State in the Western Conference. The
Mavericks, playing their fourth game since get-
ting eliminated from the playoffs, pulled Dirk
Nowitzki and other veterans in the second half,
when the Spurs outscored Dallas 52-28 after
trailing by 16 points in the first half. Dwight
Powell led Dallas with 12 points.

JAZZ 120, TIMBERWOLVES 113
Gordon Hayward scored a career-high 39

points as Utah overcame an 11-point deficit to
beat Minnesota. Hayward and Joe Johnson pow-
ered a 40-point third quarter in which the Jazz
came from behind and took the lead for good
with a 16-7 run. Johnson finished with 22 points.
Karl-Anthony Towns led the Timberwolves with
32 points and 13 rebounds, Ricky Rubio added
26 points, and Andrew Wiggins had 25.— AP

Westbrook falls short 

again in Thunder loss

Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division

W L PCT GB
Boston 50 29 .633 -
Toronto 49 31 .613 1.5
NY Knicks 30 50 .375 20.5
Philadelphia 28 51 .354 22
Brooklyn 19 60 .241 31

Central Division
Cleveland 51 28 .646 -
Milwaukee 40 39 .506 11
Chicago 39 40 .494 12
Indiana 39 40 .494 12
Detroit 36 43 .456 15

Southeast Division
Washington 48 31 .608 -
Atlanta 41 38 .519 7
Miami 38 41 .481 10
Charlotte 36 43 .456 12
Orlando 28 51 .354 20

Western Conference
Northwest Division

Utah 49 30 .620 -
Oklahoma City 45 34 .570 4
Portland 39 40 .494 10
Denver 38 41 .481 11
Minnesota 31 48 .392 18

Pacific Division
Golden State 65 14 .823 -
LA Clippers 48 31 .608 17
Sacramento 31 48 .392 34
LA Lakers 24 55 .304 41
Phoenix 23 57 .288 42.5

Southwest Division
San Antonio 61 18 .772 -
Houston 53 26 .671 8
Memphis 43 37 .538 18.5
New Orleans 33 46 .418 28
Dallas     32 47 .405 29

NBA results/standings

Phoenix 120, Oklahoma City 99; Denver 122, New Orleans 106; Utah 120, Minnesota 113; San Antonio 102, Dallas 89;
Memphis 101, NY Knicks 88; Detroit 114, Houston 109; Atlanta 114, Cleveland 100; Toronto 96, Miami 94.

PROVIDENCE: Jason Mohammed played the
finest innings of his brief international career
to pace the West Indies to an historic four-
wicket victory over Pakistan in the opening
one-day international at the National
Stadium in Guyana on Friday.

Set a daunting target after the visitors rat-
tled up a formidable 308 for five batting first,
Mohammed’s blistering unbeaten 91 off just
58 deliveries, aided by an explosive cameo at
the end from Ashley Nurse (34 off 15 balls),
saw the home side successfully chasing a tar-
get of 300 or more in an ODI for the first time
ever following 31 previous failed attempts
over a 44-year period.

With that weight of history against them,
Pakistan looked to have put the West Indies
out of the match on a relaid pitch that
encouraged attacking strokeplay.

Mohammed Hafeez led the tourists’ bat-
ting effort with a top score of 88 to temporar-
ily quell the rising tide of criticism at his posi-
tion in the batting line-up ahead of prolific
youngster Babar Azam.

Opening batsman Ahmed Shehzad bene-
fited from an early slice of luck to get to 67
while Shoaib Malik, who also capitalised on
continuing errant out-cricket by the West
Indies, flailed away for 53 off 38 deliveries as
Pakistan equalled their second-highest total
against these opponents in the 50-over for-
mat of the game.

Nurse enjoyed success amid the carnage,
the off-spinning all-rounder finishing with his
best ODI figures of four for 62. 

West Indies’ chase started badly with the
early loss of Chadwick Walton to Mohammad
Amir but left-handers Evin Lewis (47) and

Kieran Powell (61) kept their team in with an
outside chance even if their comparatively
pedestrian progress meant the required run-
rate was climbing all the time. Hafeez and
Shadab Khan, making his ODI debut after an
outstanding T20 series, provided what
seemed the critical breakthroughs but
Pakistan captain Sarfraz Ahmed paid a heavy
price for relying on his faster bowlers to com-
plete victory. Recognising the threat posed
by leg-spinner Khan, Mohammed targeted
the pacers to great effect, most of his three
sixes and 11 fours coming off them.

“I knew it was going to be difficult against
Shadab,” he said after receiving the man of
the match award. “I decided to go after the
fast bowlers and and where to hit them. That
clear thinking paid off today.” 

In contrast, Nurse, who came to the crease
after the fall of Jonathan Carter and captain
Jason Holder at 259 for six in the 45th over,
smashed all bowlers to great effect, his
unbeaten 34 coming off just 15 balls with five
fours and a huge six of Khan, which effective-
ly ended the match as a contest. “I was disap-
pointed with the way we bowled at the end,”
said Ahmed, reflecting on the first time
Pakistan have failed to defend a total in
excess of 300 outside of the Indian sub-conti-
nent.  “Jason batted brilliantly but we need to
come back stronger for the second match on
Sunday.” Both teams are battling for impor-
tant rankings points to confirm automatic
qualification for the 2019 World Cup in
England as one of the top eight teams by the
cut-off date of September 30 this year.

Pakistan are currently eighth with the
West Indies in ninth spot. —AFP

Record-setting West Indies 

beat Pakistan in 1st ODI

Younis Khan 

GUYANA: Ashley Nurse (R) of West Indies hits 4 during the 1st ODI match between
West Indies and Pakistan at Guyana National Stadium, Providence, Guyana, on
Friday. The keeper is Sarfraz Ahmed (L) of Pakistan.  — AFP 

MOSCOW: Host Russia has accused FIFA of
overcharging for TV rights for next year’s
World Cup to cover financial difficulties.
Deputy Prime Minister Vitaly Mutko said
Saturday that FIFA has asked for $120 mil-
lion from Russian TV channels, up from $32
million paid by Russia for the 2014 World
Cup, in comments reported by state news
agency Tass.

State-controlled TV channels bidding
for the tournament would make a loss on
the deal, so FIFA is pressing the Russian
government to contribute, according to
Mutko. That’s “not really right,” he said.

“Russia is under special conditions
because when the rights for (the 2014
World Cup in) Brazil were being sold, the
dollar was worth about 30 rubles and now

it’s just under 60,” Mutko added.  “You buy
the rights in foreign currency, but you sell
advertisements for rubles, so television is
supposed to make a loss?”

FIFA lost $369 million in 2016 as corrup-
tion investigations increased legal costs
and scared off sponsors, according to
accounts presented Friday.

Mutko said soccer’s world governing
body is squeezing Russia because “if you
look at their finances, you’ll see that after
the scandals, there are problems.”

Mutko, who is also president of the
Russian Football Union, sat on FIFA’s gov-
erning council from 2009 until he was
barred from seeking re-election this year
due to his government role. There was no
immediate comment from FIFA. — AP

Russia accuses FIFA

of overcharging on

World Cup TV rights
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SOCCER

MADRID: Real Madrid’s Cristiano Ronaldo, top left, goes for a header with Atletico Madrid’s Diego Godin, top right, during the La Liga soccer
match between Real Madrid and Atletico Madrid at the Santiago Bernabeu stadium in Madrid, yesterday. — AP

BARCELONA: Antoine Griezmann’s late goal
gave Atletico Madrid a 1-1 draw at Real Madrid
yesterday, tightening the title race in the
Spanish league. Griezmann used his left foot to
drive home a perfectly placed throughball by
substitute Angel Correa to equalize at the
Santiago Bernabeu in the 85th minute.

Pepe put Real ahead in the 52nd, when he
shook off his marker and headed Toni Kroos’ free
kick just inside the far upright. But Real failed to
press for another goal and Griezmann capital-
ized on its complacency.

“We can’t be happy today,” Madrid coach
Zinedine Zidane said. “We could have easily tak-
en the three points. The league title will go
down to the wire.” The stalemate in the Spanish
capital derby left leader Real three points ahead
of Barcelona, which visited Malaga later
Saturday. Real also has a game in hand, but faces
matches against Barcelona and fourth-place
Sevilla over the final two months.

Atletico, which added the draw to wins at
Real in the last three league campaigns, stayed
in third place, 10 points back.

Real was on the brink of taking a major step
toward its first league title in five years. That was

until Correa, who had gone on in the 61st for
Saul Niguez, saw the sliver of space between
Real defenders Nacho Fernando and Dani
Carvajal. Correa slid the ball forward between
the pair, and Griezmann did the rest, slotting his
shot past Keylor Navas for his third goal against
Real in Atletico’s red-and-white.

“We know we are a strong team, with a great
mentality. It was tough, but we got the draw
thanks to a great pass by Angelito,” Griezmann
said. He dedicated his 23rd goal in all competi-
tions to his daughter who turned one yesterday.

While highlighting the effort by his defense,
Atletico coach Diego Simeone lauded
Griezmann for his “passion, work ethic and abili-
ty to move in the box.” But the best praise came
from the rival manager. “You can’t wonder how
to stop him,” Zidane said about Griezmann. “You
just have to admit he is a great player.”

Atletico can turn with confidence still high
back to the Champions League, where it hosts
Leicester on Tuesday in the quarterfinals. Real’s
six-match win streak ended. It travels to Bayern
Munich for its European quarterfinal on
Wednesday. It was a vintage performance by
Simeone’s Atletico. His team bent but never

broke under the  steady pressure by the star-
studded Real. Besides Griezmann and Correa’s
moment of inspiration, Atletico’s solid perform-
ance was based on the superb saves of Jan
Oblak. The Slovenian goalkeeper turned back
two clear chances by Karim Benzema, and
another two by Cristiano Ronaldo and Gareth
Bale. And when Ronaldo finally beat him in the
first half, defender Stefan Savic hustled back to
clear his goal-bound strike with his head.

Zidane’s team can barely be blamed for let-
ting up near the end, given that Atletico had
only mustered shots by Griezmann and
Fernando Torres that Navas had dealt with.

That was when Correa connected with his
forward to flip the match on its head and cast
doubt on Real’s march toward the trophy. “We
played a great game against a great rival, but we
dropped our guard for one moment,” Real mid-
fielder Casemiro said.

ESPANYOL 1, ALAVES 0
Pablo Piatti scored his 10th league goal to

give Espanyol a fourth consecutive home victo-
ry and keep it in the running for a Europa
League berth. —AP

Griezmann scores late as 

Atletico draws at Real Madrid

Kouyate fires West Ham survival bid, Swansea in danger

LONDON: Cheikhou Kouyate boosted
West Ham United’s survival bid as the
Senegal midfielder fired his side to a crucial
1-0 win over fellow strugglers Swansea City
yesterday.

Kouyate’s second-half strike at the
London Stadium lifted Slaven Bilic’s team
eight points clear of the Premier League
relegation zone. After losing their last five
matches, West Ham’s first win in eight
games was perfectly timed and should go a
long way to ensuring the east Londoners
avoid the drop.

For Swansea, a fourth defeat in their last
five games leaves them facing a nerve-
shredding final few weeks of the season.

Paul Clement’s third-bottom side are
without a win in their last five matches and
sit two points from safety with six games
left to beat the drop.

Backed by West Ham’s owners earlier
this week, Bilic had called for his team to
stick together and they appeared to have
heeded the message in a lively start.

Michail Antonio’s penalty appeal was

turned down when the West Ham forward
was sandwiched by Federico Fernandez
and Alfie Mawson, then Hammers midfield-
er Manuel Lanzini sent a free-kick just over
the crossbar.

Swansea goalkeeper Lukasz Fabianski
was called into action to keep out Robert
Snodgrass’s header from Antonio’s cross.

Andre Ayew was battling against his
brother Jordan, playing up front for
Swansea, and it was the West Ham forward
who threatened first when he sprinted
onto Mark Noble’s pass, only for Fabianski
to push away his curling effort.

Having blown the lead with just minutes
left against Tottenham Hotspur in mid-
week, Swansea looked short of energy and
inspiration.

Antonio was forced off after pulling up
sharply with a hamstring injury late in the
first half, but West Ham kept pressing and
their dominance was rewarded in the 44th
minute. Snodgrass teed up Kouyate and he
smashed a low strike past Fabianski into
the bottom corner from 25 yards. Clement
sent on Fernando Llorente and Luciano
Narsingh at half-time and the changes
almost brought an immediate impact
when Narsingh’s shot was blocked by
James Collins.

Leroy Fer almost equalised from Gylfi
Sigurdsson’s corner before West Ham goal-
keeper Darren Randolph turned over
Narsingh’s shot in a tense finale. — AFP

West Ham    1 

Swansea  0  

LONDON: Title-chasing Tottenham
Hotspur made hay in the sunshine as Son
Heung-min scored twice in a 4-0 thrashing
of Watford that closed the gap on Premier
League leaders Chelsea to four points in
yesterday’s early kickoff.

After Dele Alli’s majestic curler broke the
deadlock in the 33rd minute at White Hart
Lane, an 11th consecutive home league
win never looked in doubt for Mauricio
Pochettino’s side.

Eric Dier made it 2-0 six minutes later
before Son added a third with a low shot
just before halftime to become the first
South Korean to score 10 goals in a Premier
League season.

Son crashed in his second on the volley
in the 54th minute and could have grabbed
a hat-trick before being substituted to a
standing ovation from the home crowd.

Second-placed Tottenham’s sixth suc-
cessive league victory took them to 68
points from 31 games, turning up the pres-
sure on Chelsea (72) who play
Bournemouth away later.

“The team deserve full credit because
the energy and the way they played was
fantastic,” Pochettino, whose side trailed 1-
0 in the 88th minute at Swansea in mid-
week before scoring three late goals, told
Sky Sports.

“It was 4-0 but we deserved some more
goals.” With fit-again leading scorer Harry
Kane sunning himself on the bench as one
of Tottenham’s substitutes, Dutchman
Vincent Janssen was given a rare chance to
impress. He had his head in his hands after
19 minutes when somehow failing to divert
Kieran Trippier’s low cross from in front of
goal - the ball striking his thigh and then
the bar. Watford frustrated Tottenham early
on but were undone by a piece of Alli mag-
ic. A flowing counter-attack began by
Moussa Dembele ended with the ball at
the feet of Alli who curled an unstoppable
shot past former Spurs keeper Heurelho
Gomes for his 16th league goal of the sea-
son. A free-flowing Tottenham doubled
their lead six minutes later when Dier
smashed home Son’s low cross.

Son then put the game to bed on the
stroke of halftime with superb left-foot

shot from outside the area.
With Tottenham cruising Son struck

again with a sumptuous half-volley from
man-of-the-match Trippier’s cross.

Kane replaced Janssen on the hour and
the England forward almost marked his
return from a month out with an ankle
injury with a stoppage-time free kick that
shook the bar.

He also set up Son for what should have
been a hat-trick but he shot agonisingly
wide hitting the crossbar with a first-time
shot from Trippier’s pass. Watford, who con-
ceded four at home to Spurs, had only two
shots on target. — Reuters

Son shines as Tottenham 

crush Watford to close gap

Tottenham     4 

Watford      0  

LONDON: Tottenham Hotspur’s English striker Harry Kane shoots past Watford’s
Brazilian goalkeeper Heurelho Gomes but fails to score during the English Premier
League football match between Tottenham Hotspur and Watford at White Hart Lane
in London, yesterday. — AFP

Matches on TV 
(Local Timings)

English Premier League

Sunderland v Manchester United 15:30
beIN SPORTS HD 2
Everton v Leicester City 18:00
beIN SPORTS

Spanish League

Granada v Valencia 13:00
beIN SPORTS HD 3
Osasuna v Leganes 19:30
beIN SPORTS HD 3
Las Palmas v Real Betis 21:45
beIN SPORTS HD 3

Italian Calcio League 

Sampdoria v Fiorentina 13:30
beIN SPORTS HD 4
Bologna v Roma 16:00
beIN SPORTS HD 10
Milan v Palermo 16:00
beIN SPORTS HD 4
Udinese Calcio v Genoa 16:00
beIN SPORTS HD 13 EN
Crotone v Inter Milano 16:00
beIN SPORTS HD 8
Lazio v Napoli 21:45
beIN SPORTS HD 4

German League

Hertha Berlin v Augsburg 16:30
beIN SPORTS
Ingolstadt v Darmstadt 18:30
beIN SPORTS

French League

Toulouse v Marseille 16:00
beIN SPORTS HD 6
Saint Etienne v Nantes 18:00
beIN SPORTS HD 6
Paris Saint v Guingamp 22:00
beIN SPORTS HD 6

STOKE: Roberto Firmino and Philippe Coutinho came
off the bench to inspire Liverpool to a 2-1 comeback
victory over Stoke in the English Premier League yester-
day. With Liverpool trailing to a Jonathan Walters head-
er at halftime, the Brazilian duo emerged from the
reserves to score within two minutes of each other.

The match-winning pair was rested by manager
Juergen Klopp as his side contested its third Premier
League game in six days, but another 45 minutes on the
sideline proved to be enough before the pair were sent
on to secure a victory that strengthened Liverpool’s
Champions League qualification hopes.

Victory kept Liverpool in third place, two points
above fourth-place Manchester City having played a
game more.  Mark Hughes’s Stoke sit 14th, eight
points above the relegation zone, after their fourth
straight defeat.

There was a big surprise before kick-off with the
n e ws  t h a t  Co u t i n h o  a n d  Fi r m i n o  we re  o n  t h e
bench. Coutinho had been ill and Firmino was rest-
ed due to fatigue.

Xherdan Shaqiri made an instant impact as he
returned to action for the first time since January to
cross for Walters to give Stoke the lead with a near post
header right before halftime. Having appeared out of
sorts in the first half without two of its most talented
attacking players, Liverpool was a different side after
Coutinho and Firmino were introduced at the break.

Coutinho’s corner was headed onto the crossbar by
Lovren on the hour, before he decided to take matters
into his own hands.

Emre Can’s cross fell into Coutinho’s path in the cen-
ter of the penalty area, and he finished accurately into
the bottom corner to level in the 70th. Two minutes lat-
er, Firmino latched onto Georginio Wijnaldum’s
throughball, letting it bounce once and striking a spec-
tacular volley high into the net. The Reds could have
had a penalty when 17-year-old Woodburn-on his full
Premier League debut-went down under a challenge
from Erik Pieters just inside the box.

But referee Mike Dean waved play on and Stoke took
the lead soon after. Liverpool held on for its first away
victory in the league this year.—AP

MIDDLESBROUGH: Middlesbrough’s Adama Traore, right, and Burnley’s Ben Mee
during their English Premier League soccer match at the Riverside Stadium in
Middlesbrough, England, yesterday. — AP

MIDDLESBROUGH: Middlesbrough missed
an opportunity to boost their flagging
Premier League survival hopes as they were
held to a goalless draw at home to Burnley at
the Riverside Stadium yesterday.

The result against the mid-table
Lancashire side, who have not won away
from home all season, meant Boro were
unable to take full advantage of defeats for
relegation rivals Hull City and Swansea and
remain next to bottom, six points from safety
with seven games remaining.

“In terms of effort, commitment, energy...I
think we deserved the three points and
deserved a goal and we live to fight another
day,” said Middlesbrough manager Steve
Agnew, who conceded that the result was a
missed opportunity.

“Of course it is but I thought it was a game
we could have won and should have won. But
we are six off it with a game extra to play and

all to play for. I’m still positive,” he added.
Burnley were content to sit deep and wait

for their opponents, in more desperate need
of points, to over-commit to attack, yet it was
the visitors who had the better early chances.

Ireland international Robbie Brady clipped
the crossbar with a curling free kick in the
14th minute and then George Boyd wasted a
good chance when he was found inside the
box by Matthew Lowton but hurriedly shot
over the bar.  Middlesbrough were compact
and tidy in midfield but struggled to create
real openings in the first half.

Forward Rudy Gestede glanced a header
well wide in the 28th minute and four min-
utes before the break Stewart Downing drove
the ball across the face of the goal but no
team mate was able to finish.

Boro manager Agnew brought on Spanish
forward Alvaro Negredo in a bid to increase
their physical presence in attack and it did not
take long for him to make an impact. The for-
mer Sevilla striker produced an acrobatic vol-
ley in the 67th minute as he met a Downing
cross and his fierce shot was superbly saved
by Burnley’s England international keeper Tom
Heaton. The game had finally opened up and
at the other end, Burnley’s Sam Vokes was
unable to scramble the ball home in a crowd-
ed box after a surging run down the left flank
from Ward.— Reuters

Middlesbrough miss chance 

to boost survival hopes

Middlesbrough    0 

Burnley    0  

Coutinho and

Firmino ride to

Liverpool’s rescue

Stoke City  1 

Liverpool   2  
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BOURNEMOUTH: Chelsea’s Diego Costa, No19, hits a shot on goal that hits Bournemouth’s Adam Smith, left and goes in for the opening goal of the game during their English
Premier League soccer match between Bournemouth and Chelsea at Dean Court stadium in Bournemouth, England, yesterday. — AP

Hazard, Alonso send Chelsea closer to title

SOCCER

BOURNEMOUTH:  Chelsea delivered the perfect
response to Tottenham Hotspur by winning 3-1
at Bournemouth yesterday to restore their seven-
point lead at the top of the Premier League table.

Antonio Conte’s men went ahead after 17
minutes when Bournemouth’s Adam Smith
deflected in Diego Costa’s shot and Eden Hazard
made it 2-0 within a minute.

Joshua King halved the deficit just before
half-time, but Marcos Alonso made it 3-1 with a

perfectly flighted free kick after 68 minutes.
Tottenham had trimmed Chelsea’s advantage

to four points by crushing Watford 4-0 earlier in
the day, but Chelsea’s victory left them seven
points clear with seven games of the season
remaining.

However, they were almost a goal down in
the first minute. Bournemouth midfielder Ryan
Fraser curled a cross into the six-yard area  and
David Luiz, perhaps blinded by the low sun,
sliced his attempt at a volleyed clearance back
towards his own net.

It looked a certain goal until goalkeeper
Thibaut Courtois flung out his left arm to divert
the ball for a corner-kick. But Chelsea recovered
their composure quickly and took the lead, just
after Jack Wilshere-on loan to Bournemouth
from Arsenal-had created a chance for Fraser
that he put well wide. Luiz began the move with

a pass out to Victor Moses on the right. His low
ball inside found Costa, who turned and shot
left-footed.

His mishit effort was going well wide until it
grazed the head of right-back Smith, who was
attempting to block, and dropped gently inside
the post with goalkeeper Artur Boruc hopelessly
wrong-footed.

Costa had not scored in his previous four
appearances for Chelsea, but manager Conte
had expressed his confidence in the forward as a
scorer and creator of goals. This was vindication
of a sort. A minute later it was 2-0 after Wilshere
lost possession in midfield and N’Golo Kante sent
Hazard through.

FORTUNE SHINES ON COURTOIS 
Just  onside,  Hazard ran on,  fe inted to

shoot to the goalkeeper’s right, went round

him to his left and rolled the ball into the net
despite appearing to stumble.

It might have been three after 27 minutes
when Alonso’s clever pass gave Hazard the
chance to cross from the left, but when the
ball reached Costa, he shot well wide.

That might have proved a costly miss as
the home side went close to a goal 60 sec-
onds  later.  St r iker  Benik  Afobe charged
unmarked into  space  to  meet  Char l ie
Daniels’s cross from the left, only to volley
against  the  ins ide  of  the  post .  The  bal l
rebounded across goal, but a fortunate touch
off Courtois’s leg took it away from King, who
would otherwise have had an almost unmiss-
able chance.

It was a sign that Bournemouth were in no
mood to surrender to the league leaders and
they pulled a goal back three minutes before

the interval. King took Afobe’s pass and, as
defenders retreated, tried a shot. The ball
flicked off the thigh of Luiz and zipped high
between Courtois and his near post. Fraser hit
a low shot just wide as Bournemouth looked
for an equaliser early in the second half, but
Costa missed two good chances to restore
Chelsea’s two-goal advantage.

Fi rs t  he  just  fa i led  to  get  h is  head to
Hazard’s volleyed cross and then he missed
Alonso’s low cross from a yard out.

However, he contributed to Chelsea’s third
goal when he was fouled 22 yards out by
Steve Cook. Alonso capped an excellent per-
formance with a precise free-kick that soared
over the wall and found the top-right corner
of the net with Boruc rooted to his line. Boruc,
though, did well to deny Chelsea a fourth
with a one-handed save from Moses. — AFP

Bournemouth 1 

Chelsea 3 

MANCHESTER: Sergio Aguero struck as
Manchester City ended a four-match run
without a Premier League win by beating Hull
City 3-1 at the Etihad Stadium yesterday.
Ahmed Elhmohamady’s own-goal, just after
the half-hour mark, gave Pep Guardiola’s
team a lead at the interval, before they
pressed home their advantage.

Aguero squeezed in a second goal three
minutes after half-time, set up by Raheem
Sterling, who also created the third with a
short pass that Fabian Delph thumped in for
his first league goal of the season.  Hull
pulled one back late on through Italian
defender Andrea Ranocchia, with a shot that
recalled goalkeeper Claudio Bravo should
have saved.  Victory strengthened City’s grip
on the fourth and final Champions League
qualification spot, with Guardiola’s men now
seven points ahead of fifth-placed Arsenal
Meanwhile Hull remained just above the rel-
egation zone.  Hull’s home form has been the
key factor in their push for top-flight survival
since manager Marco Silva’s arrival in
January; they arrived at the Etihad having
taken just one point from their previous 13
away matches.  Silva set up his team to
absorb City pressure and then cause prob-
lems on the counter-attack, which they did at
times, without causing Bravo too many diffi-
culties for most of the match. The Chile inter-
national was recalled in goal for his first
Premier League appearance since January 21,
but all he had to do in the first half was punch
away one cross from Kamil Grosicki.

STERLING SERVICE 
Manchester City threatened early on, with

Eldin Jakupovic making a double save from
David Silva and Leroy Sane after Aguero’s

through ball to the Spain playmaker.
Jakupovic was untroubled by three long-

range City efforts, one from Aguero and two
from Delph, all of which were off target.  The
goalkeeper, though, needed to be on his toes
to tip over a free-kick from Yaya Toure,
moments after the midfielder, set up by
Delph, had steered a first-time shot that
dipped just over.

City’s probing brought reward just after
the half-hour mark, when Jesus Navas, con-
verted from a winger into a right-back,
whipped over a cross on the run that eluded
Aguero and was turned into his own net by

Elmohamady.  Hull should have equalised
immediately as Grosicki cut back from the left
for Evandro to steer a cross-shot goalwards,
but Oumar Niasse lost his bearings and
skewed his effort sideways from seven yards
out.  Silva, making his 300th appearance for
City, volleyed over from Sterling’s cross on the
stretch just before half-time.

But the home side did extend their lead
three minutes after the interval, as Sterling
darted down the right and cut across goal for
Argentina international Aguero to control
and squeeze a shot past Jakupovic,
Elmohamady and Michael Dawson as they

tried to block. Sane almost added a third
instantly, but fired Sterling’s cross on the run
straight at the goalkeeper.

That third goal arrived just beyond the
hour mark, as Sterling raced on to Toure’s
pass to lead another counter-attack, and then
rolled a pass left for Delph to thump in his
first Premier League goal in more than a year.

That would have made it a perfect after-
noon for Guardiola, but it was spoilt late on as
Shaun Maloney cut the ball back for
Ranocchia, on loan from Inter Milan, to steer a
shot under Bravo’s dive with the visitors’ only
effort on target. —AFP

Aguero strikes as Man City end winless run

Man City     3 

Hull City    1  

West Bromwich 0 

Southampton  1  

MANCHESTER: Manchester City’s Yaya Toure, right, challenges Hull City’s Evandro Goebel during their English Premier League match at the
Etihad Stadium, Manchester, England, yesterday. — AP

LONDON: Jordy Clasie’s excellent first-half goal gave
Southampton a fourth win in their last six Premier League match-
es yesterday with a 1-0 victory over West Brom.

The 25-year-old Dutch international’s goal-only his second for
the club since joining in 2015 — condemned West Brom to their
fourth loss in six and worryingly for the hosts the fifth time in six
matches they have failed to score.    

The game was a slow burner and it took over 20 minutes for
either side to have a shot on target, James Morrison letting go
from long range but Fraser Forster got down to save.

Southampton replied with a much more effective strike,
Dusan Tadic setting up Clasie who tucked the ball away with
aplomb from the edge of the penalty area in the 25th minute.

Whilst Clasie took the applause for Tadic it was another illus-
tration of his importance to the Saints, it being his 24th assist
since joining the club in 2014.

West Brom were fortunate not to be going in at half-time fur-
ther behind given Southampton’s dominance but Ireland striker
Shane Long wasted two good chances to extend their lead.

Tadic went close early in the second-half but his half volley
flew past Ben Foster and over the bar while the West Brom keep-
er’s legs prevented Nathan Redmond doubling the lead minutes
later. Matt Phillips’s subdued return to first team action-he had
been out injured since 2011 — ended just after the hour mark as
he was replaced by Tony Pulis with Irish international James
McClean.

It almost paid instant dividends as McClean broke into the
Southampton area but Forster reacted brilliantly to snatch the
ball off the Irishman’s toes.  Redmond, superbly found by Cedric
Soares, went close again with a sharp volley which was well
saved by Foster.

Foster, though, almost ruined his good work when a underhit
clearance went straight to Tadic but the Serbian’s shot from
inside the area went just wide. West Brom pressed for an equalis-
er but Forster stood firm and produced a superb save to deny
Craig Dawson in time added on. — AFP

Clasie strike

sinks West Brom
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NEW YORK: Bonobos manager Stephen Lusardi arranges clothing at the brand’s Guideshop, in New York’s Financial District. The US government issued the March jobs report on Friday. —AP

WASHINGTON: Robert Lighthizer has long com-
plained that the United States dithered in the face
of abusive Chinese trade policies, allowing its trade
gap with Beijing to explode and American factories
to close. Now, the veteran trade lawyer may have a
chance to do something about it.

As President Donald Trump’s choice to be US
trade representative, the 69-year-old Lighthizer
would be empowered to renegotiate and enforce
trade deals, many of which the new president has
condemned as destroyers of American jobs. On
Thursday, the Senate Finance Committee post-
poned a vote on Lighthizer’s nomination because
two members from Ohio, Republican Rob Portman
and Democrat Sherrod Brown, were attending a
memorial service at Arlington National Cemetery
for the late Ohio Democratic Sen. John Glenn.

(His confirmation has been held up by a political
dispute over whether he needs a congressional
waiver because he has worked for foreign compa-
nies. The delay means Lighthizer isn’t in his job as
Trump prepares to meet with Chinese President Xi
Jinping in Mar-a-Lago, Florida.)

A fixture in Washington trade policy circles for
nearly four decades, Lighthizer has built a reputa-
tion as a shrewd negotiator. And like the president
who chose him, Lighthizer represents a departure
for a Republican Party that for decades favored the
free flow of global trade as a boon to economic
growth. “I agree with President Trump that we
should have an ‘America First’ trade policy,” Lighthizer
said at his committee hearing last month. “And that
we can do better in negotiating our trade agree-
ments and be stronger at enforcing our trade laws.”

His nomination sends another signal that the
Trump administration intends to upend decades of
US policy and act aggressively to block imports
when it deems other countries to be acting unfairly.

“He’s a trade realist,” Paul Rosenthal, a trade
lawyer at the firm Kelley Drye & Warren. “He doesn’t
necessarily subscribe to free trade as a religion as
some people do.”

Unilateral free traders
Lighthizer’s philosophy, Rosenthal suggests,

essentially boils down to: “How can we afford to be
unilateral free traders when the Chinese don’t recip-
rocate?” Drawing from experience in trade law and
his work in the Reagan administration in countering
Japanese imports, Lighthizer will likely try to force
China and other competitors to end what the
Trump team sees as unfair trade. Supporters of free
trade, such as analysts at the Peterson Institute for
International Economics, argue that a Trump-
Lighthizer combative approach could backfire.
Blocking or taxing imports would raise prices of

imports for American consumers and provoke retal-
iation. The result could potentially be a trade war
that would hurt US farmers and companies - from
Boeing to Caterpillar - that depend on exports.

Lighthizer won’t be the administration’s only
trade policy heavyweight. Commerce Secretary
Wilbur Ross, a billionaire investor, is expected to
involve himself in trying to renegotiate the North
American Free Trade Agreement with Canada
and Mexico and other trade issues. And Trump
named Peter Navarro, a vociferous critic of
Chinese trade policy, to lead a new White House
National Trade Council.

Could Lighthizer be overshadowed?
“The words ‘overshadow’ and ‘Bob Lighthizer’

shouldn’t appear in the same sentence,” says
Clyde Prestowitz, a Commerce official in the
Reagan administration and a longtime critic of
US trade policy. Lighthizer has more congres-
sional contacts and more experience with the
fine points of trade law than Navarro or Ross. In
2008, he wrote a column in The New York Times
criticizing Sen. John McCain, the Republican
presidential candidate, for his unstinting support
of free trade. Lighthizer noted that “conservative
statesmen from Alexander Hamilton to Ronald
Reagan sometimes supported protectionism.”
“They always understood that trade policy was
merely a tool for building a strong and inde-
pendent country with a prosperous middle class,”
he wrote. Lighthizer’s confirmation vote had
been delayed by a political rift: Some Democrats
argued that he must obtain a waiver from
Congress because he has worked in the past for
foreign clients. They said they would support the
waiver only if Republicans pass an unrelated bill
to protect the endangered pension and health
care benefits of retired coal miners.

Auto exports
Lighthizer served as a top aide on the Senate

Finance Committee under Sen. Bob Dole in the
late 1970s and early 1980s and later as treasurer
of Dole’s 1996 Republican presidential cam-
paign. ( The 93-year-old Dole introduced
Lighthizer at his committee hearing.) Under
Reagan, Lighthizer served as deputy trade repre-
sentative. Despite Reagan’s reputation as a stal-
wart supporter of free trade, his administration
seldom hesitated to pressure US trade partners
if it thought American manufacturers were
being hurt.

Lighthizer played a key role, for example, in
strong-arming Japan into limiting auto exports
in the 1980s. That move eventually led Japanese

automakers to open plants in the United States,
thereby creating US jobs, instead of shipping all
its cars from Japan.

Later in private practice - he became a senior
partner in international trade at Skadden, Arps,
Slate, Meagher & Flom - Lighthizer represented
US steel companies that complained that China
and other countries were dumping underpriced
steel on the US market.

In 2010 testimony to US-China Economic and
Security Review Commission, he lambasted US
trade officials as too passive in the face of
China’s economic rise. When it negotiated
China’s 2001 entry into the World Trade
Organization - which sets trade rules and medi-
ates disputes - Washington naively assumed that
China was “merely a more exotic version of
Canada” and would learn to live within WTO
rules and open its market to American exports,
Lighthizer argued.

Instead, he contended, China limited foreign
competition, manipulated its currency and subsi-
dized its exporters to give them a price advantage.
The notion that having China in the WTO would
benefit Americans, Lighthizer concluded, “was sim-
ply wrong. Our trade deficit with China has explod-
ed, millions of US manufacturing jobs have been
lost.” Trump campaigned on a promise to renegoti-
ate or withdraw from agreements that he says
failed American workers. But Dean Pinkert, former-
ly of the US International Trade Commission, says
he thinks Lighthizer will seek better ways to use
existing agreements before tearing them up. In his
2010 testimony, Lighthizer had said the US should
more aggressively scour WTO rules for new ways
to bring cases against China - for manipulating its
currency, say.

Alan Wolff, a deputy US trade representative
in the Carter administration, says China and oth-
er US trading partners should brace themselves.
Under Lighthizer, Wolff says, “trade policy is
going to get a lot more muscular.” —AP

Trump’s trade pick to take stern stance on China 

Lighthizer to be empowered to renegotiate and enforce trade deals

WASHINGTON: In this March 14, 2017 file photo, United States Trade
Representative-nominee Robert Lighthizer (foreground) looks at documents dur-
ing his confirmation hearing on Capitol Hill in Washington. —AP

Trump: ‘Only time will

tell’ on improving 

US-China trade 

PALM BEACH, Fla: President Donald Trump says his
meetings with China’s President Xi Jinping went well
but as for any progress on trade “only time will tell.”

Trump tweeted yesterday that “It was a great hon-
or to have President Xi Jinping and Madame Peng
Liyuan of China as our guests in the United States.
Tremendous...goodwill and friendship was formed,
but only time will tell on trade.”

Treasury Secretary Steve Mnuchin said Friday that
the two sides would report back in 100 days on ways
to make US-China trade more balanced. Trump has
repeatedly hammered China for exporting more to
the US than it buys. He’s also criticized China for grab-
bing jobs that could otherwise go to Americans. The
president is spending the weekend at his Florida
resort after the two-day meetings with Xi. —AP

WASHINGTON:  President Donald
Trump chose Kevin Hassett, an eco-
nomics adviser to past Republican
presidential candidates, on Friday
to be chair  of  the White House
Council  of  Economic Advisers.
Hassett will play a critical role in
analyzing the performance of the
economy and impact of  pol ic y
changes. Hassett is the research
director for domestic policy at the
American Enterprise Institute, a
conservative think tank that he
joined in 1997. 

He has provided economic advice
to the presidential campaigns of
John McCain, George W. Bush and
Mitt Romney. With a doctorate in
economics from the University of
Pennsylvania, Hassett has worked as

a senior economist at the Federal
Reserve and taught at Columbia
University’s business school.

Jason Furman, the previous CEA
chair under former President Barack
Obama, hailed Hassett as an “excel-
lent pick” on Twitter. “He is serious
about substance, committed to dia-
logue, & knows how to navigate
DC,” Furman wrote.

An expert on taxes and budget
polic y,  Hassett  also co-wrote a
paper challenging the NFL conclu-
sions about the New England
Patriots using under-inflated foot-
balls to gain an advantage against
the Indianapolis Colts in a 2015
playoff game.

Not all of Hassett’s analysis has
been prescient. He has faced criti-

cism for co-writing the 1999 book,
“Dow 36,000,”which predicted a ris-
ing stock market shortly before the
tech bubble burst and the Dow
Jones industrial average tumbled.
The CEA has routinely been filled by
leading academic economists and
was among the most prominent
vacant posts during the early
months of the Trump presidency.

Formed in 1946,  the CEA is
responsible for giving the president
economic guidance on domestic
and international policy. The post
has also been a launching pad for
leading monetary policy at the Fed.
Previous CEA chairs- Janet Yellen,
Ben Bernanke and Alan Greenspan -
have served as the past three Fed
chairs. —AP

In this Dec 6, 2012, file photo, Kevin Hassett, sen-
ior fellow and director of Economic Policy at the
American Enterprise Institute (AEI), gestures as he
testifies on Capitol Hill in Washington. —AP

Trump chooses key economics adviser
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EXCHANGE RATES

Al-Muzaini Exchange Co.

ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen 2.753
Indian Rupees 4.763
Pkistani Rupees 2.914
Srilankan Rupees 2.013
Nepali Rupees 2.972
Singapore Dollar 219.570
Hongkong Dollar 39.550
Bangladesh Taka 3.804
Philippine Peso 6.096
Thai Baht 8.854

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 81.588
Qatari Riyal 84.032
Omani Riyal 794.569
Bahraini Dinar 812.410
UAE Dirham 83.299

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 20.250
Egyptian Pound - Transfer 16.922
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.228
Tunisian Dinar 134.570
Jordanian Dinar 431.330
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 2.038
Syrian Lira 2.180
Morocco Dirham 30.822

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 305.750
Euro 327.150
Sterling Pound 308.960
Canadian dollar 229.890
Turkish lira 82.520

Dollarco Exchange Co. Ltd

BAHRAIN EXCHANGE COMPANY WLL

Swiss Franc 305.780
Australian Dollar 232.370
US Dollar Buying 304.550

GOLD
20 Gram 256.450
10 Gram 131.150
5 Gram 66.420

Rate for Transfr Selling Rate
US Dollar 305.400
Canadian Dolla 227.935
Sterling Pound 382.705
Euro 327.520
Swiss Frank 308.105
Bahrain Dinar 810.020
UAE Dirhams 83.545
Qatari Riyals 84.770
Saudi Riyals 82.335
Jordanian Dinar 430.647
Egyptian Pound 17.012
Sri Lankan Rupees 2.013
Indian Rupees 4.696
Pakistani Rupees 2.912
Bangladesh Taka 3.819
Philippines Pesso 6.087
Cyprus pound 168.535
Japanese Yen 3.765
Syrian Pound 2.425
Nepalese Rupees 3.930
Malaysian Ringgit 69.695

CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe

British Pound 0.372628 0.382628
Czech Korune 0.004243 0.016243
Danish Krone 0.039759 0.044759
Euro 0. 319360 0.328360
Norwegian Krone 0.031547 0.036747
Romanian Leu 0.084736 0.084736
Slovakia 0.009162 0.019162
Swedish Krona 0.029908 0.034908
Swiss Franc 0.297080 0.308080
Turkish Lira 0.076889 0.087169

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.221703 0.233703
New Zealand Dollar 0.206315 0.215815

America
Canadian Dollar 0.222904 0.231904
Georgina Lari 0.138094 0.138094
US Dollars 0.301650 0.306050
US Dollars Mint 0.302150 0.306050
Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.003428 0.004012
Chinese Yuan 0.042839 0.046339
Hong Kong Dollar 0.037336 0.040086
Indian Rupee 0.004131 0.004819

Indonesian Rupiah 0.000018 0.000024
Japanese Yen 0.002690 0.002870
Kenyan Shilling 0.003049 0.003049
Korean Won 0.000259 0.000274
Malaysian Ringgit 0.065330 0.071330
Nepalese Rupee 0.002960 0.003130
Pakistan Rupee 0.002729 0.003019
Philippine Peso 0.006008 0.006308
Sierra Leone 0.000068 0.000074
Singapore Dollar 0.213189 0.223189
South African Rand 0.016279 0.024779
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001641 0.002221
Taiwan 0.009788 0.009968
Thai Baht 0.008492 0.009042

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.804437 0.812937
Egyptian Pound 0.014695 0.020603
Iranian Riyal 0.000085 0.000086
Iraqi Dinar 0.000196 0.000256
Jordanian Dinar 0.425883 0.434883
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000158 0.000258
Moroccan Dirhams 0.020111 0.044111
Nigerian Naira 0.001287 0.001902
Omani Riyal 0.787735 0.793415
Qatar Riyal 0.083170 0.084620
Saudi Riyal 0.080447 0.081747
Syrian Pound 0.001297 0.001517
Tunisian Dinar 0.130277 0.138277
Turkish Lira 0.076869 0.087169
UAE Dirhams 0.081820 0.083520
Yemeni Riyal 0.000994 0.001074

Chinese Yuan Renminbi 44.705
Thai Bhat 9.810
Turkish Lira 82.710

NEW YORK: Retail stores are cutting jobs at the
sharpest pace in more than seven years, evi-
dence of a seemingly inexorable shift away from
employee-heavy stores as Americans increasing-
ly shop online.

A combined 60,600 retail job losses over the
past two months have had less to do with the
health of US consumer spending than with
changes in buying habits. In the age of Amazon,
traditional stores, from J.C. Penney to Macy’s,
have accelerated store closures and are experi-
menting with the use of fewer employees to
staff the remaining stores.

The industry has also been bruised by a string
of bankruptcy filings, most recently from Payless
ShoeSource. The company announced this week
that it was closing nearly 400 stores, nearly 10
percent of its fleet. The job cuts in the retail
industry, unwelcome as they are, are still a rela-
tively minor burden for the overall US economy.
But for Americans seeking a foothold in the job
market, the pullback represents a painful obsta-
cle. Retail accounts for nearly one-third of first-
time jobs in the United States, so a retrenchment
by the industry’s employers can block access to
the job market for many.

As shopping on the web has expanded, retail
jobs have represented a declining share of the
labor market. They now account for 10.9 percent
of jobs, compared with 11.6 percent in 2000,
says Michael Niemira, principal of The Retail
Economist, a research firm. And experts expect
more store closings - and job losses - in coming
months. “It’s principally about the impact of
online shopping and how consumers are shop-
ping differently than ever before,” Niemira said.
“It’s harder for the industry to consistently do
well and make money.”

Take Fernando Ramirez, a 19-year-old restau-
rant server and college student, who was look-
ing Friday to buy some sweaters at a Kohl’s in
Tustin, California. Ramirez said he stops at a
department store or mall once or twice a week
to see what’s available. But most of his buying is
done on the web. “It’s mostly to browse and see

what they have,” said Ramirez, who lives in
Tustin, Calif. “I do more of my purchasing online
now.” The two-month contraction in retail jobs -
30,900 lost in February and 29,700 in March -
marked the largest two-month decline since
December 2009, when the industry shed 62,200
jobs. That month’s loss had signaled the end of a
prolonged decline in the industry resulting from
the Great Recession.

The retail industry losses for February and
March were contained in Friday’s US jobs report
from the government. The report offered an
overall mixed message: Hiring in the United
States dropped to its weakest pace in nearly a
year, but the unemployment rate managed to
reach its lowest level in nearly a decade. The jobs
report pointed to dire problems confronting
many of the stores populating shopping plazas
and malls. Department and general merchan-
dise stores - a category that includes Macy’s and
Wal-Mart - shed 34,700 workers last month.
Clothiers let go of 5,800.

Retailers involved in high-priced big ticket
items such as furniture stores and auto dealers
barely added jobs. Nor are wages keeping pace.
Average hourly earnings for retail employees,
including managers, has inched up just 1.1 per-
cent over the past year, compared with a 2.7 per-
cent average increase for all US workers.

The struggles of many traditional retailers can
be traced most of all to Amazon and other
online retailers. Amazon’s Prime membership
program, costing $99 a year, has been a jugger-
naut, with services like streaming music and
video that have created fierce loyalty. Analysts
say Amazon Prime members disproportionately
buy more and spend more. In the process,
Amazon has redefined the standards for its rival
retailers. They now feel more pressure to limit
costs while expanding services and offers for
shoppers, from free shipping to non-stop dis-
counting, which take a toll on profit margins.

It ’s hardly just Amazon. One online-only
retailer, Chewy.com, sells an array of pet supplies
beyond what’s generally available in physical

stores, including high-end organic pet food. The
fast-growing company plans to add about 3,200
jobs this year, raising its head count to 6,900.

Though traditional retailers are expanding
their own online presences, those operations
require far fewer workers. The labor involved in
selling an item online through a distribution
center can be 50 percent less than if it were sold
in a store, estimates Pete Madden, a director at
AlixPartners, LLP, a consultancy. Ken Perkins,
president of Retail Metrics LLC, a research firm,
says he expects earnings for the first quarter for
the 113 retailers he tracks to drop 6.8 percent.
That would be the worst quarterly performance
since 2013. Stores are also increasingly adopting
technology that reduces the need for employ-
ees, like shopping kiosks and iPads where shop-
pers can buy online while in a store. And some
traditional stores like Macy’s are testing self-ser-
vice in some of their shoe departments.

In the restaurant industry, executives have
touted the benefits of automation for customers.
Ordering kiosks, for instance, can help speed up
lines and improve order accuracy. Though it’s
still early, chains including McDonald’s and
Panera have introduced ordering screens in
some stores. And some sit-down chains have
introduced table-top ordering tablets.

One of the hard realities of the new shopping
era is evident at the Richmond Town Center out-
side of Cleveland, where the number of employ-
ees working at stores appeared to exceed the
slim number of shoppers on a cold spring after-
noon Friday. Two of the mall’s three anchors-
Sears and Macy’s - have closed in the past year.
The third, JC Penney, is slated to close in June.

Tiffany Fulton was cutting through J.C.
Penney to get a new battery for a watch. She
doesn’t shop at the mall regularly, she said, and
her buying habits, especially for clothes, involve
stocking up “every blue moon” and then not
shopping again for six months or even a year.

She said she goes to the mall every once in a
while for some “retail therapy.” “If I need to feel
better, I might stop by,” Fulton said. —AP

Retail store job cuts deepen as 
more buyers migrate online
Industry bruised by string of bankruptcy filings

NEW YORK: So much for that sleepy repu-
tation. The municipal-bond market used to
be a reliably boring one, full of small cities,
state governments and others borrowing
to build sewers, roads and hospitals. But in
the last decade, the muni market has been
all-too-interesting and whipped investors
through several sell-offs.

The latest struck in November, when the
largest muni-bond fund had its worst
month since the 2008 financial crisis. It lost
3.4 percent on worries that the incoming
White House and Congress would cut tax
rates and pursue other moves that could
weaken muni bonds’ appeal. Since then,
though, muni funds have clawed back
about half their losses and look to be on
their way to erasing yet another downturn.
“That’s the nature of the muni market, it
overreacts,” says James Dearborn, head of
municipal bond investments at Columbia
Threadneedle.

Looking ahead, muni fund managers say
they expect the market to remain interest-
ing. Volatility will  l ikely remain as
Washington continues to debate changes
to the tax system. Returns, meanwhile, will
likely be lower than in past years, but man-
agers say they can still grind out modest
gains. “What the last two years have taught
us is: Don’t panic,” says Hugh McGuirk, head
of municipal bonds at T. Rowe Price.

Few were taking that advice in
November, after Republicans swept elec-
tions for the White House, Senate and
House. Prices for all types of bonds fell on
expectations that faster economic growth
and inflation may be on the way.

Munis fell  even more on fears that
some proposals would directly hit the
market, chiefly a rewrite of the tax code.
“Any time you talk tax reform, the muni
market quivers,” McGuirk says. The income
that municipal bonds pay can be exempt-
ed from income taxes. That’s why investors
buy a muni with a lower yield than a simi-
larly rated corporate bond, because the
return will be better after taxes. Tax reform
could put the exemption in the crosshairs.
Even if it survived, muni bonds could be
hurt if tax rates dropped and diminished
the exemption’s benefit.

Beyond that, investors worried that a
big infrastructure program from
Washington could mean a deluge of new
municipal bonds hitting the market and
overwhelming demand from buyers.

November’s tumble in prices for munis
followed earlier sell-offs, such as in 2010
and 2013. But this past one didn’t last as
long as those. “That was the most interest-
ing part of this particular sell-off in
November, how quickly it reversed,” says
Karl Zeile, portfolio manager at Capital
Group. “It really lasted only about four
weeks, and then the market woke up to
oversold valuations and started moving.”

Part of it is who was doing the buying.
The muni market is usually dominated by
individual investors, who can be prone to
follow the tide. Prices for munis eventually
fell enough that hedge funds and other big
institutional investors got interested and
helped set a floor.

On top of that, it’s becoming clear that
change could be slower to occur in
Washington than initially expected, if it
happens at all. Republicans last month
pulled their  proposal  to revamp the
nation’s health care system due to a lack
of support.

Infrastructure bond
“ Taxes are even more difficult than

health care,” says Peter Hayes, head of the
municipal bonds group at BlackRock. “The
complexity of the tax code and difference
of opinion tells us that it’s more likely to be
later than sooner.” Even if tax reform and an
infrastructure program do pass, the effects
may not be as bad for the market as many
had feared. A drop in the top tax rate would
likely hurt muni bond prices but doesn’t
have to be a catastrophe. Munis held their
own after President George W. Bush enact-
ed tax cuts in 2001, for example. And the
federal government could make sure
bonds for infrastructure get issued outside
the tax-exempt market.

Now, regular investors are coming back
to the market. They’ve put more money
into muni funds than they’ve taken out for
three straight months, after fleeing in
November and December.

So, how much is fair for them 
to expect in returns?

One benchmark index that many muni
funds follow has already returned close to
1.7 percent in the first quarter of the year.
Don’t except that every quarter.

Broad muni funds generally have yields
around 2.5 or 3 percent, and returns for
2017 will likely be close to there, managers
say. The 10-year yield on the AP Municipal
Bond index is 2.54 percent.

Volatility is also likely to remain. The
Federal Reserve is in the midst of raising
rates off their record lows, and higher rates
knock down prices for all kinds of bonds. If
the Fed can stick to its promise to move
slowly and modestly, bonds can continue
to chug along. 

But if the economy and inflation pick up
their pace, the Fed would have to get more
aggressive. And prices could quiver again
as talk inevitably heats up on tax reform.
When that happens, though, managers say
they don’t expect the drop to be as steep
as in November.

“ The muni market has become less
sleepy,” Hayes says.  “People understand
that these big sell-offs represent buying
opportunities.” —AP

NEW YORK: In this March 10, 2016 file photo, a sales clerk arranges towels that are part of a “Buy One Get One for a Penny” sale at a JC Penney
store, in New York. — AP

WASHINGTON: Long-term US mortgage rates
fell  this week for a third straight week,
approaching their low points for the year.
Mortgage buyer Freddie Mac said Thursday the
rate on 30-year fixed-rate home loans declined
to 4.10 percent from 4.14 percent last week.
That brought the benchmark rate close to its
2017 low of 4.09 percent reached on Jan. 19.
The 30-year rate stood at 3.59 percent a year
ago and averaged 3.65 percent in 2016, the
lowest level in records dating to 1971.

The rate on 15-year mortgages eased to 3.36
percent from 3.39 percent last week. The
Federal Reserve raised its key interest rate last
month for only the third time since 2006,
reflecting a consistently solid US economy. Still,
some economists don’t expect higher interest
rates to slow home sales until later this year.

Investors will be looking toward the jobs
data for March, to be issued by the government
Friday, for an indication of whether the eco-
nomic strength is being sustained. With unem-

ployment at a healthy 4.7 percent, the report is
expected to show that employers added
178,000 jobs last month, according to a survey
of economists by the data provider FactSet.

To calculate average mortgage rates,
Freddie Mac surveys lenders across the country
between Monday and Wednesday each week.
The average doesn’t include extra fees, known
as points, which most borrowers must pay to
get the lowest rates. One point equals 1 per-
cent of the loan amount. —AP

NEW YORK: Trader Steven Kaplan works on the floor of the New York Stock Exchange. —AP

Fall, recover, repeat: Munis 
rebound from sharp drops 

Average US 30-year mortgage rate falls to 4.10% 
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Credit cards in Philadelphia. The Federal Reserve releases its February
report on consumer borrowing. —AP

WASHINGTON: Consumers stepped up
their borrowing in February as a rebound
in the use of credit cards offset a slow-
down in auto and student loans. Total
borrowing rose $15.2 billion in February,
the biggest gain in three months and an
acceleration from January’s increase of
$ 1 0 . 9  b i l l i o n ,  t h e  Fe d e r a l  R e s e r ve
reported Friday.

The jump came in the category that
covers credit cards, where borrowing rose
$2.9 bil l ion after fal l ing in Januar y.
Borrowing from auto loans and student
loans increased by a sizable $12.3 billion
in February, though it was lower than in
January. Consumer borrowing is closely
watched for signs of consumers’ willing-
ness to take on more debt to support their
spending. Consumer spending accounts
for 70 percent of economic activity.

Analysts believe consumer spending
slowed a bit in the first quarter after a siz-

able gain in the October-December peri-
od. But they are looking for spending to
pick up again in coming months, reflect-
ing low unemployment and strong con-
sumer confidence. The Labor Department
reported Friday that the unemployment
rate dropped to 4.5 percent in March, the
lowest level in nearly a decade.

The Fed’s monthly credit report does
not cover mor tgages or other debt
secured by real estate such as home equi-
ty loans. But a separate survey by the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York reports
that total outstanding household debt,
which does cover home mortgages, rose
to $12.58 trillion at the end of 2016. That’s
about $100 billion below the all-time high
set in the third quarter of 2008, just before
the financial crisis hit. The monthly report
showed that consumer debt not secured
by real estate climbed to a record of $3.79
trillion in February. —AP

Consumer borrowing up 

solid $15.2bn in February

SEOSAN: Chung Young-chul takes a
drag on his cigarette and watches as
wild ducks fly across rice fields and land
on a reservoir in this remote farming vil-
lage. He’s among nearly 2,000 people -
ex-gangsters, ex-convicts, former prosti-
tutes, orphans - who were once held
here, forced to work without pay for
years and are now largely forgotten.
“Some died after they were beaten and
got sick. Others died of malnutrition or
in accidents,” said Chung, 74. “It was
worse than a prison camp ... We were
starving slaves.” 

They were victims of social engineer-
ing orchestrated in the 1960s by dictator
Park Chung-hee, late father of just-oust-
ed President Park Geun-hye. His 18-year
rule was marked by both a dramatic eco-
nomic rise and enormous human rights
abuses.  He cleared city streets of so-
called vagrants and put them to work on
land and road projects as free labor to
help rebuild the country after the 1950-
53 Korean War. The victims say they’ve
never received a proper investigation or
compensation.

In Chung’s village in Seosan city,
about 130 kilometers south of Seoul,
about 1,770 people were made to work
without pay in land reclamation projects.
They lived in army-style barracks. Some
were ordered to marry female inmates,
mostly ex-prostitutes sent from govern-
ment-run shelters, in two rounds of mass
weddings. Ex-workers say local officials
told them repeatedly that they would be
given some of the land they reclaimed,
but that never happened.  

Deeply in debt
Only about a dozen of the workers,

mostly in their 70s, still live in this village;
the rest left or have died. Those remain-
ing pay rent to authorities to farm rice on
the land they reclaimed. After repeated
legal defeats, some have accepted a
recent government proposal to buy the
land at market prices in installments over
20 years, though they know they’ll prob-
ably die before they complete the pay-

ments. They’ve always been poor and
falling rice prices have made them poor-
er. Deeply in debt, Chung said he and
others are pushing to file joint petitions
with as many government offices as pos-
sible to appeal for help again. “We have
no money to hire lawyers,” he said. “We
are the only ones abandoned by South
Korea’s legal system.”

Past media reports during Park
Chung-hee’s rule, which ended with his
assassination in 1979, largely portrayed
the people here as making a fresh start
with government help. The true nature
of their story has been shielded from the
public; official records are limited and
many workers won’t talk about what
they believe were their dark past.
“Governments in South Korea have been
very indifferent to them,” said Kim Aram
at the Seoul-based Institute for Korean
Historical Studies, one of the few experts
on the issue. “Now, it’s important to let
the people know about the truth of this
story because it’s completely unknown
to them.”Chung was left alone at an early
age. A North Korean bomb killed his
mother in the Korean War, and he was
separated from the rest of his family
when he fell off the roof of a train carry-
ing refugees.

The ‘Apache’ gang
He worked as a shoeshine boy with

other orphans in the southeastern port
city of Busan, then became a member
of the “Apache” gang, collecting protec-
tion money from bars and teahouses.
“We felt strange when we spent a day
without fighting” other gangsters, he
said.  Chung’s life changed after Park
seized power in a 1961 coup and
attempted to “purify” society by round-
ing up people deemed vagrants and
putting them to work.  

In 1962, Chung said marines carrying
rifles smashed down his shack door and
took him to a rehabilitation center where
hundreds were detained. They were told
they were now members of the Republic
of Korea Juvenile Pioneering Group.

Chung was sent to a land reclamation
site in southern South Korea. About six
months later, he volunteered to move to
Seosan because he hoped he’d have a
better chance to escape. But that was
virtually impossible. His supervisors, sen-
ior inmates working under a civilian
leader, stood guard every 30-50 meters
and watched inmates even when they
went to the toilet.  

Each day they used shovels, pickaxes,
carts and their bare hands to cultivate
reclaimed land. They built waterways
and a reservoir. Most meals were only a
bowl of rice and a thin soup made of
dried Chinese cabbage leaves.  They
caught and ate frogs, snakes and rats. At
night, they were often asked to recite
Park’s lengthy “revolution promises.”
Those who stammered were beaten.
Chung likened his experience to the hor-
rible accounts by escapees from North
Korea’s notorious political prison camps. 

“Some don’t believe what they’ve
testified but we trust their testimonies
by 100 percent because that’s what we
had endured too,” he said.  Some died,
through illness, beatings or accidents,
but there is no official data on fatalities.
Local  off icials  reached by The
Associated Press said they have no
information on the operations, and
many of them acknowledged they have
never heard about the ROK Juvenile
Pioneering Group. But a handful of
experts like Kim Aram and local villager
Kim Tae-young, who works with remain-
ing inmates on land disputes, said the
suffering was tense.

By the time the pioneering group was
dissolved - which came as Park’s govern-
ment shifted to export-driven industrial-
ization - control had loosened and many
inmates had already left. Ex-inmates said
they had cultivated about 357 hectares,
but that it was too salty and uneven.
Seosan officials “tentatively” distributed
the land to the roughly 300 remaining
inmates and other poor people in the vil-
lage between 1968 and 1971, according
to farmers and villagers in Seosan.

Some simply sold their parcels - for as
little as a sack of potatoes, Chung says -
but others cultivated the land. By the
time ex-inmates began harvesting rice,
the government imposed rent for using
state-owned property, Chung and other
villagers said. They staged a legal fight,
but a local district court ruled against
them in 2000 in a verdict upheld by
higher-level courts. In 2011, the state-
run Anti-Corruption & Civil  Rights
Commission recommended that the
government lower the prices of the land
to reflect ex-inmate’s previous labor but
a ministry in charge of government-
owned land used the market rates.

There are 278 families who farm the
reclaimed land in Seosan, including
about a dozen ex-inmates, including
Chung and Sung Jae-yong. “It’s really
shameful ... but I’m paying the install-
ments with the help of my children,”
said Sung, who lowered his head and
wept. “I’ve been enduring it until now
because I wanted my hard work to pay
off. But things have become terrible.”
Chung called Park Chung-hee a “gang-
ster” who ruined his life. “He captured
us and put us here. So he should have
taken responsibility for our lives to the
end,” he said, tears rolling down his
cheeks. —AP

In South Korea, ex-vagrants want land promised for forced labor

NEW YORK: Anyone eager to buy a
home this spring probably has rea-
sons to feel good. The job market is
solid. Average pay is rising. And
mortgage rates, even after edging
up of late, are still near historic lows.
And then there’s the bad news: Just
try to find a house.

The national supply of homes for
sale hasn’t been this thin in nearly
20 years. And over the past year, the
steepest drop in supply has
occurred among homes that are
typically most affordable for first-
time buyers and in markets where
prices have risen sharply. In markets
like San Diego, Boston and Seattle,
competition for a dwindling supply
has escalated along with pressure to
offer more money and accept less
favorable terms. “Sellers will have
the edge again this year,” said Ralph
McLaughlin, chief economist for
Trulia, a real estate data provider.
“Homebuyers are really going to be
scraping the bottom of the barrel as
far as housing choice is concerned.”

The intensity of the competition
this spring has surprised even sellers
like Kathleen Mulcahy, a 37-year-old
product manager in Seattle. Within a
week of listing her one-bedroom,
one-bath condo, Mulcahy received
21 offers - all above her asking price
of $398,000. Most of the offers came
with built-in triggers to automatical-
ly rise in case a rival bidder sweet-
ened a bid. In the end, she accepted
an offer of $500,000 - all cash. “A lot
more than I expected,” Mulcahy said.

Yet the changed landscape cuts
both ways: Facing higher prices and
competition herself, Mulcahy has
decided for now to put off buying
another home. “There’s very little
available, and it’s just too expensive
right now, so I’m going to wait,” she
said. “I’ll probably rent for two or
three years.”

National sale
About 1.75 million homes were

for sale nationally at the end of
February, according to the National
Association of Realtors. That’s down
6.4 percent from a year earlier and
only sl ightly up from January,
when listings reached their lowest
point since the association began
tracking them in 1999. All told, the
supply of homes for sale has fallen
on an annual basis for the past 21
months.

Among the factors that have
fueled the decline in homes for sale:

l Since 2008, the average time
homeowners have stayed in their
houses before selling has doubled
to nearly eight years, according to
Attom Data Solutions.

l Many homeowners aren’t sell-

ing for fear they wouldn’t find a
new home they would like and
could afford. Some who had locked
in ultra-low fixed mortgage rates
may be reluctant to take on a new
loan at a higher rate. Others may
wish to sell but can’t because they
own one of the 3.2 million homes
worth less than what’s owed on
their mortgage.

l Some homeowners own other
properties they rent out and have
little incentive to give up the steady
rental income, especially while
they’re also benefiting from rising
home values.

l Investors, who typically keep
properties for disproportionately
long periods, own a larger share of
houses. Between 2006 and 2016,
the share of US single-family hous-

es and condos owned by investors
averaged around 30 percent,
according to Attom, and reached
35 percent last year.

Nor are builders replenishing
the stock of new homes fast
enough. Though the pace of build-
ing has been rising, it has yet to
make up for years of sluggish con-
struction growth that followed the
housing bust. Builders complain
that they can’t build more homes
because of a lack of ready-to-build
land, costly regulations and a
chronic shortage of skilled con-
struction workers.

“We’re building homes now at a
65 percent of the rate we have his-
torically,” McLaughlin said. “The
long-term solution to this scenario
is building new homes.” —AP

Mission nearly impossible this 

spring: Finding a home to buy 

National supply of homes for sale worst in nearly 20 years

In this March 30, 2017 photo, Kathleen Mulcahy sits in her recently sold one-bedroom condo, on
which she received nearly two dozen offers and sold for more than $100,00 over her asking
price, in Seattle’s Belltown neighborhood. —AP

JOHANNESBURG: Tens of thousands of South
Africans demonstrated peacefully on Friday in a
national outpouring of anger at their scandal-tainted
president, and a second agency lowered the coun-
try’s credit rating to junk status a week after the firing
of the respected finance minister.

While concerns grew about the struggling econo-
my and government corruption, the protests were
unlikely to pose an immediate threat to President
Jacob Zuma, who retains the backing of powerful fac-
tions within the ruling African National Congress par-
ty. But divisions over his conduct are growing within
the party, whose moral authority - a legacy of its lead-
ing role in the fight against white minority rule- has
eroded during his tenure.

Nobel laureate and anti-apartheid leader
Desmond Tutu, 85 and ailing, made a rare public
appearance to support the protests. His foundation
posted a scathing tweet in his name: “We will pray for
the downfall of a government that misrepresents us.”

In Johannesburg, police fired rubber bullets to dis-
perse about 100 ruling party members who were
making their way toward protesters, the African News
Agency reported. Separately, ruling party members
assaulted several protesters participating in a march
organized by the Democratic Alliance, South Africa’s
biggest opposition group. Other ANC members in
military uniforms who had been posted outside their
party headquarters helped to escort the protesters to
safety. Police in Pietermaritzburg city also fired rubber
bullets to keep Zuma supporters away from a rally
against him. The Fitch agency cited political uncer-
tainty as a factor in its decision to downgrade South
Africa’s credit rating to below investment grade, days
after Standard & Poor’s did the same.

Zuma’s Cabinet reshuffle, in which Finance
Minister Pravin Gordhan was fired, will further dis-
courage companies from investing in South Africa
and could weaken “standards of governance and
public finances,” Fitch said.

Setback
The National Treasury described the downgrade

as a setback but said the government is committed
to fiscal discipline and structural reforms aimed at
boosting economic growth.

Zuma did not make any public statements
Friday. The government appealed for calm and
said it respected the right to protest peacefully.
The country turned to democracy after white
minority rule ended in 1994 with the country’s
first all-race vote and the election of Nelson
Mandela as president.

In some cities, protesters with banners lined
stretches of road or stood on overpasses; passing
cars honked their horns. In the capital, Pretoria,
they marched to the Union Buildings, which hous-
es the offices of Zuma and other government offi-
cials. In Cape Town, motorcyclists with South
African flags led a rally. “Fire Zuma,” read some
placards. —AP

South Africans protest Zuma as 

country downgraded to junk

SEOSAN: Chung Young-chul shows his rice field during an interview in
Seosan, South Korea.  —AP 

DETROIT:  Used car prices are falling, US
sales are off to a slow start, car inventories
are growing and interest rates are on the
rise. Still, General Motors is sticking to its
profit forecast.

Chuck Stevens, GM’s chief financial offi-
cer, told industry analysts Thursday that the
company is optimistic for a number of rea-
sons: The sale of its European unit will save
GM money, it predicts US sales will
rebound later in the year, and expects new
SUVs to fetch higher prices.

In January, the Detroit automaker pre-
dicted pretax profits for the year from $6 to
$6.50 per share, compared with $6.12 that
it made in 2016. Last month GM unloaded
its European Opel and Vauxhall brands to
French carmaker PSA Group for roughly
$2.33 billion (2.2 billion euros), retreating
from the world’s third-largest auto market
after almost two decades of futile efforts to
make money.

Stevens said the sale, which should
close by the end of this year, cuts a $400
million loss, and also frees up $1 billion in
capital  spending that went toward
European-centered products. GM also

avoids future costs of complying with
stringent European environmental regula-
tions, Stevens.

Although the US auto market slowed in
the first quarter, GM expects sales to recov-
er and end 2017 at around 17.5 million,
close to last year’s record of 17.55 million,
the CFO said. Stevens conceded that incen-
tives such as low-interest loans and rebates
are on the rise, but also said average sale
prices for GM vehicles are rising too.

Inventories grew to a 90-day supply of
cars and trucks at the end of March. That
should fall to a 70-day supply by the end of
the year, Stevens said. With thousands of
newer cars coming off leases, GM will man-
age the supply by selling them as certified
pre-owned vehicles and may even try to
work deals with ride-sharing companies
Lyft and Uber, he said.

GM has the oldest crossover SUV portfo-
lio in the industry, forcing it to discount the
vehicles, Stevens said. But that will change
this year with the rollout of the new
Chevrolet Equinox and larger SUVs such as
the GMC Acadia, Chevrolet Traverse and
Cadillac XT5. —AP

GM keeps profit forecast 

despite headwinds in US
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KUWAIT: Boursa Kuwait ended last week in the
green zone. The Price Index closed at 7,029.80
points, up by 0.01 percent from the week
before closing, the Weighted Index increased
by 1.66 percent after closing at 420.15 points,
whereas the KSX-15 Index closed at 958.02
points up by 2.59 percent. Furthermore, the
week’s average daily turnover increased by
11.66 percent, compared to the preceding
week, reaching KD 30.33 million, whereas trad-
ing volume average was 358.82 million shares,
recording an increase of 37.98 percent.

Boursa Kuwait three indices were able to
realize different gains by the end of last week,
as a result to the random purchasing opera-
tions that included many stocks of different
sectors, especially the leading and heavy
stocks of Banks and Financial Services sectors,
which positively affected the indices’ perform-
ance and pushed it to close in the green zone.
The market gains of last week came in light of a
noticeable increase in the trading activity com-
pared to the earlier week, especially the vol-
ume, which increased by 37.98 percent.

The market initiated its first sessions of the
week with mixed closings to the three indices,
whereas the Price Index recorded limited loss
in light of the selling and quick speculative
operations executed on some small-cap
stocks, while the random purchasing opera-
tions executed on a limited number of leading
and heavy stocks, assisted the Weighted and
KSX-15 indices in realizing slight increase by
the end of the session, amid a decreased rate
of the executed deals by 10.42 percent.  On
the second session of the week, the market
recorded a group loss for the three indices,
due to the continued random selling activity
of some listed stocks especially the low-priced
ones, where the Price Index dropped to break
the 7,000 point level down, however the pur-
chasing activity witnessed by some leading
stocks, contributed in limiting the market loss
to a certain extent, in light of relatively quiet
trading activity. 

On the mid-week session, the Boursa
Kuwait indices were able to redirect its per-
formance and record some gains, supported
by the active and strong speculative opera-
tions executed on many listed stocks of differ-
ent sectors, while the random purchasing
operations executed on a limited number of
leading stocks, assisted the Weighted and KSX-
15 indices to record some increase by the end
of the session.  On Wednesday’s session, the
market was able to hold and record good
growth by the end of the session, where its
three indices met in the green zone, in light of
the active purchasing operations that concen-

trated on the leading and heavy stocks, in
addition to the active purchasing operations
executed on the low-priced stocks being trad-
ed below its par value, amid a noticeable
increase in the trading activity, where the cash
liquidity grew by 44.50 percent, and the vol-
ume increased by 42.55 percent, compared to
the previous session.

However, the market failed in continuing its
upward direction on the last session of the
week, where the heavy selling pressures wit-
nessed by a number of stocks of most market
sectors, especially in the Industrial and
Consumer Goods, caused the three indices to
decline and lose all its gains realized in the ear-
lier sessions of the week, to close in the red
zone, despite the relatively active trading dur-
ing the session, especially the traded volume,
which increased by 18.89 percent.

The market capitalization reached by the
end of last week KD 27.57 billion, up by 1.66
percent compared to its level in a week earlier,
where it was KD 27.12 billion.  On an annual
level, the market cap for the listed companies
in the main market increased by 8.50 percent
from its value at end of 2016, where it reached
then KD 25.41 billion.

For the annual performance, the Price
Index ended last week recording 22.30 per-
cent annual gain compared to its closing in
2016, while the Weighted Index increased by
10.54 percent, and the KSX-15 recorded 8.25
percent growth.

Sectors’ Indices
Seven of Boursa Kuwait’s sectors ended last

week in the green zone, while the other five
recorded decreases. Last week’s highest gainer
was the Banks sector, achieving 3.89 percent

growth rate as its index closed at 974.78
points. Whereas, in the second place, the Oil &
Gas sector’s index closed at 975.25 points
recording 3.31 percent increase. The Basic
Materials sector came in third as its index
achieved 2.05 percent growth, ending the
week at 1,346.92 points.

On the other hand, the Industrial sector
headed the losers list as its index declined by
4.10 percent to end the week’s activity at
1,711.05 points. The Telecommunications sec-
tor was second on the losers’ list, which index
declined by 1.36 percent, closing at 659.44
points, followed by the Insurance sector, as its
index closed at 1,078.49 points at a loss of 1.02
percent. The Consumer Goods sector was the
least declining as its index closed at 1,144.58
points with a 0.55 percent decrease. 

Sectors’ Activity
The Financial Services sector dominated a

total trade volume of around 718.06 million
shares changing hands during last week, repre-
senting 40.02 percent of the total market trad-
ing volume. The Real Estate sector was second
in terms of trading volume as the sector’s trad-
ed shares were 31.99 percent of last week’s
total trading volume, with a total of around
573.97 million shares. 

On the other hand, the Banks sector’s stocks
were the highest traded in terms of value; with
a turnover of around KD 48.69 million or 32.11
percent of last week’s total market trading val-
ue. The Financial Services sector took the sec-
ond place as the sector’s last week turnover
was approx. KD 46.54 million representing
30.69 percent of the total market trading value. 

—Prepared by the Studies & Research
Department, Bayan Investment Co.  

Boursa Kuwait rallies on positive momentum

NEW YORK: US stocks never got going Friday
after a slightly disappointing jobs report and
word of US missile strikes against Syria. Investors
bought shares of defense contractors and stocks
that are traditionally considered safe.

Stocks moved between gains and losses all
morning after the Labor Department said
employers didn’t add as many jobs as analysts
had forecast. They started to rise in afternoon
trading, but those gains didn’t last. Investors
bought high-dividend stocks like real estate
investment trusts and household goods makers,
but banks and energy companies fell. Scott
Wren, senior global equity strategist at the Wells
Fargo Investment Institute, said he is not sur-
prised the stock market did not have an over-
whelming reaction to the jobs report or missile
strikes because neither really altered investors’
views of the US economy.

“It was not a bad (jobs) report, it was just
another in a long, long, long line of not bad, not
great reports,” he said. Wren said the economy
probably won’t grow much faster over the next
few years because the Federal Reserve plans to
keep raising interest rates, which makes borrow-
ing more expensive. The Standard & Poor’s 500
slid 1.95 points, or 0.1 percent, to 2,355.54. The
Dow Jones industrial average lost 6.85 points to
20,656.10. The Nasdaq composite dipped 1.14
points to 5,877.71.  The Russell 2000 index of
small-company stocks inched up 0.14 points to
1,364.56.

While stocks didn’t move much overall, there
were a few clear trends. Investors mostly avoid-
ed industries whose performance is closely
linked to the state of the economy.

The government said employers added
98,000 jobs in March, which was weaker than
the last few months and about half as many as
analysts had predicted. One-time factors includ-
ing snowstorms may have temporarily slowed
hiring. The unemployment rate fell to 4.5 per-
cent, its lowest level since 2007, as more people
found work.

Over the last three months, employers had

added an average of 178,000 jobs a month.
That’s just a bit slower than the monthly aver-
age from 2016. Overnight, the US launched a
missile attack on a Syrian air force base follow-
ing a chemical weapons strike blamed on the
government of President Bashar Assad earlier
in the week. The move was condemned by
Russia and Iran. The VIX, known as Wall Street’s
“fear gauge,” started rising late Thursday as the

US government shifted its policy on Syria.
Earlier the price of gold jumped to its highest
price since right after the presidential election
in November, and bond prices climbed. But
that didn’t last long, and bond prices turned
lower late in the day. The yield on the 10-year
Treasury note rose to 2.38 percent from 2.34
percent.

Still, the increased geopolitical uncertainty

sent defense stocks higher. Raytheon added
$2.21, or 1.5 percent, to $152.96 and Lockheed
Martin rose $3.12, or 1.2 percent, to $270.23.
Among high-dividend stocks, Wal-Mart gained
$1.47, or 2.1 percent, to $72.90 and Prologis
rose 52 cents, or 1 percent, to $53.58.

The military strikes in the Middle East sent
crude prices higher. US oil added 54 cents, or 1
percent, to $52.24 a barrel in New York. Brent

crude, the standard for international oil prices,
rose 35 cents to $55.24 a barrel in London.
Twenty-First Century Fox declined for the fifth
day in a row as advertisers continued to pull
their ads from “The O’Reilly Factor.” Less than a
week ago, the New York Times reported that
Fox News and Bill O’Reilly, the network’s most
popular prime-time host, have paid $13 million
to five women to settle allegations of sexual
misconduct. Kantar Media says the show
brought in more than $100 million in advertis-
ing revenue in 2016. The stock lost 5 cents to
$31.07 and fell 4.1 percent this week.

Wells Fargo dipped after an influential firm
that advises big shareholders says most of its
board of directors should be removed.
Institutional Shareholder Services said the
board isn’t doing enough to oversee the bank’s
sales practices. A second firm also recommend-
ed that a large portion of the board be replaced
at the Wells Fargo shareholder meeting later
this month.

Wells Fargo recently agreed to pay $110 mil-
lion to settle a class-action lawsuit after its
employees opened more than 2 million
accounts without customers’ permission. CEO
John Stumpf abruptly retired after the scandal
came to light and thousands of employees
were fired. On Friday Wells Fargo stock fell 53
cents, or 1 percent, to $54.84.

Gold finished up $4 at $1,257.30. Silver lost
10 cents to $18.15 an ounce. Copper declined 1
cent to $2.65 a pound. In other energy trading,
wholesale gasoline gained 2 cents to $1.75 a
gallon. Heating oil rose 2 cent to $1.63 a gallon.
Natural gas slid 7 cents, or 2.1 percent, to $3.26
per 1,000 cubic feet.

The dollar dipped to 111.15 yen from 110.78
yen. The euro fell to $1.0588 from $1.0646. In
Britain, the FTSE 100 index was 0.6 percent
higher and the French CAC 40 rose 0.3 percent.
Germany’s DAX hardly budged. Japan’s bench-
mark Nikkei 225 index rose 0.4 percent. The
Kospi of South Korea lost 0.1 percent and Hong
Kong’s Hang Seng was little changed.  —AP

After Syria strikes and weak jobs report, stocks stand still

BAYAN WEEKLY MARKET REPORT

WALL STREET WEEKLY MARKET REPORT

NEW YORK: People pass a Wall Street subway stop in New York’s Financial District. Most world stock indexes fell on Friday
while oil prices rose after the US fired missiles at Syria during President Donald Trump’s first meeting with China’s president,
leaving investors on edge. —AP
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KUWAIT: The Quarterly Statistical Bulletin
(October - December 2016) issued by the
Central Bank of Kuwait (CBK) and pub-
lished on its website, provides some eco-
nomic and monetary indicators that are
wor th fol lowing-up.  We wil l  mention
some of those indicators for the purpose
of documenting their development. An
example is the balance of trade (commod-
ity exports minus commodity imports)
which achieved a surplus in  the 4th
Quarter of 2016 by KD 1.693 billion as
Kuwait ’s  expor ts  during this  quar ter
scored KD 4.118 billion, of which 90.4 per-
cent were oil exports. Total commodity
exports for the entire year of 2016 scored
about KD 13.977 billion, of which 89.6
percent were oil  exports.  Commodity
imports excluding military- during the 4th
Quarter of 2016 were at KD 2.424 billion.
And the value of commodity imports -
excluding military- for the entire year of
2016 scored KD 9.315 billion. Balance of
trade achieved a surplus in  the 1st
Quarter of 2016 at KD 391 million, and
increased in the 2nd quarter to KD 1.195
billion, and continued increasing to KD
1.383 billion in the 3rd Quarter. Overall,
the balance of trade achieved a surplus at
KD 4.662 billion in the year 2016 which is
less by 33 percent than KD 6.964 billion
achieved in 2015. 

Consumer pr ices  index in 2016
achieved a positive growth by 3.2 percent
as its average was 141.7 (in 2007=100), up
from 137.3 in 2015, which comes within
the reasonable limits. This growth is due
to the dominating effect of housing serv-
ices prices from 141.2 in 2015, to 150.8 in
2016 (+6.8 percent).  The bulletin indi-
cates a continuous increase in the weight-
ed interest rates of balances on deposits
from 1.641 percent in the 3rd Quarter to
1.643 percent in the 4th quarter, (a quar-
terly growth rate by 0.1 percent). Likewise,
it increased from 1.498 percent in 2015 to
1.624 percent in 2016, (a yearly increase
by 8.4 percent). The weighted interest
rates of balances on loans increased from
4.466 percent to 4.509 percent, (a quarter-
ly growth rate by 1 percent). Likewise, it
increased from 4.372 percent in 2015 to
4.477 percent in 2016, (a yearly increase
by 2.4 percent). 

Pr ivate  sec tor  deposits  volume at
local banks scored KD 33.966 billion, up
from KD 33.044 bi l l ion at  the end of
2 0 1 5 ,  ( a n  i n c re a s e  o f  2 . 8  p e rce n t ) .
Finally, local banks’ claims on the private
sector went up to KD 36.201 billion, from
KD 35.302 billion in 2015, (an increase of
2.5 percent). 

The financial deficit - The 
Venezuelan case 

We received more than one comment
on a paragraph in our last week report
about the truth and risks of f inancial
deficit. Some of the comments inquire
about whether there will be real risks for
cases as a result of delayed advanced
remedy of the l ikely f inancial  deficit .
Although there is more than one example
like Nigeria and other states in the region,
though with different conditions, the
Venezuelan case remains an advanced ill
case although it  owns the largest  oi l
reserves in the world and is rich with oth-
er resources and topography.  

In its latest reports about Venezuela,
the IMF displays some probable indices
of its economic performance. Negative
performance is a sustained case at -10
percent in 2016, -4.5 percent in 2017, -3
percent in 2018, and 1 percent in 2019.
This is associated with two other more
serious indices which were the main rea-
son underlying the failure of most states.
The first one is the rise of unemploy-
ment rate from 18.1 percent in 2016 to
26.9 percent in 2019, and then to 29.8
percent in 2021. The second index which
is associated with great deterioration in
the income of those still  working was
the inflation coupled with deteriorated
exchange rate of  the currency which
leads to diminishing the real income. It
scored 720 percent in 2016 and soared
to 2600 percent in 2019 and to 4600 per-
cent in 2021. 

Venezuela is  an advanced case of
catching the Dutch disease. It used oil
funds to buy political loyalties. It made
people, or most people, hypnotized or
happy in the short term but most of them
are now paying the cost through their
unemployment and by being unable to
obtain their basic necessities. The threat
of becoming a failing state is looming in
the horizon. All of the preceding occurred
because of the failure in adopting the
right advanced decision. 

Quite the opposite  happened to
Norway as it adopted its advanced deci-
sion in the right timing. The public finance
will continue to achieve surplus by $30
billion per annum for the forthcoming 5
years. The current account also achieves
surplus by 7.5 percent of the GDP for the
next five years and unemployment rate is
below 4 percent in the same period and
finally inflation is at an average of 2.5 per-
cent for the same period. 

The bottom line is that the harmed
from delay in the advanced policies is not
the senior officials in the decision-making
authority but 99 percent of the common
people. 

Kuwait’s position now is in the middle
between Venezuela and Norway. What we
reviewed above is the reality of two states
and is not a hypothetical analysis. What

can protect Kuwait from drifting or slip-
ping into the case of Venezuela or even
some promoting to the Norwegian case is 

making the right decision, more impor-
tantly is its timing. There is no more time
to avoid the slipping and we are left with
no option but to immediately adopt the
right policies. 

Boursa Kuwait report
Kuwait Clearing Company issued its

report titled “Trading Volume According
to National i ty  and Categor y ” f rom
01/01/2017 to 31/03/2017 published on
Boursa Kuwait official website. The report
indicated that individuals are still  the
largest  group,  their  share star ted to
increase and they captured 53.5 percent
of total  value of purchased shares (42.5
percent for the first quarter 2016) and
53.1 percent of total value of sold shares
(46.8 percent for the first quarter 2016).
Individual investors purchased shares
worth KD 1.451 billion and sold shares
worth KD 1.440 billion with a net trading,
purchasing, by KD 10.921 million.  The
second largest contributor to market liq-
uidity is the clients’ accounts (portfolios)

which captured 22.5 percent of total value
of sold shares (17.1 percent in the same
period of 2016) and 21.6 percent of total
value of purchased shares (15.6 percent in
the same period of 2016). The sector sold
shares worth KD 611.718 million and pur-
chased shares worth KD 584.695 million,
thus making its net trading, more selling,
by KD 27.023 million. 

The third contributor, is the corpora-
tions and companies sector which cap-
tured 18.3 percent of total value of pur-
chased shares (33.4 percent in the same
period of 2016) and 17.7 percent of total
value of sold shares (26 percent in the
same period of 2016). The sector pur-
chased shares worth KD 496.726 million
and sold shares worth KD 480.208 million
with a net trading, more purchasing, by
KD 16.518 million. 

The last contributor to liquidity is the
investment funds sector which captured
6.7 percent of total value of sold shares
( 1 0 . 1  p e rce n t  i n  t h e  s a m e  p e r i o d  o f
2016) and 6.6 percent of total value of
purchased shares (8.5 percent in the
same period of 2016). This sector sold
shares wor th KD 180.689 mil l ion and

purchased shares worth KD 180.272 mil-
lion, with a net trading, selling, by KD
416.8 thousand. 

Boursa  Kuwait  cont inues  to  be a
domest ic  Boursa  with the Kuwait i
investors forming the biggest trading
group and sold shares worth KD 2.463 bil-
lion capturing 90.8 percent of total value
of sold shares (85.4 percent in the same
period of 2016) and purchased shares
worth KD 2.423 billion, capturing 89.3
percent  of  total  value of  purchased
shares (86.3 percent in the same period of
2016). Thus, their net trading, the only
one selling, scored KD 40.080 million,
which is an indicator of a receding confi-
dence of local traders. 

Other investors’ share, out of total val-
ue of purchased shares, scored 7.7 per-
cent (9.8 percent in the same period of
2016), and purchased shares worth KD
208.500 million, while their value of sold
shares worth KD 173.910 million, 6.4 per-
cent of total value of sold shares (11.2
percent in the same period of 2016). As a
result, their net trading, more purchasing,
scored KD 34.590 million. 

Share of GCC investors, out of total val-

ue of purchased shares, formed 3 percent
(3.9 percent in the same period of 2016),
worth KD 81.609 million, while value of
sold shares formed 2.8 percent (3.4 per-
cent in the same period of 2016), worth
KD 76.118 million, their net trading, pur-
chasing, by about KD 5.490 million. 

Relative distribution among nationali-
ties changed from its previous one and
became as  fo l lows:  90 percent  for
Kuwaitis, 7 percent for traders from other
nationalities, and 2.9 percent for GCC
traders vis-a-vis 85.9 percent, 10.5 per-
cent and 3.6 percent for Kuwaitis, other
nationalities and GCC traders respectively
in the same period of 2016. This means
that Boursa Kuwait remained a local one
with the rise in the share of its investors
from local traders. However, the turnout
is still higher from investors mainly out-
side the GCC region than from the inside
of the GCC region in which an overtrad-
ing of individuals is a dominant factor. 

Number of active accounts between
the end of December 2016 and the end of
March 2017 rose by 26 percent (com-
pared to  a  decrease by -5 .2  percent
between the end of December 2015 and
the end of March 2016). Number of active
accounts in the end of March 2017 scored
19,652 accounts,  5.2 percent of  total
accounts, versus 18,416 accounts in the
end of February 2017, 4.9 percent of total
accounts for the same month, with a rise
of 6.7 percent during March 2017. 

Comparative performance 
for selected markets 

By the end of March 2017, the first
quarter ended and performance during
March was mixed. 7 markets out of 14
markets achieved gains and 7 markets
achieved losses. We believe that the per-
formance of March was more inclined
towards being negative contrary to our
expectations. 

The number of markets in the nega-
tive zone scored 6 up from 3 in February
while 8 markets continued to achieve
gains vis-a-vis their levels in the end of
last year.  The biggest gainer in March
was the French market which gained 5.4
percent in one month. The German mar-
ket came next by 4 percent gains in one
month. That was achieved despite the
likely risks of the elections of the next
summer in both countries and despite
the beginning of BREXIT negotiations
between Britain and the European Union.
The third winner in March was the Indian
market which gained about 3.1 percent
which ranked it in the leading position
since the beginning of the year with 11.2
percent gains, if we exclude the gains of
Kuwait’s price index which scored 22.3
percent since the beginning of the year. 

Bahrain and Boursa Kuwait -weighted
index- achieved the second and third bet-
ter performance since the beginning of
the year with 11.1 percent and 8.7 per-
cent gains respectively. 

The biggest  losers  in  March were
Dubai market which lost about -4.1 per-
cent in March, and Muscat market which
lost about -4 percent, and the weighted
index for Boursa Kuwait which lost -2.5
percent. The strange and wrong paradox
is  that  the weighted index of  Boursa
Kuwait ,  as  we stated,  was  the third
biggest loser in March while the price
index for the same boursa was the third
winner in the same month. The weighted
index achieved gains equal to two and
half  t imes the gains of  the weighted
index in the first quarter. The two indices
measure the performance of the same
boursa and it is impossible for both to be
correct. 

The summary of the first quarter per-
formance contains indicators to adverse
reflection for the oil market conditions
and the geopolitical conditions on the
majority of the Gulf region markets. The
last four positions in the negative zone
are occupied by 4 Gulf  markets.  The
Omani market settled at the bottom by
losses since the beginning of the year by -
4 percent. The Saudi market came next to
it by -2.9 percent losses, then Abu Dhabi
market by -2.3 percent losses and finally
Dubai market by -1.4 percent losses. 

The Japanese market and the Qatari
markets shared them in the negative zone. 

We do not know whether April would
cont inue the sor t ing process,  ie  the
advanced and emerging markets would
continue to score gains while the majori-
ty of the Gulf region markets would con-
tinue to score losses. It is however more
likely to be with fading of the fears from
the repercussions of the American presi-
dential elections. That is to the interest of
other markets. The debate continues on
whether the agreement of oil producers
would be extended or not which is harm-
ful to the regional markets. 

The weekly performance 
of Boursa Kuwait 

The performance of Boursa Kuwait for
last week was more active compared to the
previous one, where all indexes showed an
increase, the traded value index, the trad-
ed volume index, number of transactions
index, and general index, AlShall Index
(value weighted) closed at 399 points at
the closing of last Thursday, showing an
increase of about 10.3 points or about 2.6
percent compared with its level last week,
and it increased by 36 points or about 9.9
percent compared with the closing at the
end of 2016. 

Kuwait trade surplus touches KD 1.693bn in Q4 2016
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HAMBURG/DUBAI: Dubai-based carrier
flydubai and the German aircraft seat
manufacturer Recaro Aircraft Seating
announced at the Aircraft Interiors Expo
in Hamburg the continuation of their
long-standing partnership.

The carrier will equip its new Boeing
737 MAX 8 aircraft, scheduled to enter
service in the second half of 2017, with
Recaro Aircraft Seating’s global bestseller
CL3710. The seat will reflect the maturity
of the airline as well as the growing net-
work it serves, ranging from Prague in the
west to Bangkok on the east. The order
builds on the successful relationship
between flydubai and Recaro Aircraft
Seating. Since 2008, flydubai has equipped
its current fleet of 58 Next-Generation
Boeing 737-800s with premium seats from
the German seat manufacturer. 

“Opting for Recaro Aircraft Seating
when we launched our airline in 2008
has proved to be the right choice. The
seats with their revolutionary design
have substantially reduced the weight of
our aircraft, resulting in lower fuel costs.
We pass these savings on to our passen-
gers through lower fares without com-
promising comfort on board,” said fly-
dubai’s Chief Executive Officer, Ghaith Al-

Ghaith, about the new order. “We are
excited to continue our collaboration
with Recaro Aircraft Seating on the
CL3710 seats for our new aircraft. They
will enhance the overall experience on
board with added comfort, functionality
and aesthetics, that complement our
newly redesigned cabin interior.”

The CL3710 economy class seat
reflects Recaro Aircraft Seating’s
Ingenious Design with the perfect com-
bination of ergonomics, function and
aesthetics. Weighing less than 12 kilo-
grams, it is one of the lightest seats in its
class and stands out with its numerous
comfortable features. For example, the
six-way adjustable, ergonomic headrest
has the ability to tilt horizontally, offering
passengers outstanding comfort through
optimal neck support.

“Flydubai and Recaro have been trust-
ing and successful partners for many
years. We are extremely pleased about
the opportunity to continue our partner-
ship with this major order for CL3710
economy class seats. We are proud to
contribute to the success of flydubai’s
continuously expanding fleet,” said Dr.
Mark Hiller, Chief Executive Officer and
Shareholder of Recaro Aircraft Seating.

KUWAIT: RSM Albazie & Co, part of the sixth
largest network of independent audit, tax and
consulting firms ‘RSM International’, recently
organized their third family business event since
2012 for over 120 members from prominent
business families in Kuwait at the Regency Hotel.
With over 80 percent of businesses in the GCC
region being family-owned businesses, the event
focused on raising awareness towards the pre-
cautionary tools and best practices that can be
successfully implemented by family businesses
to increase its chances of successful continuity. 

The session was led by prominent industry
experts Mustafa Sarhan, Director of Family
Business Advisory Services at RSM Albazie & Co.
who brings along with him over a decade of
experience as a family business consultant and
Jason Hobday, Executive Director of Family
Advisory at UBS Wealth Management who is
also armed with over 15 years of experience
within the field of family advisory.   

With less than 10 percent of family business-
es in the region making it into the third genera-
tion, the succession process is regarded as a key
stage within the lifecycle of a family business
which can yield numerous variables that con-
tribute towards the acceleration or deterioration
within the business structure.  These include:
lack of a common continuity plan, dividend vs.
reinvestment decisions, working family mem-
bers’ remuneration, the “tunnel vision” dilemma,
and exit strategy & policy, and valuation.

Mustafa Sarhan addressed participants on the
key challenges that family businesses in the
region face which is an intersection between the
family, ownership and the business in itself
which result in issues such as informality of clear
business norms, family member employment,
rights and obligations confusion and the percep-
tion of “fairness”. Sarhan then elaborated on the
solutions framework in addressing these chal-
lenges which include establishing a best fit own-
ership structure, the development of a family
constitution, setting up a corporate governance
framework, establishing a family office, and
instilling continuous review and improvement.

Jason Hobday provided a comprehensive
analysis on the current challenges facing the
orderly transmission of wealth within the family
business structure with one of the key chal-
lenges being the issue of placing trust in poten-
tial successors and maintaining relevance with

the younger generation. Hobday also illustrated
the importance of a family office in steering the
family towards a unified direction through gen-
erations, thus solidifying and preserving family
assets and enabling the family’s overall wealth
to multiply over time. 

During the event, Nayef Al-Yaseen, Managing
Partner of RSM Albazie & Co. said, “Family busi-
ness is a sensitive subject matter that many are
reluctant to tackle which ultimately results in
many businesses suffering in silence for an
extended period of time. It is imperative to
make the right informed decisions to develop
and implement a solid business succession plan
in coordination with a family business advisory
consulting firm to ensure an efficient succession
plan is strategically put in place to tackle future
milestones successfully.” 

By the end of the event, UBS’s speaker, Jason
Hobday, the speaker of RSM Albazie Consulting,
Mustafa Sarhan, Jameel Al-Sanea, Chairman and
CEO of Abdul Razzaq Al-Sanea Group & Sons,
and Husni Salameh, Senior partner at RSM Al-
Bazie Consulting were invited to conduct a dis-
cussion panel with the audience and share their
experience and expertise.

One of the main case studies presented was
Jameel Al-Sanea, who explained that after the
passing of his late father, Abdul Razzaq Al-
Sanea, he called for a meeting with the family
members and asked them to agree on the fate
of the family partnership:

1.  To continue as a family business?
2.   To spl it  and divide the inheritance

accordingly?

When the family met, everyone agreed on
the necessity to continue the business as a
group and they all issued a power of attorney to
Jameel El-Sanea to enable him to carry out his
duties on behalf of the family.

However, Jameel Al-Sanea decided not use
this power of attorney in critical decisions, espe-
cially those related to the sale, purchase, mort-
gage and borrowing transactions. He also con-
tinued to hold quarterly meetings involving
family members, as he believed in the principle
of transparency, to inform them about all mat-
ters related to the group’s businesses.

This was followed by the approval of all
members of the family on Jameel Al-Sanea’s pro-
posal to cooperate with a specialized advisory
firm in the family business services to prepare a
family constitution. After several months of dis-
cussions, a constitution was developed to struc-
ture the relationship between all the family
members. Over time, there will be a need to
amend this constitution to accommodate the
business development and the family needs.

Jameel Al-Sanea stressed on the fact that the
issues in family businesses are the similar,
despite the difference in location or presence of
these companies. Therefore, the advice is always
to organize family affairs, working relations, and
family employment, through proper agreement
of the heirs’ as well as the family constitution. 

Hussain Salameh, Senior Partner at RSM
Albazie Consulting, who has long experience in
dealing with family businesses, estate planning
and family members’ exits, said that it is essen-
tial that the founder of the family business
organizes their financial position during their
life, including their fixed and current assets,
beneficial owners of their of real estate, shares
and payments to their heirs regardless of the
entity or entities that have registered these
properties and investments under their names
and obtain the signature of all family members
and heirs to such transactions to avoid several
issues and disputes that might arise following
the death of the heirs.

RSM Albazie & Co provides a variety of solu-
tions through its Family Business Advisory service
line such as Family Constitution, Shareholders’
Agreement, Corporate Governance Services,
Succession planning, Estate planning, Ownership
Governance and Valuation, & Exit Strategy.
Established in 1963, RSM Albazie & Co is consid-
ered to be the oldest advisory and accounting
firm in Kuwait. 

RSM Albazie & Co event addresses 

looming collapse of family business
Third family business event calls for strategic succession planning

KUWAIT: Ooredoo, Kuwait’s fastest network, is
offering customers two devices and unlimited
local minutes starting from KD39 per month on a
24-month commitment.  The offer comes in align-
ment with Ooredoo’s strategy which is based on
caring, connecting and challenging, and which
aims to enrich the lives of customers through
telecommunication services. 

Details on the offers can be found on Ooredoo’s
e -shop page, with the option of buying the
devices online. Customers can choose two of the
same device, or choose a combination of two dif-
ferent device models. The offer is available for
iPhone 7, iPhone 7 Plus, iPhone 6s, Samsung S7
Edge, Samsung S7, and a number of the latest
Huawei devices. 

Commenting on this, Ooredoo stated its com-
mitment to delivering the best in-class products to
its customers, with the highest standards. This
stems from the company’s deep-rooted belief in
enriching customers’ experience and providing
them with services that match their lifestyle.

Ooredoo’s operations in Kuwait date back to
December 1999 when it launched wireless services
as the second operator.  The company today pro-
vides mobile, broadband internet and corporate
managed services tailored to the needs of cus-
tomers and businesses. Ooredoo is guided by its
vision of enriching people’s lives and its belief that it
can stimulate human growth by leveraging commu-
nications to help people achieve their full potential. 

Ooredoo offers two devices and unlimited calls with Shamel 

Flydubai continues its partnership 

with Recaro Aircraft Seating

KUWAIT: Kuwait Finance and Investment
Company KFIC announced its financial
results for the year ended December 31,
2016 in which it yielded a net profit of KD
211,000 at an EPS of 0.70 fils per share, com-
pared with a profit worth of KD985,000, at
an EPS of 3.2 fils for the year 2015. 

Tareq Mishari Al-Bahar, KFIC’s Board
Member & CEO stated that “Despite the
unstable environment in the GCC markets
in the recent period, KFIC remarkably
maintained its profitability. This in return
reflects the company’s solid strategy in
diversifying its investment portfolio, in
which KFIC relies on generating revenues
and sustainable levels of cash flows from
financing activities, asset management and
income generating investments rather
than, relying on trading in the financial
markets.

Al-Bahar then added: “Currently the
company has a strong financial position
and a promising growth potential. Where
the total assets have amounted to KD68
million, out of which the current assets
have amounted to KD 21.9 million. On the
other hand, the total liabilities amounted
to KD 26.4 million, out of which the current
liabilities amounted to KD 5.3million.
Furthermore, the equity of the sharehold-
ers of the parent company has amounted
to KD 38.1 million.”

Al-Bahar then concluded: “We are
always keen on finding variety of effective
investment products that yield acceptable
rates with limited risks, in order to meet the
expectations of our valuable clients.
Moreover, KFIC in continuing its plans to
exit from some of the non-yielding invest-
ments and diversify the investment portfo-
lio geographically to minimize risks.

KFIC announces net profit 

of KD 211,000 for 2016 

Tareq Mishari Al-Bahar, 
Executive Chairman at KFIC

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico:  Nobel economics laure-
ate Joseph Stiglitz criticized Puerto Rico’s new fis-
cal plan, saying that its “draconian” austerity
measures are the worst he has ever seen and
could plunge the US territory into an even deeper
depression.

The former chief economist and senior vice
president of the World Bank spoke to a gather-
ing of more than 1,000 people in San Juan.
Stiglitz said the 10-year fiscal plan approved last
month by a federal control board created by US
Congress is based on the wrong principles and
erroneously puts creditors first.

“The policies that have been put forward I
believe will in fact lead to another lost decade
for Puerto Rico,” he said. “It will cause enormous
amounts of distress.”

Puerto Rico is preparing to implement auster-
ity measures that include cutting millions of dol-
lars in government spending and to restructure
some $70 billion in public debt. On Thursday,
Gov. Ricardo Rossello announced he had
reached a tentative deal with bondholders to
restructure $9 billion of the debt held by the

island’s public power company, a significant step
in helping turn around a decade-long economic
crisis. The deal replaces one the previous admin-
istration reached with bondholders after nearly
three years of negotiations. While the board has
not yet approved the new deal, government
officials call it a success. “The transaction repre-
sents the first step in the comprehensive
restructuring of Puerto Rico’s debt,” said Gerardo
Portela, executive director of the island’s Fiscal
Agency and Financial Advisory Authority.

The deal in part will help reduce Puerto Rico’s
average household power bill by $90 a year over
the next five years. A bondholders’ group said
the overall agreement represented a fair solu-
tion for everyone and would help Puerto Rico
regain access to capital markets.

Stiglitz said accessing new revenue is essen-
tial if the island wants to grow its economy,
which he said should be a priority. He criticized
the board for trying to squeeze money out of
Puerto Rico’s government when it didn’t have
any and without concern for how the island’s 3.4
million people would be affected.

“What has been proposed for Puerto Rico is
actually draconian for Greece,” he said of austeri-
ty measures imposed during the south
European country’s economic crisis. “I’ve never
seen a proposal as draconian as the one pro-
posed here.” The board has in part sought $450
million in cuts at Puerto Rico’s largest public uni-
versity and has warned the government may
need to cut by 10 percent a public pension sys-
tem that is already running out of money and
furlough tens of thousands of its workers. In
Greece, the government has implemented high-
er taxes and cut pensions to the point where
nearly half of pensioners’ monthly income fell
below the official poverty line.

Stiglitz suggested that Puerto Rico generate
new revenue by following what Argentina did,
such as issuing bonds linked to the GDP. That
way, creditors get nothing if the economy
shrinks but gets a portion of revenue if it grows,
he said. He also said mediation rather than
bankruptcy would benefit Puerto Rico, where
roughly 30 percent of public debt is estimated
to be held by hedge funds. —AP

Puerto Rico could fall into deeper depression: Expert 



SAN FRANCISCO: Uber is scoffing at
claims that its expansion into self-driving
cars hinges on trade secrets stolen from a
Google spinoff, arguing that its ride-hail-
ing service has been working on poten-
tially superior technology. The legal
defense, presented in documents filed
Friday in San Francisco federal court,
marks Uber’s first detailed response to
explosive allegations that its self-driving
cars rely on crucial technology designed
by Waymo. That company was created
from an autonomous-vehicle project
started at Google eight years ago.

Once a Google ally, Uber emerged as
a rival in the self-driving car market in
early 2015 when it began developing its
own fleet of autonomous vehicles. Now,
Waymo is trying to thwart that effort by
persuading US District Judge William
Alsup to block Uber’s self-car driving
expansion on the grounds that it hinges
on a high-tech heist. The case’s outcome
could alter the race to build self-driving
cars that may transform transportation,
reduce traffic deaths and launch a huge
new industry.

Laser focus
Waymo filed suit against Uber in

February, claiming that a former manag-
er, Anthony Levandowski, stole its
patented ideas. After the alleged theft,
Levandowski left Google early last year
to found a self-driving car startup called
Otto that Uber bought for $680 million
last August. But Uber is now presenting
evidence that it began working on tech-
nology dramatically different from
Waymo’s more than a year before buying
Otto. The dispute centers on a pivotal
part of self-driving cars called LiDAR, an
array of laser-based sensors that enable
self-driving cars to see what’s around
them so they can safely navigate roads.

In sworn declarations and diagrams,
Uber argued that its engineers are work-
ing on a more sophisticated form of
LiDAR than Waymo’s. Among other
things, Uber says its LiDAR uses four
lenses for transmitting and receiving
laser lights as opposed to the single lens
in Waymo’s version. “Waymo could not
be more wrong, and Uber’s design could
not be more different,” Uber’s lawyers
wrote in their rebuttal to the allegations.
“And no wonder - Uber ’s LiDAR was
developed by a different team, using a
different beam pattern, and leveraging
different know-how.”

Weight of evidence
What’s more, Uber says its custom-

designed LiDAR system hasn’t even been
installed on the self-driving cars that it has
been testing in Pittsburgh, Arizona and
San Francisco. Instead, the company says it

has been relying on LiDAR systems built by
other vendors. Much of the information
contained in Friday’s filing was redacted to
protect confidential business plans and
secret technology. Uber may have its work
cut out to sway Alsup, who has said in pre-

vious court hearings that Waymo has pre-
sented some of the strongest evidence he
has seen in his judicial career. A hearing on
Waymo’s request for an injunction against
Uber is scheduled for May 3.

Although Waymo isn’t suing him in this
case, Levandowski will play a central role in
how the lawsuit unfolds. Levandowski
helped establish Google as an early leader
in self-driving cars, earning him more than
$120 million in incentive pay, according to
information inadvertently revealed in
court papers earlier this week. Before
Levandowski defected from Google early
last year start Otto, Waymo alleges he
downloaded more than 14,000 docu-
ments containing trade secrets that is now
helping Uber. After buying Otto, Uber put
Levandowski in charge of Uber’s self-dri-
ving project, a job that has been imperiled
by this lawsuit. Alsup has warned that he
may issue an order barring Levandowski
from involvement in Uber’s self-driving car
division if he sides with Waymo. Uber says
it hasn’t found any evidence of ever pos-
sessing any of the files that Levandowski
stands accused of stealing. Levandowski,
meanwhile, has asserted his Fifth
Amendment rights to protect himself if
criminal charges are filed against him.—AP

Uber fires back at Google’s spinoff in self-driving car case
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NEW YORK: An attempt by US authorities to
identify an anonymous critic of President Donald
Trump on Twitter has set off alarm bells among
Democratic and Republican lawmakers and civil
liberties advocates fearful of a crackdown on dis-
sent.  Twitter Inc on Friday succeeded in beating
back a demand for records about a Twitter
account called ALT Immigration (@ALT_uscis),
which pokes fun at Trump’s immigration policies
and appears to be run by one or more federal
employees.

The US government withdrew an administra-
tive summons that customs agents had sent the
company in March demanding the records. But
the government backed away only after Twitter
filed a federal lawsuit accusing it of violating the
First Amendment’s protection of free speech.
Customs agents could still continue the investi-
gation using some other methods, civil liberties
attorneys said.

Although authorities retreated, the case has
laid bare the broad power of the US government
to demand information from technology com-
panies, sometimes with no oversight from the
courts and often with built-in secrecy provisions
that prevent the public from knowing what the
government is seeking. The summons that
Twitter received came from agents who investi-
gate corruption and misconduct within US
Customs and Border Protection (CBP). 

Even after it was withdrawn, some lawmakers
had questions about the agency’s actions. “CBP
must ensure that any properly authorized inves-
tigation does not disregard the rights to free
speech enshrined in the First Amendment to the
US Constitution,” two Republican US senators,
Cory Gardner of Colorado and Mike Lee of Utah,
wrote in a letter on Friday to Homeland Security
Secretary John Kelly. The senators asked
whether the agency would ever ask a private
company to divulge private records about a cus-
tomer based solely on “non-criminal speech.”
Senate Democrat Ron Wyden of Oregon called
for an investigation of whether customs agents
had violated a law by retaliating against an inter-
nal critic. The Department of Homeland Security
plans to respond directly to the senators, an offi-
cial said on Friday.

Formidable range
There are two primary ways the US govern-

ment can obtain information from internet com-
panies without a judge’s approval using a law
known as the Electronic Communications
Privacy Act, according to experts in privacy law.
Agencies with enforcement power, such as the
Internal Revenue Service, can issue administra-
tive subpoenas demanding user records.
Prosecutors can also ask grand juries investigat-
ing a crime to issue a subpoena. 

An aggressive agency, for example, might
demand information about a Twitter account
that used an agency logo on the grounds that it
is deceptive, said Georgetown University law
professor Paul Ohm. Similarly, a prosecutor
could ask a grand jury to issue a subpoena

based on the idea that a federal employee, sus-
pected of criticizing the administration anony-
mously, was misusing government resources. “It
doesn’t take a brilliant legal mind to think of
hypothetical’s,” Ohm said. Further, such subpoe-
nas are usually kept secret, making them more
difficult to challenge.

Some other government tools, such as a
national security letter, are intended to be used
for narrow purposes related to counter-terrorism
investigations. But they do not require judicial
approval either, instead relying on internal safe-
guards. Challenging such demands is difficult
and often requires deep pockets, attorneys
familiar with such orders said.

“It’s important to keep in mind how formida-
ble the government’s range of investigatory
powers is,” said Andrew Crocker, a staff attorney
with the Electronic Frontier Foundation, which
advocates for digital rights. In the case of ALT
Immigration, Twitter said it was not bound to
keep the summons a secret, and the company
informed the account holder of the government

demand. That person then found legal represen-
tation with the American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU). Esha Bhandari, the ACLU staff attorney
representing the dissident, said she thinks the
speed with which the government withdrew its
summons - less than a day after Twitter sued -
means the customs agents will cease investigat-
ing, but she cannot be sure. “It’s impossible to
predict, of course, but I’m hopeful that this really
is a recognition that people have the ability to
speak online including in ways that are critical of
the government,” Bhandari said.

The Department of Homeland Security has
not said what its plans are for the investigation.
After Trump’s inauguration in January, anony-
mous Twitter feeds that borrowed the names
and logos of more than a dozen US govern-
ment agencies appeared to challenge the presi-
dent’s views on climate change and other
issues. They called themselves “alt” accounts.
Twitter has declined to say if it has received any
other government demands to reveal such anti-
Trump critics.—Reuters

SAN FRANCISCO: In this file photo, the Waymo driverless car is displayed during
a Google event, in San Francisco.—AP 

SAN FRANCISCO: Government
investigators looking into how
Google pays its employees have
accused the tech giant of short-
changing women doing similar
work to men. A US Department of
Labor official disclosed the
agency ’s allegations during a
Friday court hearing in San
Francisco. “ We found systemic
compensation disparities against
women pretty much across the
entire workforce,” Janette Wipper, a
Labor Department regional direc-
tor, testified, according to a report
published by The Guardian.

Google said it vehemently dis-
agreed with the charges, which the
Mountain View, California, compa-
ny said it hadn’t heard until
Wipper’s court appearance. “Every
year, we do a comprehensive and
robust analysis of pay across gen-
ders and we have found no gender
pay gap,” Google said in its state-
ment. Google and other technolo-
gy companies have been trying to

improve hiring practices that have
historically doled out most of their
technical jobs to white and Asian
men. Their efforts to strike a better
balance have been mostly unsuc-
cessful so far.

For instance, only 19 percent of
Google’s technology jobs are held
by women. Overall, nearly one-
third of Google’s more than 70,000
workers are women. The Labor
Department’s probe evolved from
a lawsuit filed in January seeking to
bar Google doing business with
the federal government unless the
company complied with an audit
of its employee-compensation
records. Google has said it has
turned over some of the requested
records, but withheld other infor-
mation that it  believes would
invade its workers’ privacy.

While Google and its peers have
been disclosing embarrassing sexu-
al and racial imbalances in their
workforces for the past few years,
the technology industry so far has

kept its compensation practices a
closely guarded secret. The Labor
Department is now scrutinizing
Silicon Valley for patterns of pay
and hiring discrimination under its
powers to vet companies that bid
for lucrative government contracts.

Earlier this year, the Labor
Department also sued Oracle, alleg-
ing that the business software mak-
er routinely pays white male work-
ers more than their female and
non-white counterparts for compa-
rable jobs.—AP

NEW YORK: Facebook is  launching a
resource to help you spot false news and
misleading information that spreads on
its service. The resource, similar to previ-
ous efforts around privacy and security, is
basically a notification that pops up for a
few days. Clicking on it takes you to tips
and other information on how to spot
false news and what to do about it. Tips
to spot false news include looking closely
at website addresses to see if they are
tr ying to spoof  real  news s ites,  and
checking websites’ “about” sections for
more information. 

Some sites might look like real news at
first glance, but their “about” sections
inform the visitor that they are in fact satire.
Adam Mosseri, vice president of News Feed
at Facebook, said he hopes people will
become “more discerning consumers” of
news. The new feature is part of a broader
plan by Facebook to clamp down false news
stories, which gained outsized attention in
the months leading up to the 2016 US pres-
idential election. False news, of course, was
around long before the election. 

But supermarket tabloids peddling sto-
ries about aliens and celebrity miracles are
less insidious than, say, “Pizzagate,” a false
internet rumor that led a gunman to fire an
assault weapon inside a Washington pizze-
ria in December. Facebook has been “work-
ing very hard to figure out how to get their
arms wrapped around this,” said Lucy
Dalglish, journalism dean at the University
of Maryland. “Facebook was always very
interested technology but not the social
and civic implications of technology. It’s
like they have become citizens.”

She praised the company for seeking
help from outside experts, including aca-
demics, researchers and nonprofit journal-
ism organizations. The company, for
instance, is working with outside fact-
checking and media organizations to iden-
tify false news as such. And once they are

identified, Facebook is trying to dry up the
“economic incentives” of false news sites by
making it difficult for them to buy ads on
Facebook. Mosseri said most of the false
news content on Facebook is from spam-
mers trying to seek a profit and not, for
example, political propaganda. 

Assistant ‘M’
This is apparent as the sites often flip-flop

around opposing political candidates or ide-
ologies, for example, or have multiple pages
that support different candidates. Facebook’s
other efforts include the creation, with other
companies, groups and tech leaders, of a
“news integrity” nonprofit to promote news
literacy and increase the public’s trust in jour-
nalism. A nascent Facebook Journalism
Project, meanwhile, is a lofty effort to work
with news organizations to develop prod-
ucts, provide tools for journalists and gener-
ally promote trust in news.

The new feature will be available in 14
countries, including the US, Germany,
France, Italy, the UK, Philippines, Taiwan
and Brazil. Also on Thursday, Facebook said
that its messaging app, Messenger, will
soon start showing users suggestions from
a virtual assistant to users in the US The
artificial intelligence-powered assistant,
called M, will suggest things it deems
might be helpful to users based on the con-
versations they are having. 

This can include sending stickers, shar-
ing your location with a friend to meet up,
hailing a ride or sending money to friends.
The more someone uses M, the “smarter” it
gets - and if the suggestions are routinely
ignored, it will stop providing them. While
having a virtual assistant monitor your pri-
vate messages can sound creepy, Facebook
stresses that there is no advertising compo-
nent to the move. Facebook unveiled M in
2015, but until now it’s only been testing
out the suggestions with a small percent-
age of Messenger users.—AP

Twitter case shows breadth of US 
power to probe anti-Trump statements 
US CBP to continue investigations through other methods 

FRANCE: This file photo shows logos of US online social media and social networking
service Facebook in Vertou, France.—AFP

Facebook launches resource 
to help spot misleading news

FRANCE: This picture, in Rennes, western France, shows a 3D printing hand
prosthesis.—AFP

US regulators accuse Google 
of underpaying female workers

FRANCE: This file photo shows logos of US online news and social networking service Twitter in
Vertou, western France.—AFP



TRENTON: The environmental impacts of a pro-
posed $1.2 billion natural gas pipeline from north-
eastern Pennsylvania to New Jersey would be “effec-
tively limited,” federal regulators said Friday. The
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission issued its
final environmental impact study for the 120-mile
PennEast pipeline and outlined several areas of con-
cern, including trace amounts of arsenic in some
rocks the pipeline would cross and potential threats
to endangered and threatened species, including
the bog turtle and Indiana bat.

But the report says PennEast is proposing mitiga-
tion efforts such as well monitoring and avoiding
endangered animal habitats. “We conclude that the
cumulative impacts associated with the project,
when combined with other known or reasonably
foreseeable projects, would be effectively limited,”
the report said. The report comes after Republican
President Donald Trump advanced the Keystone XL
and Dakota Access oil pipeline projects, which had
become battles in a bigger political fight over envi-
ronmental concerns. The PennEast project is fiercely

opposed by environmental groups who say it would
irreversibly damage the landscape. New Jersey Sierra
Club director Jeff Tittel called the report a “sham.” The
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission “has shown
they are nothing but a front for the gas industry that
they’re supposed to regulate,” Tittel said. A commis-
sion spokeswoman declined to respond because the
matter is pending before the panel. PennEast spokes-
woman Pat Kornick praised the report and says it’s
the final major federal regulatory hurdle.

The next step for the project would be for the

commission to determine whether there’s a need
for the project, which would amount to a federal
green light for the pipeline. That step could be
delayed because the commission lacks the quorum
required to vote on such approvals. Permits are also
still pending with the New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection.PennEast hopes for the
pipeline to be operational in the second half of
2018, according to Kornick. The pipeline would orig-
inate in Dallas, Pennsylvania, and end at near
Pennington, New Jersey.—AP

Federal regulators say natural gas pipeline’s effect would be limited
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NEW YORK: KFC said Friday that it will
stop serving chickens raised with certain
antibiotics. The fried chicken chain said
the change will be completed by the end
of next year at its more than 4,000
restaurants in the US. KFC said is working
with 2,000 farms around the country to
stop using antibiotics that are used by
humans. Antibiotics specific to animals
may still be used to treat diseases in the
chickens, KFC said.

Meat producers give animals antibi-
otics to make them grow faster and pre-
vent illness, a practice that has become a
public health issue. Officials have said
that it can lead to germs becoming

resistant to drugs, making antibiotics no
longer effective in treating some illness-
es in humans. KFC’s rivals have already
announced plans to curb their use of
chickens raised with antibiotics. 

Chick-fil-A has said that by 2019 it will
only serve chicken that has never been
given any antibiotics. And McDonald’s
Corp. has stopped using chickens raised
with antibiotics important to human
medicine for its McNuggets and chicken
sandwiches.KFC, owned by Louisville,
Kentucky-based Yum Brands Inc., said it
is also in the process of removing artifi-
cial colors and flavors from certain menu
items by the end of 2018.—AP

KFC to stop using chickens 
raised with human antibiotics

WELCH: In this once prosperous West Virginia
coal town of 1,900 people, residents say it’s not
just the decades-long demise of mining that
hurt the community - it’s the scourge of drug
use that came with it. Here, almost everyone
knows someone who became addicted. And the
Appalachian town is fighting back by suing
some of the biggest US drug distributors, hop-
ing to make them pay for the damage done by
addiction. Lawyers say growing pushback by
communities, many in West Virginia, could ulti-
mately rival the scope of litigation against tobac-
co companies over smoking.

As coal workers lost jobs and faced few

employment options, opioid addiction rose. In
2015, federal figures show, West Virginia had the
nation’s highest rate of overdose deaths from
opioids, a class of narcotics that includes heroin
but also pain relievers such as oxycodone legally
available by prescription. In 2015 and 2016, the
state had 1,500 drug overdoses - at least 32 of
them in McDowell County, whose seat is Welch.

“We just feel now is maybe the time to attack
these drug companies to make them responsi-
ble for what they’re sending out,” said Welch
Mayor Reba Honacker, who had retired from her
career as a florist before her election. In
February, she sued five of the nation’s largest
prescription drug distributors on behalf of her
city, arguing their opioids saturated the commu-
nity at a heavy price in added emergency, reha-
bilitation, police, court and jail services.

Niche drug 
“Opioids, once a niche drug, are now the

most prescribed class of drugs - more than
blood pressure, cholesterol or anxiety drugs,” the

lawsuit says, noting drug companies’ billions in
annual revenue. Honacker’s attorney Harry Bell
said a Charleston Gazette-Mail investigation last
year shows that opioid shipments to West
Virginia clearly have exceeded need - more than
400 pills for each of the 1.8 million people in the
state over a six-year period.

“I suspect there are numerous communities
which have drug problems in this country with
opioids,” Bell said. “But how many of those com-
munities are ... victims of a true massive dump-
ing of prescription opioids in numbers that have
no relation to reality?” Since that report, 11 West
Virginia municipalities - including the city of

Huntington and Kanawha County, where the
capital, Charleston, is located - have filed or
announced lawsuits. McDowell County Sheriff
Martin West said the attorney general’s office
advised criminal charges weren’t possible. The
county sued in federal court instead. In a similar
case, Everett, Washington, sued Purdue Pharma
in January, saying the maker of OxyContin knew
some of the pain medication was being fun-
neled by the black market into the city but did
nothing to stop that. Purdue argued for dis-
missal, saying there was no basis in law for a
municipality to sue a drug manufacturer.

Fulton County, Georgia, filed a similar suit
against three distributors in state court in 2015,
but dropped it after being briefed on measures
to prevent illicit diversion, said Ellen Barry, a
spokeswoman for drug distributor Cardinal
Health. Bell said he was unaware of other states
with similar suits. Welch’s lawsuit in state court
seeks unspecified damages from drug distribu-
tors McKesson, AmerisourceBergen, Cardinal
Health, Miami-Luken, and H.D. Smith, and from a

prescribing physician.

Deep pockets 
All five companies have denied wrongdoing

but paid money to settle similar lawsuits by the
state attorney general or the Drug Enforcement
Administration. So far, the state attorney general
has won $47 million in state settlements from 12
opioid distributors. In January, San Francisco-
based McKesson Corp. agreed to pay $150 mil-
lion to settle federal allegations it failed to
detect and report suspiciously large pharmacy
orders of addictive painkillers, including ship-
ments to West Virginia. In 2006, a pharmacy in
nearby Kermit received 3.2 million hydrocodone
pills, according to court records. 

The town had 400 people. The pharmacy
owner was sentenced to six months in prison for
illegally dispensing painkillers. The owner of a
now-closed pain clinic and two doctors there
went to prison in 2010 for illegal prescriptions.
Kermit recently sued the five distributors.
McKesson, AmerisourceBergen and Miami-
Luken didn’t reply to Associated Press queries.
H.D. Smith spokeswoman Sarah Kinkade said the
company has the “stringent protection” of the
health care supply chain.

Cardinal responded: “We believe that these
copycat lawsuits do not advance any of the hard
work needed to solve the opioid abuse crisis - an
epidemic driven by addiction, demand and the
diversion of medications for illegitimate use.”
McKesson, AmerisourceBergen and Cardinal all
have asked a federal judge to dismiss McDowell
County’s suit, arguing it lacks legal standing to
bring such claims and that they ship drugs only
to federally and state-licensed pharmacies.

“Many patients in the United States have a
legitimate medical need for opioids, and, for that
reason, federal health officials over the past two
decades recommended increased treatment of
acute and chronic pain and year after year sub-
stantially increased the quota for hydrocodone
and oxycodone that could be manufactured, dis-
tributed, and prescribed,” Cardinal’s attorney
wrote. The Drug Enforcement Administration
assigns quotas to manufacturers.

Ethan Nadelmann, of the nonprofit watchdog
Drug Policy Alliance, said that unlike tobacco
sold directly to consumers, doctors and pharma-
cists are supposed to safeguard drug distribu-
tion. “Presumably the distributors are sending
drugs there because they’re ordered by pharma-
cies,” said Nadelmann. “Maybe it’s just the distrib-
utors are seen as deep pockets.”

At a recent town hall meeting in Welch, a few
dozen of the 250 people present raised hands
when asked if they’d lost a loved one to drugs.
“A friend of mine just lost his daughter to that,”
said Rob Ofsa, a retired teacher. “The drug com-
panies have ruined us.” If the suit is successful,
Honacker would like to use the money to estab-
lish a local rehabilitation center to help addicts.
“Our people, if they want help, and we have
many that do want help, they tend to travel
miles and miles,” she said.—AP

Drug epidemic: 1 small-town 
mayor takes on pill distributors
US drug distributors to pay for damage done by addiction 

VIRGINIA: In this photo, The McDowell County Courthouse is seen, in Welch, West Virginia.—AP 

CAPE CANAVERAL: Jupiter is extra close
and extra bright this week, and that means
some amazing, new close-ups. The Hubble
Space Telescope zoomed in on the solar
system giant Monday, and NASA released
the pictures Thursday. Jupiter was a rela-
tively close 415 million miles away. The
planet’s Great Red Spot is especially vivid. 

I t ’s a storm big enough to swallow

Earth, but is mysteriously shrinking.
Hubble’s ongoing observations may help
explain why. Also visible in the photos is
Red Spot Jr. On Friday, Jupiter will be in
opposition. That’s when Jupiter, Earth and
the sun all line up, with Earth in the mid-
dle. Jupiter will appear brighter than usual
- the brightest all year. Stargazers won’t
want to miss it.—AP

LONDON: Inspired by the aroma of ancient
paper, scientists are documenting the odors
of a stately British home in a bid to preserve
historical smells for posterity. The team has
been working at Knole House in southeast
England, capturing the smell of books,
gloves, vinyl records and even the floor
waxes. Apart from testing the objects to try
to replicate their smell in the laboratory, the
scientists have relied on written records
about the house, which was the childhood
home of novelist Vita Sackville-West.

“Smells help us connect to history in a
more humane way,” said Cecilia Bembibre,
a doctoral student at University College
London who has been working on the
project alongside analytical  chemist
Matija Strlic. The project aims to identify
smells that have “cultural value”, as well as
“ways of documenting them and hopeful-
ly preserving them”, Bembibre told AFP.
Strlic said studying in the historic home
was crucial because objects were in their
“natural habitat”.

“In a museum or gallery they have been
taken out of context and are presented to
us exclusively visually.” Strlic and Bembibre
published an article in the academic jour-
nal Heritage Science on Friday that includ-
ed a poll of visitors to a Birmingham gallery

presented with the smell of paper.
Respondents were not told what the smell
was, but the main words used to describe it
were “chocolate”, “wood” and “coffee”. There
were also more unusual ones, including
“socks”, “incense” and “farm”.

They also polled visitors to the 18th-cen-
tury library of St Paul’s Cathedral in London,
who used words like “woody”, “musty” and
“sweet” for the smell of the books. Strlic said
he was inspired a decade ago when he
found out that conservationists often sniff
pages to determine if books in libraries are
degrading. After years of research, he said
he could now accurately tell “where the
paper was made, when it was made and the
level of degradation” simply by its smell.

Strlic said the research could be used for
curators to be able to detect signs of degra-
dation in libraries. He said it could also lead
to the creation of archives of historic smells
or the addition of an olfactory experience
to museum tours. Distinctive smells in dan-
ger of disappearing could be preserved, he
said, even those of London’s crowded and
often pungent underground transport net-
work. “Why not the London Underground?
It might not be a smell that is particularly
nice but it is one that is very familiar to us,”
he said.—AFP

LOS ANGELES: Scientists will fan out across a
California desert valley this weekend to take an
inventory of everything there that flies, hops,
runs, swims or grows in the dirt. It’s been 45
years since researchers last scoured Amargosa
Valley near the northern edge of the Mojave
Desert. That accounting of species led to federal
protections within the remote region and new
scientific understanding of its biodiversity.

Over three days, experts in a variety of fields
will once again tally birds, bats, toads, crickets,
coyotes, lichen and native plants, said Sophie
Parker, a senior scientist with the Nature
Conservancy. “We’re revisiting this area to deter-
mine how it has changed over the past several
decades,” said Parker, who’s organizing the “Bio-
Blitz” with officials from the federal Bureau of
Land Management. 

Researchers have kept a regular count of hun-
dreds of bird species, two species of desert fish
and a tiny endangered rodent called the
Amargosa vole, she said. But the status of many
other living things in the valley remains a mys-

tery that some three dozen scientists hope to
shed light on starting Friday. Entomologists will
tote nets while on the lookout for certain flies,
beetles, crickets and grasshoppers.

Botanists will search for two rare plants that
may have emerged from dormancy following
heavy winter rains that prompted rare desert
blooms elsewhere in California. And mammolo-
gists will track footprints and scat in the hopes
of spotting bobcats, mountain lions, coyotes,
rabbits and kit foxes. The valley stretches into
Nevada but the Bio-Blitz will focus on a 26-mile
section along the Amargosa River on the
California side, east of Death Valley.

Living crust 
Parker said she looks forward to hearing her

colleagues’ shouts of excitement echo over the
landscape as they make discoveries. “Since we
don’t have a full and complete understanding of
the area, it can be really gratifying when we’re
able to do this kind of detailed work,” she said.
Since the 1972 survey, the Nature Conservancy

has worked with the land management bureau
to protect the biodiversity within the Amargosa
River Watershed - employing scientific study and
land acquisition and restoration.

The weekend’s base camp will be at a date
farm that sits along a creek that feeds into the
river, where herpetologists are hopeful they’ll
find the endangered Amargosa toad hopping
around. Bats have been seen near the farm and
researchers will use echolocation to determine
where they forage and roost. 

“The river has cliffs and canyons and caves
along it where there may be bats,” Parker said
Wednesday. “This would definitely be adding
knowledge, to get an understanding of exactly
where they are.”  Parker, a soil ecologist, plans to
spend most of her time on hands and knees,
digging for what she calls a “living crust” of
lichens, mosses and bacteria common along cer-
tain riverbanks. “It’s a very small-scale ecosystem,
and that’s what gets me individually excited,” she
said. “But it’s the collective effort that this whole
thing is all about.”—AP

IN SPACE: This image made available by NASA shows the planet Jupiter when it was
at a distance of about 668 million kilometers from Earth. —AP

By Jove! Jupiter extra close, 
extra bright this week

BioBlitz scientists to survey 
California desert valley

CALIFORNIA: This photo provided by the Nature Conservancy shows scientist Maurice Hall along the wild and scenic stretch of the Amargosa
River, which is BLM land east of Death Valley, California.—AP 

THE HAGUE: In this handout photograph received from the Professor Matija Strlic,
the professor smells a 17th-century archival document at the National Archives of
The Netherlands in The Hague.—AFP

Scientists sniff out the past
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LOS ANGELES: California Governor
Jerry Brown declared Friday the official
end of the state’s drought that lasted
more than five years. Despite lifting the
drought emergency in all but four
counties, the governor kept in place
water reporting requirements, as well
as bans on practices like watering dur-
ing or following rainfall and hosing off
sidewalks. “This drought emergency is
over, but the next drought could be
around the corner,” Brown said in a
statement. “Conservation must remain
a way of life.” 

In the counties of Fresno, Kings, Tulare
and Tuolumne, emergency drinking
water programs will stay in place. In
recent years, thousands of people in

those areas-particularly in poor or Latino
communities-saw their wells dry up and
found themselves without running water.
They instead relied entirely on deliveries
of bottled water or on tanks for drinking
and domestic use.

Heavy winter rains did not manage to
completely replenish diminished
resources. “The drought reduced farm
production in some regions, killed an
estimated 100 million trees, harmed
wildlife and disrupted drinking water
supplies for many rural communities,”
Brown’s statement read. “The conse-
quences of millions of dead trees and
the diminished groundwater basins will
continue to challenge areas of the state
for years.”—AFP

California declares stubborn 
drought officially over

HAVANA: Over the last year Ada and Anuma II
have broken Marta Llanes’ television and com-
puter key board, chewed her telephone to
pieces and ruined much of her furniture. She has
forgiven them every transgression. It’s hard to
stay angry at a baby chimpanzee when it clam-
bers up your leg and into your arms and plants a
kiss on your cheek in a plea for forgiveness.
While zoos in other countries may have special-
ized facilities for raising baby animals, in Cuba
the job falls to Llanes, a 62-year-old zoologist
who has cared for 10 baby chimps in her central
Havana apartment since she started working at
the city zoo in 1983. 

It’s hard work that requires watching the apes
nearly 17 hours a day until they are returned to
the zoo after their first birthday. “I try to be the
mother chimpanzee,” Llanes said. “If they say ‘hu,’
I say ‘hu.’ If they want me to drop to the floor, I

drop to the floor. The only thing I can’t do is
swing. I used to do it, but I can’t anymore, but
they have to be taught to swing. They have to be
taught everything.” She leaves her home a few
hours each week when another zoologist deliv-
ers milk, fruit and cleaning products, and cares
for the animals while Llanes takes a break.

Meanwhile, Llanes’ apartment looks like any
that’s home to two infants, albeit infants able to
scramble up chairs, tables and virtually any oth-
er object with already-strong arms and legs, and
feet with opposable “thumbs.” The floor is cov-
ered with toys, all sharp objects have been hid-
den away and the electric sockets covered to
prevent a dangerous accidental shock. Ada, the
female, is 13 months old, and the male Anuma II
is 15 months. Both wear diapers. 

The chimpanzee, an endangered species,
separated from humans on the evolutionary tree

about 7 million years ago and shares some 90
percent of our DNA. Chimps are known for their
intelligence and use of basic tools. They live half
a century in the wild and even longer in captivi-
ty. Llanes, who has an adult daughter, says it can
be difficult to get female chimps to care for their
offspring in captivity, and she’s been happy to
step in. She is raising the baby chimps because
their mothers at the zoo are too young and did
not learn how to feed or care for them properly.

“I have to be at home with them 24 hours a
day,” said Llanes, who rises at 5 am and often
watches the chimps until 10 p.m., with an occa-
sional break during a simultaneous nap. Llanes
lives in a fifth-floor apartment in a building with
dozens of residents, virtually all of whom say the
baby chimps are good neighbors. “They don’t
bother anyone,” said Cari Dib, a 65-year-old
housewife. “Plus, they’re adorable.”—AP

PROVIDENCE: A year’s long fight over letting a cockatoo named Tootsie
onto Rhode Island campgrounds might have finally reached a compro-
mise. A proposal to let some exotic pets onto state-owned campsites was
vetoed in 2012 by then-Gov. Lincoln Chafee. Another attempt stalled in
the legislature in 2015. Now, Democratic state Rep. Evan Shanley said he’s
found a way to make it work after meeting with the state veterinarian and
environmental officials. His bill would allow cockatoos, parakeets and oth-
er birds in the parrot family onto campgrounds but not gerbils, turtles and
goldfish, which a previous version of the bill sought to allow. “I have no
idea why gerbils, turtles and goldfish were included,” Shanley said. The
House Judiciary Committee held a hearing on the bill Thursday. 

The proposal would allow up to two birds in the parrot family per
campsite, so long as the birds stay inside a recreational vehicle or camper.
Warwick resident Tom Wharton has been fighting for permission to let his
23-year-old cockatoo accompany him to campgrounds around the state,
as dogs and cats are allowed to do. “She loves the outdoors,” Wharton said. 

“There’s no logical reason why she can’t accompany me.” Shanley, a
Warwick Democrat, took up Tootsie’s cause this year. It was originally
championed by his Republican predecessor, former Rep. Joe Trillo.
Wharton said he used to like to take Tootsie to a campsite near the ocean,
but they were kicked out following complaints. —AP

NEW YORK: You know those snacks that
are OK if they’re handy, but not worth the
bother if you have to go track them down?
Our Stone Age forerunners may have felt
the same way about eating each other.
Neanderthals and prehistoric members of
our own species occasionally practiced
cannibalism and explaining that is a scien-
tific challenge. Generally, it has been attrib-
uted to factors like starvation, violence
between groups or ceremonial practices
following a death.

Now a new study suggests they were
probably not hunting each other just for
food. That’s because “we are not very nutri-
tious, on a calorie level,” compared to large
game animals, says James Cole of the
University of Brighton in England. Next to a
mammoth, even a dozen burly
Neanderthals would be slim pickings. Cole
presented his argument Thursday in the
journal Scientific Reports.

He focused on nine previously reported
fossil sites where researchers have found
evidence of cannibalism, like marks on the
bones that indicated butchery. The sites
were dated to between roughly 14,000
years ago to more than 900,000 years ago,
which falls within the Paleolithic period the
study focused on.  Five involved our evolu-
tionary cousins the Neanderthals, two
involved our own species and the rest were
other extinct members of the human evo-
lutionary branch.

His question: How many calories would
the bodies at each site provide? To estimate
that, he first used previously published
data to conclude that eating an average-
sized modern-day man could yield up to
about 144,000 calories. He then adapted

that to the age ranges of the bodies. Even if
all the bodies at a site were consumed in a
single episode, he concluded, the energy
payoff would be no more than what a
hunter could get from a single large animal
like a mammoth, a woolly rhino or a bear. 

So why bother with the hassle of hunt-
ing your own kind? “You’re dealing with an
animal that is as smart as you are, as
resourceful as you are, and can fight back in
the way you fight them,” Cole said. Maybe
in some cases, our ancestors ate compan-
ions who had died for an easy meal, Cole
said. But his main point is that usually, the
cannibalism was probably driven by some
social or cultural factors rather than just
nutrition. 

For example, it may have followed
episodes of violence, as in defending terri-
tory, he said. Cole’s paper seems unlikely to
revolutionize the field. Two experts, Tim
White of the University of California,
Berkeley, and Paola Villa of the University of
Colorado Museum in Boulder, said they
don’t know of anybody who has credibly
proposed the idea that Cole takes aim at,
that our ancestors hunted each other sim-
ply as food.

The new work “does not change our
general understanding of human cannibal-
ism,” Villa said in an email. But Palmira
Saladie, of the Catalan Institute for Human
Paleoecology and Social Evolution near
Barcelona, Spain, said Cole’s study “will
undoubtedly be key in the interpretation of
new sites (and) the re-evaluation of old
interpretations.” To understand why our
forerunners sometimes ate each other, she
wrote in an email, “We still have a long way
to go.”—AP

Cuban biologist raises two 
chimpanzees in her house

HAVANA: In this photo, Zoologist Marta Llanes caresses baby chimpanzee Anuma II, left, while Ada hangs on to her leg, at Llanes’ apartment, in
Havana, Cuba.—AP

Camping cockatoo: New push 
to lift bird ban at campsites

Stone Age cannibals: Hunting 
each other not worth the hassle

GERMANY: This file photo shows reconstructions of a Neanderthal man named ‘N’,
left, and woman called ‘Wilma’, right, at the Neanderthal museum in Mettmann,
Germany.—AP

RHODE ISLAND: In this file photo, Tom Wharton, of Warwick, Rhode Island,
talks to his pet cockatoo named ‘Tootsie’ at his Warwick home.—AP
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KANA Kuwait to hold

theatre festival 

Kerala Arts and Nataka Academy (KANA), Kuwait will
organize a theatre festival for the Malayali theatre
lovers in Kuwait. The theatre festival will consist of an

amateur drama competition and a theatre workshop which
will be conducted during Onam celebration in September
this year. The Academy is inviting amateur Malayalam the-
atre groups to submit scripts and register their participa-
tion in the competition with the Academy office-bearers. 

In a press release, KANA Kuwait said that the duration of
the play must not fall short of 30 minutes while it must not
exceed 45 minutes. Participating troupes are required to
adhere to the rules and regulations set by the Academy for
the fair and just conduct of the competition. The type-writ-
ten scripts must be submitted on or before May 31, 2017 to
the following office-bearers of the Academy. Babu Chakola
(Mangaf), Kumar Thrithala and Reji Mathew (Abbassiya).

KANA Kuwait is a non-profit socio-cultural organization
formed on World Theatre Day (March 27, 2017) in Kuwait
by a group of theatre activists with a view to promoting
theatre and generate a positive theatre culture among the
Indian expatriate community in the country. On the side-
lines of the theatre festival, the Academy is planning to
hold a theatre workshop which will led by reputed theatre
personalities from India.

Burgan Bank invites

premier customers 

to the screening of

‘Fast and Furious 8’ 

Burgan Bank, the second largest conventional bank
in terms of assets, in collaboration with Grand
Cinemas, announced yesterday that Premier

Banking customers will be offered the chance to watch
the first screening “Fast & Furious 8 -The Fate of the
Furious” for free at the most luxurious movie theatre -
Grand Class VIP in Al-Hamra Center, on April 13, 2017.

Each Premier customer can reserve two free seats
which will also include access to a light mini cuisine from
the buffet dedicated to Premier Customers at the “Grand
Class VIP” lounge. Reservations are on first-call-first-serve
basis as free seats are limited. To serve its Premier cus-
tomers better, Burgan Bank allocated a special number to
receive calls from Premier customers to reserve their free
VIP seats for any of the three shows that will be available
that day. 

Kuwait Chemanchery Muslim Association conduct-
ed their annual picnic on March 31, 2017 at Kabd,
attended by a large gathering of association

members and their family along with their invited
guests. The Event was presided over by President
Basheer Kappad, General Secretary Muneer

Thiruvangoor welcomed the gathering. During the
event, Association honored Yousuf Mattuvayal,
Muhammadi who completed 40 years of their expat life
here in Kuwait.

Sulfiquer Thiruvangoor gave a detailed speech
regarding the social and welfare activities of association.

The picnic was filled with lot of games and sports for
children, men and women. “Tug of war” conducted for
different areas were the highlight of the event which
flamed the spirit of all the members and prizes were dis-
tributed to all the winners. The picnic winded up at late
night and Treasurer Siraj Pookad gave a vote of thanks.

KCMA conducts Annual Family Picnic

Kuwait Dream Center celebrates World Autism Day

Reinforcing its support towards the special needs segment in Kuwait, Al-Ahli Bank of Kuwait (ABK) celebrated World Autism Day in collaboration with the Kuwait
Dream Center specialized in autism. The event was held on April 2, 2017 at the center’s headquarters in Khalidya.

—Photos by Yasser Al-Zayyat
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Al-Kharafi honors oldest staff 

member on 51st anniversary

Mohammed Abdul Mohsen Al-Kharafi & Sons Holding Company’s board chairman and members
recently honored, Nohad Nader Suleiman on the 51st anniversary of joining work with Al-
Kharafi. Speaking on the ceremony, Al-Kharafi board chairman, Fauzi Mohammed Al-Kharafi

hailed Suleiman’s efforts and dedication throughout his career with the group. Notably, Suleiman is one
of the oldest staff members who joined the company on April 17, 1966. 

Marzouq Nasser Al-Kharafi honoring Suleiman

J umeirah Messilah Beach
Hotel & Spa, Kuwait’s
idyllic resort was recent-

ly awarded with two prizes
at the Kuwait Public
Relations Association, held
under the patronage of His
Highness the Amir Sheikh
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah at the Sheikh Jaber Al-
Ahmed Cultural Centre on
March 29, 2017. 

Director of Public Relations
and Communications, Carol
Roncoletta, said: “Our active
Public Relations and Customer
Service efforts entail a lot of
dedicated work and creative
thinking, so we are delighted
at Jumeirah Messilah Beach
Hotel & Spa to be recognized
for our leadership and com-
mitment to raise the stan-
dards of these sectors in the
Hospitality scene.”  

Hala Al-Awadhi, PR
Executive representing the lux-
urious landmark, received the

Excellence Awards presented to
her by Her Excellency Minister
of Social Affairs and Labor
Minister of state for Economic
affairs Ms Hind Al-Sabeeh,
alongside the Chairman of the
Association Jamal Al-Nasrullah.
The resort’s achievements rep-
resent leadership behind the
most outstanding
Communications Campaigns,
Corporate Social Responsibility
initiatives, and Media Relations
in the year 2016. 

The luxurious resort was
also recognized for setting
the standard in exceptional
Customer Service and com-
mitment to memorable guest
experiences in the unique
destination. Kuwait’s Public
Relations Association dedi-
cated its awards to organiza-
tions across various indus-

tries that have shown excep-
tional efforts in the field of
public relations, and were
judged by a committee of
local and international Public
Relations and Customer
Service professionals and
evaluated the participating
entities as per the highest
international standards.

Kuwait Public Relations Association awards

Jumeirah Messilah Beach Hotel and Spa

Carol Roncoletta

LAPA concludes Spring Festival by organizing a concert 

On concluding the Spring Festival held at Al-Shaheed Park, LOYAC’s Academy for Performance Arts (LAPA) recently organized a concert performed jointly by ‘The Arab heritage Coral’, ‘Nabdh’ and ‘Rouh’ musical
bands. Commenting on the event, LOYAC’s Music Department manager, Nisreen Nasser stressed that the concert was the third in three months and that all performances have received great encouragement and
appreciation from the audiences. 

Indian Doctors Forum hosted its biannu-
al event ‘KMA-IDF Oration 2017’ yester-
day at 6 pm at the Al-Baraka Ballroom,

Crowne Plaza hotel. This is the 7th oration
hosted by the IDF. The event was held in
collaboration with Kuwait Medical
Association (KMA).

“We select our speaker based on his
body of work and international reputation.
We always select a doctor who is working in
India, is leading a big research team and has
a large body of published literature. Our
aim in holding this oration is to showcase
Indian medical talent to the Kuwaiti medical
fraternity, encourage medical tourism to
India and to encourage Kuwaiti doctors to
seek training in centers of excellence in
India,” said Dr Abhay Patwari, President, IDF.

Past recipients of this award have been
Dr Mammen Chandy, Dr Talwar, Dr
Ramchandra, Dr Khurru, Dr Nageshwar

Reddy and Dr V Mohan. This year, an IDF
committee has chosen Dr Moni Abraham
Kuriakose, Professor and Director of
Surgical Oncology and Director of
Translational Research at the Mazumdar-
Shaw Cancer Center, Bangalore, India. Dr
Moni Kuriakose is an international authori-
ty on oral cancer and is working towards
making cancer care affordable in develop-
ing countries. He will present his work dur-
ing this visit to Kuwait.

In addition to the KMA-IDF oration on
‘Digitally Connected Cancer Care - Oral
Cancer as a model’, Dr Moni Kuriakose will
give two more additional talks;
‘Translational Research in Oral Oncology’ at
the Kuwait Cancer Control Center (KCCC)
and ‘Targeting Cancer Stem Cells for Oral
Cancer Chemoprevention’ at the Faculty of
Medicine Health Science Center, Kuwait
University today.

Indian doctors host 

KMA-IDF Oration 2017
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01:45   Age Of Ice   
03:45   Tracers   
06:00   Batman: Bad Blood   
07:45   Last Action Hero   
10:00   Jurassic Hunters   
12:00   Tracers   
14:00   Tekken: Kazuya's Revenge   
16:00   Beverly Hills Cop 3   
18:00   Real Steel   
20:15   Taken 3   
22:15   Payback        

00:45   Swamp Brothers   
01:10   Vet On The Loose   
01:40   Swamp Brothers   
02:05   Vet On The Loose   
02:35   Swamp Brothers   
03:00   In Too Deep   
03:25   Swamp Brothers      
05:27   Vet On The Loose   
05:49   Gator Boys   
06:36   Gorilla School   
07:00   Swamp Brothers   
07:25   Lone Star Law   
08:15   Treetop Cat Rescue   
08:40   Treetop Cat Rescue   
09:10   Life At Vet University   
10:05   Rugged Justice   
11:00   Wildest India   
11:55   Bondi Vet   
12:50   Pandamonium   
13:45   Pandamonium   
14:40   Pandamonium   
15:35   Pandamonium   
18:20   Predators Up Close With Joel
Lambert   
19:15   Rugged Justice   
20:10   Pit Bulls & Parolees   
21:05   Lone Star Law   
22:00   Predators Up Close With Joel
Lambert   
22:55   Gator Boys   
23:50   Gator Boys   

00:55   Eastenders   
01:30   Poldark   
02:30   Line Of Duty   
03:25   Eastenders   

04:00   The Musketeers   
05:00   The Musketeers   
06:00   Doctors   
06:30   Eastenders   
07:00   Holby City   
07:55   Father Brown   
08:45   Doctor Who   
09:35   Doctor Who   
10:30   Doctors   
11:00   Eastenders   
11:30   Father Brown   
12:15   Doctor Who   
13:10   Doctor Who   
14:10   Doctors   
14:45   Eastenders   
15:15   Father Brown   
16:00   Doctor Who   
17:00   Doctor Who   
18:00   Doctors   
18:30   Eastenders   
19:05   Father Brown   
20:00   Scott & Bailey   
21:00   The Level   
21:55   The Level   
22:50   Class   
23:40   Doctors     

00:00   Escaping Evil: My Life In A Cult   
01:00   Britain's Darkest Taboos   
02:00   They Took Our Child, We Got Her
Back   
03:00   Leah Remini: Scientology And The
Aftermath   
04:00   Escaping Evil: My Life In A Cult   
05:00   Britain's Darkest Taboos   
06:00   The First 48   
07:00   The First 48   
08:00   Britain's Biggest Heists   
09:00   I Killed My BFF   
10:00   I Killed My BFF   
11:00   Evil Up Close   
12:00   Evil Up Close   
13:00   Evil Up Close   
14:00   It Takes A Killer   
14:30   It Takes A Killer   
15:00   It Takes A Killer   
15:30   It Takes A Killer   
16:00   Homicide Hunter   
17:00   Homicide Hunter   
18:00   Crime Stories   
19:00   Crime Stories   
20:00   The First 48   
21:00   Homicide Hunter   
22:00   Crimes That Shook Australia   
23:00   Evil Up Close      

00:05   John Oliver's New York Stand Up
Show   
00:55   Kroll Show   
01:20   The Alternative Comedy
Experience   
01:45   Inside Amy Schumer   
02:10   Chappelle's Show   
02:35   Ugly Americans   
03:00   The Daily Show With Trevor Noah   
03:25   Disorderly Conduct: Video On

Patrol   
04:15   Lip Sync Battle   
04:40   Ridiculousness   
05:05   Disaster Date   
05:30   Framework   
06:20   Hungry Investors   
07:10   Disorderly Conduct: Video On
Patrol   
08:00   Disaster Date   
08:25   Disaster Date   
08:50   Ridiculousness   
09:15   Key And Peele   
09:40   Disaster Date   
10:05   Ridiculousness   
10:30   Impractical Jokers UK   
10:55   Framework   
11:45   Impractical Jokers   
12:10   Lip Sync Battle   
12:35   Impractical Jokers UK   
13:00   Disorderly Conduct: Video On
Patrol   
13:50   Ridiculousness   
14:15   Framework   
15:05   The Jim Gaffigan Show   
15:30   Disaster Date   
15:55   Disaster Date   
16:20   Impractical Jokers UK   
16:45   Lip Sync Battle   
17:10   Key And Peele   
17:35   Catch A Contractor   
18:00   Catch A Contractor   
18:25   Ridiculousness   
18:50   Disaster Date   
19:15   Lip Sync Battle   
19:40   Lip Sync Battle   
20:05   Key And Peele   
20:30   Comedy Central Presents Comedy
3alwagef   
21:00   The Daily Show With Trevor Noah   
21:30   Ridiculousness Arabia   
22:00   The Half Hour   
22:25   John Oliver's New York Stand Up
Show   
23:15   The Alternative Comedy
Experience   
23:40   The Daily Show With Trevor Noah    

00:05   Kids Do The Craziest Things   
00:30   What Could Possibly Go Wrong?   
01:20   What Could Possibly Go Wrong?   
02:10   Dirty Jobs   
03:00   Dirty Jobs   
03:50   Ultimate Survival   
04:40   Ultimate Survival   
05:30   Ultimate Survival   
06:20   How It's Made   
06:40   How It's Made   
07:00   Doki   
07:25   Doki   

07:50   Bear Grylls Survival School   
08:15   Bear Grylls Survival School   
08:40   How It's Made   
09:05   How It's Made   
09:30   How It's Made   
09:55   How It's Made   
10:20   How It's Made   
10:45   How It's Made   
11:10   How It's Made   
11:35   How It's Made   
12:00   How It's Made   
12:25   How It's Made   
12:50   Ultimate Survival   
13:40   Ultimate Survival   
14:30   Ultimate Survival   
15:20   Ultimate Survival   
16:10   Ultimate Survival   
17:00   What Could Possibly Go Wrong?   
17:50   What Could Possibly Go Wrong?   
18:40   Deception With Keith Barry   
19:30   Zoltan The Wolfman   
20:20   Raging Nature   
21:10   Bionic Builders   
22:00   Destroyed In Seconds   
22:25   Destroyed In Seconds   
22:50   Destroyed In Seconds   
23:15   Destroyed In Seconds   
23:40   Destroyed In Seconds   

00:10   Hank Zipzer   
00:35   Binny And The Ghost   
01:00   Binny And The Ghost   
01:25   Hank Zipzer   
01:45   The Hive   
01:50   Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch   
02:15   Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch   
02:40   Hank Zipzer   
03:05   Binny And The Ghost   
03:30   Binny And The Ghost   
03:55   Hank Zipzer   
04:15   The Hive   
04:20   Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch   
04:45   Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch   
05:10   Hank Zipzer   
05:35   Binny And The Ghost   
06:00   Binny And The Ghost   
06:25   Hank Zipzer   
06:45   The Hive   
06:50   The 7D   
07:00   Jessie   
07:25   Jessie   
07:50   Tsum Tsum Shorts   
07:55   The Zhuzhus   
08:20   Elena Of Avalor   
08:45   Bizaardvark   
09:10   Bizaardvark   
09:35   Stuck In The Middle   
10:00   Stuck In The Middle   
10:25   Disney The Lodge   
10:50   Bunk'd   
11:15   Bunk'd   
11:40   The Incredibles   
13:40   Disney Mickey Mouse   
13:45   Bizaardvark   
14:10   Bizaardvark   

14:35   Bizaardvark   
15:00   Bizaardvark   
15:25   Jessie   
15:50   Jessie   
16:15   Disney Cookabout   
16:40   Austin & Ally   
17:05   Eco Club   
17:10   Elena Of Avalor   
17:35   Liv And Maddie   
18:00   Disney The Lodge   
18:25   The Little Mermaid   
19:55   Welcome To The Ronks   
20:05   Stuck In The Middle   
20:30   Bizaardvark   
20:55   Bunk'd   
21:20   Best Friends Whenever   
21:45   Disney The Lodge   
22:10   Girl Meets World   
22:35   That's So Raven   
23:00   Good Luck Charlie   
23:25   Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch   
23:50   Sabrina Secrets Of A Teenage
Witch     

00:00   Henry Hugglemonster   
00:15   Calimero   
00:30   Art Attack   
00:55   Zou   
01:05   Loopdidoo   
01:20   Henry Hugglemonster   
01:35   Calimero   
01:50   Zou   
02:05   Art Attack   
02:30   The Hive   
02:40   Loopdidoo   
02:55   Henry Hugglemonster   
03:10   Art Attack   
03:35   Loopdidoo   
03:50   Calimero   
04:05   Art Attack   
04:30   Henry Hugglemonster   
04:45   Zou   
05:00   Art Attack   
05:30   Henry Hugglemonster   
05:45   Loopdidoo   
06:00   Zou   
06:15   Calimero   
06:30   Loopdidoo   
06:45   Henry Hugglemonster   
07:00   My Friends Tigger & Pooh   
07:25   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
07:50   Goldie & Bear   
08:15   Miles From Tomorrow   
08:40   Jake And The Never Land Pirates   
09:10   Sofia The First   
09:35   Doc McStuffins   
10:00   The Lion Guard   

10:30   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
10:55   Sofia The First   
11:25   Goldie & Bear   
11:50   Goldie & Bear   
12:00   The Wizard Of Dizz   
12:55   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
13:20   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
13:45   Minnie's Bow-Toons   
13:50   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
14:15   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
14:40   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
15:05   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
15:40   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
16:05   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
16:30   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
17:00   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
17:30   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
17:55   A Goofy Fairy Tale   
18:45   PJ Masks   
19:00   Jake And The Never Land Pirates   
19:25   Jake And The Never Land Pirates   
19:50   PJ Masks   
20:05   Goldie & Bear   
20:35   Mickey Mouse Clubhouse   
21:00   Sheriff Callie's Wild West   
21:30   Miles From Tomorrow   
22:00   Miles From Tomorrow   
22:25   Miles From Tomorrow   
22:55   PJ Masks   
23:20   Henry Hugglemonster   
23:35   The Hive   
23:45   Loopdidoo      

00:20   Wheels That Fail   
00:45   Alaskan Bush People   
01:35   Alaskan Bush People   
02:25   Alaskan Bush People   
03:15   Alaskan Bush People   
04:05   Alaskan Bush People   
05:00   Alaskan Bush People   
06:00   Outback Truckers   
06:50   Street Outlaws   
07:40   Fast N' Loud   
08:30   The Island With Bear Grylls   
09:20   Storage Hunters   
09:45   How Do They Do It?   
10:10   How Do They Do It?   
10:35   What On Earth?   
11:25   Treasure Quest: Snake Island   
12:15   The Wheel: Survival Games   
13:05   How Do They Do It?   
13:30   Storage Hunters   
13:55   Storage Hunters   
14:20   Gold Rush   
15:10   The Island With Bear Grylls   
16:00   Outback Truckers   
16:50   Fast N' Loud   
17:40   Street Outlaws   
18:30   How Do They Do It?   
18:55   How Do They Do It?   
19:20   The Island With Bear Grylls   
20:10   Storage Hunters   
20:35   Storage Hunters   
21:00   Supertruckers   
21:50   Toucan Nation   
22:40   Running Wild With Bear Grylls   
23:30   Fast N' Loud    

06:00   Guardians Of The Galaxy   
06:25   Marvel Ultimate Spider-Man vs
The Sinister 6   
06:50   Atomic Puppet   
07:15   Gravity Falls   
07:40   Supa Strikas   
08:05   Two More Eggs   
08:10   K.C. Undercover   
08:35   Milo Murphy's Law   
09:00   Walk The Prank   
09:25   Right Now Kapow   
09:50   Lab Rats   
10:15   Two More Eggs   
10:20   Star vs The Forces Of Evil   
10:45   Mighty Med   
11:10   K.C. Undercover   
11:35   Lab Rats: Bionic Island   
12:00   Tarzan 2   
13:20   Star vs The Forces Of Evil   
13:45   Gamer's Guide To Pretty Much
Everything   
14:10   Disney Mickey Mouse   
14:15   Milo Murphy's Law   
14:40   K.C. Undercover   
15:05   Walk The Prank   
15:30   Atomic Puppet   
15:55   Lab Rats   
16:25   Right Now Kapow   
16:50   K.C. Undercover   
17:15   Future-Worm!   
17:40   Star Wars Freemaker Adventures   
18:05   Disney Mickey Mouse   
18:10   Star Wars Rebels   
18:35   Tarzan 2   
19:55   Star vs The Forces Of Evil   
20:20   Kickin' It   
20:45   Mighty Med   
21:10   Star Wars Rebels   
21:40   Disney Mickey Mouse   
21:45   Marvel's Avengers Assemble   
22:10   Marvel Ultimate Spider-Man vs
The Sinister 6   
22:35   Boyster   
23:00   Programmes Start At 6:00am KSA     

00:00   WAGs Miami   
00:55   WAGs Miami   
01:50   E! News   
02:50   Celebrity Style Story   
03:20   Celebrity Style Story   
03:50   Just Jillian   
04:40   Just Jillian   
05:30   Celebrity Style Story   
06:00   Hollywood Medium With Tyler
Henry   
06:50   E! News   
07:20   EJ NYC   
08:10   E! News   
09:05   Keeping Up With The Kardashians   
09:55   Keeping Up With The Kardashians   
10:45   Keeping Up With The Kardashians   
11:35   So Cosmo   
12:25   So Cosmo   
13:20   So Cosmo   
14:15   Botched   
15:10   Botched   
16:05   Keeping Up With The Kardashians   
17:00   Keeping Up With The Kardashians   
18:00   Keeping Up With The Kardashians   
19:00   E! News   
20:00   Keeping Up With The Kardashians   
21:00   Keeping Up With The Kardashians   
22:00   Rob & Chyna   
23:00   Keeping Up With The Kardashians   

00:00   Man Fire Food   
00:30   Man Fire Food   
01:00   Restaurant: Impossible   
02:00   Mystery Diners   
02:30   Mystery Diners   
03:00   Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives   
03:30   Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives   
04:00   Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives   
04:30   Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives   
05:00   Guy's Grocery Games   
06:00   Roadtrip With G. Garvin   
06:30   Roadtrip With G. Garvin   
07:00   Chopped   
08:00   Barefoot Contessa: Back To Basics   
08:30   Barefoot Contessa: Back To Basics   
09:00   The Pioneer Woman   
09:30   The Pioneer Woman   
10:00   Siba's Table   
10:30   Siba's Table   
11:00   Anna Olson: Bake   
11:30   Anna Olson: Bake   
12:00   Man Fire Food   
12:30   Man Fire Food   
13:00   Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives   
13:30   Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives   
14:00   Chopped   
15:00   Barefoot Contessa: Back To Basics   
15:30   Barefoot Contessa: Back To Basics   
16:00   The Pioneer Woman   
16:30   The Pioneer Woman   
17:00   Siba's Table   
17:30   Siba's Table   

18:00   Anna Olson: Bake   
18:30   Anna Olson: Bake   
19:00   Man Fire Food   
19:30   Man Fire Food   
20:00   Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives   
20:30   Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives   
21:00   Tia Mowry At Home   
21:30   Tia Mowry At Home   
22:00   Dinner At Tiffani's   
22:30   Dinner At Tiffani's   
23:00   Chopped   

00:15   Coronation Street   
00:35   Coronation Street   
01:00   Paul O'Grady's Animal Orphans   
02:00   Coronation Street   
02:25   Coronation Street   
02:45   Coronation Street   
03:10   Coronation Street   
03:30   Coronation Street   
03:55   The Chase   
04:45   Come Date With Me Australia   
05:35   Come Date With Me Australia   
06:00   Come Date With Me Australia   
06:25   Ant & Dec's Saturday Night
Takeaway   
07:35   Surprise Surprise   
08:35   Guess This House   
09:30   Murdoch Mysteries   
10:25   Vera   
11:55   Broadchurch   
12:50   Broadchurch   
13:45   Ant & Dec's Saturday Night
Takeaway   
15:00   It's Not Rocket Science   
15:55   Paul O'Grady's Animal Orphans   
16:50   Surprise Surprise   
17:50   Brief Encounters   
18:45   Ant & Dec's Saturday Night
Takeaway   
20:00   Vera   
21:30   Murdoch Mysteries   
22:20   Paul O'Grady's Animal Orphans   
23:15   Brief Encounters   

00:00   The Universe   
01:00   The Universe   
02:00   The Universe   
02:50   The Universe   
03:40   The Universe   
04:30   The Universe   
05:20   The Universe   
06:10   The Universe   
07:00   The Universe   
08:00   The Universe   
09:00   The Universe   
10:00   The Universe   
11:00   The Universe   
12:00   The Universe   
13:00   The Universe   
14:00   The Universe   
15:00   The Universe   
16:00   The Universe   
17:00   The Universe   
18:00   Bible Secrets Revealed   
19:00   Ancient Top 10   
20:00   Million Dollar Genius   
21:00   Ancient Aliens   
22:00   Engineering Disasters   
23:00   Smartest Guy In The Room   
23:30   Smartest Guy In The Room    

00:20   Ice Road Truckers   
01:10   Hunting Hitler   
02:00   Counting Cars   
02:25   Car Hunters   
02:50   Ultimate Wheels   
03:40   Fifth Gear   
04:30   Storage Wars Texas   
05:00   Hoard Hunters   
06:00   Leepu And Pitbull   
06:50   Ice Road Truckers   
07:40   Counting Cars   
08:30   Pawn Stars   
08:55   Pawn Stars   
09:20   Storage Wars   
09:45   Storage Wars   
10:10   American Pickers   
11:00   The Curse Of Oak Island   
11:50   Battle 360   
12:40   Swamp People   
13:30   Ax Men   
14:20   Mountain Men   
15:10   Ice Road Truckers   
16:00   Leepu And Pitbull   
16:50   Pawn Stars   
17:15   Pawn Stars   
17:40   Gold Hunters: Legend Of The
Superstition...   
18:30   Search For The Lost Giants   
19:20   Mountain Men   
20:10   American Pickers   
21:00   Pawn Stars   
21:25   Pawn Stars Best Of   
21:50   Storage Wars: Barry's Best Buys   
22:40   Counting Cars   
23:05   Car Hunters   
23:30   American Pickers   

00:40   Chasing The Sun   
01:05   Mega Food   
01:55   Lyndey Milan - Taste Of Australia   
02:20   Hotel India   
03:10   Charlie Luxton's Homes By The
Med   
04:00   Restoration Man   
04:50   Raw Travel   
05:20   Raw Travel   
05:45   Valentine Warner Eats Scandinavia   
06:15   Confucius Was A Foodie   
07:10   The Game Chef   
07:35   The Game Chef   
08:05   Carnival Eats   
08:30   Carnival Eats   
09:00   Route Awakening   
09:25   My Dubai   
09:55   Lucky Chow   
10:20   Chasing The Sun   
10:50   Chasing The Sun   
11:15   World's Best Beaches   
12:10   Croatia's Finest   
12:40   Bondi Rescue Outback Adventure   
13:35   Lyndey Milan - Taste Of Australia   
14:00   Hotel India   
14:55   Charlie Luxton's Homes By The
Med   
15:50   Restoration Man   
16:45   Raw Travel   
17:15   Route Awakening   
17:40   My Dubai   
18:10   Cruise Ship Diaries   
19:05   Charlie Luxton's Homes By The
Med   
20:00   Restoration Man   
20:55   Raw Travel   
21:20   Route Awakening   
21:45   My Dubai   
22:10   Cruise Ship Diaries   
23:00   Bondi Rescue Outback Adventure   
23:50   Lyndey Milan - Taste Of Australia   

00:10   Mega Factories   
01:00   Origins: The Journey Of
Humankind   
02:00   Monster Fish   
03:00   Wicked Tuna   
04:00   Mine Kings   
05:00   Forbidden Tomb Of Genghis Khan   
06:00   Lawless Island   
07:00   Uncensored With Michael Ware   
08:00   Scam City   
09:00   Locked Up Abroad   
10:00   Origins: The Journey Of
Humankind   
11:00   Parched   
12:00   Filthy Riches   
13:00   Dog Whisperer   
14:00   Dog Whisperer   
15:00   Monster Fish   
16:00   Wicked Tuna   
17:00   Titanic: Case Closed   
19:00   Monster Fish   
20:00   Wicked Tuna   
20:50   Titanic: Case Closed   
22:30   Monster Fish   
23:20   Forbidden Tomb Of Genghis Khan       

00:20   World's Deadliest Killers   
01:10   Killer Dragons   
02:00   Jobs That Bite!   
02:50   Africa's Creative Killers   
03:45   Animals Gone Wild   
04:40   Wild Indochina   
05:35   Africa's Hunters   
06:30   Monster Fish   
07:25   Monster Fish   
08:20   World's Deadliest Animals   
09:15   Survive The Wild   
10:10   Animals Gone Wild Compilations   
11:05   Wild Case Files   
12:00   Dangerous Encounters   
12:55   Jobs That Bite!   
13:50   Africa's Creative Killers   
14:45   Animals Gone Wild   
15:40   The Desert Sea   
16:35   Wild Indochina   
17:30   Dr Oakley: Yukon Vet   
18:25   Hunter Hunted   
19:20   Animals Gone Wild   
20:10   The Desert Sea   
21:00   Wild Indochina   
21:50   Dr Oakley: Yukon Vet   
22:40   Hunter Hunted   
23:30   Dangerous Encounters    

01:00   The Amazing Wizard Of Paws   
03:00   White Fang 2: Myth Of The White
Wolf   
05:00   Wall-E   
07:00   Tinker Bell And The Lost Treasure   
09:00   Alice In Wonderland   
11:00   Wall-E   

13:00   Meet The Robinsons   
15:00   Atlantis: The Lost Empire   
17:00   Atlantis: Milo's Return   
19:00   Max Keeble's Big Move   
21:00   I'll Be Home For Christmas   
23:00   Atlantis: The Lost Empire   

00:15   The Last Tycoon   
02:30   The Sting   
05:00   Searching For Bobby Fischer   
08:00   Ordinary People   
10:15   The Sting   
12:30   The Man Who Wasn't There   
14:30   Memories   
16:15   The Yellow Handkerchief   
18:00   Words And Pictures   
20:00   Rio, I Love You   
22:00   Big Night    

00:45   The Wild Thornberrys Movie   
02:30   The Adventures Of Rocky And
Bullwinkle   
04:15   Rugrats In Paris: The Movie   
06:00   Pet Pals In Windland   
07:30   Cher Ami   
09:15   The Nutcracker Sweet   
10:45   The Wild Thornberrys Movie   
12:30   The Adventures Of Rocky And
Bullwinkle   
14:15   The Heart Of The Oak   
16:00   The Nutcracker Sweet   
18:00   Daddy I'm A Zombie   
20:00   Big Baby   
21:45   The Heart Of The Oak   
23:15   Cher Ami     

00:30   Medicine Man   
02:30   Skyfall   
05:00   The Fugitive   
07:30   The Hunger Games: Mockingjay
Part I   
10:00   X-Men: First Class   
12:15   Skyfall   
14:45   The Horse Whisperer   
17:45   Air Force One   
20:00   Unstoppable   
22:00   The Color Of Money   

00:30   The Big Brain Theory   
01:20   The Big Brain Theory   
02:10   Prototype This   
03:00   Prototype This   
03:48   How Do They Do It?   
04:12   How Do They Do It?   
04:36   How Do They Do It?   
05:00   Food Factory   
05:24   Food Factory   
05:48   Food Factory   
06:12   Food Factory   
06:36   Food Factory   
07:00   How Do They Do It?   
07:26   The Big Brain Theory   
08:14   The Big Brain Theory   
09:02   The Big Brain Theory   
09:50   Prototype This   
10:38   Prototype This   
11:26   Mythbusters   
12:14   Mythbusters   
13:02   Mythbusters   
13:50   Mythbusters   
14:38   Mythbusters   
15:26   Food Factory   
15:50   Food Factory   
16:14   Food Factory   
16:38   Food Factory   
17:02   Food Factory   
17:26   How Do They Do It?   
17:50   How Do They Do It?   
18:15   How Do They Do It?   
18:40   How Do They Do It?   
19:05   How Do They Do It?   
19:30   Sci-Fi Science   
19:55   Sci-Fi Science   
20:20   Sci-Fi Science   
20:45   Sci-Fi Science   
21:10   Sci-Fi Science   
21:35   Sci-Fi Science   
22:00   Ways To Save The Planet   
22:50   Ways To Save The Planet   
23:40   Ways To Save The Planet   

00:20   I Know What You Weighed Last
Summer   
01:10   An Hour To Save Your Life   
02:00   Toddlers & Tiaras: Coach Wars   
03:35   Sister Wives   
04:20   Toddlers & Tiaras   
05:10   Toddlers & Tiaras   
06:00   Super Soul Sunday   
06:50   Toddlers & Tiaras: Coach Wars   
08:30   Little People, Big World   
08:55   Little People, Big World   
09:20   Little People, Big World   BIG NIGHT ON OSN MOVIES FESTIVAL

SKYFALL ON OSN MOVIES HD

REAL STEEL ON OSN MOVIES ACTION
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KNCC PROGRAMME FROM THURSDAY TO WEDNESDAY (06/04/2017 TO 12/04/2017)

SHARQIA-1
AFTERMATH                                                                      12:00 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      2:00 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         4:00 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      6:00 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         8:00 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      10:00 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         12:05 AM

SHARQIA-2
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      11:30 AM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      1:30 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      3:30 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      5:30 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      7:30 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      9:30 PM
KONG: SKULL ISLAND                                                   11:30 PM

SHARQIA-3
GOING IN STYLE                                                              12:45 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              2:45 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              4:45 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              6:45 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              8:45 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              10:45 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      12:45 AM

MUHALAB-1
AFTERMATH                                                                      11:45 AM
AFTERMATH                                                                      1:45 PM
KONG: SKULL ISLAND                                                   3:45 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      6:30 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      8:30 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      10:30 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      12:30 AM

MUHALAB-2
GOING IN STYLE                                                              1:00 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              3:00 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              5:00 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              7:00 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              9:00 PM
KONG: SKULL ISLAND                                                   11:00 PM

MUHALAB-3
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      12:00 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE- Arabic                      2:00 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      4:00 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE- Arabic                      6:00 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      8:00 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      10:00 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              12:05 AM

FANAR-1
KONG: SKULL ISLAND                                                   1:15 PM
AKHER DEEK FE MASR -Arabic                                  1:30 PM
GET OUT                                                                              3:45 PM
KONG: SKULL ISLAND                                                   5:45 PM
AKHER DEEK FE MASR -Arabic                                  8:15 PM
GET OUT                                                                              10:30 PM

AKHER DEEK FE MASR -Arabic                                  12:30 AM

FANAR-2
GOING IN STYLE                                                              11:45 AM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              1:45 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              3:45 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              5:45 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              7:45 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              9:45 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              11:45 PM

FANAR-3
AFTERMATH                                                                      12:00 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      2:00 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      4:00 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         6:00 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      8:00 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         10:00 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         12:05 AM

FANAR-4
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      12:15 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      2:15 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      4:15 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      6:15 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      8:15 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      10:15 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      12:15 AM

FANAR-5
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE- Arabic                      1:00 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE- Arabic                      3:00 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE- Arabic                      5:00 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             7:00 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             9:00 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             11:00 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         1:00 AM

MARINA-1
AFTERMATH                                                                      12:00 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      2:00 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      4:00 PM
MAHBAS (SOLITAIRE)                                                    6:00 PM
MAHBAS (SOLITAIRE)                                                    8:00 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      10:00 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      12:05 AM

MARINA-2
GOING IN STYLE                                                              12:15 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              2:15 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              4:15 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              6:15 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              8:15 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              10:15 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              12:15 AM

MARINA-3
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      11:45 AM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      1:45 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      3:45 PM

SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE- Arabic                      5:45 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      7:45 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      9:45 PM
GET OUT                                                                              11:45 PM

AVENUES-1
COLLIDE                                                                              11:30 AM
AKHER DEEK FE MASR -Arabic                                  1:30 PM
COLLIDE                                                                              3:45 PM
AKHER DEEK FE MASR -Arabic                                  5:45 PM
AKHER DEEK FE MASR -Arabic                                  8:00 PM
AKHER DEEK FE MASR -Arabic                                  10:15 PM
AKHER DEEK FE MASR -Arabic                                  12:30 AM

AVENUES-2
KONG: SKULL ISLAND -3D-4DX                               11:45 AM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE -3D-4DX                  2:15 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE -3D-4DX                  4:15 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE -3D-4DX                  6:15 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE -3D-4DX                  8:15 PM
KONG: SKULL ISLAND -3D-4DX                               10:15 PM
KONG: SKULL ISLAND -3D-4DX                               12:45 AM

AVENUES-3
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             12:15 PM
GET OUT                                                                              2:30 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             4:45 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             7:00 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             9:15 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             11:30 PM

AVENUES-4
GOING IN STYLE                                                              11:45 AM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              1:45 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              4:00 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              6:15 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             8:30 PM
Special Show “SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE”     8:30 PM
KONG: SKULL ISLAND                                                   10:45 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      1:15 AM

360 º- 1
GOING IN STYLE                                                              12:30 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              2:45 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              5:00 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              7:15 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              9:30 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              11:45 PM

360º- 2
SALT AND FIRE                                                                 1:30 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         3:30 PM
SALT AND FIRE                                                                 5:45 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         8:00 PM
SALT AND FIRE                                                                 10:00 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         12:15 AM

360º- 3
GET OUT                                                                              11:45 AM
GET OUT                                                                              2:15 PM

GET OUT                                                                              4:30 PM
GET OUT                                                                              6:45 PM
GET OUT                                                                              9:00 PM
GET OUT                                                                              11:15 PM

AL-KOUT.1
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      11:30 AM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      1:30 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      3:30 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      5:30 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      7:30 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      9:30 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      11:30 PM

AL-KOUT.2
GOING IN STYLE                                                              12:00 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              2:00 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              4:00 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              6:00 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              8:00 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              10:00 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              12:05 AM

AL-KOUT.3
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      12:30 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      2:30 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             4:30 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             6:30 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             8:30 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             10:30 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             12:30 AM

AL-KOUT.4
AFTERMATH                                                                      1:00 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         3:00 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      5:00 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         7:00 PM
AFTERMATH                                                                      9:00 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         11:00 PM
EAT LOCAL                                                                         1:00 AM

BAIRAQ-1
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      1:00 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      3:00 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      5:00 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      7:00 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      9:00 PM
SMURFS: THE LOST VILLAGE                                      11:00 PM

BAIRAQ-2
GOING IN STYLE                                                              12:45 PM
GOING IN STYLE                                                              2:45 PM
KONG: SKULL ISLAND                                                   4:45 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             7:15 PM
AKHER DEEK FE MASR -Arabic                                  9:15 PM
SAFRA 5 NJOOM                                                             11:30 PM

Arrival Flights on Sunday 9/4/2017
Airlines Flt Route Time
JZR 125 Bahrain 00:10
THY 772 Istanbul 00:10
KAC 786 Jeddah 00:30
KAC 1542 Cairo 00:35
JZR 267 Beirut 00:35
KAC 504 Beirut 00:45
KAC 102 London 00:55
DLH 635 Doha 01:00
KAC 546 Cairo 01:10
PGT 858 Istanbul 01:15
JZR 539 Cairo 01:25
UAE 853 Dubai 01:40
RJA 642 Amman 01:45
ETH 620 Addis Ababa 01:50
KKK 6506 Istanbul 01:55
KLM 446 Bahrain 02:05
QTR 1086 Doha 02:05
JZR 553 Alexandria 02:10
GFA 211 Bahrain 02:15
KAC 418 Manila 02:50
OMA 643 Muscat 03:05
ETD 305 Abu Dhabi 03:10
MSR 612 Cairo 03:15
FDB 069 Dubai 03:15
PGT 860 Istanbul 03:25
QTR 1076 Doha 03:40
KAC 1544 Cairo 03:50
CEB 018 Manila 04:00
LMU 510 Cairo 04:00
KAC 344 Ahmedabad 04:15
UAE 873 Dubai 04:15
KAC 332 Trivandrum 04:45
KAC 358 Kochi 04:50
KAC 784 Jeddah 05:00
THY 770 Istanbul 05:05
DHX 170 Bahrain 05:10
QTR 8511 Doha 05:20
KAC 344 Chennai 05:30
KAC 362 Colombo 05:30
BAW 157 London 06:05
KAC 284 Dhaka 06:35
KAC 206 Islamabad 06:40
KAC 302 Mumbai 06:55
KAC 156 Istanbul 07:05
KAC 354 Bangalore 07:50
FDB 053 Dubai 07:50
KAC 384 Delhi 08:00
UAE 855 Dubai 08:25
ETD 301 Abu Dhabi 08:55
ABY 125 Sharjah 09:00
IRC 528 Ahwaz 09:10
QTR 1070 Doha 09:20
IRA 665 Shiraz 09:25
FDB 055 Dubai 09:40
SVA 512 Riyadh 10:00
MSC 415 Sohag 10:15
GFA 213 Bahrain 10:40
MEA 404 Beirut 10:55
PAL 668 Manila 11:00
JZR 561 Sohag 11:10
KAC 522 Al Najaf 11:20
KAC 742 Dammam 11:45
JZR 165 Dubai 11:50
SAW 701 Damascus 12:30
UAE 871 Dubai 12:45
KAC 774 Riyadh 12:45

THY 766 Istanbul 12:50
MSR 610 Cairo 13:00
AXB 393 Kozhikode 13:10
KAC 662 Abu Dhabi 13:35
KAC 672 Dubai 13:55
QTR 1078 Doha 14:05
GFA 221 Bahrain 14:20
FDB 059 Dubai 14:20
KAC 618 Doha 14:20
SVA 500 Jeddah 14:45
KAC 788 Jeddah 14:55
KAC 692 Muscat 14:55
KNE 529 Jeddah 14:55
ETD 303 Abu Dhabi 15:05
OMA 645 Muscat 15:10
KAC 502 Beirut 15:25
KAC 412 Bangkok 15:30
ABY 127 Sharjah 15:35
KAC 118 New York 15:40
UAE 857 Dubai 15:45
RJA 640 Amman 16:00
FDK 801 Damascus 16:00
QTR 1072 Doha 16:15
FDB 051 Dubai 16:15
JZR 125 Bahrain 16:25
JZR 787 Riyadh 16:35
KAC 542 Cairo 17:05
SVA 510 Riyadh 17:15
GFA 215 Bahrain 17:30
JZR 777 Jeddah 17:35
JZR 177 Dubai 17:45
CLX 612 Luxembourg 17:45
QTR 1080 Doha 18:05
MSR 620 Cairo 18:30
JZR 483 Istanbul 18:30
UAE 875 Dubai 19:05
GFA 217 Bahrain 19:05
KAC 776 Riyadh 19:10
FDB 063 Dubai 19:10
ABY 123 Sharjah 19:20
KAC 154 Istanbul 19:30
KAC 616 Bahrain 19:40
KAC 674 Dubai 19:40
FDB 057 Dubai 19:50
KAC 620 Doha 19:50
KAC 104 London 20:00
OMA 647 Muscat 20:05
MEA 402 Beirut 20:15
DLH 634 Frankfurt 20:15
QTR 1088 Doha 20:35
KAC 164 Rome 20:55
KAC 564 Amman 21:00
KAC 172 Frankfurt 21:05
ETD 307 Abu Dhabi 21:10
ALK 229 Colombo 21:15
UAE 859 Dubai 21:15
KAC 676 Dubai 21:35
GFA 219 Bahrain 21:50
QTR 1082 Doha 22:00
ETD 309 Abu Dhabi 22:10
AIC 981 Chennai/Ahmedabad 22:25
BBC 043 Dhaka 22:30
JZR 185 Dubai 22:55
JZR 241 Amman 22:55
JAI 574 Mumbai 23:00
THY 764 Istanbul 23:05
FDB 071 Dubai 23:35
PIA 205 Lahore 23:40

Departure Flights on Sunday 9/4/2017
Airlines Flt Route Time
AIC 988 Hyderabad/Chennai 00:05
JAI 573 Mumbai 00:30
MSC 406 Sohag 00:30
FDB 072 Dubai 00:30
THY 773 Istanbul 01:40
DLH 635 Frankfurt 02:00
PGT 859 Istanbul 02:35
THY 765 Istanbul 02:50
ETH 621 Addis Ababa 02:50
KKK 6505 Istanbul 02:55
UAE 854 Dubai 03:30
KLM 446 Amsterdam 03:30
OMA 644 Muscat 04:05
QTR 1087 Doha 04:10
ETD 306 Abu Dhabi 04:10
MSR 613 Cairo 04:15
KAC 417 Manila 04:20
PGT 861 Istanbul 04:25
JZR 560 Sohag 04:45
LMU 511 Cairo 05:00
KAC 103 London 05:00
CEB 019 Manila 05:30
QTR 1077 Doha 05:35
UAE 874 Dubai 06:15
THY 771 Istanbul 06:25
RJA 643 Amman 06:25
QTR 8512 Doha 06:50
GFA 212 Bahrain 06:50
FDB 070 Dubai 07:05
JZR 164 Dubai 07:15
KAC 521 Al Najaf 07:35
KAC 171 Frankfurt 07:50
KAC 501 Beirut 07:50
BAW 156 London 08:20
FDB 054 Dubai 08:30
KAC 741 Dammam 08:30
KAC 773 Riyadh 08:35
KAC 661 Abu Dhabi 09:00
KAC 117 New York 09:00
KAC 787 Jeddah 09:15
KAC 671 Dubai 09:15
KAC 163 Rome 09:20
JZR 482 Istanbul 09:25
KAC 691 Muscat 09:30
ABY 126 Sharjah 09:40
KAC 101 London 09:45
UAE 856 Dubai 09:50
ETD 302 Abu Dhabi 10:00
KAC 541 Cairo 10:00
IRC 529 Ahwaz 10:10
KAC 617 Doha 10:15
IRA 664 Shiraz 10:25
KAC 153 Istanbul 10:30
QTR 1071 Doha 10:35
FDB 056 Dubai 10:35
SVA 513 Riyadh 11:00
MSC 416 Sohag 11:15
GFA 214 Bahrain 11:35
MEA 405 Beirut 11:55
VIZ 203 IQA 12:00
JZR 776 Jeddah 12:00
PAL 669 Manila 13:10
JZR 176 Dubai 13:10
JZR 786 Riyadh 13:10
SAW 702 Damascus 13:30
JZR 124 Bahrain 13:30

THY 767 Istanbul 13:45
MSR 611 Cairo 14:00
AXB 394 Kozhikode 14:10
UAE 872 Dubai 14:15
KAC 673 Dubai 15:00
FDB 060 Dubai 15:05
GFA 222 Bahrain 15:05
QTR 1079 Doha 15:15
KAC 775 Riyadh 15:40
KAC 563 Amman 15:40
SVA 501 Jeddah 15:45
KNE 530 Jeddah 15:55
KAC 619 Doha 16:00
OMA 646 Muscat 16:10
ABY 128 Sharjah 16:15
ETD 304 Abu Dhabi 16:20
KAC 615 Bahrain 16:30
FDK 802 Damascus 16:55
RJA 641 Amman 16:55
KAC 675 Dubai 17:00
FDB 052 Dubai 17:10
JZR 266 Beirut 17:15
QTR 1073 Doha 17:25
JZR 240 Amman 17:30
KAC 361 Colombo 17:35
UAE 858 Dubai 17:40
KAC 357 Kochi 17:40
KAC 343 Chennai 18:00
KAC 283 Dhaka 18:00
SVA 511 Riyadh 18:15
GFA 216 Bahrain 18:20
JZR 184 Dubai 18:20
JZR 538 Cairo 18:35
QTR 1081 Doha 19:15
KAC 343 Ahmedabad 19:20
KAC 785 Jeddah 19:20
MSR 621 Cairo 19:30
CLX 612 Luxembourg 19:45
GFA 218 Bahrain 19:50
FDB 064 Dubai 19:50
ABY 124 Sharjah 20:00
FDB 058 Dubai 20:30
KAC 331 Trivandrum 20:35
UAE 876 Dubai 20:35
KAC 353 Bangalore 20:55
DLH 634 Doha 21:00
OMA 648 Muscat 21:05
MEA 403 Beirut 21:15
KAC 1543 Cairo 21:30
KAC 301 Mumbai 21:40
QTR 1089 Doha 21:45
KAC 203 Lahore 21:45
DHX 171 Bahrain 21:50
KAC 205 Islamabad 21:55
ETD 308 Abu Dhabi 22:00
KAC 155 Istanbul 22:15
ALK 230 Colombo 22:20
UAE 860 Dubai 22:35
KAC 383 Delhi 22:35
GFA 220 Bahrain 22:50
ETD 310 Abu Dhabi 23:00
JZR 528 Asyut 23:05
KAC 783 Jeddah 23:10
QTR 1083 Doha 23:20

PRAYER TIMINGS

Fajr: 04:09
Shorook: 05:30
Duhr: 11:50

Asr: 15:23
Maghrib: 18:10
Isha: 19:30

ACCOMMODATIONCHANGE OF NAME

I, Sangaraju Surendra S/o
Singaraju Narayana Raju,
holder of Indian Passport
No. Z3344254 & Civil ID No.
283060507914 has
changed my name to
Singaraju Surendra here-
inafter in all my dealings
and documents. (C 5290)
6-4-2017

Sharing accommodation
available in Farwaniya -
Block 6, Street - 107, close
to Metro Center. For execu-
tive working ladies / bache-
lors. Please contact:
66625901. (C 5291)
5-4-2017



SUNDAY, APRIL 9, 2017

You know when you have done a good job and your duty this birth year
is to back off requests to be recognized. It is okay that no comments are

made regarding your work and it does not mean the people do not like your work. You
have now exercised your talents enough to know when something needs adjusting or
when your work is well received. Think on this and be proud of your accomplishments.
In fact, it might be a good idea to write down your accomplishments: personal, profes-
sional and charity contributions. Be brave now, this is the beginning of a brave new
world for other people around you, as well as you. Contracting out to businesses will
create a good opportunity to fine tune your skills. Get to know yourself better! 

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

You will prosper by pursuing your most deep-seated dreams of how life
could be. Don't be afraid to project your strong image. Begin now to make plans
toward your personal dreams. Ideas of group cooperation and communion could fur-
ther your career. You are becoming better focused and conscientious about your
work. Taking care of the necessary ingredients that help to make life comfortable and
interesting-health, work and such-becomes a greater preoccupation now. Sorting
things out and getting them organized keeps you quite busy. This afternoon may be
the quiet time you have been looking forward to-perhaps it is warm and you are out-
side soaking in the sunshine. Whatever the situation-this day is a healing day.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

You may not be able to keep your mind on your project or whatever you
are doing just now and it could be hard to make good decisions. Add a bit of humor
and inventiveness to your day and you will find your efforts pay well! You maintain an
even flow of performance when it comes to work and you set an example for anyone to
follow. Someone needs your attention this afternoon and you are helpful, as usual.
Listen to your body and learn when to call it a halt to strenuous activities. This afternoon
you may feel like staying home and making a few repairs to your living area or you
might want to secure your surroundings in better ways. Laughter, if you are experienc-
ing stress, is a great release. Perhaps you can just sit back and enjoy a good movie.

A jealous spat between two friends may gain your attention today. For
the most part, this is a day of forward-moving transactions. Play and tending to your
own responsibilities makes this a day full of good experiences. There is much laughter
to go around later in the afternoon. You are able to enjoy most of the day for your
own creative ideas. A neighborhood child wants to show off the new magic trick. You
may find yourself trading knock-knock jokes. A new or renewed love relationship pro-
vides for a joy-filled time later today. It seems to be your day for listening, as you hear
all the plans this charming person has for expressing personal talent in the future. You
share an enthusiasm of art. This is a contented time.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Teamwork or volunteer work may involve sports for this day. A time of
some fun competition has come and sides are chosen. After the games are over the
energies are strong for further communication-perhaps while sharing a noon meal. You
look for ways to help your loved ones and they will pay you back with delight. Ideas are
flowing and could come with ease. You can talk, talk, talk. Activities with neighbors,
friends or relatives make the day go along with the strong feelings of support and
appreciation for life in general. By probing deeper into your inner being you will learn to
be less structured in your fixed routines. Demands on you and on others loosen.
However, some people may attempt to encourage you to act prematurely-careful.

Take time to smell the roses. A dialogue with an older person may
take place this morning and you could be volunteering to help this person with some
seasonal changes. This may mean an air-conditioner problem or a problem lawn, etc.
This morning you may learn quite a lot from a new book. You could walk away with
new ideas of your own and certainly an appreciation of the relationship between you
and this older person. At home today you will find yourself in discussions surround-
ing some new technology. You are willing to take chances this afternoon. This is a
time to gamble and trust the fates, so be prepared for good things to happen,
whether you have earned them or not. Enjoy games with animals this evening.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

Transformations in your personal life are positive. You just got lucky and
the fun side of life is enhanced. Artistic, inspired projects are especially successful. You
bask in the limelight, enjoying the opportunity to express your essence in whatever
fashion you choose. A lack of information could hold you back-educate yourself to
what is happening. Your self-expression is strong and you get good results from your
efforts. Perhaps there is a recalcitrant child or you are learning some new craft. This
afternoon or evening you may have made plans for a social occasion. You are rich
with friends, and you have many blessings to count. You will enjoy entertaining
today. Much laughter can be heard coming from your place.

Libra (September 23-October 22)

You are in an affectionate mood and will enjoy intimate moments with
a loved one this morning. An instinctive urge to get serious about taking care of your-
self may find you and a friend signing up for exercise classes or some swimming time
at a nearby indoor pool later today. The domestic scene gains new appeal and now is
a good time to talk with your parents and family. The team attitude is easy to achieve
this afternoon-conversations while working on a home or family project can be stim-
ulating and productive. Your emotions are steady and nurturing. There is a chance to
understand those around you and to empathize and lend an ear to their thoughts.
General good feeling and a sense of support and harmony makes this a happy time.

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

Your physical appearance seems to have been buffed or polished
overnight. Compliments are many today and people are not quite sure

what, if anything, you have changed. Your energies are high and you look forward to
seeing particular people or just being where you are in your life at this time. You could
be most persuasive with others because your thinking is of the highest form and you
will not have to audit what you say. This situation is a natural for self-expression and
when it is your turn to speak many people will listen. Outer circumstances tend to work
in your favor. Take advantage of the gradual metamorphosis that is taking place within
you now and get to know the adventurer and achiever that are inside of you.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Keeping things lighthearted is a good way to start out the weekend and
that is where your energy is focused. A visit to the zoo with family or friends brings
your thinking around to preparing food for your own animals. Later today you may do
a little experimenting in the kitchen with different recipes for your faithful pets.
Because of some overdue correspondence or writing project that you had previously
disregarded, you might also spend some time answering your mail and returning
phone calls. Off-the-cuff conversations about future plans bring you insight. There are
some exciting new opportunities coming in your direction and you will want to be

ready. Your significant other has a pleasant surprise for you tonight.

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

Others may try to sway you from your project today. Allow for the inter-
ruptions and then you can return to your choice activity. You know that

spring has sprung with all the beauty around you. A trip to the park with a sketchpad
may allow you to bring a sample of spring into your own home. Give your charitable
urges attention and find something that really gives you great joy to contribute your
time and energies toward-at least once every two weeks. Today you may decide to join
a therapeutic horsemanship group that aids handicapped people. You will find many
rewards when you volunteer in surroundings that make you happy. This evening is a
good time for surrounding yourself with friends. A new novel keeps you busy tonight. 

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

There is an attitude of enthusiasm and new beginnings in the air today.
Snap decisions should be squelched. This is a favorable time for any kind of beginning and
for making changes. Work requiring your special knowledge will go well at this time. The
added touch of hesitancy will cause you to think before making rash decisions. Others
may laugh because you seem to stay focused and duty-conscious. Acknowledging your
intensity may be a signal to stop soon and plan some sort of vacation that will allow you a
different scenery and focus for a week or so. Wanting to reassure yourself that all is going in
the right direction is a good thing but you will soon know you are where you need to be as
you become involved with ideas and people on a grand scale.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 1573

ACROSS
1. Syndrome resulting from a serious acute

(sometimes fatal) infection associated
with the presence of staphylococcus.

4. Perennial plant of Europe and America hav-
ing racemes of white or purplish flowers
and intensely bitter trifoliate leaves.

12. A flat wing-shaped process or winglike part
of an organism.

15. An enclosed space.
16. Scar where the umbilical cord was

attached.
17. East Indian tree bearing a profusion of

intense vermilion velvet-textured blooms
and yielding a yellow dye.

18. A loose sleeveless outer garment made
from aba cloth.

19. Wear away.
20. A sharp abrupt noise as if two objects hit

together.
22. A wired or starched collar of intricate lace.
24. The eleventh month of the Hindu calendar.
25. The content of cognition.
26. A Mid-Atlantic state.
28. Not out.
29. An imaginary elephant that appears in a

series of French books for children.
32. A river in north central Switzerland that

runs northeast into the Rhine.
34. A white crystalline double sulfate of alu-

minum.
38. Chief port of Yemen.
41. Includes some plants usually placed in e.g.

genus Dicksonia.
43. Queen of the Olympian gods in ancient

Greek mythology.
44. (pathology) An elevation of the skin filled

with serous fluid.
46. A light strong brittle gray toxic bivalent

metallic element.
47. A local computer network for communica-

tion between computers.
48. American prizefighter who won the world

heavyweight championship three times
(born in 1942).

50. Any of numerous hairy-bodied insects
including social and solitary species.

52. A genus of Indriidae.
54. In the Arabian Nights a hero who tells of

the fantastic adventures he had in his voy-
ages.

56. A vessel in which something is immersed
to maintain it at a constant temperature or
to process or lubricate it.

58. The United Nations agency concerned with
civil aviation.

59. A group of islands off the west coast of
Sicily in the Mediterranean.

61. A parallelogram with four equal sides.
63. A state in southeastern United States.
64. Informal terms for a (young) woman.
65. Remove offensive capability from.
67. Most important element.
70. A state in northwestern North America.
72. Type genus of the Cariamidae comprising

only the crested cariama.
75. An associate degree in applied science.
76. A yellow viscous animal oil extracted from

wool.
79. Block consisting of a thick piece of some-

thing.
80. A unit of length equal to one thousandth

of an inch.
81. Relating to or associated with Arabia or its

people.
82. A thrusting blow with a knife.
83. A metal-bearing mineral valuable enough

to be mined.
84. The mother of Jesus.
85. A river in north central Switzerland that

runs northeast into the Rhine.

DOWN
1. A male monarch or emperor (especially of

Russia prior to 1917).
2. A island in the Netherlands Antilles that is

the top of an extinct volcano.
3. Someone who works (or provides workers)

during a strike.
4. A stiff straw hat with a flat crown.
5. A slight rounded elevation where the

malleus attaches to the eardrum.
6. An emergency procedure consisting of

external cardiac massage and artificial res-
piration.

7. Botswanan statesman who was the first
president of Botswana (1921-1980).

8. A member of an agricultural people of
southern India.

9. Resembling or characteristic of or appropri-
ate to an elegy.

10. A soft yellow malleable ductile (trivalent
and univalent) metallic element.

11. A committee in the executive branch of
government that advises the president on
foreign and military and national security.

12. (Babylonian) God of storms and wind.
13. A cord that is drawn through eyelets or

around hooks in order to draw together
two edges (as of a shoe or garment).

14. A town and port in northwestern Israel in
the eastern Mediterranean.

21. Ions are accelerated along a linear path by
voltage differences on electrodes along
the path.

23. A city in southern Turkey on the Seyhan
River.

27. Cry weakly or softly.
30. Medium-sized penguins occurring in large

colonies on the Adelie coast of Antarctica.
31. Danish explorer who explored the North

Pacific Ocean for the Russians and discov-
ered the Bering Strait (1681-1741).

33. An unforeseen obstacle.
35. Of a pale purple color.
36. A resident of Utah.
37. A starch made by leaching and drying the

root of the cassava plant.
39. In the same place (used when citing a ref-

erence).
40. English writer and a central member of the

Fabian Society (1858-1943).
42. A unit of length of thread or yarn.
45. The hair growing on the lower part of a

man's face.
49. A nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug

(trade name Cataflam).
51. A philosopher who specializes in ethics.
53. A long stiff hair growing from the snout or

brow of most mammals as e.g. a cat.
55. A Chadic language spoken in northern

Nigeria.
57. A cry of praise or adoration (to God).
60. The upper house of the parliament of the

Republic of Ireland.
62. The month following February and preced-

ing April.
66. A republic on the island of Malta in the

Mediterranean.
68. Dense growth of hairs covering the body

or parts of it (as on the human head).
69. A small island.
71. 100 kobos equal 1 naira.
73. A flat-bottomed volcanic crater that was

formed by an explosion.
74. A French abbot.
77. A constellation in the southern hemisphere

near Telescopium and Norma.
78. United States sculptor and architect whose

public works include the memorial to vet-
erans of the Vietnam War in Washington
(born in 1959).
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Ahmadi Sama Safwan                                    Fahaeel Makka St 23915883
Abu Halaifa                                        Abu Halaifa-Coastal Rd 23715414
Danat Al-Sultan                              Mahboula Block 1, Coastal Rd 23726558

Jahra Modern Jahra                                   Jahra-Block 3 Lot 1 24575518
Madina Munawara                        Jahra-Block 92 24566622

Capital Ahlam                                                   Fahad Al-Salem St 22436184
Khaldiya Coop                                 Khaldiya Coop 24833967

Farwaniya New Shifa                                           Farwaniya Block 40 24734000
Ferdous Coop                                   Ferdous Coop 24881201
Modern Safwan                               Old Kheitan Block 11 24726638

Hawally Tariq                                                      Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25726265
Hana                                                      Salmiya-Amman St 25647075
Ikhlas                                                    Hawally-Beirut St 22625999
Hawally & Rawdha                         Hawally & Rawdha Coop 22564549
Ghadeer                                              Jabriya-Block 1A 25340559
Kindy                                                    Jabriya-Block 3B 25326554
Ibn Al-Nafis                                        Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25721264
Mishrif Coop                                     Mishrif Coop 25380581
Salwa Coop                                        Salwa Coop 25628241

Ophthalmologists

Dr. Abidallah Al-Mansoor            25622444

Dr. Samy Al-Rabeea                         25752222

Dr. Masoma Habeeb                        25321171

Dr. Mubarak Al-Ajmy                      25739999

Dr. Mohsen Abel                                 25757700

Dr  Adnan Hasan Alwayl               25732223

Dr. Abdallah Al-Baghly                  25732223

Ear, Nose & Throat (ENT)

Dr. Ahmed Fouad Mouner          24555050 Ext 510

Dr. Abdallah Al-Ali                            25644660

Dr. Abd Al-Hameed Al-Taweel  25646478

Dr. Sanad Al-Fathalah                    25311996

Dr. Mohammad Al-Daaory         25731988

Dr. Ismail Al-Fodary                         22620166

Dr. Mahmoud Al-Booz                   25651426

General Practitioners

Dr. Mohamme Y Majidi                  24555050 Ext 123

Dr. Yousef Al-Omar                           24719312

Dr. Tarek Al-Mikhazeem               23926920

Dr. Kathem Maarafi                          25730465

Dr. Abdallah Ahmad Eyadah     25655528

Dr. Nabeel Al-Ayoobi                      24577781

Dr. Dina Abidallah Al-Refae       25333501

Urologists

Dr. Ali Naser Al-Serfy                       22641534

Dr. Fawzi Taher Abul                        22639955

Dr. Khaleel Abidallah Al-Awadi 22616660

Dr. Adel Al-Hunayan FRCS (C)   25313120

Dr. Leons Joseph                                66703427

For labor-related inquiries 
and complaints:

Call MSAL hotline 128 

Sabah Hospital                                                 24812000

Amiri Hospital                                                  22450005

Maternity Hospital                                         24843100

Mubarak Al-Kabir Hospital                        25312700

Chest Hospital                                               24849400

Farwaniya Hospital                                    24892010

Adan Hospital                                                23940620

Ibn Sina Hospital                                         24840300

Al-Razi Hospital                                            24846000

Physiotherapy Hospital                            24874330/9

Kaizen center 25716707

Rawda 22517733

Adaliya 22517144

Khaldiya 24848075

Kaifan 24849807

Shamiya 24848913

Shuwaikh 24814507

Abdullah Salem 22549134

Nuzha 22526804

Industrial Shuwaikh 24814764

Qadsiya 22515088

Dasmah 22532265

Bneid Al-Gar 22531908

Shaab 22518752

Qibla 22459381

Ayoun Al-Qibla 22451082

Mirqab 22456536

Sharq 22465401

Salmiya 25746401

Jabriya 25316254

Maidan Hawally 25623444

Bayan 25388462

Mishref 25381200

W Hawally 22630786

Sabah 24810221

Jahra 24770319

New Jahra 24575755

West Jahra 24772608

South Jahra 24775066

North Jahra 24775992

North Jleeb 24311795

Ardhiya 24884079

Firdous 24892674

Omariya 24719048

N Khaitan 24710044

Fintas 23900322

GOVERNORATE PHARMACY                            ADDRESS PHONE

Plastic Surgeons

Dr. Mohammad Al-Khalaf                        22547272

Dr. Abdal-Redha Lari                                   22617700

Dr. Abdel Quttainah                                 25625030/60

Family Doctor

Dr Divya Damodar                        23729596/23729581

Psychiatrists

Dr. Esam Al-Ansari                                         22635047

Dr Eisa M. Al-Balhan                                  22613623/0

Gynaecologists & Obstetricians

DrAdrian arbe                                   23729596/23729581

Dr. Verginia s.Marin                       2572-6666 ext 8321

Dr. Fozeya Ali Al-Qatan                              22655539

Dr. Majeda Khalefa Aliytami                  25343406

Dr. Ahmad Al-Khooly                                  25739272

Dr. Salem soso                                                  22618787

General Surgeons

Dr. Amer Zawaz Al-Amer                          22610044

Dr. Mohammad Yousef Basher             25327148

Internists, Chest & Heart

Dr. Adnan Ebil                                                   22639939

Dr. Mousa Khadada                                      22666300

Dr. Latefa Al-Duweisan                              25728004

Dr. Nadem Al-Ghabra                                  25355515

Dr. Mobarak Aldoub                                    24726446

Dr Nasser Behbehani                                25654300/3

Paediatricians

Dr. Khaled Hamadi                              25665898

Dr. Abd Al-Aziz Al-Rashed                         25340300

Dr. Zahra Qabazard                             25710444

Dr. Sohail Qamar                                   22621099

Dr. Snaa Maaroof                                  25713514

Dr. Pradip Gujare                                  23713100

Dr. Zacharias Mathew                        24334282

Dermatology

Dr. Mohammed Salam 
Bern University                                      23845955

Dentists

Dr Anil Thomas                                       3729596/3729581

Dr. Shamah Al-Matar                          22641071/2

Dr. Anesah Al-Rasheed                     22562226

Dr. Abidallah Al-Amer                       22561444

Dr. Faysal Al-Fozan                              22619557

Dr. Abdallateef Al-Katrash             22525888

Dr. Abidallah Al-Duweisan             25653755

Dr. Bader Al-Ansari                              25620111

Neurologists

Dr. Sohal Najem Al-Shemeri         25633324

Dr. Jasem Mola Hassan                     25345875

Gastrologists

Dr. Sami Aman                                        22636464

Dr. Mohammad Al-Shamaly         25322030

Dr. Foad Abidallah Al-Ali                 22633135

Endocrinologist

     Dr. Abd Al-Naser Al-Othman 25339330

     Dr. Ahmad Al-Ansari 25658888

     Dr. Kamal Al-Shomr 25329924

Physiotherapists & VD

     Dr. Deyaa Shehab 25722291

     Dr. Musaed Faraj Khamees 22666288

Rheumatologists:

     Dr. Adel Al-Awadi 25330060

     Dr. Khaled Al-Jarallah 25722290

Internist, Chest & Heart

     DR.Mohammes Akkad           24555050 Ext 210

     Dr. Mohammad Zubaid
     MB, ChB, FRCPC, PACC
     Assistant Professor Of Medicine
     Head, Division of Cardiology
     Mubarak Al-Kabeer Hospital 25339667

Consultant Cardiologist

     Dr. Farida Al-Habib          2611555-2622555
     MD, PH.D, FACC

     Inaya German Medical Center
     Te: 2575077
     Fax: 25723123

Soor Center
Tel: 2290-1677
Fax: 2290 1688

info@soorcenter.com
www.soorcenter.com

Psychologists
/Psychotherapists

PRIVATE CLINICS

William Schuilenberg, RPC 2290-1677
Zaina Al Zabin, M.Sc. 2290-1677

Kaizen center
25716707

Noor Clinic
23845955

INTERNATIONAL
CALLS

Afghanistan 0093

Albania 00355

Algeria 00213

Andorra 00376

Angola 00244

Anguilla 001264

Antiga 001268

Argentina 0054

Armenia 00374

Australia 0061

Austria 0043

Azerbaijan 00994

Bahamas 001242

Bahrain 00973

Bangladesh 00880

Barbados 001246

Belarus 00375

Belgium 0032

Belize 00501

Benin 00229

Bermuda 001441

Bhutan 00975

Bolivia 00591

Bosnia 00387

Botswana 00267

Brazil 0055

Brunei 00673

Bulgaria 00359

Burkina 00226

Burundi 00257

Cambodia 00855

Cameroon 00237

Canada 001

Cape Verde 00238

Cayman Islands 001345

Central African 00236

Chad 00235

Chile 0056

China 0086

Colombia 0057

Comoros 00269

Congo 00242

Cook Islands 00682

Costa Rica 00506

Croatia 00385

Cuba 0053

Cyprus 00357

Cyprus (Northern) 0090392

Czech Republic 00420

Denmark 0045

Diego Garcia 00246

Djibouti 00253

Dominica 001767

Dominican Republic 001809

Ecuador 00593

Egypt 0020

El Salvador 00503

England (UK) 0044

Equatorial Guinea 00240

Eritrea 00291

Estonia 00372

Ethiopia 00251

Falkland Islands 00500

Faroe Islands 00298

Fiji 00679

Finland 00358

France 0033

French Guiana 00594

French Polynesia 00689

Gabon 00241

Gambia 00220

Georgia 00995

Germany 0049

Ghana 00233

Gibraltar 00350

Greece 0030

Greenland 00299

Grenada 001473

Guadeloupe 00590

Guam 001671

Guatemala 00502

Guinea 00224

Guyana 00592

Haiti 00509

Holland (Netherlands) 0031

Honduras 00504

Hong Kong 00852

Hungary 0036

Ibiza (Spain) 0034

Iceland 00354

India 0091

Indian Ocean 00873

Indonesia 0062

Iran 0098

Iraq 00964

Ireland 00353

Italy 0039

Ivory Coast 00225

Jamaica 001876

Japan 0081

Jordan 00962

Kazakhstan 007

Kenya 00254

Kiribati 00686

Kuwait 00965

Kyrgyzstan 00996

Laos 00856

Latvia 00371

Lebanon 00961

Liberia 00231

Libya 00218

Lesotho 00266

Lithuania 00370

Luxembourg 00352

Macau 00853

Macedonia 00389

Madagascar 00261

Majorca 0034

Malawi 00265

Malaysia 0060

Maldives 00960

Mali 00223

Malta 00356

Marshall Islands 00692

Martinique 00596

Mauritania 00222

Mauritius 00230

Mayotte 00269

Mexico 0052

Micronesia 00691

Moldova 00373

Monaco 00377

Mongolia 00976

Montserrat 001664

Morocco 00212

Mozambique 00258

Myanmar (Burma) 0095

Namibia 00264

Nepal 00977

Netherlands 0031

Netherlands Antilles 00599

New Caledonia 00687

New Zealand 0064

Nicaragua 00505

Nigar 00227

Nigeria 00234

Niue 00683

Norfolk Island 00672

N. Ireland (UK) 0044

North Korea 00850

Norway 0047

Oman 00968

Pakistan 0092

Palau 00680

Panama 00507

Papua New Guinea 00675

Paraguay 00595

Peru 0051

Philippines 0063

Poland 0048

Portugal 00351

Puerto Rico 001787

Qatar 00974

Romania 0040

Russian Federation 007

Rwanda 00250

Saint Helena 00290

Saint Kitts 001869

Saint Lucia 001758

Saint Pierre 00508

Saint Vincent 001784

Samoa US 00684

Samoa West 00685

San Marino 00378

Sao Tome 00239

Saudi Arabia 00966

Scotland (UK) 0044

Senegal 00221

Seychelles 00284

Sierra Leone 00232

Singapore 0065

Slovakia 00421

Slovenia 00386

Solomon Islands 00677

Somalia 00252

South Africa 0027

South Korea 0082

Spain 0034

Sri Lanka 0094

Sudan 00249

Suriname 00597

Swaziland 00268

Sweden 0046

Switzerland 0041

Syria 00963

Serbia 00381

Taiwan 00886

Tanzania 00255

Thailand 0066

Togo 00228

Tonga 00676

Tokelau 00690

Trinidad 001868

Tunisia 00216

Turkey 0090

Tuvalu 00688

Uganda 00256

Ukraine 00380

United Arab Emirates 00976

United Kingdom 0044

Uruguay 00598

USA 001

Uzbekistan 00998

Vanuatu 00678

Venezuela 00582

Vietnam 0084

Virgin Islands UK 001284

Virgin Islands US 001340

Wales (UK) 0044

Yemen 00967

Yugoslavia 00381

Zambia 00260

Zimbabwe 00263



The brunette beauty and the 33-year-old television personality called
time on their romance in 2015, but have decided to put their differ-
ences to one side in order to enjoy a trip to Hawaii with their three

children Mason, seven, Penelope, four, and Reign, two. Taking to Instagram
on Friday to share a snap of the pair against the luscious green landscape,
the 'Keeping Up with the Kardashians' star wrote: "MOM and DAD back at
it again with the coparenting skills. (sic)" Kourtney, 37, and Scott have con-
tinued to co-parent their children throughout the rough patches in their
relationship, but Scott revealed last month he isn't sure how the pair man-
age to co-parent so flawlessly. He said: "I don't know, and I don't want to
jinx it. I don't think we know any other way, to be honest. We never had
any negativity between us and we made a very smooth transition into the
way we live, and luckily, thank God, we're able to see one another and still
be with our children and, knock on wood, that we have that. Thank God we
have that and everyone is somewhat happy and it seems to work. It's not
broke, so don't fix it."
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The 55-year-old actor and his wife Amal
bought the impressive property in
Sonning in 2014 for a whopping £7.5 mil-

lion, and after submitting planning permission
for a renovation project worth £12.5 million, the
Hollywood hunk reportedly offered his neigh-
bors a deal to apologize for the disturbance. The
Daily Mail newspaper reports that the 'Ocean's
Eleven' actor - who is expecting twins with his
wife - agreed a deal with John and Clare Grove
totaling around £45,000 and including a holiday
in Corfu and a stay in a luxury hotel so they were
away from the construction noise. The package
also reportedly included a £30,000 lump sum,

and a stay in a £780,000 cottage with their rent
and bills paid for whilst the building work was
completed. An insider told the publication: "It is
a known fact in the village that the Clooneys'
closest neighbors were very stressed by the
building work. At the height of the work, there
were up to three large building lorries in the
small road leading to the Clooneys' house every
day. "But the Clooneys have given a lot back to
the community since they moved in. They have
been incredibly generous in compensating the
Groves for the hassle of the building work." The
building work, which has since been finished,
included installing a 12-seat cinema, a swim-

ming pool, a tennis court, and a subterranean
irrigation system. Meanwhile, George recently
gushed about his 39-year-old spouse at an
awards show in Paris, France, where he was pre-
sented with an honorary award. He said during
his acceptance speech: "To my wife Amal, there
isn't a day that goes by that I'm not proud to be
your husband. And I am excited about the years
to come, and particularly the months to come. I
love you very much."

Clooney offers neighbors 
a 'compensation package'

The 38-year-old singer was previ-
ously a member of the girl group -
which also included Sabrina

Washington and Su-Elise Nash - and is
reportedly owed 10 years' worth of roy-
alties after an "administrative error" that
occurred when Telstar Records, the label
the group were signed to, went bust in
2004. A source told The Sun newspaper:
"Mis-Teeq have only been paid half of
their earnings from the last ten years.
They were paid the majority of the pub-
lishing side but not for the physical
records and various other endeavors.
There is a huge amount of money wait-
ing for them. It is well into the millions.
"For their biggest hit alone, 'Scandalous',
they are owed more than £1 million
because of its use in an Armani advert.
"No one is suggesting any malice is
involved. The money got lost purely due
to various administrative errors. As it
was so long ago now it has been diffi-
cult to find those involved with the orig-

inal deals. "But hopefully it shouldn't be
long before the girls get the money they
are owed. There is a big battle ahead."
Meanwhile, the 'Britain's Got Talent'
judge recently admitted it would be
"disastrous" if the girl group didn't
reunite in some form, but admits sched-
uling is incredibly important. She said: "I
don't know what we're waiting for really
to be honest. "We're talking, we love
each other - we'd love it to happen one
day. "Timing is key. At the moment obvi-
ously I'm in the studio working on solo
material and I'm working on some other
things so it's just finding that time to do
it. "It would be disastrous to not do
something because the history we have
together and the fact that if it wasn't for
the girls, I wouldn't be doing anything
that I'm doing now. "And I love them - so
it'd be nice."

Alesha Dixon set to receive

a seven-figure paycheque

for Mis-Teeq royalties 

The former Union J singer has present-
ed the early morning show on the UK
radio station alongside Dave Berry

and Lilah Parsons since 2016, but has now
reportedly been dropped from the roster
after the show's main presenter Dave
announced he was leaving the station ear-
lier this year. Sources claim the Capital FM
bosses "weren't prepared" to let the 23-
year-old musician front the show, but he is
still a member of the Capital team and is
set to be placed at a different time slot. An
insider said: "George has done a great job
but bosses weren't prepared to put him in
charge of the station's flagship show. It
doesn't mean his radio career is over
though. He and Lilah are in talks to work
elsewhere at the network, although noth-
ing has been confirmed." The show will
now be fronted by stand-in presenters for

the next few weeks until the new host is
announced. A Capital FM spokeswoman
told The Sun newspaper: "We wish Dave
lots of luck in the future. We're pleased to
say George and Lilah won't be going far -
more news on that, and the new Capital
breakfast show very soon." Meanwhile, 38-
year-old Dave announced in February that
he would not be renewing his contract
with the station, after spending five years
hosting the popular breakfast show. He
said in a statement at the time: "Ten years
ago I got my first job in radio on Capital.
I've had an amazing time - it really is the
best job in the world waking up my fellow
Londoners, and working with George and
Lilah has been loads of fun." 

George Shelley has been axed from
'The Capital Breakfast Show'

Jourdan Dunn's

mum is her
best friend

The 26-year-old model - who has a seven-
year-old son called Riley - has always been
close to her mother and is able to confide in

her about anything. She said: "My mum Dee [is my
best friend]. I have always had such a great rela-
tionship with her. She's someone I can tell every-
thing to." But while Jourdan is close to her mum,
she is currently annoyed with her two brothers.
She told Grazia magazine: "My youngest brother
Kain [owes me an apology]. I called Riley for a chat
during London Fashion Week and he could tell I
was a bit stressed out. "He asked my mum to buy
me my favourite Galaxy Cookie Crumble, so he
could cheer me up - and my brother ate my
chocolate... "My brother Antoine woke me up at
six o'clock this morning to attend a boxing class
he was teaching - after I went to bed at four. "I was
happy to go and support him but I really didn't
appreciate being woken up." But the stunning star
loves spending quality time with her family and
splashed out on a luxury holiday for them all over
the festive season. Asked her biggest extrava-
gance, Jourdan said: "I took my whole family to
Barbados for Christmas and New Year. It was our
first holiday together for seven years. "There was a
butler and a cook. It was a lot but well worth it."
And although Jourdan enjoys her career, it can be
tough being away for her son for long periods at a
time. She admitted: "I had only seen him once
during Fashion Month as I stay in hotels because
it's easier for events. "I took him to school yester-
day, which was nice, but I feel like that's not
enough. I can't wait to see his face."

The 33-year-old country music star and
the 'What Would It Take' musician
have been dating for over a year, and

the blonde beauty has taken to Instagram
to thank him for always being there for her
throughout their relationship. Sharing a
photo of the pair from the Academy of
Country Music Awards which took place
earlier this week, the 'Vice' hitmaker wrote:
"My sweet handsome date. Thanks @ander-
soneast for being so supportive and kind.
#bamaboy #backtothefarm #texasbama#
blueeyes (sic)" Miranda and Anderson, 28,
kickstarted their relationship after the
'Over You' singer divorced from Blake
Shelton - who is now in a relationship with
Gwen Stefani - in 2015. Last year, a source
described the pair as "serious". They said:
"Whenever they are together they act like
two free spirits . . .  Miranda adores
Anderson. They understand each other.
Anderson has given Miranda this confi-
dence she hasn't felt in some time. They are
very supportive with each other and their
careers. "Anderson and Miranda are seri-
ous. They have met both sides of their fam-
ilies. Both their families love what they
have. They seem like they are in such a
great place. They spend so much time
together. They are also very involved with
Miranda's animals. That's a big part of her
life and Anderson is a huge animal lover."

Miranda Lambert

thanks boyfriend for
being supportive 

Kourtney and Scott Disick 
are co-parenting in Hawaii

The 'Snatched' actress isn't comfortable with being famous, but
admits it "feels good" to be able to hang out and have the possi-
bility of working with people she's admired for a long time.

Asked if there's anything she likes about fame, she said: "The things
about it that are cool are the people that I respect and am a fan of
some of them will know who I am. "And that feels really good, it's cool
that I get to hang out with these people or work with them." The 35-
year-old comic admits she would rather stay at home than go out to
glamorous Hollywood events and won't attend awards ceremonies if
she doesn't have a good reason to be there. She told Glamour maga-
zine: "I've been asked to host a bunch of awards shows, but I will only
go to events that I have to. "I would always rather not go, because I
like to feel physically comfortable and be with people that I feel com-
fortable with. "It's not my element. I don't think it's anyone's element. I

would almost rather just watch them at home. "But at the same
time, it's really nice to be acknowledged. When I do get included
in awards things, I feel proud and good about that. "But I don't
want to go if I'm not. You'll never see me on a red carpet unless
I'm very involved." And although Amy - who is dating furniture
designer Ben Hanisch - is feeling "good" about her life, she thinks
everyone pretends to be happier than they really are. She said:
"I do feel like everyone is an imposter, we're all hanging on by
a thread. "We all put videos and pictures up like, 'Look, I'm OK',
and really we're not all OK. "I feel good right now and I feel
happy in my life but, you know, that's not constant, it's p and
down."

Amy Schumer thinks it's 'cool' her idols know who she is 



Frankie Bridge

wants to star
in a musical

The 28-year-old singer may have found success
as a member of both The Saturdays and S Club
8, but she admits her true love has always

been the stage. She said: "I'd love to be in a musical. I
always wanted to be in musical theatre - I never
thought I'd be in a pop group. "'Les Miserables' in
my favorite." But while she may not have dreamed of
being a pop star, Frankie - who has sons Parker,
three, and Carter, 19 months, with husband Wayne
Bridge - is very proud of her career achievements.
She said: "I've been in two successful pop groups
and I think that's quite rare.  "Having a number one
with The Saturdays (with 'What About Us') was
something we wanted to achieve." The brunette
beauty isn't sure yet whether her sons will want to
follow in the footsteps of their famous parents, but
they are already showing signs of being sporty like
their soccer star father. Asked if she thinks they will
sing or play soccer, Frankie told LOOK magazine: "I
have no idea but they both love football and being
outside. "I don't want my kids to stay in watching TV
all the time - not to say they don't - but I love that
they have a good mix. Carter loves music." And if she
could teach the boys any lesson, Frankie would want
to encourage them to stay true to themselves and
not worry about what other people think. She said "I
wish I hadn't cared so much about other people's
opinions when I was younger. Just be yourself as
much as possible."
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The 'X-Men: Apocalypse' star and the Green Bay Packers quarterback
have reportedly called time on their three-year relationship, but it is
said to be an "amicable" split and their pair are thought to have

remained "close". A source told People magazine: "They have amicably
ended their relationship of three years. [The couple] remains close friends
and wishes nothing but the best for each other moving forward." The news
comes after Olivia, 36, insisted she was "really happy" with the NFL player,
despite denying any possible engagement rumors. She said in November
when asked about her relationship: "I'm really happy, things are good."
Although when asked how she deals with constant rumors she is getting

engaged, she added: "I think you only deal with that when it actually hap-
pens." The 'Office Christmas Party' actress also recently penned a letter to
fans of Aaron's football team after the Packers' heart-breaking loss against
the Atlanta Falcons in the NFC Championship game denied the team a
shot at the Super Bowl. She said: "So proud of this team. They faced a lot of
adversity on and off the field, but battled to get this far. "Thank you to
those of you who encouraged and supported them by choosing to put out
only positive energy. It helped them get this far."

Olivia Munn splits from Aaron Rodgers 

The 41-year-old star recently filed for divorce from
her husband of almost 10 years, amid allegations
he assaulted her, got their nanny pregnant and

forced Mel to have threesomes, and her 'America's Got
Talent' boss Simon Cowell is impressed that Mel can
focus on work throughout her personal turmoil. He
told The Sun: "She's an incredible person. "If you think
about what Mel's done since leaving the Spice Girls
and what she's gone through, how hard she works and
how I saw her try to handle this situation, it was aston-
ishing. "I think she is a really, really special person, and
I really respect the way she's dealt with everything.
"Yes, she's under pressure but I think she's in a good
place." Meanwhile, Mel's former 'X Factor' co-star
Sharon Osbourne has opened up about when the star
missed a day of filming three years ago and showed
up the next day with a black eye.  Speaking on US chat

show The Talk, Sharon said: "In the situation that she's
been in for 10 years, it's not just physical, it's mental
abuse too. "Three years ago, in the final two days of 'X
Factor', she didn't make the first day and she was in the
hospital. "And it was reported in all the papers that
said 'allegedly' she's been beaten by her husband. And
she came back for the final day and she had a black
eye and bruising everywhere, but she made the final.
"This has been brewing and people talking for a very,
very long time.  "You know what, she's a good girl.
She's a great mother. She works her bum off." Stephen
has previously called the allegations of domestic
abuse "outrageous" and "unfounded". 

Simon Cowell praises Mel B
for how she is handling split

Ricky Martin cast in

'Versace: American

Crime Story' 

The 45-year-old singer will play Antonio D'Amico, the
partner of fashion designer Gianni Versace in the TV
series, which is set to tell the story of the murder of

Versace by the serial killer Andrew Cunanan in July 1997.
The series is being produced by Ryan Murphy and the
team behind 'The People v. OJ Simpson: American Crime
Story' and 'Katrina: American Crime Story'.  Gianni's sister
Donatella took over the fashion empire following his death
and is the current Vice President of the Versace Group. She
will be played by Penelope Cruz, with …dgar Rarmirez as
Versace and Darren Criss as killer Andrew Cunanan.
Meanwhile, Ricky recently called his eight-year-old twin
sons, Valentino and Matteo, his toughest critics and said
they often give him advice on how he can improve his
music performances. He said: "They travel with me every-
where and they sit backstage and they look at my show
every night. One day one of them went like, 'Daddy, what
happened tonight? I didn't like this part. Yesterday was
better, last night was better.'" Ricky also opened up about
his engagement to longtime boyfriend Jwan Yosef, saying:
"I'm really happy." Asked how he met his fiancÈ, he added:
"He is a conceptual artist and I'm a collector, and I saw his
art on the Internet and I contacted him. Then we met and
everything's been perfect."

Stephanie Davis 
congratulates friend

Danielle Lloyd on pregnancy
The 24-year-old actress - who has two-month-old son

Caben with her on/off partner Jeremy McConnell -
took to Twitter to wish the 32-year-old model her

best after she found out her first child with fiance Michael
O'Neill will be a son during a live ultrasound scan on 'Loose
Women' on as panelists Christine Bleakley, Nadia Sawalha,
Jane Moore and Coleen Nolan looked on. Steph tweeted:
"Congrats Dan!! Lots of love woo a boy Made up for you xx
(sic)." And former 'The Apprentice' star Luisa Zissman took
to her Instagram account to congratulate the star after
Danielle uploaded a photo of her finding out the gender
backstage in the 'Loose Women' studio. Luisa simply wrote:
"Congrats Hun!! (sic)" Danielle - who already has three
sons, Archie, six, Harry, five, and three-year-old George,
with ex-husband Jamie O'Hara - revealed she was "excited"
for her fourth son and joked that she was "preparing for
another messy boy" after discovering the baby's sex on the
ITV daytime program. She said: "I'm so happy ... I'm excited
now. At least I know and I can prepare myself for another
messy boy in the house!"

The 23-year-old singer underwent vocal surgery last
year for a second time after previously having a hem-
orrhaged vocal chord repaired in 2015, and has

praised her partner Daryl Sabara for learning the hand ges-
tures so he could still communicate with her. Speaking
during an appearance on 'The Ellen Degeneres Show' on
Friday (07.04.17), the 'All About That Bass' hitmaker said: "I
really couldn't talk since December. It was like three
months of vocal rest and then we decided, 'Let's get the
surgery before 'Ellen'. It was tough. "The real trooper was
my boyfriend because he learned sign language for me. I
would spell out words for him. He just stuck with me
through it. He was great ... He's better than whatever I
wished for." It isn't the first time the 'Dear Future Husband'
singer has gushed over the 24-year-old 'Spy Kids' actor
either, as she previously credited him with helping her feel

more confident with her body. She said: "I never really felt
sexy with guys before. No one expressed how they liked
my body out loud in the bedroom until I met Daryl. He is
obsessed with it - every inch. And that has improved my
confidence more than even '[All About That] Bass' did. He's
a champion, so we're in heaven." Meghan was smitten with
Daryl as soon as they met and they shared a kiss on their
first date, which involved bowling and karaoke. She
recalled: "We went on a double date - bowling and
karaoke. He kissed me at the bowling alley. "I told my secu-
rity to step outside 'cause I didn't want to be watched. LOL.
He was the best kisser ever. I know I'm really good at kiss-
ing, but I was shocked when he was. (sic)"  

Lamar Odom's
celebrity 

crush is J Lo 

The 37-year-old retired NBA star is currently single
after having finalised his divorce from Khloe
Kardashian last year, and has admitted the fellow star

he has the biggest crush on is the 'Shades of Blue' actress -
who is currently in a relationship with baseball star Alex
Rodriguez. Asked which A-List celebrity he had a crush on,
Lamar said: "That's a good one. J Lo." And whilst Lamar
might not have much hope securing the 'Love Don't Cost a
Thing' hitmaker as she's already in a relationship, he did
admit he's halfway to achieving both his childhood
dreams. He said when asked what his dreams were: "I
always wanted to be a professional basketball player, and I
always wanted to design clothes. I don't know what it is
about designing clothes." Despite wanting to own his own
fashion label, Lamar isn't setting aside the money to pay
for his venture as he prefers to splash out on other things.
Asked by Us Weekly as part of their '25 things you might
not know about Lamar Odom' video what his biggest
splurge is, he replied: "[My] bottom grills." Meanwhile,
Lamar recently admitted he regretted being unfaithful to
the 'Keeping Up with the Kardashians' star - whom he split
with in 2013 - and blamed their high profile relationship
for making him attractive to women who wouldn't other-
wise have been interested.  - Bangshowbiz 

Meghan Trainor's boyfriend learnt sign language for her 



British Airways yesterday launched its investment plans
for customers, focusing on excellence in the premium
cabins and more choice and quality for all. 

The investments include: 
• £400m in Club World (long-haul business class) 
• Introducing Club Europe on UK domestic services 
• New lounges 
• First Wing direct security and lounge access at Heathrow 
• Latest generation Wi-Fi fitted on long-haul and short-haul

fleets over the next two years 
• Self-service check-in and biometric boarding gates to

speed up the airport journey 

The airline will be investing £400m in Club World (long-
haul business class) which will enhance the experience of din-
ing at 38,000 feet and deliver an excellent night's sleep when
flying with British Airways.  From June new catering will be
introduced in to the Heathrow business lounges to improve
food quality and extend the breakfast service to 11am. In the
air from July fresh new linen, bigger pillows designed for sleep
comfort, a soft mattress topper and duvet to give customers
all they need for a great night's sleep will be supplied. 

From September a new restaurant-style premium dining
service will begin in Club World, with display trolleys allowing
customers to select dishes from a choice of freshly prepared
starters and desserts served on beautiful new table settings. A
revamped service approach will be delivered to customers
with a new culinary boutique experience. These changes will
launch on flights between London Heathrow and New York
JFK, before being rolled out across the rest of the long-haul
network during 2018.  The airline is also developing options
for a new seat in Club World with direct aisle access in 2019.
Details will be released in due course.  And the changes in
service style will also be reflected in the Club Europe cabin on
short-haul, including new crockery and improved menus on
board, which focus more closely on the length and time of
day of the flight. 

Business and First customers will notice changes in

lounges too, starting with the new complex at Gatwick
Airport's South Terminal. With sweeping views of the runway,
the new First and Club lounges have 40 per cent more floor-
space than the airline's former lounge in North Terminal. 

The facility is 30 per cent larger than the previous lounge,
has direct gate access and stunning views over the Boston
skyline. Next year Aberdeen and Rome's lounges will be
revamped, and Geneva will be expanded. Further investment
is planned in San Francisco, Johannesburg, Manchester and
Chicago. Heathrow's Terminal 5 lounges will be revamped
over the next few years, starting this month with the flagship
Concorde Room for First customers, which will have new fur-
niture and a refreshed look and feel. 

'First Wing' 
In other premium news, British Airways launched its exclu-

sive new 'First Wing' check-in area for First customers at
Heathrow Terminal 5. It includes a dedicated two-lane security
channel and direct access to the Galleries First Lounge and
Concorde Room for the first time. The two new security lanes
also reduce the number of travellers passing through the cur-
rent South security lanes, helping to speed up the journey for
Club World customers too. A relaxed seating area is located
after security for customers to gather their possessions in an
unhurried atmosphere. The First Wing gives First and Gold
Executive Club customers far greater privacy and exclusivity
with a dedicated combined check-in and Fast Track space. 

From April, customers in all cabins will start to enjoy the
latest generation of Wi-Fi as it's rolled out across British
Airways' long-haul network. Short-haul Wi-Fi will commence
later in the year when British Airways becomes the first airline
to offer connectivity using Europe's first ever 4G high-speed

inflight network with the aim of having 90 per cent of its total
fleet connected by 2019. Customers will be able to use their
own devices to browse the internet, access email and check
social media. In addition, they will have the ability to stream
video content from popular sites such as Netflix and YouTube. 

Technology is also helping customers to simplify and
speed up their journeys through the airport, with the opening
of the airline's first three automated self-boarding gates for UK
domestic flights at Heathrow Terminal 5. The automated gates
use facial recognition technology to allow customers to sim-
ply scan their boarding pass, before walking straight onto the
aircraft. British Airways colleagues will still be on hand to help
customers who need a little extra assistance. 
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British Airways invests to boost customer experience for all

Electronic music pioneer Jean-Michel Jarre performs during concert to publicize the plight of the shrinking Dead Sea, the lowest place on earth at the foot of the ancient clifftop fortress of Massada in Israel, late April 6, 2017. — AFP 

Electro music pioneer braves elements for Dead Sea show
Electronic music pioneer Jean-Michel Jarre braved heavy

winds that led to a late start for his concert at the Dead
Sea aimed at drawing attention to environmental issues.

The concert that began late Thursday and stretched into
Friday saw Jarre and others perform in front of the ancient
Masada fortress next to the Dead Sea.

Weather conditions led to a start that was some two and a
half hours late. The 68-year-old Jarre arrived and greeted the
crowd by saying "Shalom, Israel" and spoke of the need to
draw attention to the shrinking Dead Sea. He played a range
of music from throughout his career for the several thousand
in attendance, including parts of his best-known album
"Oxygene." The concert also included some of the extravagant

elements Jarre's shows are known for, with lasers, smoke and
giant screens.

Jarre himself wore glasses fitted with a camera. Jarre first
shot to fame in the 1970s in his native France and became an
influential figure in electronic music. He told AFP in an inter-
view this week that he hoped the concert would contribute to
"the resistance against all the Trumps of the world"-referring
to what he sees as US President Donald Trump's anti-environ-
mental stance. The venue at the foot of the ancient fortress is
one of the most stunning sites in the region and the location
of a seminal event in Jewish history.

Biblical King Herod built the Masada fortress in the first
century BC on a rocky outcrop 430 meters (1,290 feet) above

the Dead Sea. In 73 AD, Roman troops besieged 960 Jewish
Zealots there after they rebelled against the Roman rule of
then Palestine, according to a historian of the period, Flavius
Joseph. Instead of allowing themselves to fall captive, they
committed collective suicide. Jarre is a goodwill ambassador
for the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organisation (UNESCO), which in 2002 designated Masada a
world heritage site. The Dead Sea-actually a lake-is shared by
Israel, Jordan and the Palestinian territories. It is the lowest
and saltiest body of water in the world and is receding by
roughly a meter per year. Experts have warned it is on course
to dry out by 2050. —AFP 
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It was to be the great director Orson Welles's big come-
back, marking his triumphant return to the United States
after a quarter century in the wilderness in Europe. But

"The Other Side of the Wind," a satire on the death of
Hollywood's golden age and the legendary filmmaker's final
movie, remains unfinished after decades of financial prob-
lems and legal battles. Internet streaming service Netflix
announced in March it would fund the completion and
restoration of the movie-enabling its star Peter Bogdanovich
to fulfill a promise he made to Welles before his death in
1985, he revealed on Friday.

"Somewhere in the period 1974 or 1973, Orson and I were
having lunch and he turned to me and said, 'If anything ever
happens to me I want you to promise me you'll finish the pic-
ture,'" Bogdanovich, 77, told a Q&A in Hollywood as part of the
TCM Classic Film Festival. "I said 'Oh Orson, don't say that' and
he said, 'I know, nothing's going to happen to me but, if it
does, I want you to promise me the finished picture. I said, 'Of
course I will.'"

Shot by Welles between 1970 and 1976 from a screenplay
he co-wrote with his lover Oja Kodar, "The Other Side of the
Wind" stars the actress alongside Bogdanovich, John Huston
and Dennis Hopper. Veteran producer Frank Marshall, who
was Steven Spielberg's right-hand man on many of his biggest
movies, worked on the original production and he and

Bogdanovich have been at the forefront of efforts to complete
it since Welles died of a heart attack.

Setbacks 
He will lead the project for Netflix in consultation with

Bogdanovich, who has numerous acting credits but is best
known as the director of drama "The Last Picture Show" and
screwball comedy "What's Up, Doc?" in the early 1970s and
"Mask" in 1985. Welles was acclaimed for numerous movies
which have since become classics, including "Citizen Kane"
and "Touch of Evil," but he never made a movie that turned a
profit in his lifetime and is sometimes referred to as "The
Glorious Failure."  

His art often mirrored his life, and his final film accordingly
tells of the last days of a legendary director named Jake
Hannaford (Huston) as he struggles to forge his last great
comeback as a major filmmaker. Initially funded by Welles,
"The Other Side of the Wind" was filmed over six years around
Los Angeles and in Arizona, Connecticut, England, France, the
Netherlands, Spain and Belgium. Principal photography
began in 1970 but was delayed for two years when the US
government decided that Welles's European organization was
a holding company rather a production company and handed
him a huge tax bill. 

Production was further set back by an investor fleeing after

allegedly embezzling a large part of the budget, as well as the
collapse of promised investment and squabbles with Iranian
backers. The final scene was committed to celluloid in January
1976 but by then the money had run out, leaving Welles to
spend the years up to his death editing in his spare time.

Funny 
Decades-long legal battles have ensued between Welles's

daughter and his lover-and even the government of Iran-over
the ownership of the film, with the negative locked in a vault
in Paris. Bogdanovich first announced in 2004 that he planned
to restore the film and, three years later, said all the parties

with competing claims over the movie had come to an agree-
ment, with a theatrical release planned for late 2008.

Further wrangles stalled production, however, and the
movie has been on hold ever since. But Bogdanovich said the
original negative and other footage had arrived in Los
Angeles in March, officially resuming the post-production
process. "Ever since he died I've been trying to finish this pic-
ture... and now Netflix are doing it and we're going to begin
cutting at the end of this month," he told the festival panel in
Hollywood.

Ten hours of raw footage exist, but Welles never recorded
the opening narration and one of the locations where a car
crash has yet to be filmed no longer exists. Neither is there any
kind of musical score. But Bogdanovich is confident the final
movie will be worth the wait. "Huston is brilliant in it. I've seen
a lot of his stuff, he's just brilliant. It's an amazing cast actually.
Huston was funny because if an actor forgets a line, he usually
says, 'I'm sorry, what's the line?' or 'line please!'" the filmmaker
said. "Not John. If he didn't know the line he would say some-
thing, nothing to do with what the scene was about, but he'd
say something and exit, leaving me on camera going 'What?'
Orson always thought that was very funny." — AFP 

Bogdanovich: My promise to finish Orson's last movie

Peter Bogdanovich

Demand booming
on campuses for
creative writing

Some credit the rise of social media. Others attrib-
ute it to a flourishing culture of self-expression.
Whatever the reason, colleges across the United

States are seeing a boom in demand for courses on cre-
ative writing. Colleges are adding writing programs to
accommodate interest in what has become the rarest of
fields in the humanities - a sector that is growing, rather
than losing students to science and technology.

The number of schools offering bachelor's degrees in
creative writing has risen from three in 1975 to 733
today, according to the Association of Writers & Writing
Programs, an industry group based at George Mason
University in Fairfax, Virginia. So what will these students
do after graduating?

"Most of them are aware that this probably is not
going to be their career. At least, I hope they're aware,"
said David Galef, director of the creative writing program
at Montclair State University in New Jersey. "They're
interested in doing something they feel is creative."
While some will become professional writers, others will
find work in fields such as public relations, advertising or
something completely unrelated. Instructors say some
students see their focus on writing as a way to under-
stand themselves, make use of a liberal education and
enrich their lives.

'My own separate world'
One Montclair State undergraduate, Gil Moreno, 46,

enrolled years after completing another bachelor's
degree, in business management, and dreams of
becoming a writer. Even if he can't do it professionally,
he'll keep it up on the side. "I'm looking to get away from
the business world," he said. "I'm kind of looking to live
in my own separate world."

The number of creative writing bachelor's programs
has grown steadily, but spiked from 161 in 2008 to 592
in 2013, according to the AWP. English departments
elsewhere have offered new concentrations or minors in
writing, and still more major programs are planned,
including one beginning next fall at the University of
Chicago. In some English departments, the boom has
created tension between creative writing and those who
emphasize instruction of literature.

At Yale University's English department, which is
reviewing admissions procedures for the writing con-
centration amid a surge in applications, professors say
their writing program is unusual in requiring that all
courses include reading in contemporary work of the
chosen genre. "All over the country students are more
interested in writing about themselves than they are in
reading other people," said English professor Leslie
Brisman, who has taught at Yale since 1969. "We are in
favor of creativity. We are not in favor of ignorance."

Courses have doubled 
The number of course offerings in creative writing

has roughly doubled over the last five years at Yale,
where the creative writing director, Richard Deming, sus-
pects the interest can be credited, at least partly, to
social media. "This act of expressing one's voice in a
public way - some people feel that they want to add
craft, they want to hone those skills and take it to a place
of more intensity," he said. "It just builds from there."

Another explanation for the boom, according to
David Fenza, director of the AWP, is a cultural disconnect
between longstanding staples of English departments
and college students who come from increasingly
diverse racial and ethnic backgrounds. "They want to see
literature about their diaspora, not the diaspora of oth-
ers," he said. "They want literature about them and their
families and their ancestors and not the ancestors of
white, European, English-speaking peoples."

Erica Wachs, a Yale junior specializing in creative writ-
ing, arrived at the Ivy League school thinking she would
study either English or global affairs. Her first writing
classes included some of the most exciting moments of
her freshman year, including sessions with writers dis-
cussing their craft. She now is planning a career writing
for the entertainment industry. "I hope writing is what I
will spend the rest of my life doing," she said. — AP 

One of the world's premier art events opened in Athens
yesterday, bringing a much-needed spotlight, artistic
inspiration and visitor boost to crisis-hit Greece's run-

down capital. Documenta 14, the contemporary art exhibition
held every five years in Kassel, Germany, puts over 160 inter-
national artists on display across the city in over 40 public
institutions, squares, cinemas, university campuses and
libraries, showcasing painting, performances, sculpture and
sound art.

German President Frank-Walter Steinmeier, who inaugurat-
ed the event with Greek counterpart Prokopis Pavlopoulos,
said the event aims to break down "the political and economic
barriers that divide us...to make us understand the world that
surrounds us." Germans who look closer will discover that
Greeks have gone through major hardship, Steinmeier said.
And Greeks will find that other Europeans are not "cold and
one-sided".

"We can learn from each other...and we should do it more
often in Europe...but this is only possible if we do not merely
seek to confirm our stereotypes," he said through a translator.
Documenta was originally launched in 1955 by art professor
Arnold Bode to draw attention to works banned by the Nazis
as degenerate.

Nurture knowledge
"Knowledge must be conquered again and again, lest it be

forgotten. Democracy is under attack in many places, even in

Europe," former foreign minister Steinmeier said. The event
has travelled outside its birthplace for the first time. Some
860,000 people visited the last exhibition in 2012. Athens offi-
cials hope the Greek leg will draw over 6,500 visitors. In Kassel,
the event will run from June to September 17.

In Athens, Documenta will be headquartered at the recent-
ly-completed National Museum of Contemporary Art, a for-
mer brewery inaugurated in October after years of restoration
work. Shrouded in secrecy until the last minute, the 100-day
Greek leg is titled 'Learning from Athens'. In choosing to co-
host the event in the Greek capital, organisers said they were
inspired by the country's economic crisis and immigration
challenges. Appropriately, a large segment is devoted to
immigration and displacement.

The inauguration will  feature the Syrian Expat
Philharmonic Orchestra, an ensemble largely made up of war
refugees. "We want to spur people to dialogue and improve
conditions here," said Kassel mayor Bertram Hilgen. Over a
million refugees and migrants have come through Greece
since 2015, most of them fleeing civil war in Syria, and over
50,000 remain stuck in camps.

Greece is still struggling with recession and soaring unem-
ployment seven years after nearly going bankrupt in 2010.
Throughout this period, Athens and Berlin-which has footed a
large share of the country's rescue-have repeatedly clashed
over budget targets and Greece's perceived resistance to eco-
nomic reform. "What did we learn from Athens? That we all

must abandon our prejudices and plunge into the darkness of
not knowing," Documenta's Polish-born artistic director Adam
Szymczyk told reporters earlier this week.

Today, horse riders will file beneath the Acropolis in a re-
enactment of the Panathenaic procession, a 5th century BC
celebration to honor goddess Athena, and immortalized as a
frieze atop the Parthenon. Titled 'The Transit of Hermes', the
procession conceptualized by Glasgow-born Ross Birrell will
travel 3,000 kilometers to Kessel, following the same Balkans
route taken by refugees and migrants who last year poured
into Europe to escape war and poverty.

Highlights of the exhibition, which runs to July, include the
'Parthenon of Books' by Argentine artist Marta Minujin-a repli-
ca of the Classical Greek temple built with some 100,000
copies of banned books. For the duration of the exhibit, a jet
of white smoke will be emitted into the Kassel sky twice daily,
an intervention by Romania-born artist Daniel Knorr. A tiny
town in central Germany, Kassel itself has a camp with hun-
dreds of refugees. During World War II, the town had a forced
labour camp and was badly bombed by the Allies. It is also
where Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm compiled their collection of
fairy tales in the mid-19th century. — AFP 

A man walks past an exhibit by George Lappas entitled 'Gardener with a small bear' at
the National Museum of Contemporary Art in Athens.

Ghanian artist Ibrahim Mahama performs ‘Check Point - Prosfygika’ on the main
Syntagma square in Athens, in front of the Greek parliament, on April 7, 2017 on the eve
of the opening of the 14th edition of the Documenta 14 art exhibition.

Artists Prinz Gholam perform 'My sweet country' at the Temple of Olympian Zeus in
Athens yesterday, in the frames of the Documenta 14 art exhibition. — AFP photos 

A visitor walks past artworks by Polish-US artist Piotr Uklanski and US artists McDermott
& McGough, at the National museum of Contemporary Art in Athens.

German art exhibit Documenta
debuts shared Athens experience

One Direction heartthrob Harry Styles on Friday released
a ballad with touches of 1970s glam rock as he became
the latest member of the boy band to go solo. "Sign of

the Times" is the first solo single by the 23-year-old English
singer who is expected to put out a full album at a later date.
The song starts with a dark chord progression on a piano
before quickly building power as Styles shifts his voice into
higher range.

Drums and organ give way to electric guitar riffs on a
grandiose chorus with clear influences of late legend David
Bowie's early glam rock and, to some extent, Queen. But
unlike the path-breaking Bowie, lyrically Styles keeps things
simple with a chorus that goes, "Just stop your crying / It's a
sign of the times," although the context of the sorrow is
unspecified. At around five and a half minutes, "Sign of the
Times" comes off as a statement by Styles on a new artistic
direction after the succinct pop ditties of One Direction.

Styles, thin like Bowie with flowing hair, becomes the latest
singer to go solo from One Direction, which went on indefi-

nite hiatus in 2015 after five years of packing in stadiums with
screaming pre-teens. Most prominently, Zayn Malik-who left
One Direction amid a rift-has found success with a solo career
in which he has parted with the boy band's squeaky-clean
image for a sultry sound and style driven by R&B. Niall Horan
went in a different path when he put out a solo single last
year, going for stripped-down acoustic pop.

Styles worked on "Sign of the Times" with prominent US pro-
ducer Jeff Bhasker, a frequent collaborator of rap superstar
Kanye West who has also gone to the studio with Taylor Swift-
whom Styles used to date. Record label Columbia said Styles
would later this month release a video for the song shot on
Scotland's Isle of Skye by French director Yoann Lemoine, who
has worked with Swift and Katy Perry. "Sign of the Times" has
no obvious connection to a song of a similar title by Prince, a
dark 1987 take on AIDS, drug abuse and other social ills. — AFP 

Harry Styles channels glam rock in post-1D debut

Harry Styles 

This Oct 25, 2016 photo provided by Sunday Swett
shows Erica Wachs on the Yale University campus in
New Haven. — AP 
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Electro music pioneer braves
elements for Dead Sea show

Kites fly in the sky during the 31st International Kite Festival in Berck, northern France, Thursday, April 6, 2017. The International Kite Festival is organized in Berck-sur-Mer every April and lasts for 10 days. — AP 

Seattle rockers Pearl Jam, the late rapper Tupac
Shakur and 1970s hitmaking band Journey were
inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame on

Friday night. Joan Baez, Electric Light Orchestra and
Yes were also part of the 2017 class inducted at the
Barclays Center in Brooklyn, New York, which kicked
off with a tribute to Chuck Berry.

The new inductees closed the multi-hour event
with a group performance, and before that Pearl Jam
electrified with a performance of its well-known
songs. David Letterman inducted the band, and
brought a small guitar and letter onstage that he said
Vedder gave to his son days before his late-night
show ended in 2015. Letterman wasn't the only fan in
the room: As Vedder thanked his wife during his
speech, one male fan from a seat up high screamed, "I
love you, Eddie!"

'Smoking blunts' 
"Shoot, honey, I thought you were sitting down

in the front," Vedder said to laughs. His wife, Jill, was
teary-eyed in the audience as fans continued to
cheer. Vedder also used his speech to discuss cli-
mate change, saying "climate change is real, that's
not fake news." He also said his daughter Olivia was
a big fan of Chance the Rapper, and thanked the
Grammy-winning hip-hop star for his charitable
contributions to Chicago.

Speaking of rappers, Shakur - who died in 1996 -

was remembered by Snoop Dogg with a touching
and playful speech. Dogg, a former label mate and
friend of Shakur, says he attended the event to
make sure the rapper, actor and poet is remem-
bered as a "strong black man that stood for his."
Dogg, a marijuana enthusiast, also says it was
Shakur who first gave him weed. "That's right -
Tupac got Snoop Dogg smoking blunts," he said to
laughs from the audience. Later, Alicia Keys per-
formed a medley of Shakur's songs on piano, includ-
ing "Dear Mama" and "Changes."

One of the night's most anticipated performances
was Journey's. But despite earlier reports, Steve Perry
did not perform with the current Journey members.
Instead, Arnel Pineda sang lead as the band per-
formed their hits, including "Don't Stop Believin'."
Perry, estranged from the band for many years, did
embrace guitarist and co-founder Neal Schon
onstage. "You're the one who put us here," Perry said
to the Journey fans, earning one of the night's loudest
applauses. "I've been gone a long time but you've
never not been in my heart."

Felt 'cool'
Like Shakur and Pearl Jam, Baez and ELO were all

elected in their first year as nominees. Baez, one of
folk's most iconic voices, said it felt "cool" to be
inducted. She also said earning the Rock Hall honor
would help young people learn who she is, and what

she's accomplished. "My granddaughter had no clue
who I was until I took her backstage to a Taylor Swift
concert," said Baez, who added that her granddaugh-
ter took a selfie with Swift and now had "newfound
respect for her grandmother."

She was inducted by Jackson Browne, who said
the first album he bought with his own money was
Baez's second album. ELO - who kicked off the show
with Berry's "Roll Over Beethoven" - and progressive
British rockers Yes were also inducted Friday. "It was
49 years ago tonight I met Chris Squire at a bar,"
singer Jon Anderson said of the band's founding bass
player who died in 2015. "Magic moment."

Berry wasn't the only late legend who was hon-
ored: Lenny Kravitz paid tribute to Prince after the "In
Memoriam" section with an explosive performance of
"When Doves Cry," backed by a choir and beaming
purple lights. Pharrell said kind words about Nile
Rodgers, who received a special honor at the event,
which will air April 29 as a special on HBO. To be eligi-
ble, all of the nominees had to have released their first
recording no later than 1991. Inductees will eventual-
ly be enshrined in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
museum in Cleveland. — AP 

Snoop Dogg poses with an award given posthumously to
Tupac Shakur.

Inductees Neal Schon, left, and Steve Perry from the band Journey embrace. Alicia Keys performs a tribute to inductee Tupac Shakur.

Inductee Eddie Vedder from the band Pearl Jam performs at the 2017 Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame induction ceremony at the Barclays Center on Friday, April 7,
2017, in New York. — AP photos 

Pearl Jam, Tupac, Journey enter Rock Hall of Fame
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